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ABSTRACT
The study reported here addressed the research question, How do individuals experience the
learning and implementing of group process facilitation? It utilised a case-study approach,
because such an approach was seen as being particularly useful for exploring the processes
and actions that were hard to define for people who were learning and implementing group
process facilitation. The study sought to move beyond a reliance on theories of knowledge
formulated by positivistic processes, and into the realm of interpretivism and constructivism,
in order to explore individual experiences.
The literature reviewed indicated that there seemed to be little public knowledge of the
implications of learning programs for the individual, from the unique perspective of the
individual, particularly as they relate to learning and implementing group process facilitation.
It suggested the need for research to address the issue by examining how the participants
made sense of, and gave meaning to, their learning experiences. It further suggested the
potential value of research into how individuals learning and implementing group process
facilitation adapt to their new role, and how they cope with the new realities in their lives as a
result of their learning and implementing experiences.
The intention in this study was to use a grounded approach that gave adequate
recognition to the stories of the participants learning and implementing experiences, and to
the meanings attributed by the participants to those experiences. It was intended to draw
those stories together so that the commonalities and differences between and among them
could be integrated in a reformulated statement of participants' experiences.

Thus, a

methodology that was both interpretive and constructivist was deemed appropriate, and
Denzin's (1989a) 'interpretive interactionism' was selected.
As I worked through the analytical phase of the study, I discovered that the chosen
methodology did not always provide me with a clear guideline as to how I might follow a
logical and coherent process to achieve my intentions. I found that I needed to extend and
deepen Denzin's (1989a) model, particularly in the analysis of the data collected. The model
(developed and described in Chapter 6) may prove to be useful to other researchers working
within a qualitative paradigm. The following substantive findings emerged.
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Most participants identified the experience of learning and implementing group process
facilitation as a turning point in their life and as one that helped them to construct new
identities as part of their lived experience. Through reflection and critical reflection, some
participants were better able to understand that experience and they were better able to
conceptualise it. In light of that conceptualisation, they then made determinations about
future work and personal goals. Thus, personal change was an important outcome of their
experience. They were more self-aware and more open to learning, although such a process
of change involved risk taking. Risk taking sometimes meant that they were fearful or
anxious about personal change and were inhibited by self-doubt. Once they worked through
their fears, they felt excited about the personal change, and challenged to further their
personal learning journey.
Participants were also challenged by their experiences of implementing their learning in
the workplace. They were able to recognise the significance of the social milieu of the
workplace, including the expectations of support about the implementing of their learning
from management and peers. That milieu was governed by the novelty of the learning
environment, the flexible approach to learning, and the way they, and others, were chosen to
attend the learning program. The learning experience helped them to value difference and to
recognise the importance of becoming more self-aware, as part of their change process. At
times, that process was painful; at other times it was pleasurable - pointing to the paradoxical
nature of the learning experience. To undertake the construction of new identities, trust also
was recognised as an important issue.
Implications for practice are identified within a framework of environmental
uncertainty and continuous learning. It is argued that, based on the experiences of the
participants, learners may optimise their learning within an appropriate learning environment,
and where attention is paid to the use of reflection and critical reflection as part of the
learning and development process. Learning programs need to embrace a range of specific
activities to enable learners to strengthen their self-belief. Consideration needs to be given to
the importance of emotion as part of the learning and development experience. Individuals
need to be aware of the importance of the social milieu, and they need to be able to
understand their learning experience as an epiphany.
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For organisations, there is identified a need to attend to learning how to learn. There
also appears to be a need for the development of key aspects of organisational functioning to
support continual learning. Such aspects include: thinking processes, understanding of the
social context in which learning occurs, the need to ensure management and supervisory
support for change, and the need to identify and resolve individual, group and organisational
conflict.

Some participants appeared to be fearful of the reactions of managers and

colleagues to their attempts to implement their new learning. Such fears could be overcome
at an organisational level by enabling people to apply their learning and to provide
meaningful and informative feedback to them. A learning program of the type reported in
this study may be useful in helping organisations cope with some of the change processes
with which they are faced, and in particular, it may be used to enhance those processes.
A number of recommendations for further research may be drawn from this study.
Participants in the study reported a transformational change process that has been identified
as an epiphany. Further research, therefore, should address the importance of epiphany for
the participants in the light of the passage of time. Similar studies need to be conducted in
other organisations.
The findings of the study are drawn together in two explanatory models: one designated
Platforms of Understanding; the other designated Model of Managing Learning in an
Organisational Context. Research is needed to explore the interrelationships between the
models; the meanings for individuals and organisations of those interrelationships; and how
such relationships might be used for the enhancement of learning and development strategies
in organisations. Specifically, research focussing on the importance of the historical, political
and socio-cultural environment, and into the role played by the organisational and social
milieu in which learning and development occurs, needs to be addressed.
While there are a number of studies relating to the importance of management and peer
support for the transfer of learning in the workplace, research into the cultural significance of
such support should be undertaken.

Further research should extend to identifying and

recognising the impact that such an understanding may have for the culture of the
organisation.
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Learning and implementing group process facilitation is not necessarily a 'behavioural'
experience. The part played by emotion in a learning and development program, and later in
the organisational context, remains to be addressed. Understanding emotion and emotional
responses to organisational change programs, of the type undertaken by participants in the
study, should provide significant learning for individuals and organisations as they attempt to
cope with organisational change.
Most importantly, what this study suggested is that group process facilitation is a social
and interactive process that calls for post-positivist research. This study has exposed the
richness that may be gained from a constructivist, interpretivist, and progressive-humanist
approach in an environment where the identification and recognition of how individuals make
sense of, and give meaning to, their learning and implementing experiences, may be seen to
have positive organisational and individual benefits. Further research would ideally focus on
group process facilitation as the core concept, and be conducted within a constructivist
epistemology that reflects progressive-humanistic approaches.
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PREFACE
It is an essential, life sharing - sharing act of each generation of a People to nurture that
which has given them Life and to preserve for future generations the guiding stories of their
collective journey to find life. (Cajete, 1994: 187)
In the last decade of the Twentieth Century, organisations have had to respond to global
political, economic, technological and social changes of a speed rarely, if ever, previously
encountered. To keep pace with the demands of change, organisations have had to develop
new ways of dealing with their customers, suppliers, stakeholders, and employees. One way
in which some organisations have chosen to do so is by the introduction of new technology,
including that of continuous improvement. This is particularly relevant in the case of the
organisation within which the study reported here was undertaken.
Over about 15 years of work as an organisational trainer and human resource
consultant, followed by almost ten years as a tertiary academic, I have been exposed to a
number of personal development programs utilising groups of various sizes. Some of these
programs have related to learning about group dynamics and group process skills in small and
large groups. I have also assisted people learning group process facilitation in both the
private and public sectors in Australia, including two tertiary institutions. In terms of the
State Public Sector organisation chosen as the site for the research study, I have been
involved in the learning process with about 250 people over about six years.
I have participated in discussions with many of those people in the learning program
from which the participants in the study were drawn. Discussions occurred in a number of
different forums, including the learning program itself, formal meetings, informal contacts,
electronic mail exchanges, and telephone conversations. The problems and dilemmas that
people mentioned to me during the discussions raised my curiousity about the challenges that
they faced. From them, it became apparent to me that some of my interlocutors may not be
utilising their new learning to the best advantage of either themselves or the organisation.
Such under-utilisation has individual and organisational consequences, including limited
personal development, and limited application of the learning in the workplace. Thus, I was
alerted to a possible problem involving the individual experience of people learning and
implementing group process facilitation: a problem I considered worthy of investigation.
xii

This led me to explore the literature in an attempt to conceptualise and further understand
some of the problems of learning in small groups that were identified by the participants.
Learning in small groups is an important way for people to grow and develop. It allows
participants to discover meaning and to express themselves within a cultural and social
context where their organisational life history plays a part in their learning.

It allows

participants to develop intimate and meaningful relationships with their fellow participants
and with those facilitating the learning process. These relationships are developed and
enhanced by negotiating improved communication processes, including those of presenting
ideas, actively listening to others, and resolving conflict constructively. Thus, group learning
can help in providing a rich experience that contributes to individual learning.
The aim of the study reported here was to move beyond an understanding of groups
from the perspective of group theory and group dynamics. It was also to explore the richness
of the experience of people who participated in a learning program that encompassed learning
about group process facilitation.

While the participants learned about groups and the

particular subtleties and nuances that guide group development, they also learned about
themselves. That individual development had ramifications not only for their performance
during the learning process, but also for how they applied their learning.
Understanding participants' learning and implementing experiences can help us view
learning from the perspective of the individual, rather than from the perspective of the
organisation. Application of individual learning moves beyond the narrow confines of the
workplace where participants are expected to apply their learnings. It also has relevance in
the wider social milieu of each individual's daily life and has implications for how we view
learning in organisations.
The reader of course must be the final arbiter of this thesis. What you as the reader
choose to accept, and perhaps even utilise from this thesis, will reflect your own philosophy
of learning. At this stage, therefore, it is appropriate for me to state my philosophy and how
that philosophy has helped me conceptualise and develop my professional practice.
Essentially, I believe that people in learning situations have a right to be treated with
respect, dignity and honesty, requiring me as a facilitator of learning to take an ethical stance
xiii

in terms of my professional practice. One way for me to do so is to work collaboratively and
co-operatively with participants in a learning program. My experience has suggested that
competition in small groups may excite a few, but more than likely denies the rights of many
to an enriching and rewarding experience.

Of course, given the competitive global

environment within which organisations are said to operate today, competition is more often
rewarded, in the short term at least. Co-operation seems more difficult to achieve because it
entails sharing leadership, power, responsibility and accountability. Co-operation, therefore,
presents a series of challenges that many find confronting and difficult to overcome. Hence,
there is a paradoxical relationship when people come together to learn group process
facilitation in an experiential setting.
Moreover, each of the learning situations of the sort studied here, with which I have
been involved, is governed by a set of circumstances over which I have not sought to have
any control. Each new group of people is selected to attend the learning program by their
manager. My first point of contact has usually been through a list of participants provided to
me just prior to the commencement of the learning program. Mostly, I met the program
participants for the first time on the first occasion that the group met, and they also usually
met each other for the first time on that occasion. Thus, I am influenced by, and in turn
influence, the uniqueness and individual aspirations of each of the participants.
Those learning situations presented to me an opportunity to research and understand the
individual experience of people learning and implementing group process facilitation within a
contemporary organisation, and within their wider social milieu. I sought to understand this
experience from the distinct perspective of the individual. The strength to be drawn from that
experience comes from an understanding of the realities those individuals faced as they
attempted to cope with change. In the spirit of the quotation at the beginning of this preface I
relay in this thesis the collective stories of the participants in my study as they journeyed
through a life experience. I have endeavoured to preserve the stories of that journey for
future generations.
Preservation of those stories has already begun. During the period of the research, I
presented papers at two seminars and two conferences. I also submitted two articles to
refereed journals (one National and one International). Both articles have been published. A
list of the presentations and published articles from the study is shown at Appendix B.
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SECTION ONE - THE STUDY AND ITS CONTEXT
There are seven chapters in this section.

Chapter One outlines the research question

addressed here. The chapter also provides background information pertaining to the research,
contextual information relating to the organisation in which the research was undertaken, and
a synopsis of how the research was performed.

It concludes with a statement on the

significance of the research and an outline of the thesis.
Chapters Two and Three provide a foundation for the research based on a review of the
literature, including that literature pertaining to adult learning and group process facilitation.
The conceptual framework for the study is provided in Chapter Four, including the
constructivist conception of knowledge underpinning the research study and the interpretivist
approach used to address the research question. The rationale for the use of an interventionist
case study is provided.
Chapter Five describes the organisation in which the research occurred, and outlines the
learning program which study participants attended. The intention is to provide contextual
information for locating the study.
Chapter Six outlines the research approach, including the data gathering and analytical
process followed in the study. The chapter includes explanation for the selection of the study
site, a description of the data collection process - both site and participant selection, and the
in-depth interviewing and associated processes utilised in the study. Also described is the
process of data analysis, including a discussion of the concept of epiphany and how that
concept was operationalised in the analysis. The final section of this chapter examines the
ethical issues arising in the research and how they were addressed.
Chapter Seven, the final chapter in this section, introduces the study participants. Each
participant provided an autobiography that has been condensed for the purposes of clarity and
consistency, but nevertheless serves to inform the reader about its author. Material provided
serves as an introduction to, rather than as a definitive account of, each participant.

1

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Many organisations are faced with changing conditions, including globalisation; government
regulation and deregulation; changes to employment conditions such as wage fixing, wage
freezes, and enterprise bargaining; deskilling and reskilling; and downsizing, delayering and
rightsizing. One of the ways to assist people in organisations prepare for, and cope with,
organisational change in response to these changing conditions is to provide learning
opportunities for the purpose of enhancing organisational effectiveness. Such opportunities
often occur by way of internal or external learning programs involving a small group of
employees, and commonly include programs on legislative changes, communication, conflict
resolution, quality or continuous improvement, or group process facilitation.
Many studies have been undertaken into the links between organisational change and
learning effectiveness (Howell, 1994; Nightingale and O’Neil, 1994; Sheehan, 1994). What
is less clear, however, is how individuals understand their learning and implementing
experiences. This is particularly so for employees learning and implementing group process
facilitation. Also unclear is how individuals understand and give meaning to the social and
personal impact on them of learning and implementing group process facilitation during the
learning program, and in the workplace.
The study addressed the research question, How do individuals experience the learning
and implementing of group process facilitation? It was contextualised within an idiographic
framework. Idiographic studies are considered to be useful for producing valid explanatory
knowledge. They are epistemologically, ontologically, and conceptually valid because they
focus on real social structures, and actual and experienced events (Tsoukas, 1989). Within
that framework, the study reported here used a case-study approach, as gleaned from Leavy
(1994) and others.
The remainder of this chapter is structured in the following way. The section entitled
Background to the Research frames the study within the contemporary cultural context of
organisational change and explains why the study was undertaken. The study was also
framed within the context of the expanding use of education and training in achieving
organisational change, and the use of continuous improvement strategies to bring about
2

change. It is argued that the primary focus of change emanating from such learning is most
often seen from the perspective of its impact on the organisation. Learning, however, also
contributes more broadly to individual change and development experiences.

These

experiences may be understood most clearly from the perspective of the learners themselves.
The Research Question relative to this assertion is then outlined. Research Problem Context introduces the Queensland Public Sector organisation in which the study was
undertaken and includes a brief overview of those aspects of the change program most
relevant to the study. The Overview of the Research provides a synopsis of how the research
study was undertaken and contains information about the data gathering and analysis
processes utilised.

The Significance of the Research outlines the study's potential

contributions in terms of knowledge building about how individuals learn and implement
group process facilitation. Finally, an Outline of the Thesis provides an overview of the
thesis.
Background to the Research
The research study was framed within the contemporary cultural context of organisational
change. Such change was seen as being driven by a number of factors, including technology,
economics, organisational restructuring and socio-political demands, as depicted in the
'context' box in Figure 1.1. The extent of organisational change had been reinforced by
contemporary theorists such as Ansoff (1988), Drucker (1969), Limerick (1991), Limerick
and Cunnington (1993), and Peters (1988), who had suggested that organisations now existed
within an age of discontinuity. That is, organisations had not been historically prepared for
the social, economic, political, technological, and organisational change experienced in recent
years. As such, the pre-conceived formulas for dealing with organisational change were seen
as being inadequate in the current environment.
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual overview of the research
CONTEXT

•Social
•Economic
•Political
•Technological
•Organisational

PROBLEMS

ORGANISATIONAL RESPONSE

•Organisational Change &
Development

•Policy Change
•Goals
•Plans
•Monitoring
•Evaluation
•Learning Programs

DILEMMAS

EXPERIENCES OF CHANGE

•Learning Opportunities
•Learning Implementation
•Lived Experience of Participants

OPPORTUNITIES

- during learning
- during implementation
- on reflection
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Such inadequacy was seen as raising a number of problems, dilemmas and opportunities
for organisations and individuals, as depicted on the right hand side of Figure 1.1. Within an
environment of uncertainty, organisations were seen as being expected to be adaptive,
responsive and flexible to rapidly changing conditions (Daft, 1992; Limerick, 1992; Stone
and Smith, 1996). They also needed constantly to re-examine organisational change and
development processes, policies, goals, and plans; and they needed to monitor and evaluate
change continually. These activities, it was argued, should include learning aimed at helping
organisational members cope with changing conditions, as shown in the box entitled
'organisational response' in Figure 1.1.
It was recognised that arguments presented in terms of organisational change may be
extrapolated and applied to individuals working within organisations.

As part of an

innovative process to facilitate organisational change, the organisation that formed the
research site for the study selected individuals from different disciplines, different work
groups and different geographical locations in the organisation - to be brought together to
engage in a series of learning activities. Individuals in this organisation had experienced a
range of change strategies as it attempted to adjust to changing conditions. As depicted in the
box entitled 'Experiences of Change' in Figure 1.1, such experiences include learning and
implementing opportunities, and the lived experience of participants during learning,
implementing, and reflection on their experiences.
Some of the new conditions encountered by organisations, particularly within the
communication and information technology industries, had arisen because of technological
change, which in turn contributed to a growth of knowledge. Characteristic of contemporary
views of knowledge creation is the assertion that organisations exist within a third wave
economy (Toffler and Toffler, 1993), and that within that economy, knowledge becomes part
of an organisation's intellectual capital (Stewart, 1997). New models of organisational and
individual change were seen as being imperative to help people cope with complex and
turbulent environments. Transformational change literature addressed some of these changed
conditions through recognition of environmental factors and the importance of people in
change processes (Avolio, 1998).

For example, recognising that Levy's (1986) model

parallels their concept of change strategies, Dunphy and Stace (1990) had provided a
dichotomous change model based on support for, or opposition to, change. Collaborative and
directive models of change were suggested within a framework of strategies for change that
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differentiate between incremental and transformative phases. The model was set within a
framework of discontinuity, thus embracing the concept of organisations existing in an era of
uncertainty as mentioned above.
Transformational change literature also acknowledged the significance of people within
the change process. There is particular support for the role of human resource management
as a vehicle of support for people (Jans and Frazer-Jans, 1991; Limerick, 1992; Stone, 1991),
and as part of a collaborative process (Pettigrew, 1986). As well, there was some recognition
of the importance of role model actions from the top echelon of the organisation (Kotter and
Heskett, 1992). Furthermore, there was recognised a need for chief executives and managers
to become teachers, coaches, consultants and facilitators of change, rather than directors or
controllers (Garavan, 1987; Sheldrake, 1992; Stopford and Baden-Fuller, 1990). It was
further argued that managers must be adaptive and become life-long learners (Walker,
Nelson, Hanson and Fisher, 1998). It was evident that such arguments could equally be
applied to all organisational members.
Within a concept of life-long learning, the study was also framed within the context of
the expanding use of education and training in achieving organisational change.

The

importance of education and training was recognised as part of the strategy for industrial
change in Australia for example, when the Australian Government implemented a
comprehensive training reform agenda.

That agenda was initially underpinned by the

Training Guarantee (Administration) Act 1990, which in part sought to increase the level of
investment by employers in training.
An ongoing commitment to training had been recognised by many managers (Kane,
Abraham and Crawford, 1994) as essential for developing employees and improving
organisational performance. Training and education of employees was also seen as important
for improved job performance (Choo, 1999).

A commitment to learning by managers

themselves had also been recognised as important (McGill, Slocum and Lei, 1992). Some
previous studies had attempted to link individual learning with organisational improvement
(Arkin, 1991; Miller, 1990). The focus there had been on the application of learning from the
training environment to the workplace - a noble intention, given that the failure to apply
learning is often seen as a general limitation of learning interventions (McDougall and
Beattie, 1996; Peters and Smith, 1998). It had also been suggested that some studies tended
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to be descriptive and to lack a critically analytical approach (McGraw, 1993). Thus, links
between individual learning and organisational improvement were often seen as being
tenuous.
The study reported here was conceptualised within the framework of the introduction of
continuous improvement or process improvement strategies as part of the change agenda
within the case study organisation. A contextual framework for continuous improvement was
located within current concepts of organisations as learning organisations, stemming from
Deming’s (1986) management philosophy. Deming proposed that organisations ought to
evolve as learning organisations by developing intrinsic motivators for knowledge and
creativity rather than using extrinsic motivators such as punishment and reward systems.
The philosophy of a learning organisation had been popularised in recent management
literature by, among others, Handy (1989), Limerick and Cunnington (1993) and Senge
(1992). Within learning organisations, creation of an organisational learning culture was seen
as paramount to improved individual and organisational performance (McKenna, 1994;
White, 1994; Wilkinson and Kleiner, 1993). Continuous improvement had been seen as
integral to the development of an organisational learning culture (Field and Ford, 1995;
Garratt, 1994).
A number of continuous improvement learning initiatives had been identified as
important for employees. Initiatives including developing systems thinking, clarifying goals,
improving patterns of decision making, encouraging openness between employees, and
enhanced interpersonal development such as active listening, giving and receiving
constructive feedback, and conflict resolution, had been seen as paramount (Argyris, 1964;
Ross, 1995; Senge, 1992). Improved patterns of problem solving (Reich, 1992), customer
responsiveness (Osborne and Gaebler, 1992), autonomy (Limerick and Cunnington, 1993),
and responsibility (Carlzon, 1989) had also been considered important to the continuous
improvement process. Thus, it had been asserted that a fundamental paradigm shift in how
individuals perceive and relate to their environment was required (Covey, 1993).
All such initiatives were seen as being developed through learning (Evans and Lindsey,
1996; Jacobs and Jones, 1995; Reich, 1992; Senge, 1992). Learning, it had been argued,
must encompass formal and informal learning processes for individuals and the organisation.
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It ought to be both discrete and continuous (Watkins, 1991); and it should be both
experiential and creative (Bencivegna, 1995).

Employees taking part in the learning

programs from which the participants were drawn for this study, were required to use a range
of abilities during their experiential and creative learning process (Sheehan, 1996).
The theory underpinning much of the literature on learning organisations, however, was
seen as limited. Most of the theory focused on knowledge development but ignored how
such knowledge may best be utilised (Roos, Roos, Dragonetti and Edvinsson, 1997).
Defensive leaders were recognised as possibly hindering the process (Argyris, 1991).
Therefore, knowledge utilisation and management support were seen as requiring constant
evaluation, and alteration if necessary, to ensure individual and organisational improvement
(Crosling and Munzberg, 1993; Dingus and Justice, 1993; Rogers and Byham, 1994;
Stebbing, 1993).
However, the focus of research and evaluation into the success of education and
training interventions had most often been from the perspective of their impact on
organisational change, from the organisational perspective. Such a perspective was evident
in a number of studies, including those of the automobile industry (Harris and Walck, 1988;
Lever-Tracy, 1990); the automobile, aerospace and computer software industries (Lei,
Slocum and Pitts, 1999); sections of the metals and engineering industries (Bramble, 1989;
Frenkel, 1986); the electricity industry (Patrickson, 1995); and the glass industry (Spineux
and Leonard, 1996).

But attention to the impact of organisational change from the

perspective of the individual was also important.
One argument was that organisational change is often unsuccessful because
management lacks understanding of how individuals are affected by the change process
(Kramar, 1995).

Another argument was that because the focus rests on organisational

change, there is a paucity of information relating to individual experiences of change (Adams
and Spencer, 1988; French and Delahaye, 1996). An understanding of individual learning
has been seen as paramount for an understanding of organisational learning (Appelbaum and
Reichart, 1997; Senge, 1992).
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The focus of the research study reported here was on one particular organisational
education and training intervention and on how individuals experienced the learning and
implementing of part of that intervention, namely group process facilitation. As a result of
that intervention there was seen to be the potential for learning that contributed more broadly
to individual change and development. Such changes may best be understood from the
perspective of the learners themselves.

There was little evidence, however, of the

examination of the role of individuals, the new realities they faced, or how they coped with
those new realities in their daily lives. But such exploration seemed essential, given that
there was some recognition that change may be seen as coming from within the individual,
and was a necessary precursor to modelling new actions expected in learning organisations
(Hames, 1994; Mumford, 1996b). Little was known, however, of how individuals made
sense of, and gave meaning to, their experience of learning in programs about group process
facilitation.
Indeed, many educational and training programs were seen from a social, historical and
cultural perspective as providing potentially important means of achieving individual
development for the social good. Brenneman, Keys and Fulmer (1998) had illustrated such
development in a study examining transformational learning processes in a multi-national oil
company.

They contrasted the outcomes of processes used by different leaders in the

Netherlands and the United States, arguing that continuous learning that focussed on
individual learning led to successful organisational change outcomes. Nonetheless, thinking
about educational programs within social, historical and cultural contexts was limited
(Cullen, 1999).
Another issue considered was the importance of an experimental approach to education
and training interventions. The experimental approach relates to that of learning groups forming learning cohorts based on organisational membership. Within the learning groups
the shared realities of the learners serve as a key component of the developmental process, as
learners give more of themselves during the learning process because of their common
membership in the organisation. The shared reality of the participants in learning groups also
develops group identity and forms an integral part of the learning process (Barker and
Neailey, 1999; Cullen, 1999).
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Within that cluster of approaches, those that focus on the learning of group process
facilitation were seen as potentially the most fruitful context for individual development that
arises from a process of reflection and critical reflection. Critical reflection had been seen as
enhancing the ability of people to learn, understand the relevance of that learning, and
develop strategies for applying their learning (Bassett and Jackson, 1994; Boud and Walker,
1991; Habermas, 1972; McCauley and Hughes-James, 1994; Osterman and Kottkamp, 1993;
Schön, 1983; Tinsley and Perdue, 1993). Others had argued that the reflective process
needed to be a critical process, if prior learning and change in contemporary society were to
be better understood (Boud, Keogh, and Walker, 1985; Bowers, 1984; Dewey, 1933;
Mezirow and Associates, 1990).
Critical reflection was seen as assisting transformative and emancipatory learning
outcomes (Brookfield, 1990a; Kitchener and King, 1990; Mezirow and Associates, 1990;
Mumford, 1996b). It was seen as being aided by tools such as life histories (Dominice,
1990), journal writing (Barker and Neailey, 1999; Kahaney and Heinrich, 1994; Lukinsky,
1990; Smith 1986), use of critical incidents (Brookfield, 1990a), and autonomy, feedback,
interactions with others, pressure and momentary solitude (Seibert, 1999).
As an integral part of learning it was also seen as useful for adult learners to make sense
of, and give meaning to, their learning experience (Habermas, 1971; Freire, 1970; Mezirow,
1991). New meaning was seen as promoting understanding and appreciation of the need to
alter past habits and assumptions, and to develop new understanding and perspectives as part
of a process of transformation (Boyd and Fales, 1983; Mezirow and Associates, 1990;
Mezirow, 1991). One way learners may undertake a transformative process is through action
learning, a process by which organisational members may work together to bring about
organisational change by use of questioning insight (Fredriksson, 1992; Revans, 1980, 1982a,
1991).
The study utilised an interventionist case-study approach because such an approach was
seen as being particularly useful for exploring the processes and actions that were hard to
define for people who were learning and implementing group process facilitation
(Alexopoulos and Coulthard, 1998; Hartley, 1994). The study sought to identify these
processes and actions as part of the participants' total experience.
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In this account of the research, at the request of the organisation in which the case study
is located, no specific reference to the organisation is made. In cases where sources cited
would make identification possible, the sources are referred to in broad terms only. Readers
are invited to contact the author for information about those sources, in strict confidence, if
verification is required.
The Research Question
The aim of the study was to explore the question, How do individuals experience the
learning and implementing of group process facilitation?
The question was addressed by focussing on how the participants experienced the
learning of group process facilitation for accomplishing continuous improvement changes in
their work situation. It also focussed on how the learning from the program was transformed,
shaped and moulded by the social experiences of the participants when they returned to their
workplace. These experiences were explored in terms of the judgements participants made
about the strategies they used in learning and implementing group process facilitation. The
study also concentrated on how the participants made sense of or gave meaning to their
experiences.
Research Problem Context
The organisation was a Queensland Public Sector organisation undertaking strategic,
structural and cultural changes. These changes were allied with increasing customer demand
for more efficient and effective service, technological change, and infrastructure upgrading.
Part of the change process for the organisation included a continuous improvement program
focusing on individual and organisational change. The organisation was at the forefront of
technological change, and was considered a world leader in best practice within the industry.
A Quality Improvement Program organised by the Quality Improvement Section within
the Strategic Issues group of the organisation, commenced on a pilot basis in 1992.
Monitoring of the inaugural program occurred through survey administration at the end of
1992. The survey found that the program did not achieve the organisation's stated change
objectives and that respondents wanted their 'people skills' enhanced.
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Senior management, in consultation with program designers, resolved to undertake a
different approach. It was decided that a more people-centred approach, based on action
learning and self-directed learning principles should be adopted. Additionally, the program
was redesignated continuous improvement; a term used in other change programs and
suggested as one of seven fundamental principles for quality improvement.
Employees were selected by their manager to participate in a development program of
four one-week modules, spaced over a period of about three months, and conducted in
residential settings.

As part of the program, participants learnt about group process

facilitation by utilising theory, and through opportunities to practice their new learning.
Eight of the available twenty days were allocated for learning group process facilitation.
Overview of the Research
As outlined earlier, participants for the study came from an organisation experiencing
unprecedented change. The units of analysis (Babbie, 1995) comprised two individuals from
each of the first eight programs that were conducted.

The sixteen participants were

interviewed twice for a period of about one-hour on both occasions. They were encouraged
to express stories of their experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation
in their language and within their realities. The interviews were audio-recorded, and later the
recordings were transcribed.

The transcriptions were analysed for information about

participants' experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Enabling the participants to express their stories in their own language and within their
own reality had several advantages. First, it enabled them to relate their experience of
learning and implementing group process facilitation in a descriptive and personal narrative,
following Denzin (1989a), Jansen (1992), Rail (1990), and Williams (1994). Second, the
experience of each participant, and the interpretation of that experience, could then be
identified thematically and placed within a cultural framework that accounted for the shared
realities of participants' experiences, following Greene (1994) and Williams (1994).
The capture and analysis of participants' stories was assisted by the use of an
interpretive interactionist perspective. Interpretive interactionism asserts that researcher and
subject are inherently and inexorably linked. Portrayal of the experiences in participants’
words and concepts was enabled in concert with the researcher, as opposed to the researcher
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as expert. The role of the researcher was to present contextual information. The role of the
reader is to draw his or her own conclusions from the contextualisation of the self-stories
presented. The reader may be seen, indeed, as the final arbiter of applicability (Firestone,
1990).
Significance of the Research
The study was seen as being significant from a methodological perspective. It sought to use
an underutilised methodology, namely interpretive interactionism, to capture, construct and
contextualise participants' experience of learning and implementing group process
facilitation. It was seen as enabling a focus on the social structures encountered by the
participants in their learning and implementing phases, and as enabling a focus on the actual
events experienced by the participants as they endeavoured to learn and implement group
process facilitation. Furthermore, during the analytical phase of the study, I extended and
deepened the interpretive interactionist approach, and in this way a descriptive model of the
process that was followed was developed and presented. The model may be seen as making a
significant contribution to the methodological literature.
By capturing and portraying how individuals coped with learning group process
facilitation, the study sought to explore the impact of learning on the individual, from the
perspective of that individual. Such an exploration was seen as assisting understanding of the
nature of change for individuals implementing new learning within an organisation from a
personal viewpoint.

It was recognised as having implications for individual and

organisational change strategies, including on-going development, individual learning, and
continuous improvement.
The study also sought to explore how individuals attempt to implement group process
facilitation within the social milieu of the workplace. This was done through an examination
of how theoretical and practical constructs used in the learning program were transformed,
shaped, and moulded by the experience of individuals when they returned to their workplace.
Such knowledge was seen as assisting understanding of the application of learning from the
learning environment into the workplace, and into the lives of individuals, and as alerting
organisations to a need for a shift in emphasis in employee development to ensure more
successful individual and organisational change outcomes.
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Interpretation of how individuals experience the learning and implementing of group
process facilitation was also seen as contributing to an understanding of the implementation
and practice of organisational change within organisations. Organisations were seen as being
better placed to strategically assess, plan and implement organisational learning strategies.
Implications for strategic assessment were seen as including developing thinking processes,
understanding the social context within which learning occurs, a need for managers and
supervisors to be perceived as not maintaining existing attitudes during organisational
change, the need to develop trust and to resolve workplace conflict, a need to develop
mechanisms to enhance the application of learning in the workplace, and giving consideration
to the creation and maintenance of a facilitators' support network within organisations. A
learning program of the type studied was seen as having potential in helping organisations
cope with some of the change processes with which they are faced, and in particular, in
enhancing those processes.
Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into three sections. Section One encompasses Chapters One through
Seven. As well as this introductory chapter, it includes a literature review, outlines the
conceptual framework for the study, provides information about the case study organisation
and the learning program, describes the research approach taken in the study and introduces
the research participants. Section Two embodies Chapters 8 through 12, and is concerned
with the analysis and findings of the study. Section Three comprises Chapter Thirteen, which
draws together the major findings from the study, suggests implications for the participants
and organisations, and provides recommendations for further research. Each of the following
chapters is briefly described here to provide an overall context for the reader.
Chapter Two - Organisations and Learning Organisations
Chapter Two provides a foundation for the study based on notions of how organisations are
defined. Then follows an outline of how organisational change is sometimes constructed, and
how some approaches to organisational change and learning are taken. The contribution of
some adult learning theories, particularly those of progressive-humanist approaches to
learning in organisations, is included. The chapter concludes by mentioning group process
facilitation as an approach to learning in organisations.
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Chapter Three - Group Process Facilitation
The chapter begins with a definition of a group and the current focus on re-defining the
responsibilities of leader, manager, administrator and supervisor in organisations. Definitions
of group process facilitation and facilitator are then provided. Prior studies related to the
problematic experience of learning group process facilitation are examined.

Chapter Four - Conceptual Framework for the Study
The conceptual framework for the study, including a re-articulation of the research question,
is outlined in Chapter Four. The constructivist view of knowledge is described, followed by
the interpretivist approach to addressing the research question arising from constructivism.
The use of an interventionist case study in an organisational context is described. Definitions
of terms to be used are included.
Chapter Five - The Organisation and the Learning Program
A description of the organisation is provided in Chapter Five. There is information about
various events and activities that occurred to enable conceptualisation of the program. The
experiential program the study participants attended is described. Information is provided as
to the content and process utilised during the learning programs.
Chapter Six - The Research Approach
Chapter Six presents the justification for the selection of the study site, the data collection
processes used, including information about selection of the participants, design and
implementation of the intervention, interviewing procedures utilised, and the use of
associated methods of inquiry. The chapter concludes with consideration of a number of
ethical issues.
Chapter Seven - Introducing the Participants
The participants are introduced in Chapter Seven. Each participant's description of his or her
lived experience is made available to the reader so that insight is gained about his or her life.
Material in this chapter is presented as an introduction to, rather than as a definitive account
of, each participant. The material informs the reader of the previous crises and epiphanies of
the lives of each participant.
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Section Two - Findings of the Study
A brief sectional overview is provided as to how each of the analytical chapters, Chapters 8
through 12, is structured. Each chapter follows a format of articulating emergent qualities,
grounding them with illustrative narrative from the interviews. Links to previous literature
are then provided for each quality.
Chapter Eight - Learning as the Construction of New Reality
Chapter Eight focuses on the learning experience and environment, and on the selection
procedures and the impact of those procedures on participants' learning experience. The
paradoxical nature of learning is addressed, as is the importance of a supportive learning
environment.
Chapter Nine - The Challenge of Implementing New Learning
The importance of organisational contextual issues and the significance of the social milieu
of the workplace for the implementation of learning are examined in Chapter Nine. Also
addressed are expectations of management and peer support for implementation, and the
importance of utilising new learning in the workplace.
Chapter Ten - Personal Change and Its Consequences
The personal changes that occurred for participants are examined in Chapter Ten, together
with the importance of personal change as an outcome of participation and a changed selfawareness as a result of personal change. Also examined are a heightened openness to
learning, the negative power of personal change, the inhibiting effects of self-doubt, and the
excitement of personal change.
Chapter 11 - Reconstructing Relationships
The impact of personal change on personal relationships is examined in Chapter 11. The
importance of personal change in interpersonal relationships is developed, as is the difficulty
of reconstructing relationships, the experience of unfulfilled expectations, the importance of a
heightened tolerance of others, and a greater sense of agency in personal relationships.
Chapter 12 - Reflecting on the Experience
Many participants considered the total experience as a turning point in their lives. As well as
demonstrating the importance of integrating reflection as a tool for understanding the
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experience, Chapter 12 contains explanations of the centrality of the conceptualisation of the
learning experience and the judgements participants made in light of their experiences. A
reconsideration and reformulation of future work intentions, and of future personal intentions
concludes the chapter.
Section 3 - Taking Stock
A brief overview of Section Three is provided.
Chapter 13 - Conclusions and Implications
Conclusions and implications from the analysis are drawn in the final chapter.

The

substantive findings of the study, and methodological issues seen to emerge from the study,
are outlined. Two emergent models developed during the research process, and which are
considered to be useful for individual and organisational learning, are then described.
Implications for individuals and for organisations are suggested.

Recommendations for

further research conclude the chapter and the main part of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 - ORGANISATIONS AND LEARNING IN ORGANISATIONS
Introduction
Building on the framework recommended by Perry (1996), the work that is reported in this
chapter was seen as having three main aims. The first aim was to build a substantive
theoretical foundation for the study reported in this thesis.

The second aim was to

demonstrate the connection between the research problem identified in Chapter One, and a
more comprehensive body of knowledge. The third aim was to identify pertinent literature,
and to explore that literature to identify what contribution it made to the research topic, and to
identify what it left still to be focussed on as a research study.
Before presenting the material arising from the work addressing these three aims, there
is a need in the first instance to underpin this chapter with an understanding of organisational
change, adult learning, and knowledge of learning and implementing group process
facilitation. The intention in this chapter is to review the pertinent literature, from the point
of view of the research topic, on the nature of an organisation, organisational change, the
relationship between organisational change and learning, approaches to learning in
organisations, and adult learning. For the purposes of this research, these bodies of literature
were treated as the theoretical background (Phillips and Pugh, 1987) or parent discipline
fields (Perry, 1996). Such a review enabled the theoretical foundation to be established, and
the aims of the chapter to be achieved.
Focus of the Chapter
The focus of the chapter is on research and scholarship from what may be termed a
progressive-humanist approach to understanding organisational change and learning, and
adult learning within the framework of organisational change. While the focus of much of
the literature reviewed in these fields tended to be on organisational change and the
implications of change processes for organisations, there seemed to be little understanding of
the implications of learning programs for the individual, from the unique perspective of the
individual. It seemed, however, that it was an area of likely importance to individuals in
organisations undergoing change.

Noticeable exceptions include Garrick (1998) and

Weinstein (1995).
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In the first instance, the research had an organisational focus that indicated a need to
look briefly at what is meant by an organisation. There was also an interest in locating the
research in an organisation experiencing a dynamic change process. There was a need,
therefore, to examine organisational change theories and models. There was also an interest
in the people within the organisation, as they encounter a learning program. Thus, there was
a need to explore organisational change and learning, and the approaches to learning that
were identified in the literature.
The main focus of the literature reviewed for this chapter was learning through
organisations, particularly for the purposes of learning to work in and through groups for the
purpose of introducing continuous improvement processes into an organisation. To identify
and explore such learning, attention was more particularly focussed on exploring the impact
of learning interventions designed from what may be termed a progressive-humanist
approach. This approach encompasses a set of theoretical approaches to adult learning and
education in organisations.
Structure of the Chapter
The remainder of this chapter is structured in the following way.

The section entitled

Organisations Defined provides a brief overview of literature on the nature of an
organisation, including the notion of an organisation as a social entity, and information
relating to organisational strategy, structure, and culture. As the study was undertaken in an
organisation undergoing change, the section, Organisational Change examines some of the
models and assumptions in the literature on organisational change.

The next section,

Organisational Change and Learning, introduces the concept of why change ought to be
considered as a learning process. This section is important for bridging the gap between
organisational change and adult learning.

While contemporary notions of the learning

organisation are not explored in depth, they promote an understanding of how such notions
were seen as informing organisational learning and adult learning. In the section Approaches
to Learning in Organisations, the links between behaviourist and cognitive approaches to
learning in organisations, and organisational learning and adult learning are described briefly.
Attention is then turned towards discussion of the advocacy approach taken within the
progressive-humanist paradigm. The discussion explores many of the major theoretical
frameworks that have been espoused. This section also contains a discussion of some of the
theories and models of adult learning. The penultimate section of the chapter is entitled
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Group Process Facilitation as an Approach to Learning in Organisations. This was the
approach utilised by the case study organisation.

The final section, Summary, brings

together the major themes explored in the chapter. It is argued that the vast majority of
literature reviewed looks at learning in organisations from an organisational perspective. In
contrast, the research interest that informed the study reported here was from the perspective
of the individual.
Organisations Defined
An organisation is a somewhat nebulous entity. While the concrete components of an
organisation such as an employee, a building, a motor vehicle or furniture may be visible, the
organisation itself is more indistinct. An organisation is commonly conceptualised in terms
of its social entity, strategy, structure, and culture (Handy, 1993; Wood, Wallace, Zeffane,
Schermerhorn, Hunt and Osborn, 1998), as follows.

An organisation is further

conceptualised as existing within chaotic social systems (Gregersen and Sailer, 1993;
Treleaven, 1994) where market forces, changing government policies, and technological
change are seen as driving change processes. These conceptual elements are variously
combined and highlighted in different definitions of the organisation.
Social Entity
An organisation essentially comprises people or groups of people who interact with each
other to achieve a common set of goals. The interactions are consciously developed and
coordinated and tend to be premeditated. Thus, organisations are, in the first instance, social
entities in which people interact to perform the duties and functions required by the
organisation to achieve its goals (Daft, 1992; Robbins and Barnwell, 1989). However, as
Arnold, Cooper and Robertson (1998) suggest, such a conception suggests a unitary approach
to understanding organisations, one in which the organisation is seen as being a single entity
with united goals. Intuitively, most people would perceive and experience organisations as
more social in nature. In other words, most organisations consist of a number of different
entities with different, and even contradictory, goals. Thus, organisational members may
experience their organisation, work unit or work colleagues differently from the way another
person in the organisation experiences them, especially in terms of power dispersion (Eisner,
1991; Greene, 1990). Such a social conception of organisations was seen to suggest that a
study focussing on individuals' experiences of learning and implementing group process
facilitation should utilise a methodology and method that would encapsulate such a view.
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Strategy
There have been a number of contributors to the field of organisational strategy, including
Ansoff (1965, 1979, 1987), Hamel and Prahalad (1989), Miles and Snow, (1978), Mintzberg
(1987, 1990), Pettigrew (1987), Porter (1980, 1985, 1991), Prahalad and Hamel (1994), and
Quinn (1978, 1979).

Many of these contributors identify the second element of an

organisation as goal direction or goal orientation. While goal direction and goal orientation
are clearly important, the concept of organisational strategy has also surfaced. Strategy may
be seen in broader terms than goals and is viewed as embracing a number of processes and
forces for change including organisational competitiveness, innovation, transformation and
renewal, structure, culture, leadership and learning (Leavy, 1996; Leavy and Wilson, 1994).
In particular, Kakabadse, Ludlow and Vinnicombe (1988) and Tyson (1995) include a
planning perspective, arguing that strategy is an attempt by business planners to exploit the
planning environment so that the organisation's capital and human resources may be
maximised. By understanding the processes and forces for change, and by being able to plan
appropriate strategies for meeting change requirements, an organisation is able to design its
strategic direction.
The predominant paradigm, however, has been that of Chandler (1962, 1977), who
proposed that structure followed strategy. Later advocates such as Limerick and Cunnington
(1993), Limerick, Cunnington and Trevor-Roberts (1984), and Peters and Waterman (1985)
added that culture also followed strategy.
Structure
Organisational structure may be defined as the formal system by which an organisation
performs its tasks in the achievement of its goals. It follows from the strategic direction of
the organisation and directs the behaviour of its members (Kanter, 1983). Structure is most
often said to contain the components of complexity, formalisation and centralisation (Robbins
and Barnwell, 1989; Stoner, Yetton, Craig and Johnston, 1994) and is often represented by
means of an organisational chart (Sisk, 1977). Structure has been analysed in terms of
authority and bureaucracy (Weber, 1924), mechanistic and organic systems (Burns, 1963)
and with how structure relates to successful strategy and an organisation's fit with its external
environment (Miles and Snow, 1984).
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Culture
Organisational culture may be defined as the shared meanings, understandings, expectations,
and processes that inform the actions and behaviours of the organisation's members (Deal and
Kennedy, 1982; Ost, 1986; Robbins and Barnwell, 1989; Robbins and Mukerji, 1990;
Schlesinger and Balzer, 1985; Stamper, 1973). It is evidenced by beliefs, values, feelings,
and expectations (Kolasa, 1969).

It permeates throughout the organisation by way of

common goals, stories, myths and legends and may be both covert and tacit in nature
(Dalmau, 1983; Deal and Kennedy, 1982; Kanter, 1983; Peters and Waterman, 1985;
Robbins and Barnwell, 1989).

It is seen as allowing for the boundaries between one

organisation and another to be defined (Robbins, Millett, Cacioppe and Waters-Marsh, 1998),
and as a powerful tool for guiding behaviour and for inspiring commitment. It is infused by
way of activities with meaning and significance in the achievement of organisational goals
(Deal and Kennedy, 1982). Culture may also be evidenced in organisations by architecture,
office layout and dress codes (Daft, 1992; Schein, 1983). Culture thus becomes crystallised
in an organisation (Yuill, 1984) and is not easily changed (Wilkins, 1983). Organisations that
understand their culture and who are able to change it to meet rapidly changing
environmental conditions are the organisations most likely to prosper in today's international
economy (Albert and Silverman, 1984; Gehrman, 1986; Peters and Waterman, 1985).
Organisational Change
There is an extensive literature on managing organisational change and development,
including that of Cummings and Worley (1997), Drucker (1992), Evan (1993), French and
Bell and Zawacki (1994), Hames (1994) and Handy (1993). Other contributors include
Limerick and Cunnington (1993), Limerick, Passfield and Cunnington (1994), Patrickson,
Bamber and Bamber (1995), Vecchio, Hearn and Southey (1992), Whiteley (1995), and Zbar
(1995). Some literature focuses on the impact of organisational restructuring on managers
(Littler, Bramble and McDonald, 1994) or on the concept of the learning organisation and its
impact on managers (Hammer, 1996; Senge, 1992). There are also contributions that focus
on employee involvement in change processes as a means to ensuring successful change
outcomes (Pierce and Dunham, 1990; Roberts and Hunt, 1991) or on the evaluation of change
programs (Cummings and Worley, 1997; Kirkpatrick, 1987; Smith, 1987).
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Models of Change
Many models of change are identified in the organisational change literature. Some suggest
incremental change (Lindblom, 1959; Kindler, 1979), planned change (Dunphy, 1993),
rational change (Grabow and Heskin, 1973), a mixture of radical and incremental change
(Burnes, 1992), and transformative change (Beer and Walton, 1987; Kimberley and Quinn,
1984). In attempting to delineate change processes, many theorists suggest a two-phase
approach. The first phase is variously termed 'first order change' (Levy, 1986; Watzlawick,
Weakland and Fisch, 1974), 'single-loop learning' (Argyris, 1977, 1983, 1994; Argyris,
Putnam and Smith, 1990; and Argyris and Schön, 1978, 1996), 'surface system learning'
(Hammer, 1996), and 'adaptive learning' (McGill, Slocum and Lei, 1992; Senge, 1992). The
second phase is variously termed 'second order change' (Levy, 1986; Watzlawick, Weakland
and Fisch, 1974), 'double-loop learning' (Argyris, 1977, 1983, 1994; Argyris, Putnam and
Smith, 1990; and Argyris and Schön, 1978, 1996), 'deep system learning' (Hammer, 1996),
and 'generative learning' (McGill, Slocum and Lei, 1992; Senge, 1992). Learning aimed at
improving how the organisation performs both phases, termed 'deuterolearning' is also seen
as important (Cummings and Worley, 1997).
These models all present first phase change as occurring only within a few narrow
dimensions that may include some behaviours at individual and group level. The focus is on
current problems, the correction of errors, and the completion of tasks. The aim is survival
and little consideration is given to what might be learned from addressing the problems. The
models go on to suggest that broader aspects relating to, for example, addressing the
assumptions and core processes that may be seen as underpinning the need for change, are
not addressed. The same patterns of values, beliefs and thinking continue in spite of efforts
devoted to change, such as performance evaluation, training programs and counselling.
In second phase change, more fundamental issues such as entrenched values, attitudes
and behaviours are addressed. Core processes such as the organisation's strategy, structure
and culture are examined with the intention of addressing the fundamental assumptions
within those processes that may lead to error. Ongoing creativity, experimentation and
feedback in a continuous learning process, and in an environment that rewards risk taking,
rather than punishing it, is encouraged.

The aim is for ongoing systemic change, and

organisational effectiveness. Continuous improvement processes become part of an
organisational learning culture (Love and Gunasekaran, 1999).
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The points made in the previous two paragraphs may best be illustrated by referring to
the reason for the inclusion of a people-centred approach in the redesigned learning program
(as discussed in Chapter 5). The organisation, from which the participants in the study were
drawn, surveyed participants from the pilot program conducted in 1992. Results from the
survey indicated that there was a need for the development of people skills to enhance the
participants' role as organisational change agents.

At that point senior managers, in

consultation with program designers, decided to adopt a different approach to the learning
program. By instigating a survey to assess the learning outcomes, addressing points made
from the feedback received, and determining a different course of action, individuals
responsible for the introduction of new learning into the organisation ensured that
assumptions made in the design of the pilot program were addressed. Had those people not
elicited feedback, or ignored the feedback obtained, peripheral change only, rather than core
change may have occurred.

Such limited change may have been detrimental to the

organisation's requirements for change. The example described here also serves to highlight
the importance of considering the individual in an organisational change process. The survey
was seen as allowing the participants to express their views about the change program, but
what remained unclear was the impact of the learning program on the individuals from their
unique perspective.
Organisational Change Assumptions
From the concepts presented in the aforementioned literature, and from the literature
mentioned in Chapter One, a number of points relevant to informing the study reported here
were gleaned. The first point is that the concepts do not entirely account for rapidly changing
socio-economic conditions, so that confusion exists as to whether organisations function
within a stable environment or within an environment of uncertainty or discontinuous change.
The study reported here was framed within the context of environmental instability and its
impact on people learning, and implementing that new learning.
A second point drawn from the literature is the assumption that managers are rational
and logical human beings, in full control of information, and able to make incremental
change (Dunphy and Stace, 1988). Given the contemporary rapidity of change, access to
information, and the growth of knowledge (Toffler and Toffler, 1993), the concept of full
control of information is clearly outdated. Additionally, organisational change processes that
have flattened hierarchical structures have marginalised middle managers (Snape, Redman
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and Bamber, 1994), and there is a view that managers are interested in maintaining the status
quo (Dunphy and Stace, 1988). It is suggested also that managers are not strategic in their
approach to change, often instigating change in an unplanned manner (Cummings, Mohrman,
Mohrman and Ledford, 1985).

Some of the ramifications of these two points, for the

participants who had been charged with a responsibility for introducing new learning in a
workplace experiencing rapid change, are addressed in the reporting of the study (Chapter 9)
when considering the expectations of management support held by the participants.
Similarly, some of the aforementioned arguments are also restricted in terms of second
phase change. They fail to account for the experiences of people whose role it is to introduce
new learning, knowledge, ideas, and techniques into the workplace. Little is known of the
impact of change programs on such persons from their viewpoint, in terms of issues such as
learning and implementing the new learning; their involvement in the change process; and the
impact on them in terms of the learning. The study reported here sought to address those
issues (Chapters 8 through 12).
Debate also centres on the link between training and behavioural or attitudinal change
in the workplace (Miller, 1990), the way adults learn (Brookfield, 1988; Honey and
Mumford, 1992; Knowles, 1990; Kolb, 1984; Mezirow, 1991; Mumford, 1991 1992, 1994),
and the links between learning satisfaction and on-the-job performance (Faerman and Ban,
1993). Within these debates relationships between variables are often unclear. In part, this
failure relates to limitations associated with the methodologies used. Some methodologies
fail to measure the impact of change as a result of exposure to a learning program from an
individual standpoint. The individual's voice remains silent. The study reported here was
seen as enabling those voices to be heard, thus enhancing our understanding of the
problematic experiences faced by individuals learning, and implementing new learning.
Moreover, little was seen as being known in terms of the judgements individuals make
about various strategies that they use in learning and in implementing their new learning.
Rather, the literature tends to focus on how individuals ought to behave or implement new
learning. It does not consider their actual experience. The study reported here was seen as
addressing these issues by examining how the participants made sense of, and gave meaning
to, their learning experience. The study explored how they adapted to their new role, and
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how they coped with the new realities in their lives as a result of their learning and
implementing experiences.
Organisational Change and Learning
The focus of change may clearly be contextualised at an organisational level. Senge (1992),
for example, states that organisations need to focus on both adaptive and generative learning
(first and second phase learning). Adaptive learning helps an organisation to cope with
current problems, while generative learning stresses creativity, experimentation and feedback
in a continuous learning process.

The other aforementioned authors follow a similar

argument. The focus is on organisational learning, with little or no account given to the
individual in the learning process. Equally, within an organisational change framework,
change at the individual level needs to be considered as part of the learning process.
The Importance of Considering Change as a Learning Process
The concept of learning, for the purpose of this thesis, encompasses more than the acquisition
of facts and knowledge. Learning is also a dynamic social process occurring within a social
context that varies in meaning and understanding for each participant (Sims, 1993). Such
variation suggests that learning be envisioned beyond the narrow confines of knowledge
enhancement into a broader realm of social and emotional awareness.

In this study,

therefore, learning was contextualised as occurring within processes of planned change by
way of an organisational change program and within the lived experience of participants as
they endeavour to learn and implement their new learning.
Building on the concept of second phase learning, it may be argued that such learning
allows the organisation to learn and change through critical insight. The ability to learn
depends on thinking processes, technical skills, security, role models, interpersonal skills, life
pressures, intrapersonal understanding, and organisational memory. To learn in this way
requires the vision to rethink change in the context of organisational learning, to raise
learning issues, and to be able to ask critical questions about the reasons for change (Bateson,
1973; Brookfield, 1988; Candy, 1991; Carr and Kemmis, 1986; Field and Ford 1995;
Mezirow and Associates, 1990; Schön, 1987; Senge, 1992; Sheehan, 1996). These concepts
form the basis for contemporary notions of the learning organisation.
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Contemporary Notions of the Learning Organisation
Another contextual framework for organisational change and learning was seen to be located
within current concepts of organisations as learning organisations. This notion partly stems
from Deming’s (1986) management philosophy. Deming proposed that organisations ought
to evolve as learning organisations by developing intrinsic motivations for knowledge
generation and creativity, rather than using extrinsic motivators such as punishment and
reward systems. For organisations and individuals to evolve this way in today’s turbulent
environment, continuous improvement in relation to systems, technology, knowledge, and
learning was seen as needing to be undertaken by organisational members.
Some of the theories and concepts espoused by authors mentioned in the background to
the research section in Chapter One offer, at best, a prescriptive approach to continuous
improvement. Prescriptive approaches may be seen, for example, in the work of Carlzon
(1989), Covey (1993), and Senge (1992). It was also argued that employees were seen as
needing to develop their learning to help them cope with paradigm shifts, and to respond to a
rapidly changing marketplace (Jacobs and Jones, 1995; Smith, cited in O'Neill and Kramer,
1995). For the purposes of this research, continuous improvement was defined as an ongoing
process of individual learning engagements directed to enhancing personal learning and
growth that contributes to individual and organisational effectiveness.
Within that rapidly changing marketplace, one reason for the interest in the concept of
the learning organisation has to do with internationalisation. This broad term encompasses
meeting customer requirements for quality and quantity, the transfer of knowledge and skills
across nation states, and a perceived need for a multiskilled, flexible workforce (Argyris and
Schön, 1978; Drucker, 1992; Field and Ford, 1995; Quinn, 1992). Therefore, a learning
organisation may be seen as An organisation with a well-developed capacity for double-loop learning; where there
is ongoing attention to learning how to learn; and where key aspects of organisational
functioning support learning. (Field and Ford, 1995:24)
The learning organisation holds a vision that is future oriented in terms of its
philosophy, values, mission, and goals. It is said to have a shared understanding, a core set of
competencies, and it is able to differentiate itself from its competitors (Field and Ford, 1995;
Karpin, 1995; Senge, 1992; Quinn 1992). The vision requires top level commitment to face a
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number of discrete challenges, including the complexity of change, and the maintenance of
existing attitudes that are often hidden behind a veil of terms such as 'benchmarking', 'world’s
best practice', and 'commitment'. These challenges often obstruct double-loop learning, allow
change to be avoided, maintain the status quo, are perceived by organisational members as
rhetoric rather than reality, and are seen as manipulative by organisational members
(Hampson, Ewer and Smith, 1994; McCarthy, Sheehan and Kearns, 1995; Sheehan, 1996).
How those Notions of the Learning Organisation Inform Organisational Learning
In the first instance, notions of the learning organisation were seen as suggesting that a
number of conceptual changes needed to be made in the way organisations are managed.
Leadership would need to be envisaged as being shared rather than hierarchically controlled.
Network relationships and partnerships would need to be developed with other organisations
to replace traditional relationships. The need for an international rather than a national focus
was seen to be important.

A move to more co-operative rather than confrontational

workplaces was envisaged, as was a multiskilled workforce, rather than a narrow skill based
workforce. An environment where information is shared rather than controlled, and where
there are systems that seek continual improvement, rather than systems that are rigid, were
also considered important (Field and Ford, 1995:37).
In the second instance, notions of the learning organisation were seen as suggesting that
there needed to be a redistribution of power, with critical questioning by organisational
members encouraged, as opposed to empowerment without consideration of the outcomes.
Conflict needed to be identified as a part of organisational life, with systems developed to
ensure that conflict is resolved, rather then leading to the creation of new tensions, conflicts
and differences, resulting in a lack of trust. Organisational members needed to be given the
opportunity to self-actualise, to feel personally secure, to have flexible work arrangements, to
be able to develop their skills and to have suitable reward systems, without being fearful of
being punished for being creative and innovative. Finally, it was seen that the organisation
needed to develop systems that support learning and change to replace those that inhibit and
block learning (Belasco, 1990; Camp, Blanchard and Huszczo, 1986; Field and Ford, 1995;
Kanter 1983; Kelly and Kelly, 1991; Lessem, 1991, 1993; McCarthy, Sheehan and Kearns,
1995; Peters and Waterman, 1985; Tosi and Tosi, 1986; Waterman, Waterman and Collard,
1994).
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How those Notions Inform Adult Learning in the Transition to a Learning Organisation
The aforementioned conceptual changes suggested that organisational members should make
a number of systemic and individual changes within their organisation. From the need for
these changes, an extrapolation may be made of the need for adults to be involved in a
process of continual learning as they come to understand the impact of organisational and
learning change processes for them as individuals. Systemic and individual changes include
a shift from individually based jobs to those that require more teamwork. Barriers to change
need to be broken and systems implemented to encourage integration between organisational
members. Committees need to be replaced with learning groups. Traditional ways of
considering jobs and career paths are re-envisaged as learning opportunities, often based on
levels of competence to complete set tasks. Organisational structures need to become more
flexible and workplaces need to develop ways of integrating work and learning.
Organisational members need to recognise that organisations now exist in an environment of
discontinuous change as opposed to past notions of organisational stability. The supervisor is
seen to be a person of the past, with self-managing teams now considered to be more
appropriate to the changed conditions (Bridges, 1994; Bryant, Farhy and Griffiths, 1994;
Bushe and Shani 1991; Field and Ford, 1995; Gray, Hodson and Gordon, 1994; Limerick and
Cunnington, 1993; Stace and Dunphy, 1994). What may be inferred from these suggestions
is that organisational members need to be offered opportunities to learn to do things
differently, and that part of the learning process requires them to reflect on, and learn from,
their experience.
To ensure that learning occurs in organisations, it was evident that a change in how
traditional methods of training are conceptualised and delivered needs to occur. Field and
Ford (1995), for example, make the distinction between learning, which occurs all the time,
and training, which delivers content. Thus, it was seen that there ought to be a change of
focus for adult learning in organisations, from traditional notions of training, to a focus on
learning. There needs to be a focus on people-centred learning as opposed to competencybased learning, and also a balance between the development of problem-solving skills, and a
focus on task completion. Learning time needs to be a part of ongoing development for
employees, as opposed to traditional conditions related to training leave.

Furthermore,

learners ought to be actively involved in the learning process rather than passive and
uninvolved.

Rather than objectives being set by those perceived as experts, learning

programs ought to be designed to cater for individual learning styles. Such programs could
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utilise mentors, learning contracts, learning resources, and learning-based system design to
overcome the often-reported lack of management and colleague support. Learning potential
could be perceived as existing in all situations, rather than as only in those programs
specifically designed for the purpose of training organisational members in some new skill or
technology (Ambrose 1989; Anderson, Boud and Sampson, 1994; Booth, 1989; Caldwell and
Carter, 1993; Field, 1990; Field and Ford 1995; Sheehan and Kearns, 1995).
For workplace learning to occur in organisations, adult learners were seen as needing to
become learners and facilitators of learning within their workplaces. They need to be open to
new ideas, to be able to tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty, and to be able to question
critically what is occurring in their workplace. Concurrently, they need to be supportive of
others and to improve their communication processes (Karpin, 1995; Limerick and
Cunnington, 1993; McCarthy, Sheehan and Kearns, 1995; Thurow, 1992). However, all the
aforementioned concepts and notions tend to focus on the benefits and implications of change
within organisations from the perspective of the organisation. Yet, quite clearly most, if not
all, of the suggested changes have implications for individuals. Those implications include
the impact of learning processes and programs on the individual, and the implications for the
individual of implementing their new learning in the workplace. Some of the existing
approaches to learning in organisations help provide insight into addressing this problem.
Approaches to Learning in Organisations
To understand how participants in the study made sense of, and gave meaning to, their
experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation, some knowledge of
approaches to learning in organisations was seen as being necessary, particularly from the
perspective of adult learning. Adult learning theories were seen to help comprehension of
how the participants came to understand their own behavioural, cognitive and affective
responses to individual change. As a starting point, this section of the chapter defines
learning within the context of this thesis.
The theme underpinning the study reported here was how individuals made sense of,
and gave meaning to, their experience of learning and implementing group process
facilitation. Thus, in the first instance, an understanding of how adults learn is important, so
that those experiences might be contextualised. Two predominant schools of thought appear
to have informed the concept of adult learning throughout the twentieth century. Knowles
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(1990) classified these schools of thought 'Scientific' and 'Artistic': they are here termed
'scientific' and 'progressive-humanist'. The insights that may be gleaned from the debates
between proponents of each of these schools provided understanding of how learning might
best be conceptualised for the study reported here. These insights are discussed following the
definition of learning that was developed for the purposes of this research.
Definition of Learning
Many definitions of learning rely on a behaviourist approach to understanding learning.
Typically, those definitions tend to describe learning as a relatively permanent change in
behaviour resulting from a person's experience (Sigelman and Shaffer, 1995), suggesting that
learning is permanent, and can be measured. Such change is not a result of either genetic
disposition or maturation (Domjan and Burkhard, 1993). Given that much behaviourist
research has been conducted with animals, it may be argued that behavioural definitions may
be applied to any organism. But, as Kolb (1984) has pointed out, humans are not only able to
adapt to their physical and social worlds, as most organisms do. They are also able to
actively shape and create those worlds through a self-conscious process involving a reflexive
awareness of our own beliefs and actions. The process involves thinking, feeling, perceiving
and behaving as an integrated functioning of the total organism.
Thus, learning is partly a process whereby new concepts are developed, and
continuously adjusted, through experience (Cajete, 1994, Ellerington, Marsick and Dechant,
1992). Such learning uses all the human processes available, such as thinking, feeling,
perceiving, reflecting and acting, and is not limited to cognition or perception alone.
Brookfield (1990a) has further developed this argument. He suggests that learning is an
activity of such significance, and of such a challenge to the learner's ego state, that account
also needs to be given to the emotional experience of learning. For the purpose of the present
study, learning was defined as a transformation in the learner's behavioural, cognitive or
affective states, whereby the learner is able to make sense of, and give meaning to, their
learning experience. Further, the learner is able to recognise that experience as a learning
experience, and is able to undertake endeavours to make appropriate changes to achieve a
desired new state.
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The Scientific Approach to Learning in Organisations
There is a long history of scientific approaches to adult learning, but a discussion of this
history is beyond the scope of this thesis. Rather, what is intended at this stage is a brief
mention of some of the major theorists and concepts within the behaviourist, cognitive, and
social learning paradigms in an endeavour to demonstrate an understanding of these theories
and concepts. The discussion will then move to an exploration of the artistic or progressivehumanist approach to understanding adult learning.

It is the latter approach which

underpinned the design and conduct of the learning program from which the study
participants were drawn.
1. Behaviourist Theories
Behaviourists attempt to explain human behaviour in terms of cause and effect, by using the
notion of external stimuli to arouse a behavioural response. Behaviourist theory is also
termed stimulus-response or S-R theory. Arguably, the three most well known proponents of
behaviourist theory are Pavlov (1902), Watson (1930), and Skinner (1971). Behaviourist
theories include behaviourism itself (Watson, 1930), connectionism (Thorndike, 1913; 1921;
1922; 1932), and contiguity (Guthrie, 1930, 1938; Guthrie and Horton, 1946). Also included
are double loop learning (Argyris, 1976; 1982; 1993a, 1993b; Argyris, Putnam and Smith,
1990; Argyris and Schön, 1974, 1996), drive reduction (Hull, 1943; Miller and Dollard,
1941), originality (Maltzman, 1960), and purposive behaviourism (Tolman, 1932, 1942,
1948).

Other behaviourist theories attempt to frame learning within a statistical or

mathematical dimension by way of stimulus sampling (Estes, 1950, 1970) or mathematical
modeling (Norman, 1970).
Theories that fall within the behaviourist category may be summarised as relying on
positivistic concepts of hypothesis testing and objective measurement to study learning
behaviour (Burns, 1995). That is to say, they rely on an approach to science that suggests
that it is possible for an observer to formulate a problem, develop a set of measurement
criteria, examine phenomena, remain detached from the phenomena, and exclude value
judgements from the whole process. Behaviourists, therefore, do not explain how a new
behaviour is actually learned, remembered and recalled (Thompson and McHugh, 1995), nor
do they account for the affective state of the learner (Kolb, 1984).
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What was gleaned from theories of this sort, for the purposes of the study reported here,
is that account needs to be taken of people's subjective experience of learning and
implementing that learning in the workplace. Account also needs to be taken of participant's
attribution of meaning to those experiences.
2. Cognitive Theories
Cognitive theories encompass a broad range of approaches. They all have in common a focus
on external behavioural indicators to the investigation of mental processes (Burns, 1997).
Some cognitive theories focus on memory processes (Anderson, 1976, 1983, 1990, 1993;
Miller, 1956; Miller, Galanter and Pribram, 1960; Newell and Simon, 1972), semantic
memory (Anderson and Bower, 1973) and mental processes (Landa, 1974, 1976). Others
focus on aptitude (Cronbach and Snow, 1977), cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957),
intelligence (Gardner, 1982, 1983; Guilford, 1950, 1967; Sternberg, 1977, 1983), lateral
thinking (De Bono, 1967, 1971), rules (Scandura, 1970), structure (Scandura, 1973, 1976,
1984; Scandura and Scandura, 1980), or intellectual skills (Gagne, 1962, 1985).
Within that body of theories, Schank (1982a, 1982b, 1986) argued that all memory is
episodic. Rather than placing learning within semantic categories, memory is directly related
to personal experience and thus depends on a person’s personal script (Hacker et al. 1982,
cited in Resch, Hacker, Leitner and Krogoll, 1984; Schank, 1986). As such, adult learners
ought to be given the opportunity to build on prior experience (Carroll, 1990; Jackson and
MacIsaac, 1994; Sticht, 1975, 1976). Moreover, learning occurs within a context of sociocultural (Bruner, 1986a, 1990) and environmental change (Frese, 1982). Additionally, the
learning setting needs to be conducive to learning, for it to occur (Schuler and Huber, 1990;
Sims and Sims, 1991; Sims, 1993). Such considerations recognise the dynamic nature of
change and account for the role of previous experience, the way people give meaning to, and
make sense of, their experiences, and the application of insight (Burns, 1995). Their learning
is more holistic than is suggested by the narrow confines of the stimulus-response approach
of behaviourists.
While cognitive theories generally address some of the limitations of behaviourist
theories, they nonetheless still encompass limitations that require mention.

First, most

cognitive theories are centred on acquiring, arranging and remembering abstract symbols
(Kolb, 1984). Second, most tend to be based on a logical, linear and mathematical approach
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to learning that ignores multiple intelligence (Gardner, 1993) and emotional intelligence
(Goleman, 1996; Salovey and Mayer, 1990). Learning environments, however, are not sterile
places where human beings may put aside their feelings and concentrate only on developing
memory processes. Emotion also needs to be accounted for in the learning process (Kolb,
1984). Third, as suggested by the two previous points, many of the theories do not consider
the environment within which learning occurs. Theorists such as Frese (1982), Lave (1988),
Lave and Wenger (1990) and Vygotsky (1978) attempt to overcome this limitation by placing
cognitive theories within a wider social and environmental context. They argue that social
interaction is also an important construct in the learning process. Fourth, little attention is
paid to reflection as part of the learning process, although this limitation is partly addressed
by Rumelhart and Norman (1981) who do add a reflective dimension.
What was gleaned from theories of this type, for the purposes of the study reported
here, is that there is a need to include the participant's wider social milieu in which the
learning and implementation process occurred. All learning occurs within a socio-cultural
and socio-historical context that is authentic for the study participants. Account also needs to
be taken of the role of emotion, and how participants reflect on, and understand, their
learning and implementation experience.
3. Social Learning Theory
Social learning theory stresses the importance of learning new behaviours by observing and
adopting the behaviours, attitudes and emotional reactions of others (Bandura, 1969; 1977).
Moreover, observation of the behaviours of others as part of a learning process implies that
perception is also a crucial component of social learning theory (Robbins, Millett, Cacioppe,
Waters-Marsh, 1998). Social learning theory is, therefore, able to capture and explain human
behaviour in terms of the relationship between behavioural, cognitive and environmental
influences (Heine, 1989). As such, the theory bridges the gap between behaviourist and
cognitive approaches (Burns, 1995; Smith, 1998; Wood, Wallace, Zeffane, Schermerhorn,
Hunt and Osborn, 1998).
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Informal processes often occur in organisations to help individuals cope with
organisational demands. In the past, 'sitting by nellie' was a recognised form of learning new
skills. More recently this type of skill development has been termed 'mentoring' (Kram,
1983). Both approaches are a form of 'socialisation' as reflected in social learning theory
(Bandura, 1969, 1977, 1986; Bandura and Walters, 1963; Eysenck, 1967; Miller and Dollard,
1941).
The application of new learning from the learning program to the workplace could also
be considered a component of social learning. The application of learning is considered vital
for successful learning outcomes. Application of learning occurs when new learning or
activities experienced in a learning situation are utilised in another situation (Arnold, Cooper
and Robertson, 1998). Learners must be able to see the relevance of the new learning (Smith,
cited in O'Neill and Kramer, 1995), and they need to have developed strategies for coping
with new tasks and situations (McKenna, 1987). The application of learning is enabled when
adults have input to the design and organisation of learning programs (Cross, 1981). Thus,
self-responsibility and self-direction are seen as being key pre-conditions for adult learning.
What was gleaned from social learning theory for the purpose of the study reported
here, was that the social context in which learning occurs is important to the learning process.
The social context includes modelling and mentoring and also the views and actions of
managers, supervisors and work colleagues.

It is further argued from this theoretical

perspective that a positive work climate will aid the application of learning. People who are
given work roles or tasks relevant to their new learning will more than likely apply those
learnings in the workplace. Moreover, positive and genuine feedback about their efforts will
enhance the application process. A supportive environment is essential for positive outcomes
when individuals attempt to utilise their new learning in the workplace (Arnold, Cooper and
Robertson, 1998; Osterman and Kottkamp, 1993; Robbins, Millett, Cacioppe, Waters-Marsh,
1998).
Progressive-Humanist Approaches to Learning in Organisations
Behaviourist, cognitive and social learning theory approaches to conceptualising adult
learning informed the study to the limited extent noted above, but the approach most
pertinent to the study was seen as being that advocated by those identified by Knowles (1990)
as being in the 'artistic' school of thought.

In this study such theories were termed
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'progressive-humanist' in recognition of their dominant informing sentiments. Progressivehumanist constructs suggest that adult learners are capable of making decisions about their
own learning needs.
Important foundational work in this approach has been done by Dewey (1916, 1933,
and 1938), Rogers (1969), Freire (1970), and Knowles (1970, 1975, 1980a, 1980b, 1984,
1987, and 1990). These four advocates are clustered together and mentioned briefly to help
demonstrate the historical development of the approach. Their work is seen as informing
later developments, particularly those of Mezirow (1978, 1981, 1985, 1991, 1994, 1996a and
1996b), Brookfield (1987, 1988, 1990a, 1990b, and 1995), and Revans (1980, 1982a, 1982b,
and 1991). Other significant theorists who may be identified within the progressive-humanist
approach and whose work is reviewed here are Kolb (1976, 1984, and 1985), and Honey and
Mumford (1982, 1986, 1989, 1990, and 1992).

These last three mentioned have been

instrumental in developing notions of the need to consider the different learning styles of
adult learners.

All of the aforementioned theorists moved beyond the limitations of

behaviourist, cognitive, and social learning approaches by recognising education as part of a
wider socio-political, socio-economic, and socio-cultural context. They recognise learning as
an intentional, value-laden, and culturally dependent engagement, inseparable from its
cultural context. Adults could therefore use education and learning in self-development and
liberation.
1. John Dewey, Carl Rogers, Paulo Freire, and Malcolm Knowles
Ideas underpinning humanistic constructs in adult learning are derived from pragmatism,
existential philosophy, phenomenology and humanism. One of the earliest 20th Century
proponents was John Dewey. Dewey (1916) considered that human beings should be seen as
having unlimited potential. Such potential could be developed and enhanced by education
within the social framework of the learner. Past experience and the wider environmental
context could be utilised for achieving successful learning outcomes.

A teacher ought

therefore to be a guide or facilitator, building on peoples’ experiences in a process of learner
self-growth.
Dewey was a strident critic of the scientific, or traditional, approach to learning. One of
the criticisms related to the assumption made in the scientific approach that learners were
empty vessels into which was poured all knowledge and wisdom from the teacher. Dewey
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envisioned a more holistic approach to learning. He argued that the free expression of
individuality by the learner was more important than the imposition of knowledge and
discipline from teachers.

He also argued that learning through experience was more

important than learning from tests and teachers, and he valued the importance of the learner's
needs, as opposed to the teacher's needs. An active, rather than passive, approach to learning
was also important (Dewey, 1938).
Grounded in his work as a psychotherapist, Carl Rogers (1969, 1983) formulated a
theory of experiential learning.

Within the educational context, Rogers focused on the

relationship between teacher and learner (Burns, 1995). Reflecting his work as a therapist,
Rogers considered that the role of education was to create a better functioning person. In that
way, the learner would be able to reach a state of self-actualisation. In identifying two types
of learning, namely cognitive and experiential, Rogers proposed that cognitive, or
meaningless, learning did not address the needs of the adult learner. On the other hand,
experiential learning was seen to account for the needs of the learner because it allowed the
learner to build on previous experiences. The learner, then, is personally involved, able to
contribute responsibly, and able to evaluate their own learning. Under these circumstances
'real' learning occurs. The role of the teacher is to 'facilitate' the learning process. Rogerian
theory has particularly influenced the work of Cross (1981) and Knowles (1975).
Based on work undertaken with the indigenous people of Brazil, Paulo Freire (1970)
envisaged learning as a process for achieving freedom from oppression. Freire argued that
colonialists, by their social construction of language, imposed a false sense of identity on
indigenous people. To overcome that false consciousness, he utilised literacy programs to
develop adults so that they could better understand themselves within their socio-cultural
context. Thus he saw adult learning within a social milieu.
Often considered as one of the leading thinkers in adult learning theory, Malcolm
Knowles (1970, 1975) argued that pedagogical approaches to learning were more suited to
children. He argued that adults learned under a different set of circumstances and made
different assumptions about their world than did children. From that position he developed a
theory specifically for adult learning, which he termed 'andragogy'. Building on the work of
Rogers, Knowles also envisaged learners as essentially self-directed, able to utilise and build
on past experiences, and responsible for their own actions. Adult learning programs were
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seen, therefore, as needing to encapsulate these fundamental elements. Moreover, adult
learning programs ought to focus on process rather than content, with the teacher adopting
the role of guide or facilitator to help learners explore and experiment with content and
process issues. In some of his later work, Knowles (1980a, 1980b, and 1984) modified his
earlier stance by recognising that, under certain conditions, adults could also learn under a set
of pedagogical assumptions, while 'andragogical' approaches would be more pertinent given a
different set of circumstances. Knowles’s work has had a profound effect on subsequent
studies of adult learning (Mumford, 1993b). One such effect is a cautionary note offered by
Bagnall (1994). In pointing out that Knowles (1970) presents two-dimensional poles of
andragogy and pedagogy as separate concepts, Bagnall suggests that Knowles's perceptions
are limited. The dimensions, rather than being distinct polar opposites are "continuously
variable" (p.38).
2. Jack Mezirow
Jack Mezirow (1990, 1991), has suggested that there are three levels to adult learning, termed
'instrumental', 'communicative' and 'emancipatory', and that these levels form the basis of
transformative learning.

He clearly bases these levels on the distinction of knowledge

formulated by Habermas (1972) of instrumental, practical and emancipatory knowledge. He
believes that he has formulated a "comprehensive, idealized and universal" model of adult
learning (Mezirow, 1994: 222).
Instrumental learning involves the learner in learning to control or manipulate his or her
environment in order to establish a foundation for the 'truth' by objective measurement. Such
an approach aligns with task-oriented problem solving. This approach also suggests that an
indicator such as workplace productivity improvement may measure learning outcomes.
Instrumental learning is most obvious in organisations when procedural training is
undertaken in order to achieve desired goals.
Communicative learning involves understanding others.

The learner attempts to

understand others by trying to understand such things as their values, intentions, ideals, moral
decisions, and feelings. Instead of trying to determine truth, the learner seeks to understand
others through understanding their justification for their personal beliefs. Such understanding
may only be achieved through 'rational discourse' (Mezirow, 1994). Programs that focus on
developing a person's interpersonal communication style are examples of this type of
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learning. Understanding others in these types of programs, or through other methods for
learning 'rational discourse' requires three conditions for learning. The first is that the
learners have equal opportunity to participate.
coercion.

The second in that they are free from

The third is that they are open to alternative opinions, that they value the

expression of those opinions, and that they care about the way others think and feel
(Mezirow, 1994).
By emancipatory learning, Mezirow means the way adult learners transform their 'frame
of reference'. These are the deeply embedded values and beliefs that adults hold, and that
shape and direct individuals' everyday attitudes and actions. They provide us with the predisposition to act and strongly influence what we do, or do not, perceive, comprehend and
remember (Mezirow, 1991, 1994, 1996a, and 1996b). The way that adults might alter their
frames of reference is by a process of critical reflection. They scrutinise their basic beliefs
and how they have come to that set of beliefs. They challenge themselves to understand what
those beliefs are, how they have developed, and if they might be changed.

It is an

introspective process that lies at the heart of transformational learning.
The strength of Mezirow’s (1990, 1991) transformative learning is its multi-disciplinary
approach.

Mezirow draws from psychological, psychotherapeutic, sociological and

philosophical discourses. Moreover, in formulating a theory of transformative adult learning,
Mezirow (1990,1991) addresses the importance of the need to include how adult learners
make sense of, and give meaning to, their learning experience. Additionally, he places such
learning within a social context.
3. Stephen Brookfield
Stephen Brookfield (1995) has built on Mezirow's notion of frames of reference, particularly
extrapolating Mezirow's concept into a hierarchy of three assumptions.

They are

paradigmatic assumptions, prescriptive assumptions, and causal assumptions that selectively
order and delimit what we learn because they define the limits of our expectations and thus
impact upon our ability to perceive, comprehend and remember.
Paradigmatic assumptions are those that humans use to construct order within their
unique world. They help humans to categorise their understanding and view of the world,
including their values, beliefs, aesthetic appreciation, and judgement criteria.

They are
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developed during childhood and often rigidly adhered to in later life. We tend not to see
them as assumptions, considering them to be our objective reality, and resisting efforts to
challenge or change that reality. For example, in some Western cultures, some individuals
equate the colour white with good or happiness, and the colour black with evil or sadness.
Prescriptive assumptions provide direction for what ought to happen when confronted with a
particular situation. Causal assumptions are usually predictive, and help us to understand
how our world operates, and how we might change within that world.
For the purpose of the study reported here, an understanding of paradigmatic
assumptions was important for three reasons. First, how individuals make sense of, or give
meaning to, their experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation was
seen to be impacted by how the participants in the learning program filtered information
during the learning and implementing processes. Individuals tend to filter information on the
basis of what supports their known world, rejecting information that is seen to challenge that
world view. Second, a well developed, sophisticated and complex defence mechanism tends
to come into action when it is felt necessary to defend our assumptions. Such a mechanism
tends to protect the ego state. Third, a range of emotional reactions may accompany a change
in how we make sense of, or give meaning to, an experience. Such emotions may range from
what might be termed negative emotions such as frustration, anger, confusion and doubt to
what might be termed positive emotions such as happiness, joy, and exhilaration.
Like Mezirow, Brookfield also recognised the importance of a critically reflective
process to aid understanding and change. He saw that reflection could become critical if two
conditions were realised. The first is to use reflection as a tool to understand how power
impacted upon relationships. The second is to question long held assumptions that are
perceived as useful in our lives, but that in fact hinder our development. He labelled these
'hegemonic assumptions'. Building on the work of Gramsci (1978), Brookfield pointed out
that hegemonic assumptions are based on the notion that prominent societal ideas, structures
or actions are seen as natural and good. We do not realise that they have been formulated by
a powerful minority whose interests are maintained by their further propagation.

He

therefore argued that there is a need to challenge accepted conventional wisdom, by way of
critical reflection, in order to protect our own health and well-being.
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4. Reg Revans
Reg Revans is credited with introducing the concept of 'action learning' as a way for adults to
learn in organisations.

Action learning incorporates the concepts of self-directed and

reflective learning, with the learner able to build on previous knowledge and experience by
using questioning to develop new learning. Revans formulated the equation P + Q = L,
where P equals programmed knowledge, Q equals questioning insight and L equals learning.
Action learning is a cyclical process involving planning, acting, observing and reflecting, as
is shown in Figure 2.1 (Revans, 1980, 1982a, 1982b, and 1991). It provides a mechanism for
organisational members to work together to bring about organisational change. Participants
develop new competencies for dealing with emerging situations as part of a learning network
(Fredriksson, 1992).

Thus, action learning caters for group learning and assists in the

application of theory to practice (Dane, 1990; Fillery and James, 1992; Lessem, 1991, 1993)
through a process of 'collective self-reflective enquiry' (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1992).

Figure 2.1: The Action Learning Cycle

PLAN
PLAN
REFLECT
ACTION
LEARNING
CYCLE

ACT

OBSERVE
Source: Kemmis and McTaggart (1988).
As a process, it is closely related to the 'plan, do, check, act' cycle of the quality
improvement model shown in Figure 2.2, and Kolb's (1984) learning cycle model, depicted in
Figure 2.3. Utilisation of these models was seen as assisting individual and group learning,
by catering for different learning styles (Hennebach, 1992; Fatt, 1993; Wilkinson and
Kleiner, 1993).
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Figure 2.2: The Quality Improvement Model
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Source: Crosling and Munzberg (1993).
Action learning has been criticised for its paucity of detail (Mumford, 1993b), and for
its narrow approach to the use of projects for problem solving (Mumford, 1991). While
employees are given the opportunity to learn within the context of the workplace,
paradoxically the real demands and pressures of the workplace could impact negatively on
their decision-making processes (Gigliotti, 1992).

Furthermore, the literature on action

learning fails to address learning experiences of action learners, and does not provide a model
of learning (Mumford, 1996a). The action learning equation of Revans may also be seen as
attempting to objectify what is a subjective process, since it is predicated on quasi-scientific
notions of measurement and control.
5. David Kolb
David Kolb (1984) has argued that individual learning is a transactional process between
personal knowledge and the external environment. Learning is seen as a social process
whereby experiential learning opportunities occur within a cultural and social framework.
Experiential learning maximises developmental opportunities within this framework. He
appears to have developed his theory from a number of conceptual frameworks. These
frameworks include behaviourist theories stressing the need for active participation, cognitive
theories that include the importance of past experience, and humanist constructs pointing to
the need to draw on a learner’s past experience. Additionally, the theory draws on the work
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of Jung, Erikson, Rogers, Perls, Maslow, and Freire (Murrell and Claxton, 1987). As such,
Kolb’s experiential learning model, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, is an eclectic approach to
adult learning.

Figure 2.3: Kolb's (1984) Learning Cycle
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Experiential learning theory is portrayed in Kolb’s learning model as a cycle.
According to Kolb (1984), the learning process draws on orientations that are polar opposites:
active and reflective, concrete and abstract.

Dimensions relate to the apprehending or

grasping of information and then the transforming or processing of that information. The
model shows these dimensions in opposite quadrants of a learning cycle, with concrete
experience (CE) opposite abstract conceptualisation (AC), and reflective observation (RO)
opposite active experimentation (AE). Observations are assimilated into a `theory’ from
which new implications for action may be deduced, and new experiences created.
Participants are seen as moving through a linear regime of concrete experience, reflective
observation, abstract conceptualisation and active experimentation.
To help learners categorise their learning styles Kolb (1976) devised a learning style
inventory (KLSI) that used a self-description questionnaire as a measurement of learning
styles. Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory has been criticised for its psychometric weaknesses
such as poor construct and face validity, poor reliability (Allinson and Hayes, 1988),
abnormal distribution, and its general psychometric limitations (Bostrom, Olfman and Sein,
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1993). Such criticism has carried on to the derivative Learning Style Questionnaire (LSQ),
which is seen as quasi-experimental and unnecessarily complex (Caple and Martin, 1994).
6. Peter Honey and Alan Mumford
Peter Honey and Alan Mumford have further developed Kolb’s theory (Honey and Mumford,
1989, 1992; Mumford, 1987,1988, 1991, 1992, 1993a, and 1994). Using a similar cyclical
model (Figure 2.4), Honey and Mumford term their learning style categories, 'activists',
'reflectors', 'theorists', and 'pragmatists'. The model shows these categories in opposite poles
of a learning cycle, with activist opposite theorist, and reflector opposite pragmatist.
Participants are seen as moving through a linear regime of activist, reflector, theorist and
pragmatist. Activists tend to be task oriented, and learn best when involved in activity.
Reflectors prefer to plan, to observe and to listen, learning best when given time to analyse
and consider new information. Theorists are unable to tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty,
learning best from ideas and concepts they find interesting. Pragmatists need to see the
relevance of new material to reality, learning best from models that they can imitate.

Figure 2.4: Honey and Mumford's (1992) Learning Cycle
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Like Kolb, Honey and Mumford used a number of instruments to develop and test their
model. Instruments include the Learning Style Questionnaire (LSQ) (Honey and Mumford,
1982; Mumford and Honey, 1992) and the Learning Diagnostic Questionnaire (LDQ) (Honey
and Mumford, 1990, 1992). By extrapolation, criticism similar to that applied to Kolb may
be advanced against the Honey and Mumford model and measurement instruments.
What was gleaned from the foregoing progressive-humanist approaches to learning in
organisations for the purpose of the study reported here was firstly, that people ought to be
treated with respect, and with an acknowledgement that adults are responsible, and that they
able to make their own choices. Second, it was seen that the wider social milieu within
which adults conduct their daily lives is an integral part of a learning program. Third, it was
clear that positivistic notions of measurement and control ought to be avoided because adult
learners are encouraged to evaluate their own learning outcomes. Fourth, it was evident that
critical reflection forms a part of, and is necessary for, emancipatory learning to occur.
This approach to learning theory informed the design of the program from which the
study participants were drawn. It emerged as the approach most appropriate to guide the
research process overall, including the formulation of the research methodology and the
particular techniques used.
What was gleaned from the foregoing work on individual learning styles was the
recognition that people learn differently at different times and on different occasions. The
models developed from the theories were seen as catering, albeit inadequately, for those
different learning styles. The Kolb model was used to inform the design of the learning
program (Chapter 5).
Definition of reflection and critical reflection
What was also gleaned from the progressive-humanist approach to adult learning was the
value of reflection and critical reflection as part of the learning process. Drawing on the
aforementioned theories, these terms are now defined for the purpose of the present study.
Reflection was defined as a process by which some or all of the participants in this
study drew on their observations and interpretations of events that occurred during the
completion of tasks in the learning program to integrate an understanding of those events.
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Such understanding was used in an endeavour to make the changes deemed necessary to
move to a desired new state.
Critical reflection was defined as a process by which some or all of the participants
examined and challenged their own beliefs, and the assumptions on which those beliefs were
founded. They endeavoured to understand how their beliefs were developed, to recognise the
debilitating effects of those beliefs, and to make decisions about how to change their beliefs
in order to move to a desired new state.
Group Process Facilitation as an Approach to Learning in Organisations
Within the context of the study reported here, the organisation had chosen to introduce
continuous improvement processes as one of its strategies in its quest to become a learning
organisation. As part of the strategy, selected employees were exposed to a four-week
training program (described in Chapter 5). A component of the program was for employees
to develop their interpersonal and intrapersonal understanding so that they may better
facilitate small groups of people involved in organisational change processes, on their return
to the workplace. This section of the program was designated 'group process facilitation'
development.
Summary
The purpose of this summary is to highlight the issues identified in the literature examined as
requiring further exploration. First, it was indicated that there was a need for more research
into the implications of learning programs for the individual, from the unique perspective of
the individual.

The literature reviewed generally failed to account for the subjective

experiences of individuals whose role it is to introduce new learning, knowledge, ideas, and
techniques into the workplace, and it failed to account for the attribution of meaning to those
experiences. Moreover, little was seen as being known about the judgements individuals
make about various strategies that they use in learning and implementing their new learning.
Rather, the literature tended to focus on how individuals ought to behave or implement new
learning. It did not consider their actual experience. Yet it seemed that these were areas for
potential understanding and development of individuals in organisations undergoing change.
The review of literature suggested the need for research to address these issues by examining
how the participants made sense of, and gave meaning to, their learning experiences. It
suggested the potential value of research into how individuals learning and implementing
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group process facilitation adapted to their new role, and how they coped with the realities of
that role as a result of their learning and implementing experiences.
Second, it was indicated that, for workplace learning to occur in organisations, adult
learners may best become learners and facilitators of learning within their workplaces, open
to new ideas, tolerant of ambiguity and uncertainty, and critically questioning of what is
occurring in their workplaces. They should be supportive of others and they should have
good communication capabilities. Again, in the literature reviewed, these concepts and
notions tended to focus on the benefits and implications of change within organisations from
the perspective of the organisation. Yet, quite clearly most, if not all, of the suggested
changes have implications for individuals.
The participants' wider social milieu in which the learning and implementing processes
occur emerged as an important, and the third, consideration, as all learning occurs within
their socio-cultural and socio-historical context. It was also clear that account needed to be
taken of the role of emotion, and how participants reflect on, and understand, their learning
and implementing experiences. A supportive environment emerged as being essential for
positive outcomes when individuals attempt to utilise their new learning in the workplace,
and it also was seen that all participants ought to be treated with respect, acknowledging that
adults are responsible and are able to make their own choices. Individuals learn differently.
There was indicated, then, a need for research in which learning is contextualised within
processes of planned organisational change and within the lived experiences of participants as
they endeavour to learn and implement their new learning.
Fourth, the literature indicated a number of assumptions relevant to informing such
research. The concepts discussed in the literature reviewed tended to assume relatively static
socio-economic conditions. Managers are seen as rational and logical human beings, in full
control of information, and able to make incremental change. There tends to be a focus on
managerial behaviour during organisational change, and yet clearly most, if not all,
organisational members are affected by organisational change. Thus, there was indicated the
need for research framed within the context of environmental instability, and from the context
of the unique perspective of each individual's experience over various job classifications and
levels throughout the case study organisation.
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Fifth, and finally, it was noted that debate centred on the methodologies used. There
appeared to be an overemphasis on the positivistic approaches to inquiry. It was clear,
though, that the emergent research need required positivistic notions of measurement and
control to be avoided, in order to acknowledge the importance of adult learners for assessing
their own learning outcomes. Yet some methodologies fail to address the impact of change,
as a result of exposure to a learning program, from an individual standpoint. The individual's
voice remains silent, which was seen as suggesting that a study focussing on individuals'
experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation should utilise a
methodology and method that would encapsulate a social construction of those experiences.
There was indicated a need for research that enabled the voices of individuals to be heard, as
a means for enhancing our understanding of the problematic experiences faced by them in
learning, and implementing new learning.
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CHAPTER 3 - GROUP PROCESS FACILITATION
Introduction
As evidenced in the literature outlined in Chapter Two, there are a number of ways of
considering learning in organisations. That literature was examined for information pertinent
to the ways in which adults learn, particularly within organisations undergoing fundamental
change. The aim of the present chapter is to move beyond that approach and to present a
review of empirical literature that informed the design of the learning program and the
research. In particular, the intention is to review empirical studies that have something to say
to practice related to learning and implementing group process facilitation, and how
individuals make sense of, and give meaning to, their experience of learning and
implementing group process facilitation. This chapter may be seen as the focus (Phillips and
Pugh, 1987) or immediate (Perry, 1996) discipline field that underpinned the research interest
in the study. Such a review will enable the theoretical foundation to be completed.
The remainder of the chapter is structured in the following way. The section entitled
Group Defined provides a brief overview of what a group is, including the stages of group
development, and typical content and process issues confronted by group members. Current
literature suggests new responsibilities for key organisational members and this suggestion is
explored in the section entitled Re-defining the Responsibilities of Leader, Manager,
Administrator and Supervisor.
provided.

A Definition of Group Process Facilitation is then

The next sections, entitled Facilitator Roles, Facilitator Skills, Facilitator

Approaches, Facilitator Training, Facilitator Guidelines, and Facilitator Dimensions
review pertinent literature and empirical studies that were seen to be of relevance to these
sections. The chapter concludes with a Review section, which brings together the major
themes explored. It is argued that there is extensive literature that examines group process
facilitator roles and skills and how those elements contribute to the development of a
facilitator, but without addressing that development from the unique perspective of the
individual. Research from that perspective was seen as the appropriate focus for the research
reported here.
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Group Defined
A group was found to be most often defined as "two or more interdependent individuals who
influence one another through social interaction" (Forsyth, 1990:6).

Understandably,

however, there was no agreed definition among theorists and researchers, because even a
simple definition of a group hides an underlying complexity and subtlety (Baron, Kerr, and
Miller, 1992).
Theorists and researchers had attempted to address such complexity and subtlety in
various ways. Stages of group development feature prominently, including the work of
Maples (1988), Schutz (1972, 1977), Tuckman (1965), and Tuckman and Jenson (1977).
Some attention had been paid to aspects relating to task (Napier and Gershenfeld, 1993;
Wood, Wallace, Zeffane, Schermerhorn, Hunt and Osborn, 1998), task complexity
(Campbell, 1988), group functions (Ancona and Caldwell, 1988), and group leadership
(Hackman and Walton, 1986; Hollander, 1978). There was also a focus on group dynamics
(Ettin, 1986; Forsyth, 1990; Gemmil and Kraus, 1988), social influence in a group (Brown,
1995; Wheelan, 1994), and sensitivity group training (Argyris, 1964).
Much of the literature explored how groups achieve their tasks, including the processes
groups use (Friedman, 1988; Hendrick, 1987; Robbins, Millett, Cacioppe and Waters-Marsh,
1998), and the effectiveness of groups (Ivancevich, Olekalns and Matteson, 1997). Other
literature focused on decision-making in groups (Arnold, Cooper and Robertson, 1998;
Burleson, Levine and Samter, 1984; Gouran, 1982; Janis, 1982; Janis and Mann, 1977; Kull,
1982) or the relationship between group process and problem solving (Lanzetta and Roby,
1960). Such an understanding of the complexity of groups was seen as helping to pave the
way for an understanding of the roles, skills, and approaches required of a facilitator. It may
also be seen as helping in the development of an understanding of training, guidelines and
dimensions relating to a facilitator.
Re-defining the Responsibilities of Leader, Manager, Administrator and Supervisor
There was also seen to be a need to underpin the research with an understanding of recent
calls in the literature for leaders, managers, administrators and supervisors to redefine their
responsibilities in the organisation.

Education, organisational theory, and organisational

behaviour literature, for example, was seen to suggest that people such as leaders, managers,
administrators, and supervisors need to operate within a different paradigm as a result of
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organisational change. Re-definition of responsibilities was seen as including becoming
facilitators in order to cope with the demands of organisational change.
One of the ways for leaders, managers, administrators and supervisors to cope with
change is to move from traditional responsibilities of authority, control and instruction. New
responsibilities included those of coach (DeSimone and Harris, 1998), mentor (Arnold,
Cooper and Robertson, 1998; Clutterbuck, 1991) and facilitator (Kouzes and Posner, 1995;
New Hampshire Education Think Tank, 1992).

Furthermore, supervisors were being

encouraged to become facilitators of learning (Brannon, 1985).

Little evidence was

proffered, however, as to the benefits of such a paradigm shift to a facilitator, and, in
particular, to that of a group process facilitator.
Definition of Group Process Facilitation and Facilitator
The focus in this section is on the essential qualities that were gleaned from previous
definitions of group process facilitation, facilitation, or facilitator. One definition is that
facilitation is to make achievement of an outcome less difficult, easier or more convenient
(Clawson, Bostrom and Anson, 1993; Chilberg, 1989; Hart, 1992; Hunter, Bailey and Taylor,
1994; Steinwachs, 1992; Stewart, 1993), while another is that it is to promote action (Sapin
and Watters, 1990).

Facilitation is also defined as 'about movement' with successful

facilitators needing to 'self-facilitate' if they are to facilitate groups effectively (Hunter,
Bailey and Taylor, 1994:5). The definition is further expanded with the focus on process
rather than content (Bostrom, Anson and Clawson, 1993). Additionally, making things easier
or encouraging movement helps develop 'shared meaning' between group members
(Whiteley, 1995). Facilitation may, therefore, be summarised as a social process (Baron,
Kerr and Miller, 1992). The overall objective for the facilitator ought to be to help the group
achieve what it wants to achieve, rather than what the facilitator wants to achieve (Kosmidou
and Usher, 1991).
In the adult education literature the concepts of facilitation and facilitator also assist in
developing an understanding of how adults learn during educational engagements. Within
this body of literature, a facilitator may best be defined as "all persons who possess particular
role characteristics" within that learning experience (Bagnall, 1994: 36). Within such a
framework, statements may then be made about our perception of a facilitator, including
behavioural characteristics. We may also engage in dialogue with other practitioners such as
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trainers, instructors and facilitators, about those behavioural characteristics, while
generalising from our own experiences with facilitators when we perform the role of a
facilitator (Bagnall, 1994).

Thus, the combination of the perceptions of behavioural

characteristics, dialogue, and generalisations, suggests that our performance in the role of a
facilitator is guided by our construction of that role.
Some theorists assert that facilitators are trainers in group process, no matter what the
context (Keltner, 1989). By contrast, contextualisation of the role of facilitator was seen to
be important for definitional purposes. Within a socio-technical framework, Bostrom, Anson
and Clawson (1993) argue for a definition of facilitator in the context of group support
systems, where the use of technology is an integral tool for improving group meeting process.
Heron (1989) envisages a facilitator helping people to learn within an experiential setting,
while Senge (1992) sees the role as appropriate for helping people to converse with each
other in learning teams.
Within the context of action learning, a facilitator is not only seen as a process
consultant but also as an assistant (Kosmidou and Usher, 1991). Assistance may evolve in
many configurations, including those of data collector, problem solver, and person
responsible for letting a group achieve for itself (Marsick, 1990).

Therapeutically, a

facilitator may be defined as a person providing assistance in helping another person evolve
from one identity to another as part of personal development (Roth, 1990). Still other authors
contextualise the role of facilitator as someone assuming responsibility for an educational
program, including its administration, the coordinating of instruction, and the supporting of
participants (Moss, Schwartz and Jensrud, 1994; Noble, 1983). In the context of a black
women's group in the USA, the facilitator was seen to move and shape the learning
experience of group participants (Coe and Morgan, 1981).
Broome and Keever (1989) offer a point of departure from the basic definition of
facilitator. Arguing that the use of facilitated processes to enhance group productivity has
reached an intellectual and methodological peak, they suggest that seven principles are
necessary to enhance the next generation of group facilitation. The principles are developed
from a 'proper science model', reflecting the positivistic and structural-functionalist nature of
their argument. The principles are: responding to the demands of complexity in modern
organisations; using functional problem-solving sequences; adhering to fundamental design
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laws; distinguishing between context, content and process; integrating the technological and
behavioural demands of complex problem-solving; using consensus methodologies; and
redesigning work environments to make them more compatible with complex decisionmaking. The principles may be of some value for organisations where the focus is on
technology rather than people. The very concept of group process facilitation, however,
implies that account needs to be taken of affective, behavioural, and cognitive processes
occurring between individuals working in workplace groups.
Incongruously, Freire (cited in Noble, 1983:4) rejects the word 'facilitator'. Freire
asserts the term is used to obscure, rather than to unlock the benefits of the educative process.
He asserts that the use of the term facilitator allows an educator to assume a role other than
that for which he or she is trained. However, participants in the research study reported here
were being helped to become facilitators, so the term was considered relevant and appropriate
for the purpose of this study.
At times it is considered as appropriate that the facilitator is an 'outsider' or external to
the organisation, as suggested by Bentley (1994a), Church, Waclawski and Burke (1996),
Dick (1991), and Nelson and McFadzean (1998). In the study, however, the participants who
were learning group process facilitation were members of the case study organisation. They
were undertaking the learning because the organisation required them to act as agents of
change. Clearly, therefore, the facilitators in this study were 'insiders', in the sense of Casey,
Roberts and Salaman (1992), Church, Waclawski and Burke (1996), McFadzean and Nelson
(1998), McNally, Gerras and Bullis (1996), Nelson and McFadzean (1998), and Ray, Hines
and Wilcox (1994).
The aforementioned literature was seen to suggest that the facilitator has the knowledge,
skill, attributes, abilities, style and self-awareness to help the group address a perceived
problem. However, the interest and commitment of the facilitator may vary. In operating
from the insider position, for example, the facilitator may also have to continue working as
an everyday organisational member with members of the group that he or she is facilitating.
That group may include the facilitator's supervisor or manager, whose affective, behavioural
or cognitive conditions the facilitator has reason to challenge. Thus, issues of trust may also
be seen as important considerations and appeared to have been neglected in the
aforementioned definitions.
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The people chosen to learn and implement group process facilitation in the case study
organisation studied here did have a role to fulfill.

That role related to introducing

continuous improvement processes into their work groups.

Participants had some

responsibility in relation to organisational outcomes, and to individual and group change,
including group processes. Thus, the facilitators were key components of organisational
change. Mostly the participants in the case study organisation were involved in dyadic and
triadic models of facilitation. While they had a role as facilitator of continuous improvement
groups within the organisation, they also had a second role as content expert in terms of
continuous improvement processes, tools and techniques, with the aim of improving work
processes. Other organisational members may therefore have perceived them as content
experts. Thus, the role was dyadic. Furthermore, they were required to conduct their new
role within the social milieu of the workplace where they already performed a task role
related to the position they held in the organisation. Therefore, the role was also triadic.
Arising from the foregoing review and analysis, group process facilitation was defined
in the study as the individual action taken in developing and enhancing effective groups, such
that group members accept responsibility for task accomplishment and group process
management. The action was seen to encompass observation of group processes, the ability
to intervene in group processes, and the competence to resolve conflict in a non-threatening
and non-defensive way in teams of people working together to achieve a common task. The
definition implies that facilitators need an appropriate level of individual and group
diagnostic skills. Clearly both the scope and context of the group or groups being facilitated
impact on attempts to arrive at a single definition of facilitation. The definition needs to be
understood within the social, cultural, historical, and political context in which it is located.
Effective communication abilities were seen to be critical tools for enabling group
process facilitators to complete their tasks successfully. These abilities included being able to
listen actively, to express themselves forthrightly and assertively, and to manage the
interaction between themselves and others (Dick, 1991; Kaye, 1994).

Participants

undertaking learning in these areas were deemed to need to develop their self-concept. In
addition, participants were seen to need to learn how they behave when subjected to change
processes if they, in turn, were to assist others in coping with change.
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In the present study, self-concept was defined as the sum total of how people understand
themselves. It was seen to include one's ideas, thoughts, feelings, attitudes and beliefs about
oneself (Cardwell and Dunn, 1986; Taylor, Rosegrant, Myer and Samples, 1989) and to be
multi-faceted in terms of life roles (Burns, 1993). It was inferred that self-concept may be
developed by becoming more aware of who one is as a person, that is, by developing one's
self-awareness (Bolton, 1986; De Vito, 1993), and by developing how one thinks of oneself,
that is, by developing one's self-esteem (Dick, 1991). Moreover, it was inferred that selfconcept could be developed by 'reflected appraisal', a process of formulating how one sees
oneself based on how 'significant others' see one (Ichiyama, 1993) or how one thinks others
see us (Rosenberg, 1981). It was seen as being developed by learning and internalisation
throughout one's life (Cardwell and Dunn, 1986).
Facilitator Roles
The role of a facilitator may be interpreted as alternative aspects or constructions of how 'role'
is described, and, therefore, different elements of the role of a facilitator were reviewed in the
literature. It was seen to be important for effective and efficient group management. In the
broadest context, the facilitator is nominated as an agent of change (Carr and Kemmis, 1986;
Franklin and Landry, 1994; Hord, 1992; Johnson, 1994). In part, the role of a group process
facilitator is to draw the group’s attention to process issues so that group effectiveness is
enhanced (Dick, 1991; Keltner, 1989). It is seen as being a unique role, which ought to be
performed with diligence (Keltner, 1989).
It was argued in the literature reviewed that a group process facilitator needs a range of
abilities to complete the role successfully. A facilitator was deemed to need individual and
group diagnostic abilities (Harrison, 1994; Schwarz, 1994) that enable him or her to observe
group members' actions and to give accurate information, without interpretation or
judgement, to group members (Dick, 1991; Hart, 1992; Johnson and Johnson, 1994). An
understanding of group dynamics and an ability to intervene in a group process were seen as
fundamental for effective group action, and enhanced problem solving (Camp, Blanchard and
Huszczo, 1986).
The ultimate aim of such a role was seen as being to encourage the group to take
responsibility for deciding on and managing its own processes in the completion of group
tasks, in a constructive and cohesive manner (Broome and Keever, 1986; MECD home page,
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1998; Schwarz, 1994). In other words, the objective was for group members to accept
responsibility for both content and process (Bentley, 1994b; Corey and Corey, 1987; Heron,
1989; Perlman and Whitworth, 1988; Rylatt, 1994; Senge, 1992), by coming to a shared
understanding of group dynamics, sometimes called 'metaprocess' (Dick, 1991).
A facilitator was seen to assist with the development of shared understanding in a
number of ways. One way was to be a coordinator (Friedman, 1989), helping to set goals
(Heron, 1989), making expectations explicit, and clearly establishing boundaries (Foley,
1992; Gladding, 1992). Another way was to be a problem solver, helping the group to solve
problems (Ray, Hines, and Wilcox, 1994; Grady, Gersick and Boratynski, 1985; Mezirow
and Associates, 1990; Westley and Waters, 1988) by encouraging participants to be open in
their communication processes (Blaker, 1982). A third way was to be a challenger by being
willing to challenge participants intellectually (Foley, 1992; Gladding, 1992) in an
environment where people learn, change and grow (Bentley, 1994a; 1994b; Casey, Roberts
and Salaman, 1992). The final way was that of a summariser, whose role is to summarise
group decisions and to detail future action plans. It may also include evaluating the meeting
and suggesting strategies for change (Bostrom, Anson and Clawson, 1993). In fulfilling these
roles, it was argued that a facilitator ought to realise that information is not value free and that
a diversity of views need to be handled sensitively (Johnson, 1994).
These constructions of the role, however, were seen to be reactive rather than proactive.
In taking a proactive approach Friedman (1989) suggested that there are three strategies that
facilitators of work groups ought to adopt. The first is to examine environmental factors
impacting on the group. Workgroups possess an organisational history and culture that
influences the way group members act. Second, the facilitator ought to help establish group
norms that will enhance effective group task and process outcomes. Third, the facilitator
needs to have appropriate abilities for managing constructive change at any time the group
struggles with either task or process decisions (Friedman, 1989).
It was inferred from the aforementioned alternative constructions of the facilitator role
that the fulfilment of most, or all, of them suggests that in part, the role of facilitator is "a
function of the personality of the facilitator" (Keltner, 1989:21). Additionally, fulfilment of
some parts of the role, such as that of intervention, also raises an ethical issue. By observing
and intervening in a group process to assist in the development of shared meaning and
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understanding, a facilitator may place some group members at risk. Some members may be
embarrassed by feedback about their input, may feel that their privacy has been invaded, or
that their status has been questioned. Others may feel coerced into behaving in different
ways (Zorn and Rosenfeld, 1989).
The following four sub-sections examine different aspects of the role of a facilitator
through: the importance of the role from a number of empirical perspectives, the role in selfmanaged work teams, in interacting groups, and in electronic settings.
1. Importance of the Role
The importance of the role of a group process facilitator has been identified in a range of
literature. Within the helping professions, it was seen as a useful aid in the implementing of
organisational change programs for school health promotion programs (Livingood and
Woodhouse, 1992). It was also considered necessary in support groups for the elderly
(Dickel, 1991), therapeutic groups (Covington, 1985; Pellegrino, 1984), counsellors (Berg
and Landreth, 1990; Boland and Chick, 1982; Robison, Jones and Berglund, 1996), and for
groups dealing with child abuse (Perlman and Whitworth, 1988).
Similarly, in the educational literature, the role was seen to be important in adult
learning (Galbraith, 1992; Noble, 1983), particularly for developing the group process skills
of school counsellors (Thayer, 1990), and for aiding problem solving and decision-making in
community groups (Moore and Feldt, 1993). At the administrative level, it was viewed as
important in helping educational systems in the Pacific region to change (Busick and others,
1994). It was also seen as important for implementing school restructuring (New Hampshire
Education Think Tank, 1992), and for developing new roles for school principals (Hall, 1984;
Hall and George, 1988).
For students, the role was seen to be important for facilitating self-directed student
learning (Marshak, 1983), for developing teamwork skills (Blair, 1993; Flotten, 1994), and
for facilitating peer group counseling sessions (Marsico and Nelson, 1983). In a tertiary
setting, it was viewed as important for developing tutors' group skills (Davis, Nairn, Paine,
Anderson and Oh, 1992; Davis, Oh, Anderson, Gruppen and Nairn, 1994). Within a slightly
different context, it has been seen to be important for enhancing process issues and concerns
at an educational conference (Muir-Cochrane, Lawrence and Zeitz, 1991).
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Organisational literature also highlighted the importance of the role. One focus was
seen to be in developing effective work groups (Dunphy, 1993; Longman-Czeropski, 1994),
including quality circles groups (Blaker, 1982), total quality management teams (Eakin,
1993), and self-directed work teams (Ray, Hines and Wilcox, 1994; Sisco, 1993). Workplace
change, particularly with respect to the changing role of supervisors (Brannon, 1985; Hutzel
and Varney, 1992; Jessup, 1990) and managers (Broome and Keever, 1986; Laiken, 1994) as
facilitators, was seen as another area of focus. The changing role of managers was seen as
requiring them to improve their leadership skills and to adopt the role of a facilitator (Von der
Embse, 1988), a role for which many managers were seen as being ill-equipped (Hirokawa
and Gouran, 1989; Keltner, 1989). The role of facilitator was also seen as being appropriate
for helping organisational members become aware of multicultural issues in their workplace
(Stolovitch and Lane, 1989).
Professionals in adult learning fields in organisations were seen to fulfill a role as a
facilitator of learning (Burns, 1995). However, the role of a facilitator in adult learning was
seen to be open to debate (Sapin and Watters, 1990), and further studies of the facilitator role
were seen to be required (Bostrom, Anson and Clawson, 1993; Clawson, Bostrom and
Anson, 1993; Hirokawa and Gouran, 1989). Nonetheless, the role emerged clearly as multifunctional and useful in a variety of settings.
2. The Role in Self-Managed Work Teams
One area of exploration of the role of the facilitator is that of the changing role of the
supervisor in self-managed work teams. In taking a limited case study approach, Jessup
(1990) defined self-managed work teams, discussed the role of leadership in such teams, and
postulated that the supervisor's new role is that of coach or facilitator. The new role was seen
as requiring the coach or facilitator to transfer group process skills to team members. The
article by Jessup (1990) does not address the issue of how the coach initially acquires those
skills. Nor does it address the coach's ability to make sense of, or give meaning to, the new
role. Addressing these limitations were seen as important in the study.
Hutzel and Varney (1992) continued the theme of new roles for supervisors in selfmanaged work teams. In attempting to understand the role of a supervisor as facilitator in
self directed work teams, they framed their study around questions relating to disagreements
with the role of the facilitator, the factors contributing to such disagreements, and
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demographic factors that might contribute to role disagreement. The report of their study was
seen to suggest that supervisors needed to engage in on-going dialogue with all organisational
members in order to be clear on their role. The study did not, however, report on how the
supervisors experienced their new role and its implementation in the workplace.
3. The Role in Interacting Groups
One of the challenges for social scientists relates to methodological choice, particularly in
respect to ensuring that laboratory research can be applied in practice (Dipboye, 1990). This
concern is illustrated in a study by Reagan-Cirincione (1994) which was based on the premise
that prior research, in part, had not demonstrated that facilitation alone improves the
judgement tasks of group performance above that of the group's most capable member.
Reagan-Cirincione tested the hypothesis that, where a group process intervention includes the
support of an external facilitator, a group's decision making process will be more accurate
than that of an individual when developing a judgement policy for a conflict cognitive task.
The gender-balanced study involved 96 participants who completed the individual section of
the task. For the group phase, 71 participants who were enrolled in a University's business
and public administration courses, took part.
Two tasks were set in this study, of which the second required participants to complete
an individual task, and then to be involved in a small interacting group task. Each group had
a facilitator whose skills ranged from considerable experience with group facilitation to no
experience.

Results indicated that process intervention helped the groups to perform

significantly better than their individual members on two tasks (p < .05). The study also
concluded that caution needed to be exercised when interpreting the findings because such
laboratory research may be limited in practice. While the study illustrated the importance of
the role of a facilitator, the role itself was questionable, given the knowledge and experience
of the facilitators. The limitations of laboratory research, as highlighted in this study, were
seen as an important consideration in the present study.
Another study examined the effects of the facilitator in interacting groups, going part of
the way to bridging the gap between laboratory research and organisational practice. Offner,
Kramer and Winter (1996) investigated, among other variables, the impact of a facilitator in
clearing blockages during group brainstorming sessions. The researchers concluded that
significantly more ideas were produced in groups with a facilitator, than in those without one.
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They further argued that a trained facilitator is instrumental in helping interacting groups to
be more productive.

The study highlighted the importance of a trained facilitator in

maximising group productivity. An understanding of the importance of the facilitator helped
to inform the design of the study reported here.
4. The Role in Electronic Settings
While some studies explored the role of a facilitator in traditional settings, there was noted a
paucity of research relating to the role in electronic settings.

The shortage was partly

addressed by Clawson, Bostrom and Anson, (1993), who argued that a facilitator role consists
of role requirements or dimensions, and role behaviours or actions a person needs to take to
meet requirements.

Their study provided information relating to the dimensions and

behaviours necessary for a facilitator in an electronic setting, arguing that identification of the
dimensions is helpful for three reasons. First, the dimensions help formulate performance
indicators for people in the facilitator role. Second, the dimensions are useful as selection
criteria for use in selecting people for the role. Third, the dimensions provide skill-training
criteria for new and experienced facilitators. This study by Clawson, Bostrom and Anson
(1993) helped inform the design of the study reported here in that it was seen to suggest that
information gathered by way of interviews might tap a rich source of data, and might account
for the role of perception when people are asked to describe observable behaviour.
In summary, the foregoing literature reviewed suggested that the role expectations of a
facilitator are diverse. There was an understanding that a facilitator has to acquire a great
deal of knowledge relating to theoretical constructs underpinning the role, and to the reactive
and proactive requirements of the role. The facilitator also needs knowledge of a range of
ethical issues that may be encountered. Given the dyadic and triadic requirements within
which facilitators operate, there was seen to be a need to understand the role in terms of how
people learning facilitation might facilitate a group. There was also seen to be a need to
understand the likely implications for the use of their abilities in the workplace. These
understandings informed the design of the learning program, and the design of the study
reported here.
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Facilitator Skills
A number of facilitator skills were suggested in the literature. Many of the skills related to
group management issues necessary to perform the role of a facilitator, including observation
and intervention skills (Casey, Roberts and Salaman, 1992; Perlman and Whitworth, 1988;
Schwarz, 1994; Westley and Waters, 1988), and those involved in controlling group
processes (Broome and Keever, 1986; Tindall, 1989). In raising group management issues,
differing points of view may arise and may result in conflict. A facilitator was seen as
needing to be both self-aware and group-aware (Casey, Roberts and Salaman, 1992; Hunter,
Bailey and Taylor, 1994), and to be able to recognise polarities, both emotional and
cognitive, while helping participants to learn from their experience (Thayer, 1990).
The recognition of conflict as an outcome of a facilitator intervening in a group was
reflected in a number of suggestions. These included being able to confront a group to raise
an awareness of issues relevant to group process (Heron, 1989), and an ability to work with
both conflict (Bentley, 1994a; Hunter, Bailey and Taylor, 1994) and frustration (Bentley,
1994b).

Moreover, such awareness-raising was seen as being properly conducted with

empathy and positive regard for learners (Berg and Landreth, 1990; Burns, 1995; Rogers,
1967, 1983; Thayer, 1990; Watkins, 1991), and with patience (Von der Embse, 1988).
Conflict that is successfully managed was seen to offer learning opportunities for program
participants (Argyris, 1964; Tyson, 1998). Dealing with conflict productively, however, was
seen as difficult to learn and model (Laiken, 1994).
Successful conflict management within the context of learning and using group process
facilitation was seen as requiring a diverse range of interpersonal and intrapersonal skills and
attributes. The range included the ability to deal with the feelings of others, and one's own
feelings (Bentley, 1994b; Gladding, 1992; Heron, 1989; Landreth, 1984). It also included the
ability to respond with empathy, respect, and genuineness (Brocket, 1983; Burns, 1995;
Hatcher, Nadeau, Walsh, Reynolds, Galea and Marz, 1994; Tindall, 1989), and the need to be
trustworthy (Thayer, 1990). Thus, facilitators were seen as needing to have respect for
themselves and others (Von der Embse, 1988; Watkins, 1991). A sense of humour was also
suggested as being helpful (Coe and Morgan, 1981; Corey and Corey, 1987; Gladding, 1992).
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Skills and abilities also emerged as multi-faceted. Good communication skills were
deemed paramount for a facilitator (Bentley, 1994a, 1994b; Coe and Morgan, 1981; Dick,
1991). Such skills encompassed listening (Avis and Bigelow, 1984; Berg and Landreth,
1990; Marsico and Nelson, 1983; Thayer, 1990), questioning (Steinwachs, 1992; Tindall,
1989) assertiveness (Von der Embse, 1988), and interaction management (Dick, 1991).
Other skills included organisational skills and presentation skills (Sharp, 1992). A facilitator
was also seen as needing to be a role model for the actions expected of a facilitator (Brannon,
1985; Coe and Morgan, 1981; Lang and Scarfe 1986), and to use a range of change agent
skills, including double loop learning (Watkins, 1991), and critical reflection (Knowles,
1990; Loughlin, 1994; Mezirow and Associates, 1990; Watkins, 1991).
Several cognitive skills were also suggested as being necessary requirements for a
group process facilitator. In broad terms, an awareness of the unconscious behaviours that
may occur in adult learning interactions, and an awareness of the complexities, ambiguities
and dynamics of group work were seen to be important (Foley, 1992; Mezirow and
Associates, 1990). Primarily however, the facilitator was argued to be required to help
participants make sense of, and give meaning to, their experience of working in a group
(Bentley, 1994b; Casey, Roberts and Salaman, 1992; Heron, 1989).
Sense-making was seen as implying that facilitators also require the ability to develop
self-awareness, and awareness of others (Stoltenberg, 1993; Watkins, 1991). Ways of doing
so were seen as including helping individuals consider alternative strategies and the
consequences of the implementation of those strategies (Grady, Gersick and Boratynski,
1985; Lang and Scarfe, 1986; Tindall, 1989). Other ways presented were those of: being
goal-oriented (Von der Embse, 1988), giving clear instructions (Perlman and Whitworth,
1988), recognising when problems arise, and making diagnostic interventions to help groups
solve their problems (Westley and Waters, 1988).
Developing group process facilitation skills was seen as requiring an uncomfortable
individual paradigm shift. In testing the relationship between family life experiences and the
facilitation skills of novice counsellors, Wilcoxon, Walker and Hovestadt (1989) found that it
may be necessary to overcome the negative family experiences of the novice counsellors in
order to enhance their development of facilitation skills. The researchers evaluated the
effectiveness of 50 volunteer novice counsellors who were enrolled in an introductory
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counselling course, and who were asked to complete a number of tasks at their first meeting.
The study did not mention whether ethical issues such as confidentiality, the use of the data,
or voluntary participation in the study were addressed. These ethical issues informed the
study reported here.
Improved decision-making facilitation skills that may help parents respond more
positively to difficult situations with their adolescent children were addressed in a study by
Grady, Gersick and Boratynski (1985). Participants for the study were chosen at random
from two towns where parents and children were involved in attempting to deal with teenage
drug abuse problems. The researchers pointed to the benefits of personal skill development
as a way for helping parents improve their decision-making facilitation skills. Enhanced
understanding and skill development was found to relate to empathy, group dynamics,
decision-making alternatives, and the consequences of decision-making for the parents. The
authors recognised that, given the nature of the program, a qualitative approach would be
preferred for a future study of this type, a suggestion used to inform the design of the study
reported here.
A study by Marsico and Nelson (1983) described a program designed to help students
make sense of their lives, to find personal meaning, and to achieve more success in school.
The program entailed training selected students, over a nine-week period, in group facilitation
and counselling skills. The students then facilitated small groups, under the supervision of
professional counsellors. Based on the work of Rogers (1969), the authors asserted that the
skills to be taught in peer counsellor training include congruence, empathy, positive regard,
and the ability to communicate these in practice. The use of journals to record reactions,
feelings and observations at the end of the session was also recommended.
The points that emerged from the Marsico and Nelson (1983) article, and which served
to inform the design of the study reported here, were threefold. First, there was seen to be a
need to provide information about the number of sessions held in the learning period.
Second, there was seen to be a need to report on participants' experiences of using a learning
journal. Third, there was seen to be a need to provide information about how the participants
made sense of, or gave meaning to, their learning and implementing experiences.
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Within the context of adult learning, the development of interpersonal skills was viewed
as essential in the training of adult educators (Brockett, 1983). Like Marsico and Nelson
(1983), Brockett (1983) also relied on the work of Rogers in describing some of the 'helping'
skills necessary for those who facilitate adult learning. Helping skills suggested include
attending, responding, and understanding. While each of these skills was described in some
depth, no evidence was provided about the learning or implementing of these skills by adult
learners - an oversight that the study reported here addressed.
The Rogerian perspective was further utilised in two other studies. In the first study, a
telephone dialogue seminar with graduate students in counsellor education, Carl Rogers was
asked a series of questions about his approach to facilitating groups (Landreth, 1984). Rogers
identified a set of skills needed by a group facilitator. Skills included self-awareness of
feelings, being able to persistently express feelings, and being able to confront other people
with feelings in relation to their behaviour. Interestingly, in this telephone dialogue Rogers
admitted that, in part, what he was saying was speculative. In the second study, a humourous
approach was taken towards elements of the skills used by counsellors, and by sports
professional such as football umpires (Gladding and Hageman, 1984). Comparisons were
drawn between signals used by both counsellors and sports professional, using Rogerian
theory. Given the admittedly humourous nature of the article, little was gleaned from it in
terms of learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Trustworthiness and credibility were also seen by Stolovitch and Lane (1989) to be
valuable facilitator skills. They described a program in which bus drivers were required to
gain an awareness of, and sensitivity to, bus passengers of diverse cultural backgrounds. The
program was conducted and facilitated by bus driver peers, relying on content that was
provided by program participants, with no contribution from anyone perceived to be an
expert. Experiential problem-solving processes were used, with the program culminating in
future action plans and follow-up. The authors concluded that, for such a program to be
successful, facilitators need to be trustworthy and credible to program participants, a
suggestion that informed the design of the learning program and research study reported here.
In overview, six normative requirements for the necessary features of facilitator skills
were gleaned from the literature that reported on the skills needed to perform successfully the
role of a facilitator.

The first requirement was that a facilitator have a basic set of
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interpersonal skills, including assertiveness, the ability to mediate and resolve conflict, a
genuine and unconditional regard for others, and self-awareness. The second requirement
was that a facilitator be able to further develop and improve that set of basic skills, and have
the motivation to do so. The third requirement was that a facilitator has the skills necessary
to utilise their knowledge and understanding of theoretical constructs underpinning their role.
The fourth requirement was that a facilitator be able to help the group take responsibility for
its own content and process. The fifth requirement was that a facilitator has the necessary
skills to address any ethical issues that may be encountered. And the sixth requirement was
that a facilitator be able to adopt different approaches in performing the role.

These

requirements helped develop insight for the formulation of the learning program and the
design of the study reported here.
While the studies reviewed demonstrated wide applicability for the use of facilitation
skills, they did not address how individuals learning and implementing group process
facilitation make sense of, and give meaning to, their experience. The aim of the study
reported here, therefore, was to explore the learning and implementing of group process
facilitation from the unique perspective of the individual. It was formulated to contribute to
an understanding of how individuals experienced learning, and of how they experienced the
implementation of the learning.
Facilitator Approaches
In carrying out the role of a facilitator, some attention had been directed towards the style that
a facilitator should adopt. Use of the term style suggested a number of alternative approaches
to undertaking the role, which at face value have equal validity. Broadly, the progressivehumanist approach advocated by people such as Dewey and Rogers was reflected in all of the
literature reviewed. Within that broad approach, Knowles (1990), Mezirow and Associates
(1990), and Thayer (1990) opted for a helping approach in which a facilitator demonstrates
care, confidence, curiousity, empathy, genuineness, persistence, respect, trust, and an
unconditional positive regard for the members of the group. Laiken (1994) suggested a
stance similar to that of Knowles and Mezirow. In pointing to the risks of leaderless groups,
Laiken proposed a situational approach for a facilitator, in which the facilitator adapts their
approach to the stage of the group's development. While a facilitator, therefore, was seen as
needing knowledge of group development, no suggestions were offered as to how a
situational approach might be implemented. Nor was any information provided as to the
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possible confusion that might be caused in a group where a facilitator appears to be
constantly changing his or her approach.
In discussing how to select and train people for the role of a facilitator, Sisco (1993)
added a further approach.

He suggested an approach that is informal, relaxed and

enthusiastic. The article, though, is purely descriptive, with no evidence offered as to how
such an approach might be achieved. Exploration of the suggestion, however, was seen to be
important in the study.
Hall (1984) identified three change facilitator approaches for school principals. By
observing school principals' improvement practices in facilitating teachers' use of new
programs of instruction, he classified three paradigmatic change approaches as initiator,
manager and responder. Hall and George (1988) and Vandenberghe (1988) used the Hall
(1984) study as a basis for a further exploration of principals' change facilitator approaches in
their studies, and to develop the Change Facilitator Style Questionnaire (CFSQ).
Comprehensive use of the CFSQ was made by Chauvin and Ellett (1993) in exploring teacher
receptivity to change using interpretations of school principals' change facilitator approaches
and their bureaucratic and professional approach orientations.
In summary, the foregoing literature reflected a number of approaches that a facilitator
should utilise. It allowed five major requirements to be gleaned for the purposes of informing
the design of the learning program and the study reported here. The first requirement is that a
facilitator should use an approach that is based on openness, care and concern for all group
members.

The second requirement is that a facilitator should have warmth, tolerance,

patience and humility. The third requirement is that a facilitator should have the knowledge
and skills necessary to identify the group's stage of development. The fourth requirement is
that a facilitator should then be flexible enough to adopt a situational approach dictated by the
stage of group development as perceived by the facilitator. And the fifth requirement is that a
facilitator has a range of approaches necessary for performing the role.
Facilitator Training
Clearly, for a facilitator to have the range of knowledge, skills, abilities and aptitudes
suggested by the aforementioned literature, and to be able to fulfill the role of a facilitator, a
person taking on the role needs to participate in learning and development opportunities. A
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number of texts such as those of Brookfield (1990b; 1995), Burns (1995), Knowles (1990),
Mezirow (1991), and Tennant (1997) were found to focus clearly on adult learning and to
provide insights for the design, implementation and evaluation of learning programs.
Specific attention to facilitation skills was found in texts from Bentley (1994b), Dick (1991),
Heron (1989), Hunter, Bailey and Taylor (1994), Mezirow and Associates (1990) Perlman
and Whitworth (1988), and Watkins (1991). Additionally, manuals such as those by Marsico
and Nelson (1983), Moss, Schwartz and Jensrud (1994), and Thayer (1990) provided material
useful for the development of facilitation skills.
Similarly, a variety of journal articles provided descriptive and/or prescriptive
approaches to teaching or learning the knowledge, skills, abilities and aptitudes necessary for
the role of a facilitator. Using a reflective approach in a case study of conference planning
and evaluation, Muir-Cochrane, Lawrence and Zeitz (1991) provided insights into the role
and its component tasks. Additionally, there were noted suggestions for the training of
internal (within organisations) facilitators by external facilitators or consultants (LongmanCzeropski, 1994; Ray, Hines and Wilcox, 1994). The method generally entails the use of a
third party facilitator or consultant to work with the learner, and to provide guidance and
feedback on their performance.
The aforementioned literature was found to be descriptive. It tended to assume that a
small number of coaching sessions is sufficient for people to learn new skills. No mention
was made, however, of the range of affective, behavioural or cognitive skills and abilities
necessary to adopt the role ethically and successfully. While Ray, Hines and Wilcox (1994)
did provide some qualitative information about the learners' experiences, there was no
information given about how the learners made sense of, or gave meaning to, their experience
of learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Facilitator Guidelines
A range of guidelines was found to be offered for facilitators to follow. Such guidelines
ranged from lists of what facilitators ought to do, to lists of what facilitators ought to avoid.
Facilitators were seen as needing to know their role, and to be able to differentiate in that role
between content and process, and to differentiate within the context of the group (Broome
and Keever, 1986). They should also, it was argued, be well prepared, establish credibility,
use appropriate techniques, and manage detours (Katz, 1993; Schwarz, 1994). In adopting a
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collaborative approach with group participants, facilitators were seen as needing to negotiate
objectives, program design, methods to be used, resource requirements, and assessment
processes to be utilised (Heron, 1993).
Facilitators were seen as needing to be both self-aware and aware of what is happening
in the group, to make sense of what is happening, and then to intervene in group process
using an appropriate intervention (Casey, Roberts and Salaman, 1992; Hunter, Bailey and
Taylor, 1994). By doing so they were seen as needing to contribute to organisational and
individual learning, and to help develop a continuous learning philosophy (Watkins, 1991).
Facilitators should also, it was argued, respect participants as unique individuals, giving them
time to consider and reflect on new material, and respecting participant's silence as time for
thinking about, and absorbing, new material. It was further argued that positive feedback
should be given and that those who dominate discussion should be given opportunities to
become more sensitive to the needs of others. Similarly, participants who were less confident
about contributing, or who withdrew, were seen as needing to be helped to express
themselves in the group (Steinwachs, 1992). Facilitators should also, it was argued, avoid a
number of pitfalls, including forgetting the uniqueness of individuals and their personal
needs, treating participants as if they are children or ridiculing them, forcing participation,
being ill-prepared or under-prepared, rushing material, presenting unintelligible printed
material, making excuses, and taking everything too seriously (Sharp, 1992).
In summary, the foregoing research concentrated on suggesting normative approaches
to be followed by facilitators.

That literature was seen to neglect the uniqueness and

dynamics of groups, the need to be flexible in each group, the uniqueness of the facilitator,
and the facilitator's perspective about implementing their role. Additionally, there was seen
to be no information about how the learners made sense of, or gave meaning to, their
experience of following any of the suggested normative approaches. In taking these points
into consideration, the literature reviewed informed the design of the study reported here.
Facilitator Dimensions
A number of dimensions considered important to the role of the facilitator were identified in
aforementioned literature in this chapter. Within a school setting, Hall and George (1988),
and Vandenberghe (1988) argued that the three key dimensions of a change facilitator are
concern for people, organisational efficiency, and strategic sense. The Change Facilitator
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Style Questionnaire (CFSQ) was developed from these three dimensions. In the context of an
electronic environment, Clawson, Bostrom and Anson (1993) identified 16 dimensions.
Heron (1989), however, suggested just six dimensions, namely planning, meaning,
confronting, feeling, structuring and valuing. The planning dimension requires a facilitator to
focus on the achievement of aims and goals. Cognitive understanding of what is happening
and how participants make sense of their experience form the meaning dimension.

A

facilitator was seen as needing to be able to confront the group to help raise awareness of
group resistance and avoidance, and thus confrontation is the third dimension. The fourth
dimension is the management of feeling in the group, while the learning methods used and
their relationship to participants’ experiences form the fifth dimension. The sixth dimension
of valuing was seen as helping to create a supportive environment for genuine sharing of
reality and needs in the group (Heron, 1989).
While this literature was seen as sharing an empirical approach to facilitation
dimensions, the requirements gleaned from these articles are similar to the requirements
identified in the aforementioned facilitator training and facilitator guidelines sections of this
chapter. Leaving aside the extent to which a range of affective, behavioural or cognitive
skills and abilities were seen as necessary to better utilise the dimensions, there was clearly a
different level of detail about the number of dimensions a facilitator should enact. There also
was seen to be no information about how a facilitator might make sense of, or give meaning
to, their experience of utilising the dimensions. These aspects were seen as informing the
design of the study reported here.
Review
This chapter has reviewed the substantive literature examined on the subject of group process
facilitation. An understanding of the literature indicated important concepts and assumptions
to be addressed and incorporated in the study. Relatively little was known about how
individuals make sense of their experience of learning group process facilitation. Even less
appeared to be known about how they make sense of their experience when implementing
their learning in the workplace. Primarily the focus in the literature tended to be based on
general themes associated with group facilitation and/or the facilitator, taking a unitary and
normative approach. Yet the very nature of working with groups suggested that a socially
constructed approach is required. Moreover, unitary and normative approaches were seen as
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failing to address core aspects about an individual's facilitation experience.

From the

literature, I identified a need to explore the understandings individuals hold of their learning
and implementing experiences, to determine the contribution that such understanding
provides of those experiences.
A number of gaps were identified in knowledge of group process facilitation. One of
the gaps identified is how individuals make sense of, and give meaning to, their experiences
of learning and implementing group process facilitation.

The study reported here was

importantly informed by that understanding.
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CHAPTER 4 - CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY
Introduction
The conceptual framework that informed the study is here developed. It is seen as linking the
research question articulated in Chapter One with the research approach described in Chapter
Six. It may also be seen as providing the theoretical, methodological basis and rationale for
the research approach.

It contains elements of what understanding, information, and

techniques guided the study, as well as how those elements guided me throughout the study
and the reporting stages of the thesis.
The Research Question articulated in Chapter One is briefly restated as the starting
point for the chapter. Then follow a number of explanations for the approach used to address
the question, beginning with an outline of the constructivist conception of knowledge that
underpinned the study.
The study embraced an interpretivist approach and so the next part of the chapter
outlines what is understood by Interpretivism. Interpretivism is seen here as containing
research approaches commonly presented as qualitative, phenomenographic, responsiveconstructivist, post-positivistic and naturalistic. It is also seen as including the specific
methodology termed Interpretive Interactionism, the particular interpretivist approach that
was followed in this study. Interpretive interactionism is described, and its use defended, in
greater detail in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a rationale for the use of The
Interventionist Case Study in an organisational context.
The Research Question
As stated in Chapter One, the aim of the study was to explore the question, How do
individuals experience the learning and implementing of group process facilitation?
The question was addressed by focussing on how the participants experienced the
learning of group process facilitation for accomplishing continuous improvement changes in
their work situation.

The focus was also on how the learning from the program was

transformed, shaped and moulded by the social experience of the participants when they
returned to their workplace. These experiences were explored in terms of the judgements
participants made about the strategies they used in learning and implementing group process
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facilitation. It also concentrated on how the participants made sense of or gave meaning to
their experience.
Constructivist Conception of Knowledge
Constructivist views of knowledge range from extreme idealism, in which reality is seen as
existing only in the mind of the knower through to moderate views which acknowledge the
individual nature of all understanding, but within a context of ontological realism (that is, a
world in which reality, including human relationships, exists independently of our
understanding, or knowledge of them). In this study, it was the more moderate form of
constructivism that was seen as appropriately guiding and forming the research process. It is
seen as being moderate constructivism because it accepts ontological realism and accepts that
we can never fully know truth.

It comprises and communicates an epistemology that

recognises knowledge as being based on our values, assumptions, and interpretations
(Chappell, Gonczi and Hager, 1992). Knowledge is not value free, and there are numerous
and differing interpretations of reality, the meanings of which may be interpreted through the
language and action residing in social practice (Dey, 1993, Walker and Evers, 1982).
Furthermore, Bagnall (1999) argues that knowledge and meaning are inseparable, and that
interpretations have meaning only in particular contexts.
As indicated in the two previous chapters, a number of major restrictions to
understanding how individuals experience and give meaning to learning and implementing
group process facilitation are evident. The literature reviewed tended to focus on the benefits
and implications of change within organisations from the perspective of the organisation.
Yet, quite clearly change has implications for individuals. Thus, it was indicated that there
was a need for more research into the implications of learning programs for the individual,
from the unique perspective of the individual.

Also worthy of consideration was a

constructivist conception of knowledge. Such research would properly also take account of
the cultural context of the learning and its implementation. Thus, there was indicated the
need for research framed within the context of environmental instability, and from the context
of the unique perspective of each individual's experience.
Moreover, relatively little was known about how individuals make sense of their
experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation. Primarily the focus in
the literature tended to be based on general themes associated with group facilitation and/or
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the facilitator role, taking a unitary and normative approach. Yet the very nature of working
with groups suggested that a social and constructivist conception of the learning and
implementing experience is required. Moreover, unitary and normative approaches were
seen as failing to address core aspects about an individual's facilitation experience. From the
literature, a need to explore the interpersonal and intrapersonal understandings that
individuals hold of their learning and implementing experiences was identified.
It was also noted that debate centred on the methodologies used. There appeared to be
an overemphasis on positivist notions of inquiry. Positivist, conventional or objectivist social
science suggests that it is possible for an observer to formulate a problem, develop a set of
measurement criteria, examine phenomena, remain detached from them, and exclude value
judgements in the reporting (Lather, 1990; Leedy, 1993; Sarantakos, 1995). It is a research
approach that suggests one correct way to understand any aspect of lived or experienced
reality. In positivism, truth is seen as being an objective and definitive matter. It was clear,
though, that the emergent research need required objectivist notions of measurement and
control to be avoided, in order to acknowledge the individual construction that adult learners
place on their own learning experience, and the individual nature of the understanding of
those learning engagements.

To overcome these constraints, a constructivist model of

knowledge was selected to inform the study.
In contrast to objectivist notions of inquiry, the constructivist paradigm proposes that it
is impossible for the researcher to remain detached from participants in studying their
experiences of learning and implementation (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Rather, participants
ought to be considered as people with knowledge, rather than as subjects being determined by
their circumstances (Brooks and Brooks, 1993; Candy, 1989; Dirkx, 1997).
To examine the lived experience of participants learning and implementing group
process facilitation, it was seen as important to take account of the subjective meanings that
participants attribute to their learning experience (following Hopkins, 1993). Consideration
needed to be given to the social context within which events occurred, including the program
itself, the workplace social setting in which participants endeavoured to utilise their new
learning, and other significant settings, such as family or social groups. The research needed
to be directed to understanding and interpreting these meanings and the intentions of
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participants in their interactions with others (Checkland and Scholes, 1990; Denzin, 1989a;
and Polanyi, 1958).
Epistemology, the science of how we come to know and understand meaning within
human enquiry (Babbie, 1995; Jankowicz, 1995; Shadish, Cook and Leviton, 1991), helped
set a conceptual framework for the study.

Epistemologically, outcomes of the enquiry

process were determined by the interaction between the researcher and participants (Jaques,
1992; Rowan and Reason, 1981). As argued by Bagnall (1995) and Guba and Lincoln
(1989), the outcomes of such study depend on interpretation of participants’ perspectives and
the making of judgements about individual experiences of learning and implementing group
process facilitation.
The constructivist conception of knowledge utilised in the study reported here reflected
the work of Kant (1952), who argued that a priori knowledge sets the initial framework for
understanding the sense data of empirical experience.

For Kant, the beginning of

understanding is contained within the concepts of mind and intuition, abstractions within a
person’s consciousness by which they inherently give meaning to their world through an
interpretive process which is both subjective and irrational.
Kant’s epistemology is also reflected in the work of Dilthey (1976; 1985), Freud (1931;
1981), Husserl (1962), Marx (1962), Polanyi (1958) and Weber (1949). Each of these
theorists interpreted human behaviour as problematic and complex, and they rejected
positivistic examinations of human behaviour for two reasons.

First, they argued that

scientific inquiry was not value-free because human values inevitably intruded upon the
scientific process. Second, they argued that human beings were free and, therefore, not just
subject to the general laws of nature. As such, individuals could not be studied using the
same methods as those applying to the natural sciences, but rather that the methods used
needed to account for the intentionality of human nature (Burrell and Morgan, 1979; Johnson,
Dandeker and Ashworth, 1984).
Moreover, the nature of inquiry into the experience of learning and implementing group
process facilitation was seen as being affected by the relationship between the researcher and
the participants in a study; and the researcher's values and the participants' values as
interactants (Lewins, 1992).

Therefore, the researcher's perception of reality (Bilton,
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Bonnett, Jones, Stanworth, Sheard and Webster, 1982; Lather, 1991a) and his or her values
were accepted as important influences in the inquiry process (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).
Accordingly, the interactive and subjective approach embraced in the study reported here
accepted that the nature of inquiry is value driven, rather than value free (Johnson, Dandeker
and Ashworth, 1984; Sarantakos, 1995; Wadsworth, 1993).
Building on the foregoing considerations, Popper (1969, 1972) has suggested that the
theories of Marx and Freud were closed systems that dogmatically rejected threatening
evidence. The theories were unscientific because they were not open to falsification. For
Popper, falsification was a key criterion within the scientific paradigm. Science, then, is that
body of knowledge, of which evidence and conclusions have so far resisted contradiction or
falsification. The evidence and conclusions, though, are to be kept open to future challenge,
correction and falsification, with dogmatism and closed views rejected. Following Bagnall
(1999) and Leedy (1993) there was accepted, therefore, that there was no one universal truth
about the experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation.
At first glance Popper’s view of science appears intuitively accurate. However, the
assumption that science may be defined in terms of its method - thus ignoring cultural aspects
- was challenged by Kuhn (1970). Kuhn argued that the scientific method does not remain
constant throughout the history of science. Rather, science passes through a number of
revolutions and discontinuous periods, labeled by Kuhn as 'paradigms'. Throughout these
times, different views of the nature of science have prevailed. Thus science is socially
constructed, based on the realities of participants in the inquiry process, and interpretations of
those realities (Greene, 1990; Lincoln, 1990; Pezza, 1989-90).
Socially constructed realities are informed by the knowledge, skills, feelings, thoughts
and meanings that individuals use to make sense of their experience in learning and
implementing their new learning (following Checkland and Scholes, 1990; Heine, 1989; and
Jansen, 1992).

Those realities are formed by cultural upbringing, expectations and

experience (Chalmers, 1988) and are constructed in many different ways and from many
discordant intentions (Bruner, 1986a). From an ontological perspective - one focussing on
being, or what it is to be (Bilton, Bonnett, Jones, Stanworth, Sheard and Webster, 1982;
Heidegger, 1962) - truth may therefore be seen as existing only within the socially
constructed reality of individuals as they learn and act on their new learning (Carr and
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Kemmis, 1986; Shadish, Cook and Leviton, 1991; Treleaven, 1994). Furthermore, within a
socially constructed framework, truth is not value-free (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe,
1991; Polanyi, 1958, 1966).
Additionally, the socially constructed perspective strongly suggests that a framework
for research into learning and implementing group process facilitation should be established
within a notion of chaotic social systems (Gregersen and Sailer, 1993; Treleaven, 1994).
Participants in this study came from an organisation undergoing unprecedented change.
Market forces, changing government policies, and technological change were seen as driving
the change process. Social construction within chaotic systems was taken as suggesting that
the primary aim of the study reported here was to understand, rather than to predict and
control, the realities of the study participants (Jansen, 1992; Schratz and Walker, 1995).
Both Kuhn's and Popper’s views of science have been challenged by Feyerabend
(1975), according to whom scientific inquiry cannot be separated with any certainty from any
other form of inquiry such as voodoo, magic or witchcraft. Science, he argues, is not a
rational process and thus notions of conjecture and falsification are deficient. Historically,
scientists were seen to use a number of methods in their pursuit of knowledge. Methods
included mystical ideas, intuition, ad hoc hypotheses, induction, conjecture and falsification.
Feyerabend argued that all these processes are problematic and contribute to the growth of
scientific knowledge. Without taking on board Feyerabend's rather extreme view of all
science as equal to any myth, the underlying premise of his argument, namely that scientific
research, like all belief, is meaningless outside its cultural context, was utilised.

The

approach was taken as support for a constructivist conception of knowledge in the present
study.

Furthermore, the study adopted a constructivist epistemology that embraced an

interpretivist approach to research.
Interpretivism is commonly seen as embracing a naturalistic approach to research
wherein the inseparability of the individual understanding, of the context of the generation of
meaning, is used to focus methodological attention in studying individual meaning within
their cultural context. Thus, an interpretivist research method of inquiry for individuals’
experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation was seen as being most
appropriate and relevant.
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Interpretivism
The foregoing epistemological position (constructivism) was seen as indicating a need for an
interpretivist approach to the research. Following Evers and Lakomski (1990), interpretivism
may be seen as having a number of different features and emphases variously adopted by
different schools of interpretivist research. I will here introduce only those that were seen as
important for informing the research approach adopted in the study.
Drawing on the work of the ancient Greek philosopher Diogenes, Nietzsche (cited in
van Manen, 1990) considered what it meant to study human beings within their humanness.
Nietzsche also contemplated the nature of methodological enquiry necessary to address such
a problem (van Manen, 1990). Reflecting on the parable of Diogenes’ use of a lit lantern in
daylight to search for real human beings, Nietzsche was seen to challenge researchers
investigating the nature and essence of human beings to seek answers beyond those most
evident. The nature of being human, he argued, is more than what we are, it is also what we
strive to be (van Manen, 1990).
To develop an understanding of the reality for individuals who were required to
undertake and implement new learning, an understanding of the existential nature of those
individuals was seen as being required (May, 1979).

Such research was accepted as

extending into the realm of understanding what it means to learn, and implement that
learning, within the parameters of life as a lived experience (Davies, 1996; Hopkins, 1993;
van Manen, 1990).

Interpretivism includes research that focuses specifically on the

interpretations that individuals formulate of their experiences - commonly termed
phenomenography (Marton and Booth, 1997). Phenomenography researches the meanings
that individuals attribute to their experiences, and moves beyond the narrow confines of data
gathering and analysis within parameters of objectivity, into the realm of understanding of
those experiences (King, 1994; Nietzsche, 1968; Tsoukas, 1989). This approach was seen as
being most appropriate here for understanding how participants experienced their world in
terms of learning and implementing group process facilitation.

Understanding their

experience required an understanding of the world in which they lived. Therefore, the act of
researching, involving questioning and theorising about the research question, dictated that I
ought to become involved in the participants’ worlds (Weeks, 1992).
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A phenomenographic approach was also seen to suggest that it was necessary for me to
create a climate of trust and rapport with the participants. This was seen as important so that
the participants would feel comfortable enough to reveal their thoughts and feelings about
their experience of their world in terms of learning and implementing group process
facilitation.

Such an approach was seen as bringing to life the lived experience of

participants in a revealing and caring way (Firestone, 1990; Lather, 1991a; Schratz and
Walker, 1995).
A phenomenographic approach builds upon a hermeneutic-phenomenological
conception of how individuals understand and interpret their experience and give it meaning.
A hermeneutic-phenomenological conception is one that focuses on the meaning that
individuals construct of the phenomena constituting their individual experience (Gadamer,
1975; Heidegger, 1982; van Manen, 1990). That conception helped in understanding the
process of explaining phenomena identified by participants. It further assisted the process of
uncovering the structures and internal meanings of participants’ experience of learning and
implementing group process facilitation, through the researcher describing and interpreting
those meanings in a deep and rich contextualisation (Gadamer, 1975; Heidegger, 1982; van
Manen, 1990).

A deep and rich contextualisation is one that gives attention to the

complexity, interrelatedness and uniqueness of individual meaning, interpretation and
understanding of experience.
In locating the study within a hermeneutic-phenomenological framework, the study was
also seen as being directed to enhancing understanding of human life and human institutions
for study participants, readers, and myself. Such knowledge was seen as becoming action
sensitive (van Manen, 1990), as having the potential to assist all interactants in the study including participants, readers, and myself - to develop thoughtfully our insights into human
life and human institutions. With further insight, it was envisaged that all interactants could
therein become better able to understand, and cope with, life’s dilemmas in a postmodern era
of uncertainty and discontinuity (Drucker, 1969; Limerick and Cunnington, 1993).
As suggested by Schratz and Walker (1995), the social act of exploring how individuals
understand and give meaning to learning and implementing group process facilitation was
seen to require involvement in relationships that became personal and intense. Further, the
nature of the inquiry was seen to suggest the construction of new realities for all parties
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involved in the study process. Thus, the study was informed by a constructivist epistemology
that called for an interpretive approach that involved, and took account of, interaction
between the researcher and participants. The outcome of such interaction, then, is seen as
being the construction of new realities for and by the individuals who experience them
(Brooks and Brooks, 1993; Candy, 1989; Guba and Lincoln, 1989; Mezirow, 1991). Such
constructions may be perceived as: value driven; occurring within social, historical and
cultural contexts; supporting existing power relationships; and as being action oriented. It is
also suggested that they should occur within an ethical framework where human participants
are treated with dignity, integrity, and rights to privacy (Babbie, 1995; Kitson and Campbell,
1996).
Within the aforementioned hermeneutic-phenomenological perspective, the research
was thus seen as properly based on an interpretive paradigm, using what Guba and Lincoln
(1989) have termed responsive-constructivism: 'responsive' because interaction and
negotiation are used to establish the way the research will be undertaken with participants,
organisation contacts and research supervisors; 'constructivist' for the reasons discussed
above. Such an approach contrasts with positivistic approaches to inquiry noted earlier in
this chapter.
On a number of key features of the inquiry process, interpretivism may be contrasted
with a positivistic approach as follows.

In contrast to positivistic notions of truth, an

interpretivist approach sees truth as a collaborative construction between the researcher and
the participants within the prevailing cultural context.

Truth, then, is in part a function of

that context, rather than being an objective reality which the expert researcher, as an
independent observer, may perceive. Facts presented only have meaning within a valueframework, and within the socially constructed reality of all interactants in the study
(Bagnall, 1999; Carr and Kemmis, 1986; Schratz and Walker, 1995; Treleaven, 1994).
Research is not seen as value free, nor is it seen as involving the 'objective' assessment of
information, cause and effect relationships, and with findings able to be generalised to other
settings.
All interacting parties are ideally involved in the total process, with research
relationships established collaboratively and by negotiation between all parties, rather than by
researcher coercion or manipulation or with the researcher remaining detached from the
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research subjects. Meaning is developed in a cyclical process whereby new information is
presented as a result of the developing knowledge of all the interactants in the study. The
researcher and participants are subjective partners in the creation of data, with no party (and
the researcher in particular) the sole provider of data. The researcher's presence is accepted
as introducing new information, or new ways of considering experiences, which are
contextually interchangeable between the researcher and the participants during the
intervention of the researcher.
Final study outcomes are envisaged as advancing the development of knowledge within
socially constructed frameworks. These outcomes represent another construction in the
context of knowledge advancement where the findings are a literal creation of the inquiry
process. The findings are not accorded special status nor is legitimation of the findings
espoused, as opposed to positivistic notions of the findings being an accurate interpretation of
the inquiry process. The approach encapsulates a framework of self-development and selfunderstanding for all individuals involved in the research act.
Interpretivism rejects positivistic notions of disassociated researcher and study
participants, quasi-experimentalism, cause-and-effect relationships, universal generalisation
and value-free inquiry (Denzin, 1989a; Usherwood and Hermansson, 1995; Williams, 1994).
Rather, it allows the researcher to treat the lived experience of individuals learning and
implementing group process facilitation as a unique circumstance.
Finally, an interpretive approach to research is commonly seen as being qualitative in
nature. It involves the gathering, examination and interpretation of data for the purpose of
discovering meanings and patterns in relationships (Babbie, 1995; Carr and Kemmis, 1986;
Davies, 1996; Gill and Johnson, 1991; Lewins, 1992; Patton, 1990; Strauss and Corbin,
1990). There are three major components to qualitative research. First is the collection of
data through field research methods such as interviews, observations, and case studies
(Jankowicz, 1995; Judd, Smith and Kidder, 1991; Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Waddington,
1994) or by telephone (Borg and Gall, 1983; Dicker and Gilbert, 1988; Dinham, 1994).
Analysis and interpretation forms the second component, whereby gathered data are
conceptualised in a number of ways including coding, non-statistical sampling, and
diagrammatic expression of relationships (Leedy, 1993; Strauss and Corbin, 1990),
formulation of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), and research project immersion
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(King, 1994). Each of these approaches was seen as potentially able to be used in a cyclical
manner to enhance the analytical process and to add rigour to the reporting of the research
(Babbie, 1995). The third component is reporting of the findings in either verbal or written
format (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

Reports may be manifest in scientific journals,

conference papers, and workshops and seminars, and may cover a section of the study or the
total study. Feedback received during these reporting cycles may be seen as enhancing
research trustworthiness (Reason and Rowan, 1981).
Interpretive Interactionism
Within interpretivism, interpretive interactionism (Denzin (1989a) was the more particular
approach selected for discovering the individual experience of the participants in learning and
implementing group process facilitation. In the study, interpretive interactionism served as
the foundation for the research approach, but I moved beyond interpretive interactionism in
the analysis.
Interpretive interactionism may be seen as a method of elucidating and giving meaning
to human interactional experiences. Such experiences may be mediated by language and
symbols confronted during the process of learning and implementation. It attempts to utilise
an image of participants’ experience of learning and implementing new learning based on
their lived experience (Denzin, 1989a; van Manen, 1990). Here, the notion of 'interpretive'
refers to the explanation and interpretation of the lived experience of participants, by
inferring meaning into their experience of learning (and implementing group process
facilitation in the case of the present study).
Interpretive interactionism requires that the researcher locate individual experiences
within the natural social world of each participant and within his or her unique
purposefulness (Hopkins, 1993). It requires the researcher to connect each participant to the
situations and times in which those experiences occurred, so that the participant's personal
stories may be heard and understood. Location of the experiences within natural settings, and
organising the sequences of events as they occur within those settings, is seen as establishing
a temporal or time-space framework for each experience (Denzin, 1989a; Usherwood and
Hermansson, 1995; van Manen, 1990).
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The experiences of participants may be seen as having at least two levels of meaning for
each participant: surface meanings in terms of activities undertaken and considerations made
in those acts; and a deeper meaning, because those acts and considerations transpire within a
language framework and within a cultural context (Bruner, 1986a; Denzin, 1989a; Jansen,
1992).

Such acts and considerations may be experienced, captured, interpreted, and

transformed as learning in different ways for each individual.

As such, each act and

consideration may be seen as having symbolic meaning for each individual. Participants then
may express their interpretations and meanings of each act and consideration by way of
narrative or story (Bruner, 1986a; 1986b).
Interpretive interactionism involves listening to the stories of individual experiences of
learning and implementing that learning (Denzin, 1989a; Jansen, 1992; Rail, 1990, and
Williams, 1994). Each situation is accorded its own meaning and interpretation within
subjective human experience, as suggested by Haralambos and Holborn (1995) and
Usherwood and Hermansson (1995).

Because interpretive interactionism rejects causal

relationships, understanding individuals' experiences of learning and implementation is
arrived at by asking how, rather than why questions (Denzin, 1989a). The experience of
learning and implementation is then narrated by way of thick description as opposed to thin
description (Denzin, 1989a; Williams, 1995).
Thin description is seen to be a way of reporting facts. Such description is often seen as
lacking detail. Moreover, reporting of the circumstances is often glossed over, and presented
independently of environmental or evolutionary circumstances that contribute to the meaning
of experience (Denzin, 1989a).
By contrast, thick description is seen to allow for the meanings and experiences that the
participants attribute to learning and implementing to be captured, interpreted, and reported
(Denzin, 1989a; Miles and Huberman, 1994). Thick description enables the contextualisation
of participants’ experiences of learning and implementing their new learning. Intentions and
meanings ascribed by participants to actions occurring during the learning and implementing
process are seen as being able to be stated. Furthermore, the contextualisation and experience
of those actions are seen as being able to be traced within an environmental and evolutionary
framework so that participants’ experiences are interpreted within a socio-cultural setting
(Denzin, 1989a).
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In the present study, then, participants’ experiences of learning and implementing group
process facilitation were seen as being able to be presented as self-stories. Not only were the
stories narrated as told by the participants, but the deeper structural meanings were also seen
as being able to be explored, interpreted and presented as self-stories (Denzin, 1989a;
Williams, 1994).

Self-stories were seen to resonate with the participants' experience,

allowing the reader to understand the participant at a deeper level than that enabled by thin
description (Cooper and Sawaf, 1997; Miles and Huberman, 1994). Thus, thick description
was seen to be both interpretive and analytical (van Manen, 1990).

Interpretation and

analysis were seen to be related by the researcher in a rich, dense and detailed manner, so that
the reader is able to understand, and relate to, each individual's experience (Denzin, 1989a;
Rail, 1990).
Individuals’ self-stories may be seen as extending beyond simple describing of an event
to constitute, rather, a re-storying of the event in the light of reflected, remembered and
reconstructed experience. In that re-storying, the storyteller recreates the story in such a way
that aspects of the event that are important and meaningful to the individual are accorded
symbolic value in the telling. In that way each experience may also be seen as being infused
with symbolic meaning. Consideration of such symbolism may be seen as allowing the
researcher to understand how participants individually and collectively give meaning to their
experience (Bruner, 1986a; Jansen, 1992).
Within interpretive interactionism, the data collection and analysis was taken as
properly exhibiting a number of methodological features. These included: an open-ended,
creative interview (Denzin, 1989a) with study participants; analysis of documents relevant to
each participant, such as a personal learning journal (Jorgensen, 1989; Taylor, Stewart, and
King, 1995); and the personal experience and self-story construction by each participant. The
notion of thick description allowed for the personal stories of participants to be related in a
narrative that brings their experiences to life for the reader in a map of real world occurrences
(Bruner, 1986b; Denzin, 1989a; 1994; Geertz, 1973; Lincoln, 1990).
The Interventionist Case Study
One research strategy useful for understanding the individual experience of learning and
implementing that learning in the workplace is the case study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jankowicz,
1995; and Leavy, 1994). It is a research approach that usually focuses on understanding the
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dynamics present in a sector of social reality defined in time and space (Eisenhardt, 1989,
Patton, 1990). It may involve single or multiple cases, and multiple levels of analysis
(McGoldrick, 1996; Yin, 1985, 1993). Typically, it combines data collection methods such
as interviews, observations, company documentation, and archival material (Eisenhardt,
1989; Yin, 1985, 1993). It is usually presented in some detail, and in written format, and may
be used for a variety of research interests (Easton, 1992; Huczynski, 1983; McGoldrick,
1996). It allows the researcher to be a partner with the participants in the creation of data. It
is considered to be rigorous and philosophically sound (Perry and Coote, 1994; McGuire,
1998). Thus, the case study was seen as being a useful strategy for exploring the lived
experiences of the participants in the present study as they endeavoured to learn, and
implement that learning in the workplace.
The case study also allows recognition that, while early identification of the research
question is helpful, the question is accepted as tentative at the formulation stage (Eisenhardt,
1989). The question may alter during the research process as data presented are analysed,
interpreted, and reflected upon.

Thus, following Bettenhausen and Murnighan (1986),

Feyerabend (1975), and Gersick (1988), it recognises the serendipitous nature of research
undertaken within a constructivist framework.
The context of the study that is reported here was on the individual experience of people
learning and implementing that learning in the workplace. Thus the interest informing the
study was concerned with change as a learning process in the organisation. As such, an
organisational focus was both necessary and appropriate. More specifically, however, the
interest was in the participants' individual experiences of an intervention intended to help
them cope with an organisational change strategy. An understanding of the impact of the
intervention utilised therefore lends itself to the use of an interventionist case study.
An interventionist case study is one where an intervention occurs and is the focus of the
study. In the present case, the intervention was the series of learning and development
programs designed to acquire capabilities in areas related to group process facilitation as part
of an approach to organisational change. The intervention was strongly progressive-humanist
in its design and implementation. It was, therefore, important that the research approach
selected was compatible with the intervention. Interpretive interactionism, and within that,
the particular research method selected, was seen as meeting this requirement.
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The types of settings in which case studies have been used from an interpretive
perspective are varied. For example, Cho (1988) collected stories of the personal experiences
of sixty-four Korean battered wives living in situations of domestic violence, and Denzin
(1987) immersed himself in the world of recovering alcoholics in order to study their
experiences. Jansen (1992) used it to explore the lived experiences of South-East Asian
women in specialist helper roles, and Rail (1990) used it to explore the phenomenon of
physical contact in women's basketball. Williams (1994) used it to examine the social
support available to women returning to an adult education environment.
Thus, the present study was seen as being best served by an interventionist case study.
It focussed on an educational intervention or program designed and managed in a manner
consistent with the progressive-humanist framework that was seen to be the object of the
research.

More specifically, what was indicated was the study of individuals in an

organisation undergoing rapid change in which an education program based on progressivehumanism was being used as part of the change process.
Review
The study was seen as being best informed by a constructivist epistemology.

That

epistemology unambiguously indicated an interpretive approach to research in which the
socially constructed nature of understanding is recognised and incorporated into the research
process, as is the individual's interpretation of their experience. Within that framework,
interpretive interactionism was selected as providing the general framework for data
collection and analysis, although refinements to that approach were introduced in the data
analysis, as presented in Chapter Six. Given the organisational setting, an interventionist case
study was seen as being a useful strategy for exploring the lived experience of the
participants, as they endeavoured to learn and implement that learning in the workplace.
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CHAPTER 5 - THE ORGANISATION AND THE LEARNING PROGRAM
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is twofold.

The first intention is to provide contextual

information about the organisation within which the study reported here was undertaken.
Information relating to the environment within which the organisation operates, and previous
staff involvement in change, is also provided to help present a picture of the forces for change
impacting on the organisation. This information is provided in the sections entitled The
Organisation, The Organisation's Change Strategy, and Staff Involvement in Change
respectively.
The second intention is to provide information relating to the learning program that was
attended by the study participants. This part of the discussion begins with a brief outline of
The Original Learning Program and the reasons why that program was re-designed. The
redesigned program, which the study participants attended, is then outlined in the section
called The Redesigned Learning Program. Information is provided in this section relating to
the rationale of the program, the program aims and objectives, and the content and processes
utilised to achieve the aims and objectives. Brief mention is also made of the conceptual and
theoretical underpinnings of the learning program, including problem-based learning,
participant centred learning, and critically reflective practice. Kolb's (1984) experiential
learning model, as previously described in Chapter Two, played an important part in the
redesigned learning program. A brief mention, therefore, is made of how that model was
used in the learning program. The chapter concludes with an outline of the Program Followup and Application experiences for some participants.
The Organisation
At the time the study was undertaken the organisation had provided a service to the people of
Queensland for 129 years. At the time of the study, the organisation comprised three major
business groups that conducted the commercial activities of the organisation, and a number of
support groups including the Chief Executive Officer's group, Corporate Services, Financial
and Information Services, Human Resources, and Workshops - employing about 17,000 staff
in total. Staff were employed across a range of disciplines, including engineers, managers,
administrators, fitters and turners, painters, accountants, clerks, drivers, traffic controllers,
and labourers. They were located in centres throughout the state, with the head office staff
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based in Brisbane. The previous emphasis had been on engineering excellence. The struggle
faced by the organisation at the time of the study was to become more commercial in its
approach, without compromising safety.
The organisation's policies, goals and strategies represented its mission and purpose.
With a vision to be a profitable world class transport business, the five year corporate plan set
out the strategies for achievement of the mission.
commitment to continuous improvement.

One of the major reforms was the

That quality philosophy underpinned the

organisation's long-term aims of customer service excellence, employee participation and
teamwork, and technological efficiency.
The Organisation's Change Strategy
Public sector reform had been at the forefront of Federal and State socio-economic and
political change agendas in recent years (Curtain, 1993; Selby Smith, 1993, O’Faircheallaigh,
Graham and Warburton, 1991). The agenda for change within the organisation had been
micro-economic reform and the agenda detailed in the Queensland State Government's
change blueprint for the Queensland Public Sector, which among other plans encompassed
corporatisation.

The government viewed corporatisation as a means for improving

Queensland's economic performance and achieving social objectives.

A corporate

management process (Davis, Weller and Lewis, 1989), or 'new managerialism' (Wilenski,
1988) approach had been followed to achieve these changes. These changes may be seen as
setting change objectives for the organisation, as depicted in the top box of the model shown
in the Figure 5.1. The model was developed for the purpose of this thesis.
To meet these change objectives, attention was given to changes to the organisation's
strategy, structure and culture.

These changes were allied with technological change,

infrastructure upgrading and increasing customer demand for more efficient and effective
service. Strategic realignment had also been driven by the recognition that organisations
need to be more cognisant of customer needs (Mintzberg and Quinn, 1996), and that a
customer-focussed service delivery would be one of the key issues for public sector
organisations in the 1990s (Davis, Wanna, Warhurst and Weller, 1993; Wanna,
O'Faircheallaigh and Weller, 1992). All these changes may be designated themes for change,
with the need for change presenting itself as an opportunity to be addressed by the
organisation. Part of that opportunity included a continuous improvement program focusing
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on individual and organisational change. The basis for change presented in this section of the
chapter are depicted in the top half of Figure 5.1, which was developed for the purposes of
this thesis. The middle and bottom sections of Figure 5.1 are explained in the next two
sections of this chapter.

Figure 5.1: Model of Change for the Organisation

Change
Objectives
Themes for
Change

Strategy
Structure
Culture

Opportunity

Continuous Improvement Program

Individual
Outcomes

Individual
Effects
“Black Box”

Organisational
Outcomes

Individual
Development
Non Planned
Outcomes
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Staff Involvement in Change
Historically, the organisation had been at the forefront of technological change. It was
considered to be a world leader in terms of best practice in its industry. Research had
demonstrated that participative change processes in industries of a similar nature, such as the
automobile, and metals and engineering industries, are often a key element in successful
change outcomes (Bramble, 1989; Frenkel, 1986; Harris and Walck, 1988; Lever-Tracy,
1990). Faced with rapidly changing conditions, the organisation's management chose to
utilise a participative approach to support wider change management initiatives in order to
develop the organisation as a learning community. Initiatives included staff training and
development. Specifically, this development encompassed not only continuous improvement
practices such as the use of statistical analysis, but it also focussed on developing learning
about group facilitation for some of those staff who were at the forefront of organisational
change. These people were seen to be organisational change agents (Robbins, 1998).
The Original Learning Program
A Quality Improvement Program organised by the Quality Improvement Section within the
Strategic Issues group of the organisation, commenced on a pilot basis in 1992. Three
groups, totalling forty-five people, were involved in a quality improvement facilitators'
course designed to help participants understand their roles and responsibilities as quality
improvement facilitators.

The program was designed using a traditional pedagogical

approach to adult training and development.

A pedagogical approach invests full

responsibility in the teacher, and the learners are seen as passive and dependent recipients of
information (Burns, 1995). In the original learning program, a series of structured sessions
imparted technical information related to quality improvement. The syllabus-bound (Hudson,
1968) sessions were mechanistic and static, with little opportunity for participant selfdirection and self-responsibility. Freire (1970) argues that mechanistic and static sessions
lead to the oppression of learners by attempting to control their thinking and by inhibiting
their creativity.
According to Kotter and Schlesinger (1979), managers may improve the chances of
successful organisational change if they monitor current change strategies and make informed
choices when new strategies are required. Monitoring of the inaugural program occurred
through the administration of a program evaluation survey to the program participants at the
end of 1992. The survey results indicated that the participants were satisfied with the level of
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technical information imparted in the program. Overall, however, the survey found that the
program was not achieving the organisation's stated change objectives. In part, the survey
results suggested under-achievement because the program did not focus on individual
learning needs or learning styles. These points about individual outcomes and organisational
outcomes are illustrated in the middle section of Figure 5.1.
The participants reported a need to have their 'people skills' enhanced if they were to
adopt a role of organisational change agent. Such enhancement was seen as requiring the
development of an understanding of group functioning and dynamics, individual
communication style, and conflict resolution capabilities.

Enhancement was further

envisaged as a need to develop individual spontaneity, to create personal awareness, and to
heighten awareness of, and responsiveness and sensitivity to, others (Forsyth, 1990; Rogers,
1970). Such enhancement may be seen as developing what Habermas (1974; 1984) termed
the "conditions for communicative competence".

That development may be seen as

contributing to individual growth in terms of self-awareness (Robbins, 1998).

These

components are the unanticipated individual or "black box" effects that enable individual
development or present as non-planned outcomes that, on reflection, need to be addressed, as
shown in the bottom section of Figure 5.1.
In terms of the quality improvement program, senior management, in consultation with
program designers, resolved to take a different direction. It was decided to adopt a more
people-centred approach, based on action learning (Revans, 1982a) and self-directed learning
(Knowles, 1975; 1990) principles. Additionally, the program was redesignated continuous
improvement; a term used in other change programs (Hodgetts, Luthans and Lee, 1994; Van
Aken, Monetta and Sink, 1994) and suggested as one of seven fundamental principles for
quality improvement (Dingus and Justice, 1993).
The Redesigned Learning Program
Since 1993, the continuous improvement program had been progressively introduced into the
organisation. From April 1993 until May 1999, twelve programs were conducted with a total
of 193 employees: an average of sixteen participants per program. Employees were selected
by their managers to participate in a learning development program focusing on the
development of specific learning related to continuous improvement processes, such as
training in various statistical analysis techniques, or ways to identify and eliminate waste.
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Those employees were than sent joining instructions by the Training and Development
section of the organisation.

The joining instructions contained detailed administrative

information such as where the program was to be held, start and finish times, dress
requirements, and a list of program participants. The list contained the program participants'
names, work classification, work group and work location. As the facilitator of part of the
program, I was notified of the administrative information by telephone, and I was sent a copy
of the list of participants.
Participants on the programs came from all divisions and groups in the organisation.
They also came from a diversity of occupations, including labourer, painter, carpenter,
electrician, technical officer, safety officer, clerk, administration officer, training officer,
human resource officer, statistician, supervisor, manager and engineer.

Furthermore,

participants came from a number of different geographical locations throughout Queensland.
Gender mix on the program was roughly equivalent to the organisational gender mix, with
women forming about five percent of program participants.
The development of group process facilitation, as defined in Chapter Two, was also
included. Interaction procedures included developing an understanding of member roles, the
development of group norms, communication skills, decision-making strategies, problem
solving, and conflict resolution techniques. The underlying philosophy for this approach was
that, if the participants were responsible for introducing change within their work area, then
they may first need to come to an awareness of how they cope with change at an individual
level, or develop their communicative competence (following Habermas, 1974; 1984).
The learning program had been developed as a series of modules. There were four
modules, each of one week's duration. Each module had been conducted in a residential
setting, remote from each participant's workplace. The first two days of each week were
concentrated on the development of communicative competence within a context of group
process facilitation. Extra emphasis was placed on personal development activities, enabling
participants to gain a deeper understanding of themselves, their colleagues, and group
processes in general, within a short time frame. The learning program was designed in this
way so that participants had opportunity to practice their newly developed or enhanced
learning within the safety of a secure learning environment, and with support from colleagues
undergoing similar learning.
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Kolb’s (1984) learning model, as described in Chapter Two, played an important part in
the learning program from which study participants were drawn. The model and theoretical
constructs underpinned the design of the group process facilitation component of the learning
program. The model was outlined to participants so that they might understand and reflect on
their personal learning, an approach suggested by Murrell and Claxton (1987) and White
(1992). Using experiential learning theory, the learning facilitator was able to use personal
and group experiences to take participants through the four stages of learning associated with
the theory. This approach was thought to be highly appropriate, given the group focus and
residential setting of the continuous improvement program.
The development of group facilitation learnings formed a core component of this
section of the program, the broad aim of which was to assist participants in developing the
competencies needed for the effective facilitation of group process. Achievement of this aim
encompassed five specific objectives.
effective group facilitation.

First, participants would have a framework for

Second, they would have a clear understanding of group

development, group processes, and group dynamics. Third, they would be able to use a
variety of interaction procedures useful in facilitating a group. Fourth, they would have
developed and practiced group facilitation skills. And fifth, they would be aware of their
own strengths and further development needs for effective group facilitation.

In short,

emphasis was placed on developing communicative competence within a framework of selfanalysis and self-responsibility for learning.
The eight-day component of the learning program, on which the study reported here is
based, centered around learning and practicing concepts, theories and skills relevant to group
process facilitation.

This section of the learning program was developed from various

approaches to learning in organisations (refer pages 30 to 35) and in particular was drawn
from the progressive-humanist approaches to learning in organisations (refer pages 35 to 45).
These eight days may best be described as an eclectic model drawn from those approaches,
and the first two days of the program are now described. The general approach taken in these
two days was continued throughout the following six days, with appropriate variation of
content, dependent upon group learning needs, for each of the eight different groups.
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A senior manager, usually from the Strategic Issues group or from the Training and
Development group within the organisation provided a 30-minute welcome and opening
address.

The manager would broadly overview issues facing the organisation such as

competition, changing technology and customer requirements. Following an overview, the
manager would then outline the rationale behind the continuous improvement approach, the
reasons for the learning program, and what senior management hoped would be achieved by
the participants as an outcome of their attendance at the program. Participants were assured
of management support and encouraged to participate fully in all learning activities. The
manager usually left the program at this point.
Then followed a short session outlining administrative information relevant to
participants' needs, such as suggested times for refreshment breaks, and organisational
requirements relating to the use of facilities provided in the participants' rooms. When this
information had been given, time was set aside for participant introductions. A typical
exercise used at this stage was "Name Plates". Each participant was invited to take a sheet of
paper and to print five things about themselves on the paper, and to then pin that sheet of
paper to their clothing in the region of their chest. Participants were then invited to walk
about the room reading what other members had divulged about themselves and discussing
anything they found of interest, such as work location family relationships or hobbies.
When all participants had met each other and had shared some information, they were
asked to reconvene as a group, and a short debriefing of the introductory exercise was
undertaken. The introductory exercise and debriefing usually took about 45 minutes. This
session was followed by an outline, from the learning facilitator, of: the background to the
learning program; the format of the program; the reasons for the emphasis on group process
facilitation in the first two days of each of the four weeks of the program; and the aims and
objectives for the eight days. Some time was then devoted to the development of roles for the
participants and the facilitator, for the sharing of mutual expectations, and for the
development of group guidelines. Roles, expectations and guidelines were developed by way
of small group work and then open discussion within the whole group. At this point, some
theoretical information relating to the program was outlined.
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Such information usually consisted of information relating to Kolb (1984), and an
outline of definitions of content, process, observation and intervention. Basic information
relating to groups and group dynamics was also outlined at this time. As a starting point for
the integration of theory with the activities that had occurred to this time, an experiential
exercise was usually conducted at this point of the program. During the aforementioned
stages, a warm-up or warm-down exercise was used for the management of group energy.
They were drawn from a number of sources, including Dick (1991).
The exercise used was the "fishbowl exercise" where the group was invited to divide
into two groups. One group formed an inner circle and was given the task of discussing what
the whole group should do for the rest of the day. The second group formed an outer circle
and was given the task of observing group process of the inner circle, and then reporting their
observations to the whole group. A debriefing of the exercise occurred, with participants
then given time to reflect on activities undertaken to this stage. At this stage, a format for
reflection was suggested to the participants, as most participants had not experienced this
type of approach in previous learning programs in the organisation. Each group worked for
about 90 minutes on the first night, and a structured exercise provided some format for the
evenings activity. The exercise used was Towers: an intergroup competition, which may be
found in Pfeiffer and Jones (1974). A warm-down exercise completed the night's activities.
The second day typically started with a warm-up exercise followed by a reflection
period and an open group discussion relating to any observations or insights from the
reflection that participants might want to share on a voluntary basis. Discussion during this
stage provided an opportunity for participants to become involved in group process by way of
open discussion, including asking questions about events that had occurred, or the learning
approach being taken. Discussion also provided opportunity for observation and intervention
by the learning facilitator in order to role model conceptual constructs, or for the participants
to practice their learning thus far. It also offered an opportunity for critical reflection for all
learning group members, some of whom availed themselves of the opportunity.
Theoretical information relating to groups, group development and group process
facilitation was usually imparted at this stage. This included the theories of Schutz (1972,
1977), Tuckman (1965) and Tuckman and Jenson (1977). This stage of reflection, discussion
and theory usually lasted about two to three hours. The rest of the second day involved small
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and large group work using group intervention exercises designed to give participants the
opportunity to participate in small and large group activity and to practice their learnings
about observation and intervention. For example, I drew on a group intervention exercise
from Dick (1986).

In small groups of 5 or 6 people, participants were each asked to

contribute to a group discussion while concurrently undertaking a separate role such as
observing the level of conformity, or time-sharing, or interruptions, or frustration, or support
for, or lack of support for, the ideas of others in the group. Observations were later shared,
and the exercise was debriefed in the whole group. The day finished with discussion relating
to any outstanding issues and with a discussion of topics relevant to group process facilitation
that group members would like to discuss during weeks 2, 3 and 4. This enabled the learning
facilitator to construct a program suitable for each group, and to prepare relevant material, but
with an understanding that a flexible approach would be taken at each of the following
weeks. An outline of the types of learning needs identified is shown in Appendix A, where
there is also a template of a lesson plan of each of the two days in weeks 2, 3 and 4, to meet
those needs.
To enhance the learning process, a number of different strategies were adopted. They
included problem-centred learning, following Dewey (1916, 1938) and Knowles (1970, 1984,
1990), participant-centred learning, following Mezirow (1991, 1996b) and Rogers (1969,
1983), and reflective and critically reflective practice, following Brookfield (1990a) and
Mezirow (1991, 1996b). It was argued that the use of these strategies, such as reflection
(defined on page 45), helps develop participants' knowledge and understanding of group
process facilitation. It also assists in their learning of communication and conflict resolution,
encourages teamwork, helps build future networks, increases self confidence, enhances the
total learning process, encourages lifelong learning, and helps them cope with change.
It should also be noted that while one intention during the learning program was to use
reflection and critical reflection (as defined at pages 45 to 46), such a strategy has a range of
outcomes. For example, some participants may quickly understand the processes being used
and willingly embrace those processes so as to enhance their learning. Other participants
may not recognise the learning intentions or strategies and may resist them, until such time as
further understanding is developed. When such recognition occurs, they may decide to
embrace the challenges they pose in order to enhance their learning outcomes. Still other
participants may not recognise the strategies being used, nor their intentions, and actively
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resist them until such time as the rationale behind them becomes clearer. Such clarity may
occur late in the program, back in the workplace, or in their wider social context when they
endeavour to utilise their learning and to probe their insights from such utilisation, or because
of the stimulation that the research interviews provided.

Thus, the process of critical

reflection, should it occur, was expected to vary for each participant.
1. Problem-Centred Learning
Participants came from a number of diverse disciplines within the organisation, such as
engineering, management, clerical, traffic controllers and painters. It was decided, therefore,
that the most effective approach to the learning would come from allowing them to focus on
issues that arose within the group, rather than trying to solve work-related problems that
would be of little interest to others in the group. The intention was to allow the participants
to establish and solve their own problems within the context of the learning group, and to
encourage learning that was based on the accumulation of knowledge and understanding
within a reflective framework (following Boud and Feletti, 1991; and Chappell, Gonczi, and
Hager, 1995). It was felt that this approach would increase motivation towards the learning,
nourish curiousity, improve cognitive development, promote initiative, and develop
creativity.

These activities would occur within a team-based framework, considered

important because of the nature of the overall change process.
Positive outcomes for the individual were also envisaged. Problem-centred learning
was seen as facilitating an applied approach because participants are able to relate theoretical
constructs to practical application. In this way they are able to develop independent learning
by building on the experiences occurring in the group (Dewey, 1916, 1938; Ellington, 1995;
Knowles, 1970, 1984, 1990; Rogers, 1969, 1983). These learnings were seen as essential to
their changed role in the organisation and to other elements of the change program. For
example, as part of the learning process, the participants were required to complete a
workplace project that was presented to their managers on the final day of the program. In
this way participants could be seen to be applying theoretical constructs to a practical,
workplace-based application.
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2. Participant-Centred Learning
The component of the learning program that was designated group process facilitation was
constructed on the concept of shared leadership. Thus, it was considered desirable that the
facilitator not be seen as the source of all wisdom about group process facilitation.
Facilitation of groups was seen as a journey into the unknown in which a destination is
reached using the learning and abilities of all team members, not just those of a so-called
'expert'. Nonetheless, some initial guidance, role modelling, and theoretical explanation from
the program facilitator, and some discussion about the content and process of this part of the
program, was necessary to help groups make a start with their learning.
Following Ellington (1995), Knowles (1970, 1984, and 1990), Kolb (1984), and
Mezirow (1991, and 1996b), participants were actively encouraged to become involved in
sharing the role of facilitator. This role included process observation, process intervention,
and process feedback. Participants were able to take control of their own learning, accept
responsibility for outcomes, and account for themselves. Personal risk-taking was a key
component of participant-centred learning. The participants chose when and how they would
intervene, a decision-making choice that is based on insight, hunch and intuition, as much as
it is based on analytical processes (Dreyfus and Dreyfus with Athanasiou, 1986). Some
participants used a critically reflective process to learn from their experience (following Boud
and Feletti, 1991; and Chappell, Gonczi, and Hager, 1995).
3. Critically Reflective Practice
Contemporary social theorists including Habermas (1972, 1974), Mezirow (1991), and Schön
(1983) have stressed the importance of critical reflection in the creation of knowledge. In
building on the work of Dewey (1933), Bowers (1984), and Boud, Keogh, and Walker
(1985), Mezirow (in Mezirow and Associates, 1990) has argued that the reflective process
should be a critical process if change is to be better understood. Many advocates have argued
that a process of reflection ought to be included in the design of a learning program. For
example, Brookfield (1990a), Kitchener and King (1990) and Mezirow (in Mezirow and
Associates, 1990) argued that critical reflection assists transformative and emancipatory
learning outcomes for participants. Similarly, Bassett and Jackson (1994), McCauley and
Hughes-James (1994), Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) and Tinsley and Perdue (1993)
describe reflective processes as vital for helping program participants learn, understand the
relevance of the learning, and develop strategies for applying their learning. Habermas
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(1974) and Mezirow (1991) have both mentioned, however, that critical reflection may be a
painful process.
The learning program incorporated critically reflective processes. Tools such as journal
writing aided critical reflection (Daley, 1997; Kahaney and Heinrich, 1994; Lukinsky, 1990;
Smith, 1986; Wheelan, 1994). Discussion centred around critical incidents that occurred
during the learning program, on return to the workplace, and in the wider social milieu of
each participant, as suggested by Brookfield (1990a).

The learnings from those

aforementioned occurrences were critically reflected upon by most of the participants by the
use of a personal learning journal. Any outstanding issues, items for clarification, and
unresolved conflict were addressed in a session following the reflective stage. As well as
allowing outstanding issues to be addressed, the discussion that followed served as the
vehicle for participants to further practice group process facilitation, assist group problem
solving, and aid group decision making. Critical questions to be asked at this stage often
began with 'why?' and 'so what?' as a way of linking what occurred with theory and practice.
The critical reflection phase of the program was considered vital to the learning process.
In addition to developing these learnings, another agenda was to provide a learning
process for discussion of issues usually repressed. When working in a learning program of
the type described, some participants may be reluctant to intervene, while other participants
may be seen to dominate discussion. Often some group members may notice these types of
participation, sense or feel that something is not right, but be unable, unaware, or unprepared
to take responsibility for raising the issue. Thus, group members need a mechanism by which
they are able to raise such issues and enhance their individual, and the group's, problem
solving. Such an agenda had been seen as assisting in the attainment of core change, rather
than peripheral change, following from, for example, Argyris (1977, 1983, 1994), Argyris,
Putnam and Smith (1990), Argyris and Schön (1978, 1996) McGill, Slocum and Lei (1992),
and Senge (1992), as outlined in Chapter Two.
Further, development of these learnings occurred within the context of the learning
group.

It was considered that this would be a more relevant and meaningful way of

enhancing the learning process. Data generated by group discussion focuses participants on
the here and now, rather than permitting the introduction of issues from a particular
workplace that may be of little or no interest to other participants. It also allows participants
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to focus on process, rather than content issues. While some theoretical input was necessary
to explain various concepts, the main focus for the development of learning was the use of
tools such as structured experiences, group information sharing and role-plays. These types
of exercise, in addition to being useful learning tools, also provided opportunities for the
learning to occur within a reflective framework. For these reasons, one of the theoretical
underpinnings of the program was action learning (Dane, 1990; Fillery and James, 1992;
Kemmis and McTaggart, 1988, 1992; Lessem, 1991, 1993; Revans, 1980).
4. Using Kolb's Experiential Learning Model
Kolb's (1984) learning model played an important part in the learning program. The model
and theoretical constructs underpinned the design of the group process facilitation component
of the learning program.

The model was outlined to participants so that they might

understand and reflect on their personal learning, an approach suggested by Murrell and
Claxton (1987) and White (1992). Using experiential learning theory, the learning facilitator
was able to use individual and group experiences to take participants through the four stages
of learning associated with the theory. This approach was thought to be highly appropriate,
given the group focus and residential setting of the continuous improvement program.
Program Follow-up and Application
When the participants returned to their usual work areas, their task was to form Continuous
Improvement teams from amongst their work colleagues. The team's role was then to
identify a work-related problem or concern that they may work on, in consultation with their
manager, in order to bring about change. These changes occurred within a short- or a longterm time frame. It is in these teams that the action learning component is seen as having
been realised. The teams sought to solve work-related problems and may, therefore, be
likened to action learning groups.

Further discussion of these groups falls outside the

parameters of this study, except to say that a number of projects, such as the development of
new shunting procedures, a process for tracking and locating specialised tools, and the
development of local procedures within traffic control, were implemented. In these projects,
the program participants were seen as being at the forefront of cultural change activities
within the organisation.

As such, they had an explicit role in achievement of the

organisation's change strategies.
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The knowledge required to perform the role of a group process facilitator suggested a
phase of individual learning and change that some individuals may find confronting,
frightening, challenging and exciting (Heron, 1989). This is because participants may be
seen as having their interpersonal and intrapersonal capabilities challenged (following some
of the literature discussed in Chapter Two, such as Dick, 1991; Harrison, 1994; Hart, 1992;
Schutz, 1972, 1977; and Tuckman and Jenson, 1977) in coming to an understanding of their
learning, and in implementing that learning.

The study reported here investigated

participants' experience of such a challenge in order to enhance understanding of learning and
implementing group process facilitation.
The personal changes undergone by some participants as a result of learning and
implementing group process facilitation also suggested contravention of accepted group
norms. Learning and implementing group process facilitation requires a paradigm shift in
terms of intrapersonal and interpersonal abilities used by participants in their work situations.
It requires them to raise and resolve group process issues, which may result in conflict, in a
way that does not violate the rights of others. A different perception of self and others is
instrumental to such a paradigm shift. The nature of this paradigm shift was explored in this
study.
Having started to learn, and perhaps excited by the possibilities of implementing new
learning as a means of personal growth, and as a tool for improving workplace effectiveness,
many participants returned to the workplace after each week of the program with a desire to
implement their new learning. Some approached the task with an enthusiasm bordering on
missionary zeal, as depicted in the upper left side of Figure 5.2, which was developed for the
purposes of this thesis.

Eagerness for implementing the learning was linked with

expectations that they would receive support from managers and colleagues to utilise the
learning.
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Figure 5.2: Alternative Impacts of Skill Utilisation
Positive
Feelings
Missionary Zeal

Systemic Change

Participants’ Feelings
About their Role as
Group Process Facilitator

Revert to Previous
Negative
Feelings

Individual and

Limited Change

Group Norms

No Support
Management and Peers'

Full Support
Support

Inevitably, these expectations were sometimes unfulfilled, and participants experienced
feelings of frustration and depression as they attempted to overcome the lack of support and
resistance to change.

Managers seeking quick solutions to complex problems in

contemporary organisations may account for some of the lack of support (Micklethwait and
Wooldridge, 1996). Eventually enthusiasm may wane, and after a “honeymoon period” of
limited duration, participants revert to previous group norms, with limited change evidenced
(Allan and Dawson, 1995; Cordery and Mueller, 1995), as shown in the lower part of Figure
5.2.
In contrast, some participants returned from the learning program to a system that was
supportive of the application of their new learning. These workers implemented their new
learning, developed network opportunities with colleagues to enhance their learning, and
continued to utilise group process facilitation. It is argued that under such conditions of
management and peer support, the application of learning is most likely to occur (Ford,
Quinones, Sego, and Sorra, 1992; Tracey, Tannenbaum, and Kavanagh, 1995). Application
of learning could be seen as contributing to individual and systemic change, as depicted in the
upper right side of Figure 5.2.
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Hence a series of factors may impact on participants' initial desires to utilise new
learning, ranging on a continuum from no support from management and peers to full
support. Participants, as a result of the reception received, experienced a range of feelings
that impacted on their future development. Feelings ranged on a continuum from positive to
negative depending on support received, and perceived competency, both by participants
themselves and by their peers. Consequently, some individuals continued to utilise and
develop their learning, while others, overwhelmed by cultural norms and peer pressure,
reverted to previous behaviours. The foregoing impacts of the application of their learning
are mapped in Figure 5.2. The study reported here investigated these assertions in more
depth, and developed a model that represented the outcomes.
Figure 5.2 depicts the horizontal axis as a continuum of support from managers and
colleagues, ranging from no support to full support. No support encompassed such actions as
disparaging comments about use of the new learning, or sarcastic comments relating to being
away from work, and in a residential accommodation setting, for a week. Full support
included such actions as discussion of the new learning, and encouragement and feedback for
the use of that learning. On the vertical axis, the continuum depicts the level of participants'
feelings about themselves in their new role as a group process facilitator, ranging from
negative feelings to positive feelings. Participants could feel uncertain and unsure of their
ability to use their new learning. Such uncertainty could adversely affect their feelings of
confidence and self worth. By contrast, some participants accepted the challenge of utilising
their new learning in the workplace. Positive outcomes resulted in enhanced feelings of self
worth. Each section of the box in Figure 5.2 depicts a range of outcomes occurring in terms
of the utilisation of new learning, dependent on the level of support received, and their own
feelings. Each of these consequences was seen as determining the effectiveness of each
participant as they endeavoured to utilise their new learning, and their likely ongoing
commitment to their new role. The participants' perception of the support that they received
from their managers and peers was investigated in the study.
It was the focus on this redesigned substantive program that, in part, developed insight
for the research question outlined in Chapter One. Further insight was gained from the
review of the literature described in Chapters Two and Three, and from the conceptualisation
of the research methodology, described in Chapter Four. The specific method used to address
the research question is described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 - THE RESEARCH APPROACH
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research process. This is done, firstly, by
explaining the Selection of the Study Site. The second section describes the Data Collection
process: both participant selection and the in-depth interviewing and associated processes
utilised in the study. The third section describes the processes of Data Analysis, including a
discussion of the concept of Epiphany and how that concept was operationalised in the
analysis. The fourth and final section examines the Ethical Issues arising in the research and
how they were addressed.
Also worth noting at this stage is that the very nature of the data gathering process
utilised in the study meant that some methodological issues that were not originally
considered during the design of the study emerged during the research process. That is to
say, the study, in part, took shape based on methodological issues that emerged during the
aforementioned processes. Those issues occasionally required re-assessment of some parts of
the study process, and they are mentioned throughout the chapter where deemed appropriate.
Selection of the Study Site
The organisation selected as the study site has been described in some depth in Chapter Five.
It had embraced an organisational change program prior to the commencement of the study.
The program included learning opportunities for staff to develop their understanding of
change processes, and their roles as change agents within those processes. As stated in the
Preface, I had a role in this learning program as a learning facilitator. While undertaking that
role, I was involved in discussions with the participants in both formal and informal ways.
During these discussions, I became aware of some of the challenges that participants were
confronting in their change agent role. I became curious about the impact of the learning
program on individuals, and about the impact of their implementation experience in the
workplace. Without divulging the names of people with whom I had held these discussions, I
raised the matter as a point of interest with members of the group in the organisation who had
contracted with me to undertake the work.
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Some of the people from that workgroup had also participated in the learning programs
held to that time, and they too were aware of some of the comments being made by some
participants. Moreover, some of them had similar stories to share. There was, therefore, a
problem that I considered being worthy of investigation. I discussed the matter with my
primary client, a senior member of the organisation, who offered me an opportunity to
conduct research in the organisation. My client was enthusiastic about the proposed project,
as it offered an opportunity to consider individual development opportunities in an
organisation undertaking a fundamental change process. I gratefully accepted the opportunity
to conduct research in the organisation, realising that gaining access to an organisation was
often a problem confronting researchers (McCarthy, Sheehan and Kearns, 1995).
A formal request was then made in writing, and the senior member of the organisation
gave written permission to conduct the study (correspondence dated 13 April 1995).
Although the organisation supported the research, it was agreed that employee participation
would be on a purely voluntary basis, with participants able to withdraw from the study at
any time. Moreover, it was agreed that the research would be conducted in a manner that did
not conflict with line managers' requirements of participants. The organisation accepted that
information disclosed by participants was to remain confidential, and that any reporting of
findings would protect individual confidentiality. Furthermore, any publications of findings
would be reported in a way that would not be seen to adversely impact on the commercial
operations or corporate image of the organisation.
Data Collection
In this section the methods used to select the participants for the study are first described,
including the interviewing procedures utilised. Then follows a description of the information
collection approaches that were used in the study.
Participant Selection
A number of selection methods were considered to be available when choosing a sample of
participants from the learning program for the study. Methods included random selection and
systematic selection (Babbie, 1995). While these methods were seen to enable selection of a
representative mix, purposive sampling (McBurney, 1994; Sekaran, 1992) was considered to
be more appropriate for the study. Purposive sampling is a sampling method that enables the
selection of a sample of participants from a population based on a researcher's knowledge of
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the population, his or her judgement about the selection of the participants, and the nature of
the research aims.

Participants are selected on the basis that they will offer the most

extensive understanding of the research topic, and from the researcher's intuitive feel for
those participants that arises from observation and reflection (Babbie, 1995). It also enables
the collection of information-rich data from a relatively small sample, with the richness of the
data helping to illuminate the research question (Patton, 1990). More importantly, purposive
sampling is congruent with the interpretive approach that was adopted in the research.
As stated in Chapter One, the purpose of the study was to understand the experience of
individuals learning and implementing group process facilitation. Such understanding was
partly seen as a reflective process (Kolb, 1984). People involved in the study, therefore, were
selected for their ability, capability, and willingness to share the meaning of their experience
in an open, honest and forthright way. Shared meaning was envisaged as enhancing an
insightful and trustworthy approach to the study (Lincoln, 1990).
Purposive sampling was seen to provide an opportunity for the selection of participants
based on my knowledge of the program participants. Moreover, purposive sampling was
seen to allow me to select participants considered most suitable for identifying and exploring
the experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation, based on an
operational knowledge of the participants (Patton, 1990).

Having worked with the

participants during the learning program, I was well positioned to make a selection based on
such criteria (Babbie, 1995).
In choosing participants based on my observations and understanding of them, I was
aware of the possibility of selecting a biased sample. If I selected those willing to share their
experiences, it raised the possibility that they may have a positive view of the program and
hence be reluctant to cause offence by sharing their negative experiences of the program with
the program facilitator. Being mindful of that possibility, I endeavoured to limit this factor
by also choosing participants who I believed would offer diverse views of the experience of
learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Thus, purposive sampling also was seen as enabling me to choose a diverse selection of
participants from the group process facilitation program (Babbie, 1995).

In terms of

diversity, Dick (1995) suggested that it might be more appropriate to select a diverse sample,
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than to select a random sample: a diverse sample being more likely to provide contradictory
information. Contradictory information also was seen to inform data collection and to
enhance trustworthiness of the data (Lincoln, 1990).
Using a number of criteria of diversity was also perceived as a way of providing the
desired diversity of participants. Criteria used were: a mix of: gender; workgroup to which
each person belonged; position in the organisation; length of service; type of work;
geographical location; age: and the deliberate choice of participants whom I perceived would
offer a diverse range of experiences. As mentioned in Chapter Five, I was sent a list of
program participants for each program. This list was perused in order to locate information
relating to name, gender, work classification, workgroup, and work location. I based my
information about age, length of service, type of work performed, and diversity of views on
my personal recollection of participants.
While these aspects were considered to be of secondary importance compared to the
likely richness of data gathered from a purposive sample, they did influence my choice of
participants.

I wanted to obtain a reasonable mix of participants based on a ratio of

participants who attended the learning program and the work group from which they came, as
compared to the total number of participants sent to the program by each work group. I also
wanted a mix of participants based on their position in the organisation, and type of job that
they performed in their work group. I also wanted to select participants on the basis of
gender to ensure that I selected a proportionate number of men and women in relation to
those attending the program, and in relation to the total number of men and women in the
organisation.
The criteria used were also considered to be important in Section Two of the thesis
where the personal stories of participants are related in a narrative that brings their experience
to life for the reader.

Extra demographic information, provided in the participants'

biographies in Chapter Seven, was seen to add to the richness of the narrative in the final
chapter of this thesis.
Given that eight programs were completed, and using the aforementioned selection
criteria, two people from each of those eight programs were contacted by telephone and
invited to participate in the study.

They were advised of the study aims and the
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aforementioned organisational conditions. I also explained that participation was voluntary,
and that they would be free to withdraw from the study at any time. I explained to them that
information disclosed by them would be treated in the strictest confidence. They were
advised that the research process would be conducted in a way that ensured no personal or
financial loss, or damage to their reputation, as suggested by Herzog (1996). They were also
advised that, to protect their anonymity, pseudonyms would be used in all reporting.
The number of participants deemed appropriate for a study of the type reported here
was an important methodological issue. There was seen to be some disagreement in the
literature as to an appropriate sample size for qualitative research. Suggested sizes ranged
from a minimum of between two and four (Eisenhardt, 1989; Hedges, 1985) to a maximum
of 15 (Miles and Huberman, 1994). More importantly, it was also mentioned that sample size
ought to be judged within the context and purpose of the study, and be seen to include
realistic considerations of resource availability (Patton, 1990). For this study, the richness of
the data and my observational and analytical abilities were considered to be important
considerations. These factors were seen to contribute to the soundness, meaningfulness, and
outcomes of the research process (following Patton, 1990).
In the initial conceptualisation of the study, eight participants were considered to be a
large enough sample size. Interpretive interactionism was seen to be concerned with the
meaning that participants ascribe to their experience, rather than with positivistic notions of
prediction and control, as expressed in Chapter Four. Further discussion with supervisors,
and the completion of two more learning programs, resulted in the sample size being doubled
to 16.
I advised participants that they would have some control over the inquiry process. Such
control was exercised in four ways. First, the participants could restrict their input during the
interview process - only divulging that information with which they felt comfortable. That is,
they had control over what was said, and what was left unsaid. I recognise, therefore, that
their stories are a construction of what they considered to be appropriate to divulge, or that
they may have imagined that I wanted to hear. Second, I would forward interview transcripts
to them for further comment and amendment. Third, I would seek their comments on my
determination of the meanings and interpretations of phrases, so as to verify accuracy, and to
give them an opportunity to delete inappropriate information and to add extra information if
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required.

Fourth, they would be able to peruse my penultimate written work prior to

submission of the thesis for examination, so that they would have a final opportunity to
further comment on what was said about them in any reporting of the study.
Also, they were advised that the research process would be further explained at the first
interview, and at any time they required clarification of the research aims or process. I
prepared an informed consent statement, and advised them that they would be asked to read
the statement at the first meeting (as suggested by McBurney, 1994; Sarantakos, 1995; and
Kimmel, 1988). If they concurred with the statement, they would be asked to sign the form.
All the people contacted agreed to participate in the study, and signed the informed consent
statement voluntarily and without any amendments.
Interviewing Procedures
Participants were interviewed twice, making a total of 32 interviews, to obtain numerous
personal narratives concerning the impact of learning and implementing group process
facilitation (Brenner, 1981; Haralambos, 1991; Thompson, 1978). Each interview lasted
approximately one hour. Mostly, participants were interviewed in a place as close as possible
to their natural work environment, bearing in mind confidentiality requirements.

One

participant came to my office for the interviews, three participants were interviewed in their
homes, and one participant was interviewed at home and in the workplace. With permission
from each participant, responses were audio-recorded and transcribed to help ensure
preservation of their self-stories in relation to their experience, and to aid the analysis of their
experience.
Following Cormier and Cormier (1991), Delahaye (1982), King (1994), Minichiello,
Aroni, Timewell and Alexander (1995), and Seidman (1991), I began the first interview with
each participant by thanking him or her for agreeing to participate in the study, and reiterating
the aims of the study. I then invited them to read and sign the prepared informed consent
statement. When the consent form had been signed, I outlined the process I wished to follow
in the interview. I mentioned that there were no right or wrong answers and that I was
seeking their story of their experience. I also mentioned that they could ask questions of me,
or seek clarification of what I was asking them, at any time they liked. Before beginning the
interview process, I asked them if they had any questions to ask of me at that stage.
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I then proceeded to ask the first question. In all of the first interviews I began with an
open question along the lines of, How would you describe your experience of learning group
process facilitation? Most participants were able to answer this question without delay,
while a small number commented along the lines of, That's a hard one! On these occasions I
rephrased the question, or asked them a question such as, What is it about the question that
seems to be difficult? During the interview I followed a similar process with asking the
questions. I also used active listening skills, such as clarifying, paraphrasing and reflecting
the content and feeling of what was said, to ensure that I clearly understood what the
participant was saying. To do so I not only listened for the content of the response, but I also
watched the participants' non-verbal behaviour.
If the participant seemed unsure, or uneasy about their response, I would raise the issue
and seek to have it addressed. For example, I would comment along the lines that, You seem
a little uneasy with the question that I have asked. Would you prefer if we left that question
until later? Another approach was to comment first on the non-verbal and then seek further
information, such as when I said, I noticed that you laughed when you gave that response. Is
there something more you would like to add?" I also paraphrased responses, reflected content
and feeling, summarised, and gently probed for further information when I deemed it
appropriate to do so, by saying, for example, You seem to be unhappy that you have not
received support from your colleagues in implementing your learning in the workplace. Is
that what you are saying? Would you like to add anything further? I also used minimal
encouragers or paralanguage (Adler, Rosenfeld and Towne, 1995), such as nodding my head,
or smiling or frowning, or simply saying, yes, no or uh-huh. If there was a period of silence, I
generally assessed the situation as the participant gathering his or her thoughts, and gave
them the time to do so, rather then rushing a response and risking contaminating the data. By
taking these approaches, a level of trust and rapport was developed with the participants, and
they seemed prepared to provide further information. I also recognised that my role as an
interviewer was not neutral and that the use of minimal encouragers could be seen to shape
some participants' responses, as suggested by Jankowicz (1995).
When the pre-arranged ending time for the interview was approaching, I mentioned this
to the participants. At this stage I usually began closing down the interview by asking the
participant, Do you have any thing further that you would like to add at this stage? Then I
asked the participant, Do you have any questions for me? I usually spent about 10 to 15
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minutes debriefing the interview, and ensuring that the participants were not left feeling
uneasy as a result of the interview process. During the debriefing stage, I generally asked the
participant, How do you feel now that the interview has finished? From their response I
would ask a further question or questions such as, Is there anything that I can do to help ease
your feelings of apprehension? I would also provide answers to their questions such as,
When will you send me the transcript to read? or Did that go alright? Generally, they
commented that they felt at ease during the interview, and with the interview process. When,
on two occasions this was not the case, I spent a further period of about 30 minutes with the
participants discussing the concerns that were raised. I also answered questions raised about
the learning program, and the participants' experience with the learning and implementing of
group process facilitation as best I could.
After the first interview had been completed, I relayed my thoughts and feelings about
the interview on to the audiotape, following on from the end of the interview. A transcriber
transcribed the tapes and I then listened to each tape while concurrently reading the
transcription. At that time I made any alterations required, such as adding words that the
transcriber had not been able to hear clearly, or correcting any typing errors.

These

alterations were minimal. Later, I re-read the transcription again, sometimes on six or seven
occasions, during the analytical process.

From the first two or three readings, and

preliminary analysis, I listed further questions that I wanted to ask the participant at the
second interview. Generally, these question related to wanting further information about
points made in the first interview so that I could be confident that I had explored each
participants' experience in the depth necessary to ensure that I had a good understanding of
that experience. Thus, the second interview was a little more structured than the first,
although I still conducted the interview in as unstructured a way as possible, so that the
participants were able to tell their story in their own words. I followed the aforementioned
interviewing techniques in the second interview also.
A further methodological issue, relating to the number of interviews to be conducted,
emerged at the time of the second interview.

Three interviews were initially thought

necessary to gather data in the depth required for coming to an understanding of the
experience of learning and implementing group process facilitation. Given the degree of
openness by each participant in the initial and subsequent interviews, however, a third
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interview was considered unnecessary. All participants stated that they felt that they would
not be able to offer any further information about their experience in another interview.
The concept of self-stories as outlined in Chapter Four allowed for explanation of the
participants' experiences as they were told to me. The experiences were constructed as they
were related in the interview process.

Thus an experience “does not exist as a story

independent of its telling” (Denzin, 1989c: 43). Rather, the circumstances unfold as a
personal narrative that helps bring to life for the reader the experience of participants
involved, in this case, in learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Interestingly, a further methodological issue emerged during the events surrounding the
interview process. I faced some difficulty in explaining my presence in some work locations.
People in the organisation who were also participants on the learning program, but who were
not asked to participate in the study, would sometimes see me in their work location. Usually
those people would ask me why I was there. I often explained my presence in broad terms
and in a way that, while not dishonest, did not reveal the full intentions of my presence. This
approach was considered to be necessary to ensure that the anonymity of the participant in
that work location was preserved.
Nonetheless, some people would also tell me that they knew I was there to talk to the
participant about their experience of the learning program. I dealt with those occasions in
two ways. One was to again only reply in broad terms. The second way was to raise the
issue with the participant. Often the participant had divulged his or her involvement in the
study to work colleagues, and appeared to be comfortable with talking to them about it. Both
the participant and I agreed that as this was the case, I had not breached duties of anonymity.
Contextualising Information Collection Approaches
The primary technique for data collection was the interview.

Associated techniques to

enhance the trustworthiness of the interview data were anecdotal evidence from the learning
programs, a research journal, and documentation comprising a combination of four
participants' learning journals, organisation documentation, and selected literature and news
media records. The intention was to select data from sources containing different biases and
strengths (Dick, 1995; Lincoln, 1990; Miles and Huberman, 1994), so that complementary
and conflicting information could be used to reduce the uncertainty of interpretation, and to
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elaborate the findings. Other techniques used were the autobiographies of the participants,
private conversations with nine participants, and direct observation of four participants who
were using their learning in a group situation. These latter three techniques, however, were
not used in the analysis and are therefore not described here.
Some researchers had argued that one way to increase trustworthiness of the research
process is through triangulation (Bednarz, 1985; Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991;
Gable, 1994; Glesne and Peshkin, 1992; Jankowicz, 1995; Sarantakos, 1995; Usherwood and
Hermansson, 1995).

By contrast, Blaikie (1991) has suggested that triangulation is

inappropriate for social science researchers. He argued that in attempting to deal with issues
of bias and validity, researchers are seen to ignore their own epistemological and ontological
positions.

Blaikie (1991) and Silverman (1985) argued that interpretivist interactionist

researchers misuse the triangulation process within the positivist framework they sought to
avoid, because of the way they situate their accounts of the research process. The problem
was addressed in this study by utilising the aforementioned contextualising information
collection approaches at different stages of the research process as suggested by Blaikie
(1991), but without the procedural formalism of approaches to triangulation. Data here were
accepted as interview based but with supplementation from the various other techniques
mentioned and now elaborated. Contextualising information collection approaches have been
seen as helping to contribute to a more enriched, holistic and contextual portrayal of the
participants.
1. Anecdotal Evidence
The initial formulation of the research question was on the basis of the anecdotal evidence
that I gathered. In working with people in the continuous improvement program outlined in
Chapter Five, I was involved in formal and informal discussions with the participants.
Formal discussion occurred during the learning program sessions that were designed to
develop group process facilitation.

Informally, some people in the programs discussed

various aspects of their learning before commencement of the day's activities, during
refreshment breaks, or on conclusion of the day's activities. Moreover, nine participants
contacted me, either during the weeks between each week in which the program was
convened, or at the conclusion of the program. They arranged informal meetings with me to
further discuss their learning, and their experience of implementing their new learning in the
workplace.
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At the conclusion of each program, participants in the program were asked to provide
written feedback to me about their learning experience. The feedback was informal, with no
set feedback formula provided, but with a request that they provide the feedback within one
to two weeks of completing the program. I estimated that to allow for a longer or indefinite
time frame might mean that the program participants would forget to provide any feedback.
Thus, to a reasonable extent, they were able to express their experience in their own way, and
in their own time. Of the first eight programs conducted, more than half of the participants
provided such feedback. Nine of these people were subsequently asked to participate in the
study.
The formal and informal discussions, and written feedback, alerted me to the problem
that I considered worthy of investigation, and which served as a starting point for the study helping me to frame the primary research question.
2. Research Journal
I maintained a research journal, containing comprehensive and detailed observations,
thoughts, experiences, feelings and reflections.

Journal entries were considered to aid

trustworthiness of the study because they acted as a stimulus to recall events that occurred
during the research process, as suggested by Babbie (1995) and Waddington (1994). Entries
were made as soon as possible after the events occurred, often on completion of an interview
or at the end of the day on which an interview occurred. I recorded my reflective comments
on to the same audiotape as that of the interview, and this information was also transcribed.
Information was of a depth necessary to ensure that significant incidents could be recorded in
the thesis, if required. Following White (1992), data entered included such items as: a
summary of the day’s activities; records of conversations; issues to be clarified; statements or
events that, on reflection, appeared confusing; my responses to those activities and events;
and my future action plans.
I expanded this journal by searching for information in the literature that would confirm
or disconfirm my experiences, and that would, in turn, build my knowledge of individuals'
experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation. To keep track of this
information I used the computer software package ProCite for Windows - a database that
enables the structured compilation of research information (ProCite for Windows Version 3.0
Reference Manual, 1995; ProCite for Windows Version 3.0 User's Guide, 1995).

The
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database was used to build a list of references from the material that I read in my literature
search. The database included the author(s) name(s), the title of the article, the year of
publication, and a list of keywords for each article in a format entitled Field Content Lists.
There was also a Workform, a "fill-in-the-blanks template" that enabled me to input data from
the literature into predefined fields and to later search for records in a number of different
ways such as by author, titles-Journals, keywords and marked records. Thus, I could search
for all articles by one author, or all references to journal articles. Using the Workform in the
package as a template, I was also able to list information about the article, and my analysis of
the article. The Workform could be modified at any time, and any number could be created.
The database could be manipulated to find information by searching Field Content Lists.
Thus, I was able to combine two techniques of data gathering in the reflective journal.
The first related to my personal reflections from the interviews. The second related to my
personal reading and analysis of the literature.
3. Documentation
As stated earlier, the third technique used was documentation - comprising a combination of
four participant's learning journals, organisation documentation, and selected literature and
news media records. I asked all participants if I could have access to the learning journal that
they had compiled during their learning program. Four participants provided me with a copy
of their learning journal, and gave me permission to read the journal, and to use material from
it if I wished. Other participants, however, had discarded their learning journal sometime
after completing the program, or had not kept a comprehensive journal. The journals that
were provided were deemed to be of sufficient depth that significant comments recorded by
the participants could be reported in the thesis if required.
I was given full access to relevant organisation documentation.

Most of the

documentation was available to the general public. Publications included Annual Reports, a
book written as a metaphor for a possible future vision for the organisation (Bright, 1996), a
review article of the book, internal magazines and newsletters, and promotional material. I
was also given documentation related to the philosophy and structure of the learning
program, minutes of meetings attended by me to discuss elements of the program, and details
of projects undertaken by some learning program participants. During the research period, I
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also kept abreast of journal articles, magazine reports, and media stories and commentary
about the organisation.
Data Analysis
This section of the chapter describes the processes used to analyse the data that were gathered
to answer the research question, How do individuals experience the learning and
implementing of group process facilitation? The analysis was developed from a number of
sources, and in particular that of Denzin's (1989a) bracketing, construction and
contextualisation phases of interpretive interactionism. However, Denzin's approach was
considerably extended, to encompass a larger number of phases, as is here described.
The aim of data analysis was to identify commonalities and differences in the way
individuals experienced learning and implementing group process facilitation - in such a way
that it preserved the richness and individuality of that experience. The focus of data analysis
remained, therefore, on the participants as individuals, and on how they experienced learning
and implementing group process facilitation, as seen through their eyes. That is to say, the
focus remained on individual realities.
In describing the analysis, a series of particular, but overlapping, activities are here
drawn out into discrete phases.

The phases are recorded and presented here in linear

sequence approximating the primary order in which they were undertaken.

It should

nevertheless be understood that they represent a process that was much more dynamic and
cyclical. I needed to return constantly to data sources to further my understanding of how the
participants understood their experiences of learning and implementing group process
facilitation. While the model developed from these phases, and here presented in Figure 6.1,
incorporates the sequentially numbered phases to facilitate description, it should also be
understood as inherently more fluid than is thereby suggested. The pattern of arrows in the
figure is meant to illustrate that fluidity. Similarly, the arrow from phase ten to phase one is
used to illustrate the point that I continued to revise my analysis in a cyclical manner.
As suggested by Patton (1990), the analytical process that I undertook was creative,
required analytical rigour and intellectual discipline, and "a great deal of hard work" (p. 381).
The phases then, are as follows.
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Figure 6.1: Phases of Data Analysis

1. Contextualising
Firstly, I turned to the contextualising information collected, inspecting that material for
insight about the participants' experiences, and analysing it in the following ways. I read the
written feedback provided by participants at the end of each learning program about their
learning experiences, most of which was provided anonymously, at that time. By the end of
the fourth program, I began to notice some themes emerging in the feedback. Some of the
statements used by the participants that enabled me to identify those themes included, "I have
gained substantial knowledge about myself". "What I am now able to identify is how I am
feeling and why". "I have developed a better understanding, awareness and appreciation of
myself and others". "I am now taking on challenges that I would not have in the past". "I am
not sure I will be able to use the [learning] in the workplace". "I find I use [the learning] at
work - I will have to work on using [it] at home."
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I had not contracted with the learning program participants to use the feedback that they
provided to me for any other purpose than to gain some understanding of what they had
learned during the program. Reading the feedback helped me to develop insight about the
research question for the study, but I did not use any of the anonymous feedback in the
reporting process (other than the above quotations).
These statements formed the first of a series of narrative extracts used during the
analytical process. By narrative extracts I mean quotations from the data that helped me to
understand participants' experiences, and to build a story of those experiences in narrative
format (following Denzin, 1989a). In reporting the results of the study, I have used narrative
as a story to relate a sequence of events that are deemed to be significant for the participants,
the 'audience' who read this thesis and myself as 'narrator'.
I used data entered in my research journal to critically reflect on my own practice
during the research process. I recorded what I thought I had done well during the interviews,
and noted areas where I might improve.

I mentioned any particular points made by

participants so that I could follow up on them specifically at the next interview. For example,
participants made comments during the first interview such as, "but then we had
difficulty...implementing those outcomes into the workplace". "I was there for a purpose and
trying to learn [while others] went about their involvement in a different way". "I was not
embarrassed, but yes I was embarrassed". "Basically, just being more confident". These
quotations formed further narrative extracts.

If I thought that further information was

required, I made a note to contact the participant. I also used my reflections to remind myself
to seek further information about particular issues in the literature. Such issues included how
individuals understand their learning experience (particularly as it pertains to learning about
group process facilitation), and what personal change processes occur during such a learning
program. I also sought, for example, information relating to the application of learning in the
workplace and the role of support from management and colleagues for the successful
application of learning.
I read each of the learning journals that were provided to me by four participants, on
four occasions, and analysed comments made in them. I noted my comments on the margins
of the pages and compared the participants' comments to some of the experiences that they
talked about during the interviews. Such comments formed another set of narrative extracts.
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In the final report, I did not use any of the notes from these four participants' learning
journals. I considered that the interviews provided a richer source of data, and that having
access to only four journals was not as comprehensive a method of data gathering as I would
have liked.
Documentation that I gathered about the organisation during the period of the study was
read and filed according to data type, such as journal articles, book chapters, annual reports,
promotional material, newspaper items, documentation about the learning program, and
internal magazines. I returned to this material on at least three occasions during the study to
see if I could glean more information about the organisation. In particular, I examined this
material for contextual information relating to the organisation's strategic, structural and
cultural change approaches, and to the socio-economic and technological forces impacting on
it. I used this understanding to present information about the organisation and the learning
program in Chapter Five. The information also helped me to contextualise the experiences of
the participants, enabling me to understand the challenges that they faced in their daily work
lives in an organisation undergoing change.
The contextualising information helped me to create a broad understanding of the
organisation and the participants. It helped me to contextualise the individual realities of the
participants and to draw out narrative extracts that helped guide the design of the research
question and the data gathering process. While the pattern that emerged was incomplete in
the early part of the study, linkages became clearer as I developed a more comprehensive
understanding. As that understanding began to deepen, I used that increasing depth of
understanding to analyse the interview transcripts.
2. Bracketing
All participants gave permission for the audiotaping of their interviews. The audiotapes were
transcribed, and the 32 transcriptions were read and interpreted through 'serious inspection'.
The aim of such inspection, as indicated by Denzin (1989a), Dey (1993, 1999), Husserl
(1962), and Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell and Alexander (1995), was to seek out key phrases
and statements relating to participants’ experiences of learning and implementing group
process facilitation.
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When a transcript of the interview was received from the transcriber, I listened to each
tape while concurrently reading the transcription. Listening to the tapes helped me to take
account of nuances of speech, tone of voice, laughter, pauses and other non-verbal signals
(following King, 1994). I also added any words that the transcriber was not able to decipher
during the transcription process, but which I was able to do from my understanding and recall
of the interview. These additions were minimal. Later, following the approach suggested by
Denzin (1989a), Dilthey (1976), and King (1994), I re-read the transcriptions again, on up to
seven occasions, during the analytical process.
I considered that each transcript was a portrayal of each participant's construction and
interpretation of his or her experience of learning and implementing group process
facilitation. I was searching for patterns of meaning within the statements, including the
assumptions and interpretations made by the participants about themselves and others (as
suggested by Denzin, 1989a; King, 1994; and Williams, 1994). I sought to draw my analyses
from how each individual perceived his or her experiences and his or her realities. I was
looking for the narrative comments, and the qualities, that could be seen to suggest the shared
experiences of the participants. My intention was to focus on the nature of relationships
among the qualities. I also sought to identify narrative extracts that would enable me to
illustrate and ground each of the identified qualities. In this way I believed that I could do
justice to the participants' experiences (following King, 1994, Miles and Huberman, 1994,
and Williams, 1994).
Some difficulty was encountered with one audiotape. The quality of the tape was not
clear, making transcription difficult. When a preliminary transcript was received from the
transcriber, I listened to the tape while concurrently reading the transcript, and by so doing, I
was able to decipher further narrative. I added this information to the transcript by hand, and
then incorporated it into the computer database. I then printed a new copy of the transcript. I
also asked two research assistants to listen to the tape, and some further comments from the
tape were gleaned in this way, and similarly added to the database. A considerable number of
gaps remained where the tape was unclear, so I telephoned the participant involved and
explained the situation. The participant agreed to listen to the tape and read the transcript in
an endeavour to provide the missing data.

While this process added some further

information, the final transcript remained an incomplete representation of what was discussed
during the interview.
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3. Theming
I used a computer software package to help me sort and arrange my analysis of the interview
data into themes.

Despite continuing debate about the use of computers in qualitative

research, qualitative researchers were seen to be increasingly turning to computer software
for assistance with analysis (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992; King, 1994; Weitzman and Miles,
1995).

A number of programs, including NUD!IST (Nudist User Guide, 1994), The

Ethnograph (Tesch, 1990; King, 1994), QUALPRO, ALPHA, HyperQual (Minichiello,
Aroni, Timewell and Alexander, 1995), and ATLAS/ti and HyperRESEARCH (Miles and
Huberman, 1994; Weitzman and Miles, 1995) were available. These and other programs
were seen to provide a range of capabilities and uses for coding, searching and retrieving
data.
From that array, and following Weitzman and Miles (1995), I chose to use Microsoft
Excel, for the following reasons. First, I found the program to be user friendly, in that it
saved me time and energy while still giving me what I needed for analytical purposes.
Second, it enabled me to enter data easily by copying and pasting narrative extracts from the
Microsoft Word for Windows database where the transcripts were held, to a spreadsheet
aligned in a matrix format that is explained in the next paragraph.

Third, no special

formatting was required. Fourth, the spreadsheet was easily edited, updated and revised as I
undertook further reading of the transcripts, and reflected on the interviews.
By viewing the narrative extracts entered on the spreadsheet, I was able to reflect
further on the meanings of words and phrases and to make sense of those meanings as I
endeavoured to come to an understanding of the participants' experiences. When necessary, I
was able to add further data to a box of the matrix as a reminder to myself to peruse the
transcript again, or to seek further information from the literature about the statement being
made. Adding information enabled me to record insights that occurred during the analytical
process (as suggested by Patton, 1990). I could also underline or highlight words or phrases
that I wanted to revisit in the transcripts, or to listen again to the audiotape, to ensure that I
better understood what was being said within the context of that part of the transcript or
audiotape. Such a process helped me to keep the narrative extracts in contextual perspective
(as suggested by Dey, 1993 and 1999, and Miles and Huberman, 1994). I was also able to
delete any data that became superfluous.
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Following Dey (1993), and Weitzman and Miles (1995), the matrix was designed to
display the participants' pseudonyms in descending alphabetical order on the vertical axis,
and the identified themes (as they were called at this stage of the analytical process) on the
horizontal axis. The themes were arranged alphabetically from left to right, starting with
'assertion' and ending with 'workplace outcomes'. At the first attempt, there were 16 names
on the vertical axis, starting at the top with Beryl and ending with Steve and 117 themes on
the horizontal axis.
4. Conceptualising
The identified themes informed a further level of analysis. The aim was to find any recurring
configurations of action, encounters, and meaning across individual experiences (Denzin,
1989a; King, 1994). By perusing the transcripts, narrative extracts from the interviews that
best fitted identified themes were selected and listed on the matrix, a small sample of which
is shown in Appendix C. Following Dey (1993), Miles and Huberman (1994), and Weitzman
and Miles (1995), these narrative extracts were located on the matrix structure to assist
classification, organisation and re-gathering of data into a coherent whole. For example,
under the theme 'defensiveness' and against the name Richard, I inserted his narrative "some
of the comments that I've probably made were construed that way, which I feel were taken
wrongly. So, that sort of put me in a deadlock situation". Another example is that, under the
theme 'perceptions of others', and against the name John, I inserted his narrative "I was aware
of a lot of different attitudes that were coming across in how they thought ... how they
couldn't put into the picture what was going on". The listing also contained the interview
number and page number of the transcript to enable ready identification and location of
exemplars in the transcripts. In addition, the listing enabled the retrieval of original narrative
from the transcripts, and its contextualisation in the transcripts, when necessary. For the
purposes of presentation, these numbers have been removed from the spreadsheet depicted in
Appendix C. These themes were seen to represent emergent concepts in the transcripts
(Glesne and Peshkin, 1992). The themes included 'change: personal', 'a reconsideration and
reformulation of future work intentions', 'paradoxical nature of learning', and 'the novelty of
the learning environment' (Appendix C).
The use of the matrix helped me undertake the level of conceptualisation and analysis
necessary to work within the tensions inherent in an analytical process. The computer
program allowed the worksheet to be manipulated and split into 'panes'. The worksheet could
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then be scrolled in one pane (both horizontally and vertically), while the titles or information
in the other panes remained visible. This was seen to be a useful technique for viewing large
lists of data (Microsoft Excel, User’s Guide, 1994). When I completed my first draft matrix,
I manipulated the worksheet - placing one pane against another to look for recurring themes,
themes that could be combined, and themes that were different but with similar concepts. I
also searched for words, phrases and statements that were most often used by the participants
to describe their experiences, particularly those words, phrases and statements used by the
participants to describe their feelings about their experiences.

I reasoned that such

descriptors would help me to interpret the meaning of their experiences. I also looked for
those words, phrases and statements that were the same but that had been placed under more
than one theme on the matrix.
5. Refining
By seeking out shared words, phrases or statements, I began to see emerging patterns, or
"essential recurring features" (Denzin, 1989a: 56) that were common to a number of
participants. For example, in relation to the theme called 'the learning environment', I
searched for what each participant had said about the learning environment, their experiences
of previous learning environments, and their feelings about the learning environment. I also
kept a tally of the number of participants who commented on each theme. For the theme just
mentioned, for example, all participants commented on their previous learning environment
experiences and on the novelty of the learning environment in which the learning program
took place. By manipulating the worksheet in this way, and by returning to the transcripts
when necessary, I reduced the number of themes to 45 at the second draft, and 25 at the third
draft, although the number increased to 29 in the final matrix.
Reducing the number of themes was reasonably straightforward. However, as I read
and re-read the transcripts, and as I became more aware of the meaning of the participants'
experiences, I realised that I had overlooked some themes. By further 'serious inspection' of
the transcripts, I identified four other themes, and these themes were added to the final
matrix.
6. Renaming
At this stage I renamed the themes as qualities, considering that the term better reflected the
learning and implementing experiences of the participants, and that qualities were statements
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that might produce for readers the feeling that they have shared, or could share, a similar
experience to the events being described.

Denzin (1989a) terms such an approach

'verisimilitude'. The previously mentioned theme, 'the learning environment', for example,
was renamed as the quality 'the novelty of the learning environment'.
7. Categorising
The 29 qualities were then further examined for the purpose of categorisation. The aim of
categorisation was to cluster the qualities, and to present them as the logical representation of
the stories of the participants (following Denzin, 1989a and Dey, 1993 and 1999). There
were five categories identified and it is these categories that inform the five analytical
chapters presented here in Section Two (Chapters 8 through 12). For example, I reduced the
nine originally identified themes of Change (Numbers 4 through 12, Appendix D) to five
qualities: 'the importance of personal change as an outcome of participation', 'changed selfawareness as a component of personal change', 'the fear and anxiety of personal change', 'the
inhibiting effects of self-doubt in achieving personal change', and 'the excitement of personal
change', in the final matrix. These qualities were categorised as personal change and its
consequences. Their description forms Chapter Ten.
8. Reassembling
Following categorisation, the data were reassembled into a meaningful context (as suggested
by Denzin, 1989a). The lived experiences of each participant, as they related to learning and
implementing group process facilitation, were gathered together for a common purpose in a
Microsoft Word database. Using my analysis of the data as discussed above, I described the
stories of participants' experiences in the form of a mini-case analysis or narrative of the
participants' experiences (as gleaned from Patton, 1990 and Seidman, 1998).

I made

generous use of appropriate narrative extracts listed in the Microsoft Excel matrix to illustrate
the narrative. In this way the shared stories of the participants were described and grounded
in narrative format, and by use of thick description (as suggested by Denzin, 1989a and
Jansen, 1992).
9. Relating
In the next phase of the process, I related my findings to those of other research. I used
ProCite for Windows Version 3.0 (Procite for Windows Reference Manual, 1995; Procite for
Windows User's Guide, 1995), a computer program, to organise the literature I reviewed and
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to build a reference list as I reviewed that literature.

Using this database, I compiled

information from the books and journal articles that I reviewed, building a reference
database. I particularly used the Field Content List and the Workform in this program. The
ProCite database was used constantly to revisit the material that I read in my literature
search. In the first instance I would read the comments that I had made in the Field Content
Lists and the Workform. If I needed further information, I returned to the original article to
read it again and to glean, when possible, further information from the article.

When

necessary, the Workform was modified with updated information, such as a reference to a
more recent or more relevant article.
I then grounded the stories in the literature. I looked for indications of how each
element of the stories related to previous research findings, either by way of similarity or
contrast.

Given that the research was envisaged as making a contribution to public

knowledge, I was most interested in literature with which my findings may be seen as
contrasting.

Furthermore, during the period of the study, and the reporting of it, I

endeavoured to stay abreast of current relevant literature, incorporating it into the grounding
of my stories.
10. Storying
My intention in the final phase was to present both similar and contrasting stories that might
be used to illuminate the participants' experiences of learning and implementing group
process facilitation: drawing them together to present the interrelationships between the
stories in a reformulated statement of their experiences, and grounded in other literature
(Chapters 8 through 12 here). The goal was to demonstrate how the individual experiences of
the participants were altered and shaped by how they constructed and gave meaning to their
experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation.
Epiphany
I began to see participants' experiences as an epiphany or turning point in their lives. In our
day-to-day lives, life on the whole tends to be predictable. It is when we are faced with a
major change or epiphany in our lives that we come to a greater understanding of life itself.
Major change may be from increasing organisational demands, the loss of employment,
personal loss, or trauma. Such change often energises individuals to critically re-examine
their values, beliefs and attitudes (Burns, 1995; Mezirow and Associates, 1990).
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The actions and events that occurred during the learning and implementing experiences
of the participants in the study might be seen to leave imprints on their lives. These imprints
conceivably transform them in terms of how they perceive themselves and others. Such a
transformation was seen as an epiphany, or turning point in studies by Cho (1987), Denzin
(1989a) and Williams (1994). Furthermore, the epiphany had been contemplated as having
the potential to transform participants’ lives through personal development as they came to
terms with the problematic experience of personal change, as suggested by Denzin (1989a,
1989c) and Reason (1994). Learning and implementing experiences may be seen to help
shape a person's character and to change basic understanding in that person's life (as gleaned
from Denzin, 1989c and Heron, 1993). Tensions or problems encountered with colleagues
involved in the learning process may be seen to inform another epiphany. The level of
support received back in the workplace, or reflections and critical reflections on their
learnings by the participants, may also be defined as an epiphany, as inferred from Denzin
(1989a).
When reading the transcripts and listening to the audiotapes, my attention was drawn to
the theme of epiphany when six participants used the words 'turning point' to describe their
experiences. I then read the transcripts with the idea in mind of searching for words, phrases
or statements that might be interpreted as identifying a turning point or epiphany for other
participants. Words, phrases or statements that enabled me to analyse their experiences as a
turning point for other participants included, 'uplifting', 'spiritual', '[I] changed to the point
where I'm not the same person I used to be', and 'It's given me a sense of being worthy'. It
became apparent to me that the participants had experienced the learning and implementing
process as a turning point or epiphany in their lives.
Ethical Issues
Researchers are considered as having a responsibility to take an ethical approach to their
research (Graziano and Raulin; 1997; Holly, 1989; McBurney, 1994; Minichiello, Aroni,
Timewell and Alexander, 1995; Schratz and Walker, 1995). Moreover, the constructivist
approach to inquiry used in the study suggested that ethical issues were important and
warranted careful consideration.

Interpretive interactionism is, in the first instance, an

interaction between the participants and the researcher that may affect the participants and the
researcher emotionally and cognitively. The interaction may also heighten self-awareness for
all interactants, and subsequently result in personal transformation (van Manen, 1990).
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Interactions should occur, therefore, within an ethical framework.

An ethical

framework was seen as a way of ensuring that participants were treated with respect, dignity,
integrity and with acknowledgement of their right to privacy (Guba and Lincoln, 1989;
Herzog, 1996; Lincoln, 1990). It was also away of ensuring that they were protected from
harm, deception and exploitation (Herzog, 1996; Holly, 1989; McBurney, 1994; Newman,
1993) throughout the research process. Babbie (1995) suggests that an ethical framework
assists confidence with the trustworthiness of the data. A participative process between the
participants and myself as researcher, with my supervisors, and with contacts in the case
study organisation, was considered to be one way of supporting the foregoing requirements.
Furthermore, as a staff member of Griffith University I was bound by expectations of
my employer to behave in accordance with the University's ethical requirements. I was also
guided here by standards provided by the Griffith University sub-committee for
experimentation on humans. I received approval for the study from this committee prior to
commencing the study. Additionally, as a Griffith University postgraduate student I was
expected to conduct the research in accordance with standards set out in The Guide to PhD
and MPhil Candidature at Griffith University (Griffith University, 1997). It was considered
by me and my supervisors that these expectations were fulfilled.
As outlined earlier, participation in the study was purely voluntary, and participants
were able to withdraw at any time should they choose. Participants were informed of the
aims of the study, and the reason for their selection. Each participant voluntarily signed an
informed consent statement (Kimmel, 1988; McBurney, 1994; Sarantakos, 1995).
Pleasingly, all the participants remained in the study.
Data gathering by way of interview occurred in participants’ workplaces and homes,
and in my office. No matter where the interviews occurred, care was always taken to ensure
that the participants’ rights to confidentiality and privacy were respected (following Harker,
1995 and Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell and Alexander, 1995). Participants were asked to
find a room in their home or in their workplace where we would be able to conduct the
interview in private and without interruption. When interviewed in my office, I placed a sign
on my door saying Interview in progress - please do not interrupt, and I diverted my
telephone. At the start of the interviews I discussed with the participants my assurance that
confidentiality and anonymity would be protected throughout the research process.
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Reporting of the data required the use of direct quotations to enhance the narrative, and
to fulfill the aims of thick description (Denzin, 1989a). The aim was to bring to life for the
reader, the experience of the participants as they learnt and implemented group process
facilitation. Reporting the data in this way however, runs the risk of making it possible for
other participants from the learning group, participants’ work colleagues, other facilitators, or
members of the groups responsible for designing and running the programs within the
organisation, to identify participants. Confidentiality and privacy when using direct quotes in
writing the thesis were therefore seen as being of paramount importance (as suggested by
Kimmel, 1988 and Patton, 1990).
The confidentiality and privacy of the participants was protected in various ways.
There was negotiation between myself as researcher and an organisational representative
regarding access to data, protection of data, and organisational confidentiality requirements
for reporting of data, in order to ensure confidentiality and privacy.
provided written support for this requirement.

The organisation

Furthermore, participants’ nominated a

pseudonym for themselves, or had one allocated by me as researcher, to be used in protecting
their anonymity, as suggested by Sarantakos (1995) and Smith (1990).
An essential part of the analytical stage of interpretive interactionism is to ensure
interpretations made about participants are understandable to the participants (Denzin,
1989a).

A number of strategies were utilised in this study to enhance understanding.

Participants were sent the transcript of each of their interviews and they were asked to peruse
each transcript to verify accuracy and to delete any information that they considered
compromised themselves or others.

They were given the opportunity to make other

amendments, such as adding additional information from the perspective of hindsight (as
gleaned from Harker, 1995). They were also offered the opportunity to peruse and comment
on my analysis and interpretation of the data. Moreover, participants were given access to
the results and conclusions of the study for their comment (following McBurney, 1994). In
the end, apart from some minor amendments that usually related to expression, the
participants did not request any changes.
Developing and maintaining a relationship based on trust was also an important
consideration for a study (Jansen, 1992). Interestingly, Oakley (1981) considered that the
establishment of rapport for a relatively short period of time, and for the primary benefit of
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the researcher, was exploitative and unethical. Guba and Lincoln (1989) and Wadsworth
(1993), however, saw the attainment of such a relationship within the parameters of the
research process, as a social and cultural process. A large amount of work needed to be done
in a relatively short time frame, especially in terms of the interview process. As researcher, I
endeavoured to engender a trusting relationship with each participant quickly to ensure the
completion of a successful study.
Paradoxically, Guba and Lincoln (1989) suggest that trust in relationships often evolves
over a long time, and Misztal (1992) and Sekaran (1992) saw trust developing according to
individual value frameworks, and the ability to establish rapport. Given that I worked with
the participants during their learning program, a level of rapport and trust had already been
created. Little time needed to be spent in establishing a working relationship. Rather, as
researcher, I was able to work within an already established framework.
An open relationship between myself as researcher, participants in the study,
organisational representatives, and my study supervisors, also required consideration. Each
of these relationships was developed within a climate of openness and honesty towards each
other (Leedy, 1993). As such, some relationships needed re-negotiation on occasion so that
issues such as “human dignity, self-esteem, and self-agency” (Guba and Lincoln, 1989:135)
were attended to within an egalitarian framework.
For example, about six months into the supervisory role, the primary supervisor
expressed some concern relating to whether or not there were ethical questions concerning
my role. The question arose because of my dual role. I was both the facilitator of the
learning groups when participants were learning group process facilitation, and the researcher
exploring their experiences.

After discussion between the two supervisors and myself,

however, it was agreed that the relationship did not pose a problem for the following reasons.
The methodology being used for exploration of the problem was seen to require me to
immerse myself in the participants’ world. Additionally, I was not receiving any financial
assistance for research purposes from the organisation featured in the study.
Because of the analysis undertaken after the first interview, there was recognition that
some questions that would need to be asked in the second interview might be perceived to be
confrontational or very personal by some participants. I discussed this issue with each
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participant before commencing the second interview. I also met my commitments to them
and honoured arrangements made for confidentiality and anonymity. During the interviews,
the post-interview debriefing, and at other times asked for by some participants, I discussed
issues with them in an open, forthright and honest way, and to the best of my knowledge and
ability.
For example, a decision was reached that two interviews provided sufficient data for
exploration of the problem. There was, therefore, a need to finalise the interview process
with each participant earlier than anticipated. I discussed this point with each participant. As
mentioned earlier, they all agreed that they had nothing further to offer in a third interview.
Each participant further agreed, however, that should other matters come to light, they would
contact me and arrange another meeting. I also made myself available to the participants for
further social interaction after the study was completed.
One major concern emanating from the foregoing considerations related to a need for
me to be explicit in terms of the epistemological and methodological paradigms that guided
the research action (Guba, 1990). These paradigms are explored in some depth in Chapter
Four. Another ethical concern related to my closeness to the study participants. Such
closeness has been seen to require particular attention (Argyris and Schön, 1996; Davies,
1996). My closeness to the participants was seen to be of benefit given the qualitative
approach taken in the study. I regarded it as useful for me to have some previous immersion
in the world of the participants so that I could further develop rapport and trust with each
participant within a short timeframe (as is suggested by Freire, 1970 and Leavy, 1994).
Such immersion allowed me to engage almost immediately in reflective inquiry with
each participant. I was also able to engage in a meaningful dialogue with participants, based
on our previous experiences together, and based on my previous experience with my own
learning in an environment similar to that of the learning program.

The dialogue was

enhanced by my empathic approach to the participant's experiences of learning and
implementing group process facilitation (following Lincoln, 1990).
Furthermore, I was able to observe certain moments in the lives of each participant. The
moments occurred in varying circumstances, including: tours of the participants' workplaces;
being involved as an observer in some of the work activity as it occurred; and mixing with
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participants in workplace informal settings such as lunchrooms. Other moments occurred in
less formal settings such as: their homes; entertainment venues such as clubs and hotels; and
in sporting situations such as: swimming, tennis, beach cricket, and golf. During these
moments direct observation of participants' interactions with other people occurred, as did
informal conversations with the participants.

As well as face-to-face conversations,

exchanges also occurred by telephone and by electronic mail. In this way I was able to
immerse myself in the daily lives of the participants under varying circumstances (as is
suggested by Freire, 1970).
I also acknowledged the problems that such an approach may cause. One such problem
is an inherent curiosity that may prevent useful inquiry by me into the individual experience
of the participants learning and implementing of group process facilitation. Other possible
problems included accurate representation of the participants' autobiographies (Chapter 7),
faithful representation of their realities, and the expression of their natural language
quotations (Chapters 8 through 12), while still maintaining confidentiality and anonymity
(Guba and Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln, 1990; Lincoln and Guba, 1989). The use of pseudonyms
was seen as helping to preserve confidentiality and anonymity, while critically reflective
practice on my part by the use of a research journal was seen as helping to address concerns
about the usefulness of the inquiry process.
Another possible problem was seen to be a familiarity with the patterns of action that
occurred in the learning process, with a possible blindness on my part to unexpected
outcomes occurring during the learning process. My biases towards each participant, or
towards the chosen methodology, also needed to be made explicit. I needed to stay focussed
not only on the task at hand, but also on the affective, behavioural and cognitive outcomes of
the inquiry process. It was also clear that in the analysis and reporting, I ought to make
explicit my familiarity with the environment within which the research idea was formulated
and within which the research took place. In this way, I considered that I may become aware
of my blindness to events that occurred during the learning program, or as a result of issues
raised and discussed during the interview process with each participant (as suggested by
Argyris and Schön, 1996 and Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Again, compilation of a research
journal, as well as discussion about the aforementioned concerns with my supervisors, helped
to alleviate some of these concerns.
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Finally, because I was both a facilitator in terms of the new learning, and a researcher in
terms of participants' learning and implementing experiences, I was entwined both within and
without the learning and inquiry process (as pointed out by Riordan, 1995). Gummesson
(1991) had suggested that, as such, an uneasy tension would exist. The tension was seen to
relate to my dual roles. On the one hand, I was required to satisfy the needs of a client and a
client group in terms of product delivery, that product being group process facilitation. By
contrast, as a researcher, I was aware that there was a requirement for a research process and
outcome that met the needs of a relevant and acceptable inquiry process.

The latter

requirement was seen to relate to producing an account of the research and making a
substantial contribution to a body of knowledge (Dey, 1993).
One way to deal, in part, with the concerns raised in this section, as ethical issues, was
considered to be to declare the issues openly. Part of that declaration has occurred in the
previous discussion. Thus, I openly acknowledge my closeness to the research site that
formed part of the study, and to the participants in the study. Furthermore, the methodology
that was used in the study required that I share the lived experience of the study participants.
In this way I considered that I might understand the experiences of the participants learning
and implementing group process facilitation. Such an understanding was seen as assisting me
in bringing to life the stories of the participants in a narrative that was easily accessed by the
reader. Access for the reader to those stories will be guided by the quality of my account of
those experiences, influenced, as they are, by my own subjectivity and the methodological
framework.
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CHAPTER 7 - INTRODUCING THE PARTICIPANTS
Introduction
There are two main aims for this chapter. The first aim is to reveal something of the lived
experience of each participant so that the reader may be able to contextualise the reported
experience of each participant. The intention is to provide some insight into the personality,
work and family circumstances, and education of each participant. Such contextualisation is
seen as building on information about the organisation and the learning program that was
provided in Chapter Five.
This aim raised a dilemma about how much of the participants should be revealed. The
way I chose to help overcome this dilemma was to contact the participants and ask them to
write a brief autobiography for the purpose. All participants agreed to do so, although most
were a little hesitant at taking on what they perceived to be an onerous task. To help
minimise the burden, I sent each participant a template of categories of information that they
might like to include about themselves.

I also suggested that they could send their

autobiographies to me in any format that they chose, such as on disc, via email, handwritten
or recorded on audiotape. My role would then be to format the information provided for
reporting purposes.

Three participants sent the information by floppy disc, two sent

information via email, seven sent typewritten information, three sent handwritten
information, and one participant gave a brief interview that was recorded on audiotape and
later transcribed to disc.
The next dilemma then became how much of their information to present, a dilemma
often confronted by qualitative researchers (Williams, 1994). The way I rationalised this
problem was to see the information as providing an introduction to each participant for the
reader, rather than as seeking to provide a definitive account. Mostly, the information is
provided in the participants' own words, with just some minor editorial changes having been
made to help present an informative and readable account of their lived experience. No
further personal information was sought, such as delving into the reasons for a marital
breakup, or into childhood experiences. Further probing of this type was considered to be
unnecessary and unethical within the framework of the research question.
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The second aim of this chapter is to enable the reader to build on the information
provided about the organisation and the learning program that the participants attended and
that was described in Chapter Five.

By so doing, the reader will be better able to

contextualise each participant's lived experience within the socio-historical and socio-cultural
framework of the organisation and the learning program. Such contextualisation should help
give the reader a deeper appreciation of the participants' experiences in learning and
implementing group process facilitation.
There is an underlying complexity and subtlety in each participant's lived experience.
The following stories help reveal the depth of that experience. Each participant either
nominated a pseudonym for themselves or a pseudonym was allocated, to protect their
anonymity. The stories are presented in alphabetical order by pseudonym.
Beryl
I am a 30-year-old female who is usually fairly quiet, shy and introverted - an over-analyser
and a good listener. However, I am learning to be a bit louder, more comfortable in a group,
to be easier going, and to listen more effectively. I enjoy physical activity, exploring new
places and learning. I find it hard to tolerate arrogance, inequality and gossip.
I began a new career with the organisation in the middle of 1993, an opportunity that
was really well timed. I had been working as a survey statistician for over three years,
following the completion of a Bachelor of Science in mathematical statistics. I found this
work interesting at first, enjoying the learning of how to apply theory to practice. But this
enjoyment wore off as my learning rate began to plateau. These three years helped me to
appreciate that numbers and computers were not really my cup of tea. As soon as I had
learned how to use them, my attention began to move to how to make them useful. Rarely
was the purpose for all this number crunching very clear. In some cases, the purpose was
clear and followed along the lines of ‘lies, damn lies, and statistics’, so I began looking for
more.
Taking on a position in the organisation opened up a whole new set of challenges and
learning. Instead of a small office, with three other people and a computer, I was faced with
a Queensland-wide office with approximately 15,000 people. I still had the computer but got
something new: the dynamics created by a large group of people from diverse backgrounds
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trying to work together for the organisation. This new world took me on a journey that
challenged many of the assumptions, beliefs and attitudes that I had unconsciously built my
life around. The challenging of these assumptions, beliefs and attitudes was not an easy
process. My need to feel accepted by everyone is not always met and I find (and keep
finding) that I have to strengthen my moral courage to avoid the stresses of rejection and not
being understood.
With an adventurous spirit, a creative urge and a passion for finding new ways to help
people better understand what’s going on around them, I try to maintain my energy to
continue the new path I have chosen for my life, despite the challenges and threats. I have
visions of expanding my career independent of any one organisation, of expecting less from
other people, and of just letting go and flowing with the tide of time, using my values as the
oars to steady the raft. I am in awe of the truth I have found in the claim that ‘the more you
know, the more you realise you don’t know’.
Chris
I am 46 years of age and have been married to the same wife for 25 years. We have five
children: four daughters and one son.
I joined the organisation as a junior clerk after completing grade 12 at a Christian
Brothers' College. On the third day as a junior clerk, I was offered a position as a Cadet
draftsman with the Civil Engineer's section. On qualifying with a tertiary course, I moved to
the position of draftsman.

I also became involved with first aid training and the

organisation's training. I attended a group instructor's course that opened many opportunities
in workplace health and safety, environment and infrastructure upgrading training.
I have always enjoyed, and been involved in, community work such as Secretary on the
Local Country Show Committee, Treasurer of the Bush Race Club and President of the
school bus run. I would never wish the latter role on my worst enemy. It was about this
stage in my learning of human behaviour that I realised that the world does have its fair share
of arseholes. I also spent ten years as an active committee member on the local pony club,
mainly to encourage my daughter to go on with her riding. As a committee member I helped
build a cross-country course and helped organise a one-day event at State level. As my
daughter moved on (and moved out) so did I. I am now glad that my involvement with the
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committee is behind me.

I believe that if you don't like the way things are, join the

committee and change it. I also believe that in order to change things, you need the majority
to support you and the support has to come from the heart not the mouth, as I have found out
in more than one instance.
My greatest supporter is my wife. She has always kept the home fires burning while I
ran around trying to build a better community with a phone bill big enough to choke a horse
and every second tea-time interrupted by a phone call. Now I couldn't give a rat's arse for the
community and its arseholes.

My job takes up all of my time, and is growing more

demanding. For the first time in my life I now appreciate my greatest supporter and it is time
for me to be her greatest supporter and let her develop her needs. I am now planning early
retirement in the next ten years but I still believe that I have plenty of experience to offer my
organisation in building and improving work teams.
Col
I would describe myself as a quiet person, who is slow to anger and who has a dry sense of
humour. I love life and enjoy the time that I get to spend with my family. I have travelled
overseas with my family and I am looking forward to more adventures in the future.
I have many years of work experience behind me since joining the organisation in the
mid-sixties, and I have worked in Brisbane all my working life. I have held a number of
positions within the organisation and have travelled throughout Queensland and interstate. I
have seen many changes to the organisation over my working life but the current reorganisational changes have added an air of uncertainty to my future prospects. At this stage
I am a re-deployee and so I am madly applying for various positions so that I can look to the
future with some certainty.
When my manager asked me to attend the Quality Facilitators course he stated that the
skills learned would be put to use within the area in which I work and that I would receive
support and encouragement from management and staff while training. The manager also
advised me that he would arrange for relief in my position for the period of the course. As
the weeks of the course progressed, I was pleased to see the bonds of friendship grow and it
was through this growth that I feel that I gained valuable information and skills. These skills
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have helped me in both my working life and my private life and have helped me through
many problems.
Elliott
I joined the organisation in 1990, as a mechanical engineer based at Ipswich. At that time the
organisation was undergoing substantial organisational restructuring.

This restructuring

provided the opportunity for me to gain several promotions over otherwise senior staff, and I
am now part of a small group carrying out infrastructure design, and procurement. The job
has required me to travel extensively throughout Queensland and Australia, and I am now
well known amongst the engineering ranks of the organisation. Recently I spent some time in
Asia working on a project for the organisation.
The change process brought a deal of uncertainty but also terrific opportunities. I was
happy to pursue opportunities by attending as many training programs as I could. When the
opportunity to attend the continuous improvement course was given to me, I attended
happily. Attendance at the course enabled me to become aware of quality issues and perhaps
participate in future development of Quality systems. I attended the course and endeavoured
to participate as effectively and enthusiastically as I was able.
After completing the course I was involved for a short time with a ‘QA’ team but not as
a facilitator. Later, I became involved in section meetings where meeting skills became
important.

However, I am not certain that the facilitation skills I learned were used

effectively. From time to time I am involved in running meetings where the facilitation skills
learned at the course are/would be used. Generally, however, I am at the meeting as a
'content' expert and I find myself focusing on content issues. I continue to be interested in
how people interact, but find myself not very proficient in dealing with people.
Francis
I was born on July 1, 1970 in Mackay, and moved to Cairns with my family at a very young
age. I attended most of my schooling at different schools in the region, briefly travelling to
Noosa and Proserpine. School was not my favourite place. I spent most of my teenage years
in North Queensland and I grew up around the cane fields.

My mother believed the

organisation would provide a secure future for me, so after much persistence, I got a job at
the age of 15 as a junior labourer.
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It took many months for me to become used to living four hours away from my family
and friends. The culture and work conditions were tough at the time; therefore, making
friends in the small town was the highest priority. At the end of 1989, I was transferred to
Mackay as a carpenter. I achieved my goal of getting away from a very difficult work
environment to work in a different and more challenging environment. I had the chance to
play Rugby League again, which was my passion at the time.
My career was carpentry but Rugby League dominated my dreams. After 12 months I
moved back to Cairns to pursue a job opportunity that offered more money and a more
competitive football competition. Being closer to my family and friends made the decision to
leave much easier. However, on November 19, 1991 I had a motor cycle accident and had
my leg amputated through the knee. Recovering from the accident took four to five years.
The mental trauma, however, was the most long lasting pain.
With the organisation and the Commonwealth Rehabilitation Service in support, I
returned to work 18 months after the accident. As a result of my traumatic experience, my
perception of life had changed the way I performed and established relationships with people
and the organisation. Having to deal with the pain of insecurity and the likelihood of a
lifetime of dependence upon other people, I developed a toughness and absolute commitment
to rebuild my life. I felt indebted to the organisation for giving me a chance to rebuild my
life and to take on alternate career opportunities. As this experience was therapeutic, I
wanted to do well for the organisation!
It was during this period of rehabilitation that I attended the Quality Improvement
Facilitator Program. The acquisition of new skills and knowledge, and increased confidence,
made it possible to take up a higher paid position in Brisbane as Planning Officer,
Management Systems. I knew education and learning would become critical in my pursuit of
success in my working life, so I pursued further study and charity work in order to practice
my skills and test my beliefs and values. My priorities have shifted to activities that will
develop my capacity for management through inspirational value-driven leadership. Faith in
the human spirit remains the core principle in my life today and I’m searching for an
opportunity to use my skills and knowledge to make our organisation more competitive and
my community a better place.
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Fred
I am a 41 year old male. I joined the organisation 24 years ago as a clerk in the Townsville
pay office, where I counted money, in the days when we were paid in cash. The natural
progression for the pay office led me to the accounts office. Work in accounts was not
challenging; the tasks were very repetitive and required no great use of the brain, other than
becoming an expert at adding up time. The repetitive tasks plus some relationship problems
created by working with an ex-fiancee motivated me to find another direction.
The new direction came in the form of a traffic controller's course. I really had no
inkling of what was involved in the transport area, only that it was taking me away from my
problems. On the learning side of things, this course gave me greater insight into the
organisation. In the transport and traffic control area, I dealt with a number of different tasks
related to the movement of traffic, including staff rostering, arranging for medical assistance
in times of emergency, and so on. This area was an exciting area within which I worked for
approximately 13 years and it provided all the challenges needed for the brain with its
diversity of jobs, power and remuneration.
However, the long-term benefits were limited in terms of promotion and health in
relation to doing shiftwork for a long period of time. Some meagre ambition to see how far I
could actually go within the organisation prompted me to keep an eye out for a day job. It
came along in the form of a job called Special Duties. Jack-of-all-trades and master-of-none
would probably be a more apt description, but the job gave me more skills and the
opportunity for more learning. After obtaining a job, based on the learning obtained, and
working in the quality systems field, I have decided that as you move through the levels of
the organisation you get a better picture as to what comprises an organisation: people and
systems. Development of these aspects could contribute to financial savings of noticeable
proportions for the organisation.
George
I am a 37 year old male who has been employed by the organisation twice. The first time
was in 1985 as a temporary labourer. I was paid off at the end of that financial year, then
rehired in 1986 as a cleaner. Since the second appointment I have seen many aspects of the
organisation's business due to the changing roles I have undertaken such as cleaner, pollution
controller, fitter, information systems administrator, and maintenance programmer. These
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roles have given me the opportunity to understand how the organisation functions, as I have
been involved with different business groups of the organisation.
On a personal note, I am a sole parent and have four children, two of whom live with
me. I am currently single but looking for a partner to settle with. I enjoy life with many great
friends in and out of work. Life is very hectic but overall an enjoyable roller coaster ride of
thrills and spills. Up to last year (1997) I was studying for a Bachelor of Information and
Technology at Central Queensland University. I took leave of absence in 1998 and have now
cancelled my enrolment, as the impact on my lifestyle was too substantial to continue. This
decision has lifted a big burden from my spirit, and gives me time to enjoy my latest passion,
which is learning the guitar.
Jackson
I was born 46 years ago in Brisbane and I have one brother who is 10 years older than me.
When I was four my mother left the family circle, which placed an enormous pressure on my
father who was a working sole parent in the mid-to-late 1950s. The need to support the
family culminated in a number of surrogate mothers consisting of aunties and housekeepers.
When I was six, my brother got married and also left the family circle. As a result of my
family situation, I became somewhat reclusive and sceptical of people.
Soon after I began at Wavell Heights State Primary School, I became seriously ill which
resulted in me having to repeat the Year 1. For the first few years of school, I made gradual
progress. At ten years of age, I became actively involved in football, cricket and tennis,
excelling in all of them. It was this transition that had an immediate effect on my life. The
need to succeed in sport carried over to my studies and resulted in me attaining placement
within the first five of my class for the remaining years of my primary education. In 1966, I
enrolled in Wavell High School. I started to struggle with balancing school and sport as I
was more interested in other aspects of life, commonly called puberty. I barely passed Years
Eight and Nine and quit all forms of sport in Year Nine. This was a major disappointment to
me and I was at a loss as to what to do. So, I left school at the end of Year 10 to join the
workforce in any capacity that I could.
I was accepted as a Junior Clerk within the organisation for a probationary period of six
months. The continued performance of menial tasks, my intensive social life and lack of
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attendance resulted in my work performance slipping. I was then transferred within the
office to a new position under a new supervisor. My new supervisor took me under his wings
and taught me the facts of life in general, a friendship which was to last for the next 25 years.
As I progressed I was transferred to Head Office in 1975 with a focus on Human
Resources. It was in this area that I found my niche, dealing constantly with people issues. I
remained in this section for the next 20 years attaining a senior position dealing with all
Infrastructure Staff. I practically applied my learnings from the facilitator's course within
Human Resources until such time as a change of focus to an advisory area only, rather then a
total support section, occurred. An opportunity arose for a promotion to a Business Systems
Officer, which I was successful in attaining in 1996, and I am currently still in this position.
Matthew
I was born in 1959 and I was the first of two children. My father was an immigrant from
Scotland and my mother a third generation Australian of European descent. I was born and
grew up in a small North Queensland town attending the local school until 15 and then
continuing my education at a private school. My parents owned and operated a successful
electrical retail business, selling everything from nuts and bolts to white goods and
televisions. I grew up around this business, swimming in the local creeks and mustering
cattle with a friend’s family.
I entered the work force as an apprentice electrician with a sugar milling company and
then worked in open cut coalmines. After five years at the coalmines, I secured a position as
an inspector with the organisation's infrastructure upgrade program and later was offered a
maintenance position. After a few years I was recruited into a different section and have
continued to operate in this section until today. In the last few years I have often relieved in
managerial positions with anything from 6 to 100 people reporting to me.
A mining company and the organisation provided me with financial assistance to study
externally through university and I have a Bachelor of Technology majoring in electrical and
electronic engineering. I try to regularly attend conferences interstate, and I pursue small
courses both in technology and humanity related subjects. I have also worked as a barman on
board tourist ships and in other tourist related jobs such as teaching windsurfing and ski-boat
driving.
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My passion has been with the land and we run 40 registered Brahmans in the hills west
of Sarina. The development of the herd and being able to put something back into the
country, such as reforestation and removal of woody weeds, has given me a lot of pleasure.
I regularly played most sports and participated in various martial arts up until the last five or
six years. I am married to a schoolteacher and we have two children aged four and seven. I
have seen most of Queensland, parts of New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia and
have lived in a variety of situations from construction camps to resorts. One day I hope to get
to China.
Meg
I am a thirty-four year old female who was born and bred in Rockhampton. I attended
Rockampton High School to Year 10, choosing to study Commercial subjects.

On

completing Year 10, I commenced work at a small Building Society, followed by five months
in the Public Service. My employment with the organisation was to follow and lasted six and
a half years. In each job I was employed as a stenographer. As I was fulfilling the duties for
which I had obtained my education I really had no ambition to pursue anything else. In 1986
I resigned from work to have a family.
In 1994 I returned to the organisation due to the breakup of an unhappy marriage and
the consequent need to work.

Initially being employed on a fixed term basis as

Administrative Assistant, I was to obtain a permanent position of AO2 within a couple of
months. Things had changed dramatically within the organisation and I had to get used to the
world of computers versus typewriters, and the structure of the organisation as a whole.
Over the next couple of years, I was to question my desire to work versus the need to be
with my children. I decided I would rather set a good example for my children, in relation to
paying your own way in this world, so I transferred to another section within the organisation
that provided opportunities for promotion. I was also involved in a number of training
courses. My confidence was not too high at this time as I had only ever been a 'typist' and
never saw myself as anything else.
In 1996 I got my first promotion to AO3, which I thought would be my last. I struggled
within myself as I realised I was worse off financially working at the AO3 level and paying
day care for my children, than I would have been on a pension working part-time and seeing
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my children. However, we persevered and the following year I got two promotions, and I am
now at a level where I never dreamed I would be, although my manager always said it would
happen.
I am considering doing further study, but at this stage, I am not ready to commit the
time to it. However, I will take any opportunity the organisation offers for training, or
express an interest in learning that I can put into practice. My main goals are to have a happy
family, a career I enjoy, and to be able to provide for a good education for my children. I am
now in a relationship with someone who believes in my abilities and me, and always
encourages me to take new opportunities that come my way. I guess I have achieved all my
main goals.
Ned
I am a 37 year old male and I am married with one child of pre-school age. I completed Year
12 in 1978.

I then commenced an apprenticeship as an Electrical Fitter/Mechanic and

completed this training in 1982. Eight years later, I undertook further study. I studied an
Associate Diploma in Electrical Engineering on a part-time basis. At present, I am close to
completing a Bachelor of Engineering Technology.

In the future, I hope to enrol in

postgraduate studies in marketing or management.
Following my apprenticeship in 1983, I worked as a tradesman. I started to get bored
and frustrated with that, which was the reason why I commenced studies in 1990. I was
appointed to a Management Support position in 1993.

My duties included Project

Supervision and Management, Training, Investigation, Computer System Implementation and
general staff duties.
enhancement.

I

I studied full-time in 1998 with the intention of further career
am

now

looking

for

career

opportunities

outside

of

the

Engineering/Technical sphere. Areas that I am interested in are Management Systems,
Marketing, and Public Relations. I am now prepared to take more risks in terms of career and
financial independence.
Aside from my work in the engineering/technical sphere, I have been an army reserve
officer since 1982. I currently hold the rank of Major, 2nd in Command of the 42nd
Battalion. I am responsible to the Commanding Officer for all the administrative and logistic
functions in the Battalion as future appointments in the Reserve may include posting as
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Commanding Officer of the Battalion. Other interests that I have include cycling, surf lifesaving and swimming.
Nick
I was born in Ipswich in 1941. I was an only child, which was good in some ways as I
usually was able to do whatever I wanted and had no real constraints placed on me. From an
early age, I was interested in a trade so I left school at the end of grade ten to become a Fitter
and Turner. However, not too far into the trade, I felt that there may have been some other
interest in life that I could pursue. I went back to night school and then commenced an
Associate Diploma in Mechanical Engineering. If I could change anything there is no way I
would have left school early and made it hard on myself to gain an education. However, in
those days it was the exception rather than the rule to stay at school.
As a result of additional schooling I was able to obtain a position within the
organisation in the drawing office as a draftsman. My first position within the organisation
was as a tradesperson and then I progressed to more senior positions. I stayed employed in
that area for quite a number of years and eventually the engineering aspect of my work
brought me into the quality section of the organisation. I was fortunate enough to obtain
permanent employment within that section as a Quality Environment and Safety coordinator
and that’s the position I now hold. I hope to progress as far as I can within the organisation
with the time that I have left and when I get sick of the enjoyment and the challenges, then I
will give my position to someone else.
Outside of the workplace, the main thing that I hope for is good health not only for
myself but also for my family, and to live everyday within reason. Being fit and trying to
preserve that fitness is important to me to be able to enjoy life. While my wife and I are
blessed with good health, we decided that we want to do things and we are not going to wait
until retirement. We do an hour of exercise at night where we go walking and discuss any
problems we have at work. I also have a dog that is very agile and begs exercise, which also
keeps me active. I used to play sport in my younger days and I jogged after that for some
time, but now it’s back to walking. Overall, I think I am a pretty refined sort of person in the
fact that I’m introverted in some aspects, but I don’t mind it that way.
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Norm
I am a 29 year old male.

I attended primary school in Brisbane.

After moving to

Rockhampton in 1980 for family reasons, I completed Year 12 in 1985 at Glenmore High
School, Rockhampton. After school I wanted to do a degree in engineering, however, my
‘score’ was not high enough to enter university. Due to my family’s financial situation, I
accepted an apprenticeship with the railways instead of repeating Year 12. I began working
in the organisation in 1986, undertaking an apprenticeship in Rockhampton where I received
numerous awards for my work and attitude.
Early into my apprenticeship, I realised that it was a vocation that I would not like to be
doing for the rest of my life. In the second year of my apprenticeship, I began an Associate
Diploma in Electrical Engineering on a part-time basis, which I completed in 1990. Six years
later I undertook further study in engineering technology which I am one year off completing.
I am thinking about pursing further study. However, due to the demanding nature of parttime study on my personal and work life, I might take a break from study for a couple of
years.
In April 1990, I began training in an Engineering Office where I was reclassified from a
Tradesman to a Technical Officer, working in various engineering offices and gaining further
experience. At the beginning of 1993, I was appointed to my first Technical Officer position.
Since this time I have been promoted twice. My last promotion placed me in a position
where I was considered to be a part of the upper management within the organisation,
something that I was very proud of, considering my age and experience. The learning curve
for me in this position was steep, and very challenging. I enjoyed it and the opportunities that
I could see it provided for my future.
I consider myself to be an honest and sincere person and I try to be fairly direct with
people. However, I am learning that this trait does not do me any favours at times. I can be
impatient at times, when dealing with shallow thinkers, which frustrates me. My ultimate
goal in life is to be happy so I try to keep a positive attitude. I like praise, and to a certain
extent, crave it. However, I am not very good at receiving it when it is forthcoming. My
favourite pastime is relaxing, and I am most happy when just lazing on a beach somewhere. I
really enjoy the outdoors and the sun and surf.

I have travelled with the organisation

throughout Queensland and Australia, and last year I had the opportunity to attend a work
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related engineering conference overseas. I have enjoyed the experience I have gained, and
am looking forward to doing more travel in the future.
Reg
I left school at 15 years of age to take up a six-year apprenticeship as a Fitter and Turner with
the organisation in Rockhampton and after 27 years of service I am still employed there.
When I was 22 years of age, I moved to Rockhampton and for two years I shared a flat with a
friend and then a house with one of my three sisters. It was during this time that I met my
future wife whom I married two years later. Until my sister whom I shared the house with
was tragically killed in a car accident, I had never lived alone, and her death meant that I was
forced to become more self-reliant.
In the early years, work was something I had to do to live, while my interests lay in
sports and the pursuit of fun. Now that I am married with two small children, there is no time
to participate in sports at the level of past years and work has become the main activity.
Technology changed the type of work conducted in my section of the organisation,
from the odd repair to programmed maintenance that was repetitive and mundane. After 15
years of service, I decided to take on the new challenge of Supervisor, the job I relieved in for
two years until the position was called and filled. I missed out on the permanent position,
which I felt was mine. I was disappointed at missing out.
As a result of my interest in computer programming, my wife convinced me to go to
university to study mechanical engineering in order to attain a better and more fulfilling job.
The organisation subsidised the four-year course from which I graduated in 1998. While I
was studying, the organisation had started the implementation of Quality Assurance and had
courses to train Quality Facilitators. I was offered the chance to train, which I hesitantly
accepted because I had to leave the security of the job, the people and the surroundings.
Understanding how others and I react to situations, perceived or real, has helped my family
interaction and given me confidence to attack many challenges. Since then, I have been
promoted to a position where I lead, guide and coach groups to reach their desired goals. I
still get sweaty palms and my pulse races when confronted with many situations, but now
they are hurdles not barriers.
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Richard
I am 33 years old and have been married for just over three years. My wife and I have a 17
months old son who is the pride and joy of our lives.

I joined the organisation in 1985 after completing an Associate Diploma in Civil
Engineering at the Queensland University of Technology. I started off working as a Civil
Draftsman before deciding to go back to university and obtain my degree.

Whilst

undertaking my part-time study I still worked with the organisation full-time and eventually
changed to a Civil Technical Officer to obtain more experience. My degree took me six long
years of hard work during which my girlfriend (now my wife) tolerated me.

Before

completing my degree I took the opportunity to change jobs within the organisation to a more
field-based operation of major maintenance of machines in a particular section. I stayed there
for several years as their Development Engineer and had the opportunity to travel more
around the state rather than being based just in SouthEast Queensland.
I left the section for about 12 months. During this time I worked as a Civil Design
Engineer, which helped build up my professional profile. Shortly before I completed the 12
months, I was asked to relieve in a managerial role for six months back in my old section. I
stayed there for six months before the organisation decided to advertise the position at a
higher level.
I now have secured a job as a Senior Engineer in a newly formed section after being
seconded to this new position. I am currently trying to refocus my career slightly to take
advantage of the new structure. During my managerial positions I undertook an MBA to
improve my value to the organisation. I have completed half of a Graduate Diploma but have
stopped to focus on my family life. My wife has since given up work and we have moved
house once and are now close to building a new ‘long-term’ house, which should be exciting
for all. Work in the new job is picking up which is good, as I don’t like to not be busy. The
more hectic it is the better I work.
Steve
I am a 39-year-old male who joined the organisation in 1977. I am married and have two
children. I am fairly quiet but once I am comfortable with a group I am more outgoing. I feel
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I have the ability to take control of situations and lead if required, but I will take a back seat if
another leader takes the reins. It is not because I am afraid of the situation or of leading but
that I have a casual outlook and am not concerned with the power struggle and the need to be
the leader.
I joined the organisation in a regional centre and worked in all areas of administration.
I have worked in several remote regional centres as well as major centres in central and
northern Queensland. Throughout my career I have had four promotions. I have travelled
the East Coast of Australia but have not ventured overseas (unless you count Magnetic
Island). I am currently required to travel throughout the state. I have attended several
internal courses with the organisation and numerous courses with an external organisation. I
have considered pursuing studies and gaining tertiary qualifications but I am concerned that
the time required for study would interfere with my family life. I have found that work is
starting to take more of my leisure/family time as I progress with my career.
I am currently working in an area that has been largely unaffected by the restructure.
However, the area has the potential to be completely changed and taken over by a new group.
It concerns me that certain positions may be not required or the positions may be moved to
another city, which would affect my family and me.
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SECTION 2 - FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In this section the findings of the study are reported in five chapters (8 through 12). The
section represents the outcomes of the Construction phase of the interpretive process
suggested by Denzin (1989a). It is an interpretive phase in which elements encompassing the
learning and implementing of group process facilitation are classified, organised and
regathered into a coherent whole. The objective is to re-create the lived experiences of
participants by locating events and acts, meanings, and recurring themes within an analytical
framework (Denzin, 1989a). Each chapter is named, and then follows the same format, so
introductory statements about each chapter are made at this stage to avoid repetition.
The following process is followed in each chapter.

An introduction outlines the

qualities to be addressed. The qualities are listed in bold and italics for the purpose of
highlighting those that are to be discussed. The findings of the study are reported and listed
as qualities relating to participants' developmental experiences of learning and implementing
group process facilitation. Each quality is explained in detail. These qualities are then
grounded in the research data by the use of illustrative narrative extracts from the participant
interviews, at points deemed appropriate for such illustration. In the intersts of parsimony,
the main features of each identified quality in these chapters are illustrated by just one or two
representative narrative extracts. Purely stylistically, the reporting of narrated experiences
here conflates the distinction between narrated and real experience. The identified qualities
accordingly are described as matters of fact, rather than reports of experience. The narrative
extracts are italicised. The qualities are then examined in relation to other research literature
with the intention of highlighting similarities between the findings in this study and other
studies of like nature, or to highlight points of departure from that literature. Each chapter
ends with a brief review.
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CHAPTER 8 - LEARNING AS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW REALITY
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to identify and discuss important factors that impinged on the
learning process for the participants and that helped them construct new realities. The
novelty of the learning environment opens the discussion, because all participants were
affected in some way by a learning environment that was unlike any they had previously
experienced. Most participants were challenged by the flexible approach taken to helping
them learn about group process facilitation, yet they came to value flexibility. The value of
flexibility, then, constitutes the second quality discussed.

The value of openness

encompasses participants' comments about their own selection for attendance at the learning
program, and the selection of some other participants.
These three qualities are expressions of how participants understood their learning. The
study also pointed to the educational value of difference in helping people develop and to
the importance of self-awareness for those people chosen to work as facilitators. These
features, then, form the fourth and fifth qualities respectively.
The events and challenges experienced by the participants in learning group process
facilitation also manifested as a paradox. All participants found that, at times, learning was a
painful experience, as they struggled with new and different ways of thinking and acting. By
contrast, once participants developed their learning they were exhilarated by their experience.
Thus, the sixth quality discussed is the paradoxical nature of learning.
Participants were exposed to a variety of situations and experiences during the learning
program. To utilise their new learning in such an environment meant that they felt the need
to develop a level of trust with all group members, so that they felt free to take risks, be
innovative and creative, and to learn from the outcomes. Given participants' experiences of
learning group process facilitation in a new, confronting, and challenging environment, the
final quality discussed in this chapter is the importance of trust for participants as they
challenge themselves, and others, to perform in new ways.
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The Novelty of the Learning Environment
Participants were struck by what they perceived as the novelty of the learning environment.
Most were surprised by the new and unusual nature of the site where their learning program
was conducted. All these places were remote from participants' usual places of work and
were usually located in a hotel, motel, or conference centre.
The environment encompassed the main room in which the learning program was
conducted and included additional rooms for the conduct of small group work. It included
rooms or spaces set aside for meals, other rooms such as bedrooms that were also
occasionally used by participants for the purpose of small group work, and the surrounding
built environment such as hotel and motel foyers, sports facilities and open spaces. It also
included other spaces or places where participants met on occasions and participated in, or
discussed, the learning program. These included motor vehicles, aircraft and airport lounges,
parks and beaches. For all participants, they were novel as learning environments.
All participants were more familiar with formal, structured learning situations in rooms
that contained desks and chairs laid out in rows, rather than with the open plan style of the
room layout with which they were confronted.

The types of rooms more familiar to

participants were generally located in sites owned or leased by the case study organisation.
Within these spaces, learning facilitators were usually known as instructors or trainers. The
instructors followed a set lesson plan with little or no room for deviation from the plan, and
within tightly controlled timeframes. There was usually some pre and/or post learning test
administered.
By contrast, there were no desks in the new environment. There were some tables that
were used for small group work, and to hold stationery items, water jugs and glasses, and a
few whiteboards with chart paper and pens. For seating, there was a circle of chairs in the
main learning room.
Most of the comments from study participants about the learning environment related to
experiences in the rooms set aside for the learning program. Formal group activity and
informal discussion that was held in other places mentioned above, also contributed to their
total learning experience.
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Initially some participants found the learning environment confusing or uncomfortable,
because they came with expectations of a learning environment similar to their previous
experience.

In relation to unmet expectations in regards to the nature of the learning

environment, Reg commented, I expected to be sitting in a schoolroom. It was all new.
There wasn't any schoolroom. In addition, Matthew, in describing his perception of the
learning environment stated, It was very different from anything…encountered before.
In commenting on the learning environment, four participants in the study initially
experienced the different environment as confusing, uncomfortable, uneasy, threatening,
bewildering, and stressful.
Initially I was very confused at what was going on. Very confused. Well I didn't quite
get the idea of sitting in a circle. I've never been in that situation before. I was a
little bit lost. (Chris)
Confusion is the first word that comes to mind. A lot of discomfort. I had a lot of fear
and apprehension about…being in that environment. (Beryl)
The above comments illustrate the discomfort experienced by some participants who
initially did not feel safe within the learning environment. However, once participants had
worked through their discomfort, they found that the more open and relaxed type of
environment contributed to their learning, and it was seen as an important and valuable part
of their total learning experience. Such feelings reinforce the view by many theorists, such as
Schein (1993), who state that in order to maximise learning, participants need to feel safe.
All participants in the study commented on the novelty of the learning environment, and
their reactions to that environment. This finding contrasts with the findings in a study by
Sokol and Cranton (1998) who also commented on the novelty of the learning environment.
A similar learning environment was used (including primary and ancillary sites where
participants met) and it was revealed that the environment played an important role in
enhancing participants' learning experiences. Interestingly, no mention of participants' initial
reaction to the type of learning environment was reported.
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The Value of Flexibility
As outlined in Chapter Six, a flexible approach to helping participants develop group process
facilitation was utilised. There was flexibility in the approach taken to imparting information
about group process facilitation, to helping participants absorb the information, and to
providing opportunities for participants to practice their new learning. Flexibility applied to
the rooms used, the layout of the rooms, theoretical information about group process
facilitation, and practical development opportunities, including the use of structured
experiences, role-plays and open-ended discussion. Participants considered that there were
benefits for them with this type of learning and they came to value flexibility.
While each participant shared a similar experience to other learning program members,
his or her perception, interpretation, and understanding of the experience was different from
other members. Factors such as intrinsic motivation for change, the actions of the facilitator
and other group members, and members' willingness to take risks also impacted differently
upon each participant.
Participants were also involved in determining what information they would like to
discuss in each program, particularly in weeks two, three and four. Additionally, they were
confronted with open plan learning as described earlier.

Initially the flexibility of the

learning situation was challenging to 13 of the participants because it was different from
anything encountered in their previous experience and because it required them to take
responsibility for their own learning. For example, Steve asserted, Initially I found it strange
because I've always come from courses that are structured. It was strange and off-putting. A
second participant, Chris, also expressed his frustration with the novel and confronting
environment stating, I don't know what the fuckin' hell we were doing sitting in a circle…I'd
never struck that before.
Despite the novelty, most participants in the study adapted to the flexible learning
situation. For example, initially, two participants felt exposed and vulnerable. However,
they valued it once they became familiar with the opportunities that flexibility presented to
them in terms of having some responsibility for input to the content and process of the
learning program. It helped them develop confidence and trust in fellow participants, as well
as self-confidence. They found that the openness and trust developed in such an environment
assisted their learning.
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[In] nothing I've done since, or not many things I've done previously, do you ever
reach that level of group development. At the end of the eight days…or whatever,
people were generally at a high level of trust of one another and [had] confidence in
themselves. (Ned)
Participants' experiences illustrated the point that a setting that is conducive to learning
is a necessary prerequisite for flexible learning, as suggested by Schuler and Huber (1990),
Sims and Sims (1991), and Sims (1993). For example, in examining the principles of
learning and their effects on the learning of employees in public agencies, Sims (1993) stated
that the environment “…must be made ready for learning to occur” (p. 245).
The valuing of flexibility by participants in the study demonstrates that providing a
totally structured approach to the learning program was unnecessary. This finding contrasts
with the findings of a study undertaken in The Imperial Oil Resources company of Canada.
That company introduced learning consultants in an effort to move away from relying solely
on well-designed and structured training programs (Ellerington, Marsick and Dechant, 1992).
Initial attempts to implement a program that would increase employees’ commitment to
change and increase the likelihood of participants applying their learning in the workplace
were unsuccessful.

Although the results of the study by Ellington et al. indicated a

heightened awareness and interest in employees’ own learning, further guidance and structure
were required before participants took responsibility for their own learning.
The Value of Openness
As outlined in Chapter Six, managers selected participants for the learning program. Some of
the study participants were briefed about the reasons for their selection. Their managers had
discussed their selection with them in terms of an agreed learning plan for their career
development, or in terms of how they and their workplace might be expected to benefit from
attendance. Those participants tended to be open to the aims and objectives of the learning
program, were motivated to participate as openly and as completely as possible, and were
keen to implement their new learning back in the workplace. There was, in other words, a
value attributed to managers in being open about the reasons for selection with staff selected
to participate in the learning program.
If [my] manager was prepared to put input into having me exposed to [the]
facilitators' courses…then I was going to do my best to try to give something back to
the system. (Nick)
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It also helps that my manager appreciates what I'm doing as well. (Norm)
On the other hand, Beryl, who at the time of being nominated for the learning program
was new to the organisation, was uncertain about her selection. Nonetheless, she accepted
the rationale from her manager that attending the program would be in her best interests.
Thus, her motivation was one of pleasing her manager without question or understanding.
She admitted that, The reason I was there was because I was asked to go and that sounded
fine because it was a new job and everything.
Six participants, however, were not well informed, and did not understand why they
were nominated to attend the learning program. Resulting uncertainty and confusion had a
negative impact on their development. In the first instance, uncertainty about the reason for
their selection resulted in doubt about the learning program, and manifested as ambiguity
about the content, structure and style of the learning program. For example, Nick stated, I
didn’t really know what the course was about. Second, the uncertainty was compounded for
Chris who did not want to attend the learning program. He said, The last place I wanted to be
was [there] because I had a fuckin' job on my mind.
Third, the uncertainty unfolded as doubt about the benefits of the learning program,
their role in it, and their concerns about implementing their learning in the workplace because
of that doubt. With regards to uncertainty about the benefits of the program, Jackson
commented, [I thought] I’m not going to get a hell of a lot out of this.
There was an added dimension to the selection of participants for the learning program.
Some participants were unsure about why some others were selected. For example Richard
commented, I was of the opinion they thought the whole course was a bit of a waste of time
and money and for the life of me I couldn't understand why they were there. He continued by
asking, Was it just a matter of finding bodies to go on the course because they sat outside
their door? Richard’s statement reflects his angst at how he perceived some people to have
been chosen for the learning program.
Some participants reacted adversely to what they perceived as inappropriate actions of
other members in their learning program. Often they adjudged others to be disruptive or
unmotivated, which in turn impacted upon their own learning experience. For example,
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Steve commented, Probably what impacts more on me is that their actions or inaction can
affect my learning. They struggled to come to terms with the actions of others and were
confused by their own reactions. Once they were able to reflect critically on the actions and
reactions as part of their learning experience, however, they used their reflections to
understand, in part, the experiences as an important and valuable part of their individual
development. For example, Jackson stated [There was] a gentleman from Townsville – and no matter how we tried to get him
involved, there was very little involvement. But by the end of the course…how we
went about it as a group and individuals…has helped me.
In the study, six participants were not well informed as to why they were nominated to
attend the learning program. Resulting feelings of uncertainty and confusion were reported,
which impacted on their learning and development. The experiences related by these six
participants clearly illustrated the point that there was a need for a careful and considered
selection process, and a clear briefing about the reasons why they were chosen for attendance
at the learning program. The resulting feelings that were reported by some participants in
relation to not being well informed are consistent with the view of Quinones (1995). He
states that the amount of information presented to trainees in regards to a training program
can influence their motivation to learn, and the training outcomes.
Cummings, Mohrman, Mohrman and Ledford (1985) have argued that participants’
attendance at a learning program should be planned, rather than ad hoc, while Huczynski and
Lewis (1980) point out that managers need to clearly brief the person nominated to attend a
learning program about the reasons for the nomination. More recently, Smith (1995) and
Smith-Jentsch, Jentsch, Payne and Salas (1996) expanded these arguments, and a number of
inferences may be drawn from their studies. First, part of a manager's planning process ought
to involve participants being informed as to why they have been selected to attend a learning
program.

Second, such information helps participants to become more aware of their

learning needs, and the creation of a perceived need for learning within participant's minds is
a critical step for positive learning outcomes.
The Educational Value of Difference
Participants' perception and understanding of what occurred at particular moments within
their learning groups varied. All participants experienced the actions of others in their group
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as difficult and challenging on some occasions. Three participants experienced some actions
as a personal affront to their attempts to involve themselves in the group process, resulting in
a level of frustration such that Meg considered violence as a way of dealing with her
frustrations. She commented, When we weren't agreeing on what was happening…I just
wanted to get up and sock everybody. Nonetheless, most participants also learned about
themselves from the experience.
Another important aspect of difference in a group related to the feelings expressed by
one participant in relation to the actions of another group member during the second week of
his learning program. Chris said, You can't reason with drunks. You can't fuckin' trust
drunks either. They should have arseholed him.
Upon reflection, all participants regarded their understanding of other people, and
experiential learning in their group, as a positive experience, thus, illustrating the educational
value of difference. Again their perception and understanding of what occurred at particular
moments within their learning groups varied slightly.
I found the [total experience] quite rewarding and I did learn quite a deal from them.
(Col)
Learning about other people [was important]. [It] gave me an appreciation that other
people have very different and very valid views as well. (Beryl)
The views expressed about the frustrations and the benefits of understanding the actions
of others in their group illustrated the educational value of difference in an adult learning
environment. This is in accordance with the account by Jackson and MacIsaac (1994), that
respect for individual differences among adult learners can optimise learning in diverse
groups. The importance of difference may be inferred also from the work of Rogers (1969).
In part, he proposed that individuals need to be permitted a degree of freedom in a learning
program, which might involve negotiating competing aims and contradictory aspirations. In
addition, Marton and Booth (1997) purport that the differences in peoples' experiences and
interpretations of their experiences are very valuable to the learning process, for both the
group and the individual.
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The educational value of difference also aligns with Mezirow's (1994) communicative
level of adult learning. In demonstrating three levels of learning, namely instrumental,
communicative and emancipatory, he suggests that communicative learning involves learners
in understanding others. They attempt to understand others through the actions and intentions
expressed by others both rationally and emotionally. Communicative learning is an attempt
to try to understand what others mean. The educational value of difference may also be
viewed from the perspective of difference as a potentially enriching experience. It may be
gleaned from the work of Herriot and Pemberton (1995) and Shaw (1995) that difference in
knowledge and understanding among people is of potential benefit, rather than threat,
because of opportunities for people to learn from the differences.
The Importance of Self-Awareness
Participants reported an increase in self-awareness as an outcome of their learning
experience. In addition, they were more attuned to how their entrenched values, attitudes and
actions may impact upon other people. Self-awareness involved critically reflecting on their
internal processes such as their thought processes, their emotional responses and attitudes,
and their problem-solving choices in determining new courses of action. Most participants
learnt something about themselves from the experience and generally considered that they
had experienced a personal change and that life was better as a result.
All participants considered that they had become more attuned to their preferred
communication style. Specifically, 12 participants identified their ability to listen actively to
others as one area enhanced by their experience, and the benefits that such a revitalised
appreciation of the importance of listening could contribute to their interpersonal
relationships. Four participants considered that they were now more assertive, more prepared
to resolve conflict, and less prone to anger in situations of conflict. For example, George
commented, I try to be a reasonable father rather than an arsehole [and I] try to keep things
level at home. I try to listen more instead of responding.
Two participants considered that they were now more proactive, better time managers,
more open to and tolerant of others, and more willing to help other people.
[I'm now] more proactive, [and] a bit more patient. (Elliot)
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It was the catalyst to…opening the mind up...and accepting people for who they are.
I've tended to...be more tolerant to other people...and I think that people do
appreciate that. (Francis)
Paradoxically, Ned's new insight into group process proved to be a problem. He saw
himself as more attuned to group process issues, but the new awareness caused frustration
when he observed inappropriate or inattentive action(s) in other group members. He said The thing that really gets to me [is] when people butt in or they overspeak somebody
and that just drives me mad now. It never drove me mad before so now I've got this
extra thing that drives me mad in life.
The experiences evidenced the importance of an enhanced self-awareness in relation to
learning and how participants act in a group. A reflective process was important in helping
them in that learning. Such outcomes appear to be consistent with the view that selfawareness is vital in identifying one’s strengths and weaknesses. Being more self-aware
enables one to focus and improve on one’s weaknesses, such as poor interpersonal
communication or lack of assertiveness (De Vito, 1993). Dick (1991) suggests that such
awareness is a pre-requisite for helping others to cope with change. He further argues that
being aware of one’s own processes and actions helps one become more aware of the
processes and actions of other group members. As a result, one can model correct actions to
others and therein assist them with their learning.
The experiences also clearly demonstrated the multi-faceted nature of self-awareness in
terms of life roles, as suggested by Burns (1993). He has emphasised the importance of
developing a positive self-concept in a learning program and in applying that enhanced selfconcept in one’s daily life. Most people develop their self-concept by reflected appraisal, a
process of formulating how they see themselves based on how significant others such as
learning colleagues and their family see them (as suggested by Ichiyama, 1993), or how they
think those people see them (as suggested by Rosenberg, 1981). Cardwell and Dunn (1986)
have suggested that the development of self-understanding and self-awareness is an ongoing
learning and internalisation life process.
The Paradoxical Nature of Learning
As might be expected during the initial stages of group formation, some participants were
somewhat hesitant in becoming involved. Later, when they became more comfortable with
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group interaction and became more actively involved, a number of learning experiences
occurred. Such experiences resulted in significant learning for some participants, although
they tended to reach this stage only after a range of emotions, from frustration to happiness,
had been experienced.
Participants described their experience of learning as both pleasurable and painful. All
participants found the learning experience quite painful at times because many of the events
that occurred during the learning program pushed their knowledge and experience beyond
self-imposed limits to their understanding. However, once they allowed that understanding to
be extended, they felt invigorated by the experience and by their enhanced self-awareness and
developing of self-confidence. Initially, therefore, participants may have been surprised by
the strength of their emotive reactions.

Later, they were more satisfied because they

recognised the extent of the resulting personal growth.
During the course, [what surprised me] was the amount of emotions that I went
through during those couple of days, [ranging from] angry [to] happy [and] jubilant.
The ones that really stand out are the anger, the happy, the joy, you know...when you
feel satisfied inside. (Norm)
It brings out to me…the pleasure and pain side of it. (Steve)
The above findings indicate that the learning undertaken by participants suggests a
phase of individual learning and change that some individuals found confronting, frightening
and uncomfortable.

Having worked through the discomfort, however, participants

experienced feelings such as happiness and jubilation at the positive learning outcomes.
Heron (1989) suggests that the range of feelings expressed is common for people involved in
new learning.

Ironically, negative experiences do not necessarily inhibit learning, as

illustrated in a study by Wilcoxon, Walker and Hovestadt (1989) in relation to counsellor
effectiveness. It can be inferred from their study that learning can still occur in unhealthy
negative environments because resolving traumatic, negative experiences can positively
affect one’s counselling effectiveness.

Similarly, in a study examining the pre-training

experiences of 32 private pilots, Smith-Jentsch, Jentsch and Salas (1996) found that the
number of negative events occurring prior to training predicted the pilot’s ability to apply
their trained skills after training. The negative events were found to enhance performance
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and increase motivation to learn, thus supporting the view that if one works through the pain,
one may experience positive learning outcomes.
The Importance of Trust
Some participants came to the learning program with expectations that the program would be
similar to those they had experienced previously. Thus, it came as quite a shock to some
when they realised that the learning program was going to be quite different. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, the structure of the program, including the layout of the learning
environment, left some participants confused when they realised that the actual process of
learning was entirely different from anything that they had previously encountered. In time,
however, they became more comfortable as the group developed and their level of
understanding of their fellow participants and the learning program processes, increased.
Bonding within the learning environment was enhanced by the development of trust with
most other learning group members. For some participants, trust became a precursor to the
development of their learning. For example, Col said, I think I felt quite reserved to start off
with because I didn't know anyone in the group.
Further, in developing trust, participants sought assurance of a supportive learning
environment in which to develop their learning. In practicing their learning, they valued
positive and genuine feedback about their development. Learning and practicing also implied
a level of change for each individual that involved an element of risk-taking as participants
extended their own understandings. At times, some participants felt exposed and vulnerable
within the group, relying on group support to advance their learning. For example, Ned
commented, You do everything except take your clothes off virtually, and everyone's very
open with each other.
All participants commented on events occurring during their learning program that
challenged their values, beliefs, perceptions or expectations of others. Six of them also added
that the learning from such an experience was beneficial, such as when Beryl said, I think I
value [the learning] probably more than I value my technical skills at this point in time. A
trustworthy learning environment, in which participants were able to take risks in order to
maximise their learning opportunities was vital for successful personal change outcomes.
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Francis learnt through harsh experience the need to accept people for who they are,
rather than for what he might like them to be. He described an incident where he continually
questioned one of the learning group member's responses to his initial question, with a series
of further questions as he sought to receive the answer he wanted, rather than accepting the
answer given.

He realised from this experience that, in communicating with people, I

shouldn't continually challenge their feelings and their views…I've learned that as well.
Brookfield (1990b) suggests that the development of trust and sensitivity to adults'
feelings is a vital ingredient of adult learning situations. Illustrative comments tendered here,
also support Brookfield’s view that opportunities to practice new learning, preferably in a
trustworthy environment, are paramount for successful learning outcomes. The value of a
balance between being sensitive towards adults' learning needs, and taking responsibility to
promote growth in relation to learning, is inferred from Brookfield (1990b).
The importance of receiving feedback, and using it to develop trust, is inferred from the
work of Stolovitch and Lane (1989). In their study, a new multicultural awareness program
was designed for employees of a transportation commission, based on the analysis of
participant feedback on past programs. It was revealed that in past programs, trust (in
relation to the ability to understand the views of the participants), was low, due to an
‘outside’ facilitator leading the process. Consequently a carefully trained instructor with
transportation experience was employed, which increased the trust among participants.
Learning as the Construction of a New Reality
Returning to the title of this chapter, each of the seven qualities identified addressed factors
that influenced participants’ learning experiences and contributed to the construction of a new
reality.

The novelty of the learning environment caused initial discomfort for some

participants based on previous experiences of learning programs. Although the open style
plan deviated from what they were accustomed to, overall, the novelty of the environment
made a positive contribution to participants' learning. In addition, the value of flexibility in
relation to learning space used, information imparted and the experiential component of the
learning program, for most participants, proved to be challenging. However, despite the
challenging nature of the learning program, participants saw the benefits of this type of
learning and thus, valued the flexibility component of the learning program.
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Unfortunately, not all experiences reported by participants were positive. One factor
that influenced their experience related to the value of openness in regards to selection.
Those participants who were informed of the program were motivated to participate and keen
to implement their new learning in the workplace. However, those participants who were not
well informed were confused and uncertain, resulting in doubt about the program, its content,
the benefits of participating, and their role as a group process facilitator.
Each learning program brought a diverse group of people from one organisation
together, with each person having their own perception and understanding of the learning
program. Overall, most participants learnt about themselves. They considered that their new
understanding of themselves and others, formed from their participation in the experiential
learning program, was a positive experience, thus highlighting the educational value of
difference.
The importance of self-awareness was recognised by most participants in regards to
their own communication style.

Participants reported being more assertive, better time

managers, more prepared to resolve conflict and more willing to help others.

Most

participants learnt something about themselves and reported that their life was better as a
result.

Similar to the initial negative reaction to the novelty of the learning environment,

some participants were hesitant about being involved in the learning program.

All

participants found their experiences painful at times due to the extension of, and challenge to,
their knowledge and self-understanding. However, once they passed this initial reaction, they
felt invigorated by their increased understanding of themselves, thus, illustrating the
paradoxical nature of learning.
Finally, due to the initial discomfort experienced by some participants in relation to the
open plan program and the novelty of the learning environment, the importance of trust was
recognised by participants as a precursor to the development of their learning. In addition,
due to the element of risk-taking involved in the learning program, participants relied on
others for support to help them overcome their feelings of vulnerability, and to help them
learn to establish trust with other group members.
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CHAPTER 9 - THE CHALLENGE OF IMPLEMENTING NEW LEARNING
Introduction
Many of the issues to be mentioned in this chapter suggest that the individual changes
required of participants in the study meant that they had to move beyond their current
understanding and actions to make a commitment to do things differently in the workplace.
Commitment to change depended on broader considerations, including the assumptions made
and the core processes utilised during organisational change. These considerations created
awareness within participants of the challenges that they faced as agents of change. Thus,
recognition of the significance of organisational contextual issues to their experience of
implementing group process facilitation is the first quality addressed in this chapter.
Further, the challenges inherent in a personal change process were manifested at the
level of the workgroup. The perceived reactions to participants’ attempts to utilise their new
learning within the workplace impacted upon their ability, willingness and motivation to
implement change. Thus, the significance of the social milieu of the workplace is discussed
in the second quality.
In commenting on the challenges faced as agents of change, participants expected that
they would be supported in their endeavours by their manager or managers, and by their work
colleagues. Such expectations were manifested in participants' desire and expectation of
management and peer support, and their perception of whether or not such support was
forthcoming. These issues are addressed in the third and fourth qualities of this chapter in the
sections the expectation of management support and the expectation of peer support.
All the qualities discussed so far impact upon the participants' experiences of utilising
their new learning in the workplace.

They provide an impetus for the participants to

implement that learning. The final quality is entitled the importance of utilising the learning
in the workplace.

The quality is underpinned by the participants’ felt euphoria from

successful implementation of their learning, the disappointment of lost opportunities to use
their learning, the excitement of implementing the learning, and the courage of risk-taking.
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Recognition of the Significance of Organisational Contextual Issues
The case study organisation was undertaking strategic, structural and cultural change to an
extent never before encountered in its history. All participants indicated awareness and
recognition of the significance of the changes that were occurring.

These changes

encapsulated their learning experience and framed their future role and actions in the
organisation as a group process facilitator. Appreciating the significance of organisational
contextual issues was important for understanding the challenges faced by the participants as
they grappled with implementing their new learning in the workplace.
One reason for considering contextual issues was that some organisational members
viewed organisational change with suspicion which manifested in hostility towards those who
tried to introduce change, including some of the study participants. Change was often met
with apathy, antagonism and cynicism from work colleagues. Some participants responded
by aligning their experience with the culture of the organisation. They perceived that the
organisational culture was not receptive to change, and was reactive rather than proactive.
Twelve participants spoke specifically about the need for change and the impact of
change on their role as a group process facilitator. The impact related mostly to the support
from managers and peers in the new role of a facilitator. They talked about their experience
in terms of individual, group and organisational value systems during organisational change,
as they attempted to come to terms with the impact of such systems during the change
process.
We've had a fairly big culture change with the system here. (Nick)
People's values…and perceptions and beliefs…[about] the way we structure
organisations, the way we write policies and define things. It's so complex I can't
describe it or really understand it. (Beryl)
Six participants found that the extent of the change process left them uncertain and
disillusioned about their future in the organisation. For example, Richard commented, With
the way the organisation is changing at the moment, I think it's a bit too hard to sort of gaze
at where you want to be in six or seven year's time. The change processes undertaken did not
convince them that the best interests of either customers or staff were paramount. Despite
what they saw as their commitment to the organisation, they did not feel that the organisation
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reciprocated.

For example, Fred stated, [I] learned a lesson...that hard work gets you

nowhere, especially in the culture of the organisation at the moment. No, [I] get nothing,
basically.
For Francis, the perceived lack of receptivity to his role as a change agent presented
him with an ethical dilemma. On the one hand, the organisation had expended a large
amount of money to help him develop new learning.

On the other hand, perceived

bureaucratic incompetence and lack of managerial professionalism frustrated his endeavours.
The organisation has obviously spent a lot of money on me to be trained and to apply
those [learnings]…but the organisation bureaucracy, or the lack of professionalism
or the lack of observation that managers made at that particular time was really
frustrating to me. (Francis)
The experiences of six participants, such as is noted above in the comments from Fred
and Francis, for example, illustrate the importance of management's attitude toward the
application of learning in the workplace. Senge’s (1992) work indicates that the way in
which managers and people in the upper-hierarchy perceive the value of change, may in turn
shape how they behave towards new learning being applied in the organisation.
Participants expected that their change efforts would be reciprocated and supported by
the organisation. Unfortunately, it appears that this was not the case for some participants in
the study, resulting in their learning not being entirely utilised.

Broader organisational

contextual issues appear to have inhibited their change efforts. Participants' problematic
experiences and understandings of organisational contextual issues suggest that, for the most
part, the changes left them bewildered, confused and disappointed.

The findings are

consistent with a number of discourses on organisational change and development, including
those by Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch (1974), Levy (1986), and Hammer (1996). In
particular, Levy (1986) suggests that wider organisational change issues impact on individual
change efforts. Further, as pointed out by Avolio (1998), McGill, Slocum and Lei (1992),
and Senge (1992), the change efforts of the participants need to be reciprocated and
supported by the organisation for transformational change to be maintained at the individual
and organisational level.
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The experiences reported also suggest that some participants were working within an
organisational climate that was not conducive to the positive implementation of change
strategies. This experience accords with the findings of a study by Rouiller and Goldstein
(1993) that examined the relationship between organisational climate and the role of a
positive climate in assisting learners to apply their learning in the workplace. It may be
inferred from their study that, in part, a positive organisational climate has perceived benefits
to the application of learning.
The Significance of the Social Milieu of the Workplace
The social milieu of the workplace may be seen as the workplace environment where the
implementation of learning occurred. The significance of that milieu is that it strongly
influenced participants' subjective experience of their work environment and how they
conceptualised their experiences in that environment. Each participant came from a different
workgroup background in the organisation. The way work colleagues interacted in these
workgroups varied, depending on the sub-culture of each group, including the type of work
performed and the changing nature of the workgroup.
Participants in this study returned to their workplace as agents of change. Their specific
role as facilitators was important for effective and efficient group management when working
with workplace groups, either in an officially designated capacity as a facilitator of a quality
improvement group, or in other scenarios such as workgroup meetings, or inter-disciplinary
teams. It was a unique role that may be conceptualised in the following two ways.
The participants were mostly involved in dyadic and triadic models of facilitation.
While most of them had a role as a facilitator of quality improvement groups within the
organisation, they also had a second role as content expert in terms of continuous
improvement processes, tools and techniques. Some other organisational members perceived
them as content experts. Thus, in the first instance, the role was dyadic. Furthermore, they
were required to conduct their new role within the social milieu of the workplace where they
already performed a task role related to the position they held in the organisation. Thus, in
the second instance, the role was triadic.
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Performance of the role was a problematic experience for 14 participants. Some noted
positive acceptance of their role, and general support for the change processes with which
they were involved. Mostly, however, reaction to change, and their role within the change
process was less than favourable in the initial stages. The reception they received intensified
their understanding of the complexities, ambiguities and dynamics of the social milieu within
which they worked.
The framework within which they operated as facilitators, content experts or in
performing their daily tasks in accordance with their appointed organisational role, had a
bearing upon how they implemented their new learning. At times, their attempts to perform
the role of a facilitator were rejected by work colleagues. For example, Ned stated, People
are not necessarily doing things deliberately but are doing it because that's the system they
understand.
The experience of the social milieu of the workplace was positive for three participants
in some ways. Some workplaces were gradually changing, with some workers more open to
change. Those workers were prepared to become involved in the change process and to
openly discuss problems. For example, in describing his experience, Nick explained, We
have certain requirements…but how we get there is more open now…because the
participation has improved, people open up with problems that we wouldn't have even
addressed previously. Strong egalitarian values were held about how different groups of
people worked together in their part of the organisation. Reg, for example, said that, Even
though I wore the [colour of clothing denoting manual worker status] and worked in air
conditioning, we’re at one level.
In the study, the significance of the social milieu of the workplace in participants’
attempts to implement their new learning confirmed the need for a supportive work
environment as a catalyst for the effective application of learning. It also illustrated the
importance of coming to understand that experience from the unique perspective of the
individual. Previous studies, however, appear to have generally overlooked the subjective
experience of the learners. For example, the importance of the work environment in relation
to applying new learning has been addressed by several researchers such as Baldwin and Ford
(1988), Tannenbaum and Yukl (1992), and Tracey, Tannenbaum and Kavanagh (1995).
These studies utilise quantitative measures such as the transfer of training climate and
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continuous learning culture questionnaire to measure the transfer of learning, overlooking
the subjective experience of their study respondents.
The study reported here also addressed, in part, the contribution of learning groups to
individual learning, by seeking participants' experience of implementing their new learning
within the social milieu of their workplace. Thus, the quality of the social milieu of the
workplace partly addresses an important limitation identified by Mowatt and Siann (1997),
who addressed the issue of social forces that act upon adults in small groups. They noted that
it is difficult to measure the impact of social forces and interpersonal pressures on group
members. They concluded that this limitation leaves us guessing as to how learning groups
contribute to and influence individual learning.
The Expectation of Management Support
Participants expected a level of support from their manager, or managers, to implement their
new learning on return to the workplace.

All participants reported returning to their

workplace after each week of the program with a desire to implement their new learning.
Their expectation of support from their managers was a vital part of their experience of
implementing their new learning.
This quality may be defined as the impact of that support on participants' ability,
willingness and motivation to utilise their learning in the workplace.

Four participants

expressed satisfaction that their expectations were met and they were generous in their praise
of the level of support received from their managers. These four participants were able to
discuss their learning experiences with their manager and were offered the opportunity to
implement their new learning in the workplace. Thus, their expectations were fulfilled. For
example, George observed, There's full management support here. He's the man who is
totally behind quality improvement and use of teams to solve problems in the workplace.
The expectation of being supported by management in applying new learning aligns
with the arguments by Lin (1996), Tennant (1997) and Wolf (1998), of the importance of
such support. Participants' perception of management support to perform their new role and
to utilise their new learning is also consistent with the argument of Heslin (1999). He
proposed a model of actions that can be employed by managers to increase staff performance.
It can be inferred from this model that managerial support, and the opportunity to participate
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in the change process, are, in part, what empowers employees to complete challenging tasks
successfully. Also aligning with this view, Field (1998) purports that employees who are
empowered to act in the workplace are likely to learn as they utilise new learning in different
situations.
By contrast, six participants found that their expectations were not fulfilled on return to
the workplace. In such cases, participants experienced feelings of rejection, frustration and
depression as they attempted to overcome the perceived lack of support and perceived
resistance to change. Fred felt rejected and angry that he received a very tentative reaction
from senior staff and commented, I don’t know where I stand with them…I mean, are they
supporting me or not? Moreover, for four of those six participants, the perceived lack of
support subsequently impacted on their perception of their managers, and their willingness
and ability to implement their new learning. The following comment by Reg illustrates the
impact of perceived managerial support on his attitude towards management.
One thing I have noticed is I've been depending more and more on the managers [for
support]. [When support hasn't been received] I've tended to pull back a bit. Yeah,
given up, I suppose. They don't do anything and then [I think] 'Oh, well, if they don't
care, I don't care'.
Similarly, Francis expected to receive some feedback from his managers about his
performance in using his new learning. He perceived that there was no feedback and found
himself pleading for it. While he viewed himself as a confident person, the perceived lack of
support resulted in a loss of self-esteem, and he became quite frustrated and angry with his
managers. Feelings of resentment grew to the extent that his work suffered and he became
depressed.
I wasn't receiving the support from my immediate managers but, surprisingly, wasn't
receiving the support from upper management as well. I had to actually plead with
them [the managers] to give me some feedback. With the negativity I received from
management, the lack of support…I really lost motivation and a lot of self-esteem. I
was really, really angry. Really angry. So as a result of that…I went through a
depressing stage.
Allan and Dawson (1995) also report the importance of management support in a study
into the introduction of Total Quality Management (TQM) in an Australian Bank. Their
study, however, provides a note of caution as to the likely outcomes of a change program
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when such support is not received. Initially many employees were encouraged and supported
by management to implement TQM methods in analysing work problems and recommending
possible solutions. In the departments where TQM was supported by management, staff
experienced an improvement in some working conditions.

Staff enthusiasm for TQM

eventually faded, however, due to an increase in workload, the unreasonable expectations
placed upon them to complete all tasks, a laissez-faire management style, and poor
communication between staff and management. As a result, the implementation of TQM was
unsuccessful.
The Expectation of Peer Support
All participants had an expectation that, on their return to work, peers or colleagues would
support them in utilising their new learning.

Nonetheless, 14 participants attended the

learning program with uncertainty and trepidation about how they would be accepted by their
peers on return to work. These findings could suggest two possibilities. First, a negative
self-fulfilling prophecy might have been cultivated by the participants in thinking that they
might be treated poorly and second, the possibility of their being pleasantly surprised by
positive support from work colleagues may also be envisaged.
The quality of the expectation of peer support was defined in the following way. First,
it was the expectation participants held regarding support from their peers to utilise their new
learning. One participant, Meg, was cynical and concerned about the reception she would
receive from her peers, based on some of her previous experiences in the organisation.
Expressing concerns about how she would be received because of her gender, she said that it
would be along the lines of Oh well, it's a female. Second, it was the participants' perception
of support received from their peers and the impact of that support on their ability,
willingness and motivation to utilise their learning in the workplace. For example, Chris
commented, And do you know, every time those blokes reacted. It was all positive stuff. And
I enjoyed that.
This quality was also linked to the recognition and importance of organisational
contextual issues, and the significance of the social milieu of the workplace, two qualities
already discussed earlier in this chapter. For example, Steve believed that the support for,
and application of, the learning was not an easy achievement. In offering an explanation as to
why this might be the case he said, Maybe it’s the old culture of where you work.
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As suggested by the comments so far, this quality had different outcomes for each
participant.

Sometimes the experience was invigorating and exciting, with participants

feeling supported in their endeavours by their peers.
The expressions of support that you get for the projects [helped to demonstrate
acceptance]. (Ned)
The support's been there. (Matthew)
Nine participants reported positive responses from workgroups where peers were
supportive of the application of their new learning. To different degrees they were excited by
the possibilities of implementing new learning as a means of personal growth, and as a tool
for improving workplace effectiveness. Their eagerness for implementing their new learning
was linked to positive responses from their peers who appeared willing to participate in
change processes.
They really want to get into it. They're into more becoming cooperative…so whilst
they might not be agreeing entirely, they're not disrupting the whole of the meeting or
whatever. (Jackson)
On other occasions, however, the experience was more daunting. Six participants
experienced feelings of antagonism that left them feeling anxious, hostile, disappointed, and
inadequate as they attempted to overcome the lack of support and perceived resistance from
peers. For example, Richard said, You can talk to him till you're blue in the face, he just
won't understand where you're coming from and he won't listen to your opinion and that's
disappointing.
Three of those six participants interpreted the resistance as their work colleagues'
inability to deal with their (the participants) newly acquired learning, to the extent that their
work colleagues became aggressive with them. For example, Nick found that in utilising his
learning in the workplace he encountered One person, in particular, the subordinate chap,
[who] was very aggressive. They also interpreted the aggressiveness as a deliberate attempt
to upset and embarrass them because of their new actions.
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People observe a difference in me, I guess, and I'm still in my same environment so
people see the change. Some of them don't like it, especially people who can't handle
assertive [action]. They don't like it one bit. They tend to really become aggressive
or very sarcastic, try to look for a reaction out of you or try to get your hackles up
and I find it hard to deal with. (George)
In a further example, Norm met with some resistance to using his new learning from
two work colleagues, both of whom attended an earlier learning program. One of those work
colleagues commented, Oh, there's another gold star for Norm. He interpreted the comment
as sarcastic and said it was hurtful to him at the time. The other colleague, with whom he had
been a close friend, seemed envious of his willingness to adopt and utilise the new learning.
The relationship with his friend deteriorated to such an extent that they were feeding off each
other's negativity and [I] offered to take him outside.
Participants' expectations of peer support and their perceptions of the support received,
highlight the importance of peer group support for effective application of learning in the
workplace.

Wexley and Baldwin (1986) omitted this point from their study into an

examination of various post-training strategies that contribute to positive application of
learning. Rather, they focussed on strategies such as goal setting, the nature and timing of
feedback to trainees, and measurement of change actions.
Peer support, however, is considered vital for effective learning application.

As

suggested by Kram and Isabella (1985), peers provide the necessary psychosocial support.
Smith (1998) adds that such support includes friendship, emotional support and feedback to
enable the participants to implement new learning in the workplace. In social learning
theory, Bandura (1977) suggests that the reinforcement that comes from peers is an extrinsic
reward for the reproduction of new action in the workplace.
The Importance of Utilising the Learning in the Workplace
There were a number of factors impacting on participants' experience of implementing their
learning in the workplace. These included recognition of the importance of organisational
contextual issues, the significance of the social milieu of the workplace, and the expectation
and perceived level of management and peer support. All had an impact on each participant's
opportunity, ability and willingness to implement their new learning in the workplace.
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The importance of utilising the learning in the workplace was defined as participants'
ongoing struggle to implement their learning, and to learn from their endeavours, within the
socio-historical, socio-cultural and socio-political turmoil of continuing organisational
change. Participants who were able to utilise their new learning in the workplace reported
positive outcomes such as being more confident during team meetings and group work,
increased job satisfaction, and being able to keep groups on task.
Participants’ experience of utilising their learning resulted in a number of outcomes.
Those participants who considered that they had successfully utilised their learning in the
workplace generally were elated as a result. For example, Chris said, I came home and put a
group of [employees] through a work procedure. I just facilitated. And it worked. It really
worked. And I enjoyed that. They recognised that a degree of courage was involved as they
took risks and challenged their own understandings. Reg commented on being able to
challenge himself. He proudly stated, In the past I probably wouldn't have been able to
handle a group of ten people. Now I can. Now I can say, 'Oh, well, this is a challenge. Try
that and see how you go’. Having broken through some of their current understanding about
themselves, they found everyday challenges easier to accept.
Twelve participants envisioned implementation as an opportunity for further selfdevelopment. After they implemented their new learning, they commented positively about
the outcomes achieved for themselves and their work team. Where such an opportunity was
taken, most found that the application of their new group process facilitation learning was not
an easy task. The difficulty arose for some in attempting to participate in content, while
concurrently needing to manage process.

Nonetheless, 10 of those 12 participants

commented about a feeling of euphoria from the recognition that they had taken a risk, used
their new learning, and had achieved positive outcomes. As a result, they then found it easier
to accept everyday challenges such as keeping others on task, and working with groups.
Primarily it has given me the confidence to go into a group of people [where I am]
able to feel comfortable just…facilitating them to do the work but staying at that
process level. (Beryl)
They were wanting to drift on to union type issues, so I kept them on track. That's one
thing I've really gained...is keeping it on track and not sort of drifting off in different
tangents. (Jackson)
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Three participants realised that using the learning was part of an ongoing learning
process. Matthew, for example, observed that It takes two to three years to get those
benefits…it's not something that occurs in a month.
By contrast, when George tried to use his new group process facilitation learning in the
workplace, he was left devastated by the experience. He was left confused about how he had
used his learning, but accepted the group's reaction philosophically.
I did so [using the learning] by trying them out and getting…gangbanged. I tended to
try them…and I really got hammered. I was just ready to sink back inside. Well I
asked for that because I took a bit of a risk, or a gamble, and I got hammered and
that's fair enough, I did ask for it.
Four participants were disappointed with what they saw as an opportunity lost because
they had not been asked to perform the role of a group process facilitator. Those participants
commented that they were not involved in introducing quality improvement in their
workplaces. Similarly, three of those four participants, while acknowledging that they did
not have the role of a facilitator on an official basis, recognised they could have used some of
their learning in other forums. For example, Elliot stated, I think I could have made better
use of the [learning]. Mostly, however, a level of uncertainty about utilising their learning
pervaded their thoughts. This uncertainty is illustrated in a comment made by Steve. He
explained, [I haven’t] really had the opportunity to use [the learning] a great deal. I may
have used certain things. I can’t recall.
In utilising their learning, many of the participants in the study attempted to instill the
development of shared understanding in their workplaces. In doing so, three of them noted
that they had been willing to challenge work colleagues intellectually. According to Foley
(1992), challenging adults intellectually encourages them to take responsibility for their
learning.
Some participants encouraged work colleagues to be more open in their communication
processes in a workplace operating in an environment of rapid change and uncertainty. In
encouraging open communication, however, some participants discovered that information
was not value free and that a diversity of views needed to be handled sensitively. Such a
discovery suggests a new awareness, for those participants, of how they interact with other
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people. Blaker (1982) asserts that increased awareness of how one interacts with others
improves one’s interpersonal communication skills.
Success in utilising their learning had partly depended on their willingness to seize
opportunities to implement their learning, and to meet the challenges and take the risks
necessary for successful personal and organisational change outcomes.

Despite the

difficulties faced by many of the participants, 12 participants were still able to implement
their new learning and learn from their experience of doing so. The willingness of most
participants to embrace their new learning differed from the findings of Gollogly and Callan
(1995) who examined transformational change in a Queensland State Public Sector
organisation in 1991. Although similar barriers to change were identified in their study, the
outcome was different to that of the study reported here. The old cultural values held by
managers at the organisation mentioned in their study prevented most participants from
implementing their new learning. Managers' resistance to change resulted in low morale,
uncertainty and confusion, among employees.
The Challenge of Implementing New Learning
Returning to the title of this chapter, each of the five qualities identified impacted on
participants’ learning experiences, thus, affecting their motivation, ability and willingness to
implement their new learning. It was important for participants to recognise, and to be aware
of, the organisational contextual issues in order to understand the challenges that they
encountered as they implemented their learning.

Recognition of the significance of

organisational contextual issues appeared evident for all participants.
In addition, the significance of the social milieu of the workplace influenced
participants’ subjective experiences of the work environment and their conceptualisation of
their experiences in that environment. It is worth noting that each participant came from a
different work group with its own subculture.

Most participants initially encountered

negative responses on return to the workplace.

However, this response increased their

understanding of the significance of the many facets of the social milieu of their workplace.
The negative response that some participants encountered was partly influenced by
the expectation of management support and the expectation of peer support. Participants
reported mixed reactions in relation to perceived management and peer support. Although
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some participants were satisfied with the support received by management and their peers,
others were dissatisfied and felt that their expectations remained unfulfilled.

This

dissatisfaction led to feelings of rejection, frustration, and depression, and affected those
participants’ perception of their managers. Further, it affected those participants’ willingness
and ability to implement their new learning.

In relation to peer support, although all

participants expected their peers to support them, most were uncertain and concerned about
how they would be received by their colleagues as they implemented their new learning.
The four factors outlined above influenced participants’ ability to utilise their learning
in the workplace. The importance of utilising the learning in the workplace was realised by
many participants as they struggled with work colleagues' reactions to their new role. Those
participants who were given opportunities to implement their new learning reported positive
outcomes, such as increased confidence and job satisfaction, and general happiness. Those
who felt they had missed opportunities to utilise their new learning were generally
disappointed with themselves.
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CHAPTER 10 - PERSONAL CHANGE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Introduction
As discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine, many participants were perplexed by their
experience of learning and implementing their new learning. Their experiences highlight the
point that learning is more than simply acquiring information. Rather, their learning is also
about personal growth that does not necessarily have extrinsic value for the organisation.
Participants in this study recognised the benefits of personal change in terms of the
value of extending personal boundaries during such a change process. Thus, the first quality
discussed in this chapter is the importance of personal change as an outcome of
participation. In addition, as a result of the personal change process, many participants
reported a change in self-awareness. This is discussed in the second quality, changed selfawareness as a component of personal change.
A personal change odyssey for many participants also meant that they developed a
heightened openness to learning, the third quality explored here. Such openness, however,
meant that at times they were required to take risks, and that in taking those risks they opened
themselves to feedback that was less than favourable. Being open to learning, however, was
coupled with a fear of personal change. As they furthered their personal change journey, the
fear manifested itself in the perceptions that they thought others had of them, and their selfperception. The fear and anxiety of personal change is the fourth quality examined.
The fear of personal change initially inhibited some participants' learning as they started
to doubt their ability to achieve the personal change they sought. This then, defines the fifth
quality, the inhibiting effects of self-doubt in achieving personal change. At the same time,
the new experiences helped them learn more about themselves.

Participants expressed

excitement about reaching a new personal state. Such excitement challenged them to extend
their personal quest in a never-ending journey of change. The excitement of personal
change is the final quality investigated in this chapter.
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The Importance of Personal Change as an Outcome of Participation
Most participants were aware that their participation during the learning program contributed
to their personal change process. The experience of participating in group activities helped
many of them to identify and understand aspects of their interpersonal and intrapersonal style.
This enabled participants to recognise what could be changed in order to enhance personal
development. Critical reflection on their style, including receiving feedback from other
group participants, helped them come to an understanding of other people's perception of
themselves; and helped them to identify ways in which they could improve. They envisaged
the opportunity to change as a personal challenge that would result in a deeper selfunderstanding, self-appreciation and self-awareness. Thus, participants came to understand
the importance of personal change as an outcome of participation.
I don't let myself get frustrated in groups now. I think [I'm] listening better to other
people. (Fred)
I've become aware and I actually am saying to myself that I'd like to [change] and I
have to start meeting some of the challenges. (Reg)
Personal change included a deeper self-understanding; a deeper understanding of, and
empathy for, others; a newfound interest in people; and a change in the way the participants
communicated.

Participants considered themselves to be more assertive, better active

listeners, more tolerant, and less critical of others. For example, Ned stated, I think I’ve
developed as a person…I’m happy now to listen to what…people want. They also considered
that they were now calmer, more considerate of others, and that they had developed a new
and refreshing approach to life. The impact of the personal change process flowed into their
relationships with other people at work and at home, and impacted upon their motivation at
work.
What I've learned…has been of advantage to me in my everyday life. I've tried to
build on the character a bit to, you know, to get a better feel for life. (Nick)
Chris claimed that he was now more responsible at work, and more tolerant of, and
responsible towards, the organisation and work colleagues. Prior to completing the learning
program, he was often keen to pass responsibility to others, and was often hostile and
aggressive in communicating with his colleagues. He stated, Not any more because I think
I’m responsible too. Thus, he believed that he had changed his approach and that he was
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more aware of the likely consequences of his actions. As an adjunct to a more responsible
and tolerant approach, he was also a more confident person, and stated, I felt it gave me
confidence.
The range of personal changes reported by the participants, such as a deeper
understanding of themselves and others, was consistent with a number of studies about the
personal qualities required of a group process facilitator. In relation to enhanced awareness
of oneself and others, Hunter, Bailey and Taylor (1994) describe group facilitation as a
‘moment-by-moment’ awareness. They emphasise the importance of being aware of oneself
and others in order to facilitate group process effectively. Furthermore, Casey, Roberts and
Salaman (1992) highlight the importance of being aware of one's hidden values, suggesting
that being conscious of these values enables one to be more open to change.
Increased empathy for others, and a newfound interest in people, as reported by some
participants, align with the arguments by Berg and Landreth (1990), Burns (1995), Rogers
(1967, 1983), Thayer (1990), and Watkins (1991), that facilitators are required to conduct
themselves with empathy and positive regard for others. In particular, Thayer (1990) asserts
that a facilitator's capabilities, such as being an empathic listener, can affect a person’s
learning process in relation to communication and understanding of self and others.
Comments made by the participants were also consistent with a number of studies into
the roles and requirements of facilitators. Some studies, such as those by Bentley (1994b),
Gladding (1992), and Landreth (1984) reported that facilitators need the ability to deal with
the feelings of others and their own feelings. Other studies, such as those by Brocket (1983),
Burns (1995), Hatcher, Nadeau, Walsh, Reynolds, Galea and Marz (1994), and Tindall
(1989), reported that facilitators need to respond to other people with respect and
genuineness.
In the study, participants suggested that the learning program had helped them develop
their understanding of more appropriate communication processes than those they had
previously used, and that that understanding formed part of their personal change agenda.
For example, they were now prepared to listen more actively to other people. Studies by
Bentley (1994a, 1994b), and Coe and Morgan (1981) and assertions by Dick (1991),
consistently point to the need for people working in the role of a facilitator to use appropriate
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communication processes. Communication processes encompass active listening (Avis and
Bigelow, 1984; Berg and Landreth, 1990; Marsico and Nelson, 1983; Thayer, 1990) and
assertiveness (Von der Embse, 1988).
Changed Self-awareness as a Component of Personal Change
Learning about group process facilitation within a flexible learning environment embraced a
social process that helped participants interact in ways that encouraged and developed their
learning. Participants discovered that they needed some understanding and awareness of
themselves as individuals. The experience also required them to consider the implications of
such understanding for how they worked and lived with others. Thus, they apprehended a
changed self-awareness as a component of their personal change.
[The learning has given me] self-confidence, self-esteem, communication. It's a good
feeling. [I am] more aware of other people. I'm giving more…to people in general.
(Meg)
[I] learned to look at it from other people's perspectives rather than judging them and
putting them in a certain box, which is what I used to do. (Norm)
The way participants often gathered information regarding the use of their learning was
through feedback from colleagues during the learning program, or when they attempted to
utilise their learning in the workplace or their wider social milieu. Thus, diverse sources of
information helped them construct a new self-awareness as a component of the personal
change process outlined in the previous quality. The changed self-awareness helped them
evaluate their own abilities and motivations.
Out of 10 before...I would have only been about 6. Now I think, albeit I still everybody's got a long way to go - I'd be up around the 8. (Jackson)
I guess you've got to look hard at yourself and the way you conduct yourself. It made
me a bit more critical of myself. (Matthew)
As a result of personal change from the learning program, 14 participants reported a
changed self-awareness. Change manifested in a new level of confidence, an enhanced belief
in their ability, a more patient and composed approach to communicating with others, and a
maturer attitude.

For example, Chris commented, I felt it gave me confidence. They

considered that they had grown as persons and that they now had a new outlook on life as a
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result of personal change (as reported in the previous quality).

Fred stated that, My

background…was always living to their expectations…now…I’m happy just to be me. I
became more comfortable with myself. A changed self-awareness helped them construct a
new reality about themselves in terms of their relationships with other people.
For 10 participants, a changed self-awareness also resulted in a rejuvenation of their
energies and motivations in life. A determination and drive to conduct their life differently,
and an appreciation of their ability to do so, underpinned that rejuvenation. The learning
program had a profound influence on these participants to the extent that they developed a
deeper appreciation of themselves and other people. The newly awakened appreciation sent
them on a journey of discovery, destination unknown. Nick commented, [It was a] journey of
discovery [that has] been positive. Other typical comments were [I was able to mould] things into a package rather than having all bits of jigsaws
around everywhere. (Elliot)
I think I am continually trying to push [myself]. (Beryl)
The majority of experiences reported by participants in relation to developing a new
self-awareness were positive.

As noted earlier, information regarding the use of their

learning was obtained through feedback from colleagues and other people in the organisation.
This approach differs from the study undertaken by Haydock, Connor and Dawes (1995), yet
similar results are revealed.

Those researchers conducted a management development

program with a company called ‘Printco’. The aim of their study was to help a team of
mangers identify their development needs.

A self-assessment questionnaire was

administered, which required mangers to identify their strengths and weaknesses, for the
purpose of assisting them in the development of learning goals in relation to selfdevelopment. Their subordinates and immediate superiors also completed questionnaires in
relation to the manager's performance.

Through workshop discussions, the majority of

managers gained personal insights from others and found this information very useful for
developing a new self-awareness.
The internalisation process utilised by most participants to evaluate themselves, and to
consider their abilities to undertake personal change, is consistent with Bandura's (1986,
1991) social cognitive theory. It may be surmised from his theory that a personal reflective
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process enables cognitive understanding of a desired goal, such as a new self-awareness, and
provides the internalised state necessary for people to evaluate their action(s).

Such

evaluation was found by Bandura to influence people's motivation for personal change and
their desire to control their change process.
On the other hand, McGill, Slocum and Lei (1992) state that reflective introspection as
a method of changing one’s self-awareness is incomplete and may not always be accurate.
They argue that to maximise learning and personal effectiveness in the workplace, one must
also seek information from those around them. Obtaining information about how one’s
actions impact on others may provide a more complete picture of oneself.
Heightened Openness to Learning
In recalling their experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation,
comments made by most participants suggested a heightened openness to learning about
themselves. Their new self-awareness, as discussed in the previous quality, resulted in them
thinking very differently about themselves. They came to a realisation that there were
opportunities for further self-improvement and to re-appraise their journey in life. The
realisation resulted in a number of personal outcomes, and provided for a heightened
openness to learning.
In striving for further learning, they recognised that they were solely responsible for
personal change outcomes. They realised that the only people whom they could change were
themselves. Further, they recognised that if they wanted other people to change, they needed
to examine their own actions for anything that could hinder effective communication with
other people.
I cannot change any others. I can only change myself. I’ve learned that. It’s selfish
but I can only influence myself really. (Matthew)
The biggest thing I learned was to look at my own behaviour before I’d judge
everyone else’s behaviour…and just check to see whether it’s a problem. (George)
Ten participants noted that they had developed a heightened sense of curiosity about
themselves and undertook a variety of different tasks to achieve further learning and personal
change. They satiated their sense of curiosity by enrolling in tertiary study, by attending
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other learning programs, by undertaking a program of further reading, and by seeking
feedback from work colleagues.
Since then [I've done] lots of things. I started a thing called a professional
development program [with] psychodrama [and a program on] values. (Beryl)
On a couple of occasions I’ve actually sought feedback. (Richard)
Ten participants likened their experience to beginning a journey of self-discovery with
an unknown destination (as mentioned in the previous quality). They were exhilarated by the
prospect of an adventure and determined to do as much as they could to enhance their
odyssey. They were motivated to learn more about themselves. For example, Jackson
explained, [I thought that] I might improve a little bit, but it’s really opened up [my] eyes. [I]
have a bigger picture of…where else [I can] improve.
For six participants, the sense of curiosity was aroused prior to attending the learning
program, and so they came to the program motivated to learn. For 10 participants, the sense
of curiosity was aroused during the learning program itself. Participants used the time
between each week of the program to reflect, and sometimes critically reflect, on their
learning. After returning to work from the first week of the program, and taking time to
reflect on their learning, these 10 participants were eager to return. For example, Reg
commented, And then the second, third and fourth [weeks], I couldn’t wait to get down there
to try and grow, I suppose.
Invigorated by the experience, they were driven to seek further learning, and motivated
to leave behind their ‘old’ selves. For example, Nick said, I try desperately now to keep
improving in those things because I feel as though if I stop, the rot will set in.
Reflecting the interpretivist nature of the study, three other participants' curiosity was
aroused by the interviews. Questions asked, or experiences shared during the interview
process, resulted in these participants recalling, reflecting, and at times critically reflecting on
events that they had otherwise forgotten. Recalling the events helped them think about the
issues in more depth and further developed their curiosity about why and how they acted
during these events.
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Even during the course of the interview…things pop into the conversation or the
questions. (Steve)
I learned a lot about myself from the last interview. I thought I did. I’ve done a bit of
thinking about it. (Reg)
It’s probably good in a way that it sort of comes back and brings it all back as to what
did I actually learn. (Meg)
The value of a heightened openness to learning on the part of most of the participants
supported the argument that learners must be able to see the relevance of new learning
(Brown, Campione and Day, 1981; Smith, cited in O'Neill and Kramer, 1995). Further, the
ability to see the relevance of new learning helps learners to develop strategies for coping
with new tasks and new situations (Arnold, Cooper and Robertson, 1998; McKenna, 1987;
Patrick, 1992). These strategies serve as a means for ensuring the application of learning in
the workplace, and the achievement of successful learning outcomes.
The heightened openness to learning expressed by the participants in the study suggests
that they were more aware of, and had come to terms with, the changes they could make in
their lives. This suggestion is consistent with the argument by Hunter, Bailey and Taylor
(1994) that, to successfully facilitate a group, a facilitator needs to "self-facilitate". That is, a
facilitator needs to be aware of his or her own intrapersonal state as often as possible.
There was a determination on the part of most participants to seek other avenues of
learning in order to develop further.

The sense of exhilaration experienced by five

participants spilled over into curiosity and a need for further self-development.

The

determination to seek further learning supports the notion expressed by Cardwell and Dunn
(1986), that self-concept is developed by learning and internalisation throughout our lives.
The findings of the study reported here also support Mezirow's (in Mezirow and Associates,
1990), and Thayer's (1990) contention that curiosity is a necessary quality of a good
facilitator.
In the study, participants’ reactions suggested a proactive approach to their learning in
that they were ready to initiate learning by pursuing educational and other personal growth
activities. This outcome contrasts with the notion of ‘reactivity’ wherein learners lack
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initiative and allow their responses to be directed by external events, as proposed by Marsick
and Watkins (1990).
The Fear and Anxiety of Personal Change
The personal change journey was not always an easy process and at times was fraught with
risk. Despite many participants being aware of the personal change processes that they had
undertaken, some participants were also fearful of, and anxious about, such change. The fear
was mostly expressed as pain related to personal change, perceived negative feedback from
work colleagues, or concerns that related to not being able to fulfill the expectations of other
people.
The fear was often manifested because of the nature and culture of the organisation.
Working in a hierarchical and patriarchal organisation, most participants were used to
accepting direction and not questioning decisions made by those in authority. During the
learning program, six participants realised that they were uncomfortable in dealing with
authority figures in their organisation. For example, Fred said, One of the learnings was I’m
not really good with authority. I don’t seem to challenge authority.
Understandably, some of the concepts introduced during the learning program, and
some of the methods used, confronted many participants’ long held beliefs. Occasionally, the
learning principles were difficult to grasp and the processes used were different from the way
participants usually worked in a group. Participants commented that they were often unable
or unwilling to deal with these feelings when they were aroused by the actions of another
group member or members. Some participants readily acknowledged that, in hindsight, they
should have attempted to deal with the issues. Nonetheless, most participants believed that
their critical reflections on the outcomes aided their learning and self-growth.
I think yes, that was painful and frustrating, but…I look at the positive things and I
don't have that conflict any more. (Ned)
The pain can always be there and you get a few hostile comments [but] there's still the
pleasure of getting an outcome…from such an experience. (Matthew)
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Seven participants mentioned fear about how other group members would perceive their
actions within the group. Anxiety was often manifested in how other group members would
see them if they asked what was perceived to be a stupid question, or if they offered an
opinion about a particular topic under discussion. For example, Norm remarked, You don’t
want to contribute sometimes because people are going to think you’re a smart arse.
Rather, what participants wanted from other learning group members was unconditional
support, as well as specific and accurate feedback. For example, Beryl commented, [I
wanted] that unconditional support almost to feel okay about making mistakes…I guess that’s
one of my life issues. The fear initially restricted their personal change process. Later, they
critically reflected on their learning from such fear and used that reflection to further extend
themselves and to enhance their learning.
Six participants’ noted that their personal change was assisted by the quantity and
quality of feedback they received during the learning program. For example, when they
received what they perceived as negative feedback, some became defensive.

As their

learning developed, they were able to recognise when this was happening. They were then
able to analyse their actions and implement strategies to try new actions.

They were

determined not to let perceived negative reactions defeat their determination to learn.
Furthermore, they recognised that they might not always achieve their goals on the first
occasion and were determined to try again. They used the feedback as a tool for learning
more about themselves. For example George, confident in his abilities, turned his learning to
his advantage. In the first instance, he attempted to use a constructive feedback model during
the learning program. While at times it was difficult for him to do so, the benefit was that he
was then able to use the model in the workplace. He felt better about himself for doing so.
When faced with a situation of conflict because of the actions of a work colleague, he was
then able to discuss the matter in a more open and forthright way than he was able to do prior
to attending the learning program. He stated, I may go back to that person after I've calmed
down and let him know that I didn't like the way he said it and the effect it had on me.
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Personal change for six participants was limited by a perception that they needed to
satisfy the expectations of other people. Their actions were governed by a need to fulfill
those expectations. Thus, to some extent they modified their actions so that they pleased or
satisfied others instead of doing what they thought was appropriate for them.
[I have] a fear of saying something stupid or fear of saying something that would
cause the group to judge me in a way that I really didn’t want to be judged. (Beryl)
Further, their self-perception and self-concept often clouded their perception of others.
For example, Chris had a simple, unsophisticated view of himself. Both in the organisation
and outside the organisation, he saw himself as an uncomplicated and perhaps unworthy
person. When discussing himself within the organisation, he commented, We talk about the
bottom of the food chain here up to middle manager, modestly placing himself at the lower
level of organisational life.
In the above examples, participants made sense of their personal change experiences by
a fear that significant others in their social systems would perceive them as less than capable
of implementing their new learning. The fear of personal change expressed by many of them
contrasts with the early work of Mezirow (1978, 1981). Originally, he overlooked the role of
entrenched power within a social system and how such power may impact upon participants'
awareness of the socio-cultural, socio-political and socio-historical realities of organisational
life as it shapes their personal lives. Later, influenced by the work of Freire (1970), Mezirow
(1991) addressed the oversight. Thus, the findings here are consistent with Mezirow's later
work in which he acknowledged the social conditions which influence the way people make
meaning of their experience.
The fear and anxiety experienced by participants in the present study could have
inhibited their learning. In spite of those fears, however, learning did occur for most of the
participants.

Their fears relating to confronting long-held beliefs, the perceptions and

expectations of others and the nature of feedback received, align with the three barriers to
organisational learning outlined by Shaw and Perkins (1991). These barriers are the capacity
to reflect and interpret, the capacity to transfer and distribute learning, and the capacity to
act/experiment. However, by contrast to the findings of the present study, Shaw and Perkins
(1991) state that the fear of risk-taking in relation to personal change can result in learning
not occurring.
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The fear and anxiety expressed by some participants may be related to the tensions
inherent in the way some people perceive themselves, compared with how they perceive
others, which is reflected in the group development and group dynamics literature such as
that of Forsyth (1990), and Napier and Gershenfeld (1993). The tensions are also reflected in
the adult learning literature such as that of Burns (1995) and Tennant (1997). Anxiety is also
inherent in the way individuals are influenced by other group members, and their subsequent
perceptions, judgements, actions and beliefs (Tennant, 1997).
The Inhibiting Effects of Self-doubt in Achieving Personal Change
As well as the fear of personal change discussed in the previous section, participants saw
their ability to change being inhibited by self-doubt. Self-doubt was expressed in terms of
their perception of themselves and others, and was often expressed in emotional terms. Like
the previous quality, their self-doubt manifested in the socio-historical, socio-political and
socio-cultural nature of the organisation. Paradoxically, self-doubt was part of how they
came to understand themselves, and helped them make sense of, and give meaning to, their
learning and implementing experience. In the case of many participants, self-doubt formed
an initial hindrance to achieving their potential that was later extended as part of the learning
process and formed part of a new self-concept.

A new self-concept heightened their

tolerance of others and revitalised them in terms of achieving personal change.
For three participants, doubt manifested itself prior to the learning program. They
brought with them doubt about their knowledge, skills and abilities to learn and perform new
tasks. Their self-doubt was heightened because of their perception of their worth as a result
of previous life experiences. They doubted themselves because of a limited education; a
perception that they had not been required to make decisions since leaving school; and a
perception of their role in the organisation. They likened the feeling to entering a black hole
where confidence, knowledge, skills and abilities alluded them.
[The] black hole we'll call it, of doubt. I really am struggling when I enter a selfdoubt type situation, so I don't think I've got any skill there at the moment. (George)
Well I do have that self-doubt…I went to Grade 10 at school and I haven’t had to do
any real thinking since then. (Meg)
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During the learning program six participants struggled with their learning and expressed
doubt about their understanding of new concepts.

They particularly struggled with

understanding the difference between content and process.

Occasionally the limited

understanding of the difference between content and process was exacerbated because, when
intervening in their group's process, they interpreted the action(s) of other group members,
rather than reporting observational information. The intervention sometimes resulted in
conflict, and resulted in an escalation of doubt about their ability to perform the role.
I still find it a struggle sometimes. I tend to get bogged down in content. (Nick)
I think what…I had difficulty with, is understanding…what group process is. I'm still
struggling…because I get too involved in the activity at hand. (Elliot)
These doubts were further evidenced in expressions of participants’ ability to perform
their new role in the workplace. Such performance was often linked to the perception of the
support received from managers and colleagues (as discussed in Chapter 9). For example,
earlier in his life, Francis was involved in a serious accident. While recuperating from the
accident, he had opportunities to think about his life, his personal goals and objectives, and
his hopes and dreams for the future.

He viewed the outcome of the accident as an

opportunity to review his role in the organisation, and to take a more positive approach to life
in general. With the lack of support from managers and colleagues, however, elements of
self-doubt crept back into his life. He experienced flashbacks to the thoughts and feelings he
encountered, and seemingly had dealt with, after his accident.
When these experiences happened, I started a lot of self-doubt [and] that affected my
life, I guess, in a traumatic way…similar to the feelings that I had when I had the
accident. (Francis)
By contrast, eight participants who initially experienced some self-doubt remained
confident about their ability to work as group process facilitators. They were reasonably
confident that they would be able to apply their learning. They considered that they were
making steady progress, although they were somewhat modest about their achievements. For
example, Jackson commented, I’m getting probably more skilled as I go along. I think
anyway.
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The experience of the aforementioned eight participants is similar to the findings of a
study by McNally, Gerras and Bullis (1996) in relation to feelings of self-doubt. The study
examined how the US Military Academy uses case studies to teach leadership skills to cadets.
As a consequence of the limitations of the case study method employed, the researchers
acknowledged that some cadets might have been discouraged when they recognised their
limitations and lack of experience, resulting in the belief that their learning goals are
unachievable.
Other studies point to the inhibiting effects of self-doubt in achieving personal change.
A study by Mumford (1987) argued that managers needed to learn from their experience and
identified a number of factors that influenced successful learning outcomes including
perceptual, cultural, emotional-motivational, intellectual, expressive and environmental
blockages.
Some participants in the study expressed concerns regarding process and content, with
the difference between the two concepts still unclear.

As a result, those participants

experienced self-doubt. Their experiences of a struggle to understand the difference between
content and process differed from another study by Mumford (1993b).

When asking

participants about their learning experience, he revealed that participants came to understand
the difference between content and process, and that reaching that understanding was an
inspirational experience.
Despite the initial self-doubt, most of the participants in the study were able to apply
their learning in the workplace, notwithstanding the different opportunities that each
participant had, and the different levels of confidence they felt. As suggested by Smith
(1995), application of their learning increases the likelihood that learning will be further
enhanced by way of practice.
The Excitement of Personal Change
Revitalised by their challenging experiences, and despite most of their misgivings, most
participants reported being excited by the experience of personal change. As mentioned
earlier in this chapter, often they considered that they were on a personal change journey or a
journey of exploration with the final destination unknown. These participants considered that
taking the risks involved with such a journey, was an exciting aspect of their total learning
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and implementing experience.

In striving for personal change, they discovered that

developing their potential was an iterative process in which new learning formed after
previous learning was extended. This new learning also then needed to be extended, thus,
setting a new challenge in place as part of a cyclical process. They also found that they
became more self-critical because they tried to move outside their comfort zone in a
deliberate attempt to deepen personal understanding.
I'm a lot more critical of myself as a person, because I try to go outside of my makeup,
my paradigm, I suppose, or my parameters…I deliberately try to get outside of that
and broaden my outlook. (Nick)
For some, the shift was being able to discuss the feelings of other group members. For
example, Jackson stated, A couple of times there…I [asked] people’s feelings…whereas
before I mightn’t have been so upfront. An outcome from such a shift was that participants
often felt that they developed an enhanced level of trust with other group members.
Participants also recognised that applying their learning brought an element of risk in
relation to how their interventions might be received. Mostly, it was a risk that they thought
was worth taking. While at times they may have been cautious about further developing their
learning, they also indicated a preparedness to do so. Some did so by asking people for
feedback. While doing so was frightening at times, it was nonetheless enlightening.
I was able to sit down…and say 'What do you think I could have done?' It's scary…I
want to find out where I am in the world and I'm game to ask other people. (Fred)
Participants intended to continue practicing their new learning, and they intended to
continue to reflect, and in some cases critically reflect, on the outcomes in an effort to further
improve themselves. They came to a point where they continually questioned things that
they were doing in an endeavour to improve, or just reflect on, what they had achieved. They
held a view that there would be no end to personal change. By being determined to continue
the personal change process they also considered that they were maturing into the type of
person to which they aspired.
I think I might even be developing continuously. I don't think there's ever going to be
an end to it just quietly. I'm sort of coming to a point where I'm questioning things
that I'm doing all the time. (George)
I am continuing to move onwards. I'm the sort of person who continues to try and
improve. (Steve)
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By contrast, Col had entered a period of adjustment and consolidation. In recognising
that a degree of personal change had occurred, he also recognised that he had reached a new
comfort zone and that he had stopped challenging himself.

Within that comfort zone,

however, he was cognisant of a need to explore future challenges, stating, Within the next 1218 months…my boundaries will again be pushed and I'm quite prepared to push those. Col
admitted that he was not entirely clear about how he might explore further challenges.
Some participants' experiences of personal change, such as those illustrated in the
comments by George, Steve and Col, are consistent with the arguments of McKenna (1994)
and Baron, Kerr and Miller (1992). In discussing the self-awareness theory, Baron et al.
asserted that an increased awareness of the discrepancies between an individual's
performance and his or her idealised standard improves performance. Those who are selfaware will attempt to perform to a higher standard that they set for themselves.
In their learning and implementing experiences, as noted in the previous quality (the
fear and anxiety of personal change), a power imbalance was created in which the willing
participant was required to accept the authority of another to judge their performance, and to
provide feedback about that performance. For some of the participants this was a process of
subordination that they initially undertook reluctantly. They were more willing to engage in
personal change, by inviting feedback for example, where they could foresee selfdevelopment opportunities. Thus, participants were of the view that personal change benefits
to be gained from their learning far outweighed the costs of risk taking. They could see the
benefits as helping them to develop new ways of working with other people in their
organisation and further developing personal relationships. The pleasure expressed from that
realisation was similar to that found by Mumford (1993b), mentioned earlier.
Although some participants in the present mentioned a fear of risk-taking in relation to
personal change, most were excited about the challenging and exploratory nature of learning,
and were prepared to accept responsibility for change. They actively engaged in the learning
process. This finding, nevertheless, may fit with the assertion made by Foley (1992) that
there is a negative side to innovative methods of learning. In a critique of a humanistic
approach to adult education in an organisation offering competency based professional
development and train-the-trainer programs, he states that some learners will never accept
responsibility for their learning and will never become excited about their learning
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experience. He adds that some learners will only engage in the minimum amount of work to
reach their desired goal, and that the humanistic model can encourage student avoidance of
responsibility.
The findings in the study are more clearly consistent with approaches taken in the
humanistic literature where the focus is on the human potential for growth. The findings
reflect the arguments of Brookfield (1987), Dewey (1938), Elias and Merriam, (1995), Freire
(1970), Knowles (1984), Maslow (1968, 1971), Merriam (1994), Mezirow (1978, 1981,
1991), Rogers (1969, 1983) and Shaw and Perkins (1991). These advocates and theorists
consistently stress the importance of critically thinking about one's actions in order to
challenge held assumptions and habitual ways of thinking and acting, and to then think and
act differently.

In that way, human beings reach their full potential or state of self-

actualisation, as proposed by Maslow (1971), and attain personal mastery, as suggested by
Senge (1992).
Personal Change and Its Consequences
Returning to the title of this chapter, each of the six qualities identified aspects of personal
change and the resulting consequences for participants. Through feedback from colleagues,
the majority of participants became aware of the importance of personal change as an
outcome of participation, resulting in improved intrapersonal and interpersonal
communication. Most participants reported a changed self-awareness as a component of
personal change. They were able to evaluate their own abilities, become more patient,
improve communication with others, and develop a maturer attitude. Another consequence
of personal change was a heightened openness to learning. Many participants realised that
they were responsible for their own personal change process, became more curious about
themselves, and pursued further learning opportunities.
The personal change process, however, was not always positive. The fear and anxiety
of personal change sometimes inhibited participants, and they were reluctant to receive what
they perceived to be negative feedback. In addition, the inhibiting effects of self-doubt in
achieving personal change initially hindered change for some participants.

These

participants doubted themselves, and their ability to learn to perform new tasks. However,
although self-doubt and the fear of unfulfilled expectations may have initially inhibited
learning, participants were excited about their experience overall. They actively engaged in
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the learning and implementing process as they focussed on their potential for personal
change.

As a result, most participants enjoyed the benefits of their new learning and

described their new learning as the excitement of personal change.
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CHAPTER 11- RECONSTRUCTING RELATIONSHIPS
Introduction
The first purpose of this chapter is to examine the extent to which the experience of
participants in learning and implementing group process facilitation had positive
consequences beyond the personal change processes outlined in the previous chapter. The
second purpose of the chapter is to explore how those consequences enabled participants to
develop and reconstruct interpersonal relationships. Such reconstruction itself contributed to
a more positive and fulfilling outlook on life.
In the first instance, the benefit of participation in learning and implementing group
process facilitation was that many participants were able to identify the needs of other people
with whom they shared significant relationships. They were able to make changes that
benefited the relationship, and in turn, noticed that those changes were reciprocated. Thus,
the first quality discussed is the importance of change in interpersonal relationships.
As might be expected, reconstructing relationships was not easy. Reconstruction was
hindered by a sense of a redistribution of power, by perceptions held of others, and by
judgements made of others as a result of those perceptions. This is discussed in the second
quality, the difficulty of reconstructing relationships. In addition to perceptual difficulties,
participants' expectations of other people also hindered the reconstruction process. This
difficulty is explored in the experience of unfulfilled expectations.
Once participants had confronted these difficulties, critically reflected on their learning,
and made a determination to act differently in their relationships, they discovered that they
became more tolerant towards other people. They were able to recognise the uniqueness of
others and to be more receptive of, and open to, them. The importance of a heightened
tolerance of others examines this outcome.
A heightened understanding of themselves discusses how many participants critically
reflected on and appraised themselves, and felt invigorated by their understanding of
themselves and others. They were also invigorated by the reconstructed relationships that
developed as a result. It is the final quality investigated in this chapter.
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The Importance of Change in Interpersonal Relationships
An emergent outcome of the personal change process undertaken by the participants was a
reported change in interpersonal relationships. This was important for a number of reasons.
Participants became more aware of the needs of other people with whom they maintained
close relationships, such as their children, other family members, friends, work colleagues, or
in relationships overall. They were then prepared to account for these needs in ways that
included being assertive rather than aggressive in their interpersonal communication; being
more intimate and open in relationships; and being more attentive to others.
The change resulted in more secure relationships; improved, healthier relationships; and
enhanced understanding and valuing of others.

The change was reciprocated.

Some

participants reported that they experienced smoother, more positive interpersonal
relationships and greater acceptance by others. Thus, the relationships were reinvented and
improved, centred on new patterns of communication, changed power relationships, and new
respect and affection for, and from, others.

Moreover the reconstructed relationships

contributed to, and extended, the participants’ experience of personal change, as discussed in
the previous chapter.

Ten participants disclosed a change for the better in a personal

relationship.
Outside…work I am more acceptable to other people…than I previously was, and that
has broadened my horizons a lot. (Nick)
It's [the learning program] helped me a lot there, in better understanding my parents
and valuing them more for what they have done. (Beryl)
Four participants reported a changed relationship with their spouse. They learnt to
approach situations where some conflict might arise with their spouse in a more controlled
way than before. They attempted to use their learning to help resolve the conflict, rather than
exacerbating the situation as they may have done previously. They found that they were
more attentive to their partner's needs and that, as a result, the relationship improved.
You know we'll discuss things…it's easier to stay cool. You don't get the anger. (Reg)
I will now keep the tone of my voice at a reasonable level and just talk things out. It's
strengthened [the relationship] a hell of a lot. (Richard)
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The changed social format of the reconstructed relationships described by many
participants is consistent with a number of views relating to the importance of effective
interpersonal relationships. Berger (1993), for example, has argued that there are a number
of conditions that need to be met for an effective relationship to occur. First, people need to
be aware of each other, and to account for the needs of the other person. Second, there must
be a degree of influence between the parties.

Third, there needs to be some type of

agreement about the social form and expectations prevailing in the relationship.
The Difficulty of Reconstructing Relationships
The sense of a redistribution of power signified one difficulty experienced by eight
participants in reconstructing more positive and satisfying relationships. Perceptions that
they held of others, and the judgements that they made as a result of those perceptions,
further emphasised the difficulty of reconstructing relationships, no matter how well
intentioned the individuals might be towards such change. The judgements they made also
illustrated the difficulty faced by some participants in adopting a more empathic approach to
others. These judgements were often clouded by some of the expectations held by some
participants, and by emotions. For example Elliot said, I think I have probably a too narrow
expectation of how people think and behave.
Seven participants recognised that their previous conflict resolution style was
inappropriate. They commented on a perceived loss of face when they withdrew from
conflict and a desire to change to a more appropriate and collaborative mode of action in
resolving conflict.

While they were willing to address the situation differently, they

sometimes demonstrated an emotional difficulty with pursuing such an outcome.

The

intention was to confront and deal with the issue more appropriately. But the words used in
describing those attempts sometimes indicated an aggressive approach to conflict resolution,
sometimes bordering on thoughts of violence, as the only solution to the problem. A ‘winlose’ situation, and the maintenance of existing power relationships, appeared to be the
desired outcomes for some participants. The resulting frustration they experienced left them
disillusioned, disappointed and unwilling to further pursue the matter to a more satisfactory
conclusion.
I said [to myself], 'This is no good' [and I confronted him]. Whereas, [previously] I
probably would have chickened out and let it stew over…and he would have had a
win over me. (Chris)
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It really has been an emotional drain for me. I'm really disappointed about the effect
it's had on me. I'd love to smack his face in. (Norm)
It may be argued that the difficulty experienced by some participants in their attempts at
reconstructing interpersonal relationships may be attributed to ineffective conflict rituals, as
defined by Hocker and Wilmot (1991).

Conflict rituals are unacknowledged, but real,

patterns of intermeshed actions that are repeated in relationship that have been established for
some time (Hocker and Wilmot, 1991). Conflict ritual patterns may hinder the meaningful
resolution of conflict between parties (Adler, Rosenfeld and Towne, 1995).
Most participants’ experiences of the difficulty of reconstructing relationships may also
be attributed to perceptual errors made by them. In attributing meaning to the actions of
others, participants may have omitted to judge their own actions in the same way. Such
omission aligns with the view of Hamachek (1992) that inaccurate attributions are often made
as a result of perceptual error.
The feelings expressed by the participants on these occasions underscored the issue of
trust in the relationship. Development and maintenance of trust in interpersonal relationships
was also considered important, but difficult to attain. For example, Jackson commented, The
culture has been such that that's the way they operate…you've got a trust factor. Thus, some
participants were faced with a range of difficulties in trying to reconstruct relationships.
Meeting the challenge was important, however, for positive change outcomes. Otherwise
there was a fear of returning to a previous inappropriate mode of action, such as when Reg
commented, I ran into a brick wall. [As a result] I realised I've started kind of slipping back
into the old mode.
The issue of trust may also have caused some difficulty in reconstructing relationships.
In the study, it may be argued that changed levels of trust at the organisational, group and
individual levels within the organisation may have contributed to the difficulty experienced
by participants in reconstructing relationships. Frequently, some participants raised the issue
of trust in the workplace as an important issue for them.

Likewise, Barber (1983),

Golembiewski and McConkie (1975), and Zand (1972) have demonstrated the links between
trust and satisfying interpersonal relationships.
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The issue of changed levels of trust is also consistent with the findings of Wanna’s
(1992) study that examined the wider social context of reform in the Queensland public
sector. Wanna revealed that trust relations were altered when the government introduced an
impersonal system, whereby formal rules governed the culture of the public sector, replacing
a previous system of trust that was based on a benefactory relationship. Similarly, Connolly
(1998), Hirst and Zetlin (1991), and Mistzal and Tracy (1992) suggest that changed levels of
trust may be related to organisational change. Furthermore, it can be inferred from the work
of Hosmer (1995), and Kanter and Mirvis (1989), that changed social structures as a result of
organisational change may impact on the expectations of employees and the nature of
interpersonal relationships within their workgroups.
By contrast with the examples offered by some participants, Williamson (1993) found
that trust did not apply in workplace relationships. Rather, the concept of trust was nebulous.
If such a state could be achieved, then it only existed in intimate relationships such as those
between family and friends.
The Experience of Unfulfilled Expectations
Another reason that reconstructing relationships proved to be a difficult experience related to
some participants' expectations of other people. Like the quality of uncertainty about why
some participants were selected to attend the learning program (see Chapter 8), these
participants expected that other people on the learning program would be as motivated to
learn as they were themselves. Further, they expected that other people would develop or
improve through learning at the same rate as they did. Thus, the participants found it difficult
to form interpersonal relationships with people they judged to be unmotivated or limited in
their progress. Change in interpersonal relationships was correspondingly difficult for those
people because of their experience of unfulfilled expectations.

This is an important

consideration for how participants reconstructed relationships.
Seven participants were apprehensive about the motives of some people, and
demonstrated an expectation that other people would have a motivation similar to their own.
They found it difficult to form personal relationships with people they adjudged as
uninterested or unmotivated.

Their perception of other people's action(s) clouded their

judgement.
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I guess I expected them to…be more into the course than what I observed some of
them were. (Col)
But I guess other people's unwillingness...I saw that a bit. (Matthew)
Two participants were frustrated by their perceptions that some group members were
not developing or improving.

Jackson, for example, said, Yeah. I mean, when it was

persisting I was angry…you could see no improvement or development.
Participants’ expectations of others suggests that the way that they made meaning of
their experience was a social and interpretive construction of the events in which they
participated. Chappell, Gonczi and Hager (1995), and Denzin (1989b) argue that within an
interpretive paradigm, individuals are seen as the originators of meaning and explanation of
their participation in events. An act of interpretation inevitably occurs in the expression of
the explanation. Another explanation may be found in group motivation theories such as
social loafing, free riding, and equity theory (Baron, Kerr and Miller, 1992). In summary,
these theories suggest that the effort one expends may be impacted upon as a result of a
perception of the effort(s) being expended by other group members.
Six participants recognised a need to modify their expectations of other people. They
recognised that their judgements of people could be turned into learning experiences for
themselves.

Clearer self-understanding resulted, along with a commitment to take

responsibility for instigating change in the relationship. Thus, the experience of unfulfilled
expectations for these participants served as a catalyst for change in some of their
interpersonal relationships. They recalled incidents in which they were frustrated by other
people and came to an understanding that the event was one of inner conflict. Partly that
conflict arose because they needed to understand what was required of them by the other
person. While they attempted to adapt their actions and their expectations of others, they
were not always successful because they sometimes pre-empted their expectations of others.
They then realised they needed to lessen or modify those expectations.
That's what I keep struggling with. Is it an expectation of myself or an expectation
[that I hold of other people] that's still there? (Fred)
I [now] concentrate on what I can contribute because I am in control of me. I'm not
in control of anyone else. (Francis)
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When participants were successful at modifying their expectations of others, they often
discovered that they reconstructed positive and successful relationships with those people.
They were able to see others from a new perspective that in turn enhanced their selfunderstanding. For example, Reg commented, [I'm now] talking to my parents. I started
talking to my father and I could see that he was like me, or I was like him.
Participants were free to choose their course of action in reconstructing relationships.
Those who were more able to learn from the experience of understanding the concept of
choice were those who recognised that just as they were able to choose their course of action,
so too were other individuals. They were prepared to alter their expectations of others in the
interest of developing more satisfying relationships. Freedom of choice and learning from
experience are consistent with the progressive-humanist approaches advocated by authors
such as Brookfield (1995), Dewey (1916), Friere (1970), Knowles (1970, 1975, 1980b, 1984,
1990), Mezirow (1985, 1991) and Rogers (1969, 1983).
The Importance of a Heightened Tolerance of Others
The personal change process undertaken by most participants was exciting and challenging
for them, as was the reconstruction of relationships.

One outcome of the experiences

mentioned by 10 participants was that they had become more tolerant of other people. That
is to say, they had become more receptive to, and empathic with, the needs of some people;
more liberal and open-minded in their thoughts and actions towards them; held more respect
for those people; and were more generous in their understanding of them. Eight of those ten
participants commented about a new tolerance towards family members, including parents,
children, siblings, and, in one case, an uncle. Two of the ten commented generally about
interpersonal relationships in the workplace. Thus, a heightened tolerance of others was
important for the participants because of a changed attitude to others.
[I'm] being a little bit more tolerant there and [I'm prepared to] really talk about it.
(Jackson)
Yes just ask the kids. [Before the learning program] I'd have told them to shut up and
go away. (George)
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Another importance of a heightened tolerance of other people was that the participants
were able to identify their own shortcomings in relationships, including how they
communicated with people, and the perceptions they framed of others. They realised that
they had a responsibility to improve their communication processes.
I'm very concerned with listening and making sure I do hear what people say…I do it,
especially with the kids. They say things but it's not really what they're saying. I try
and find out what the underlying cause is. (Reg)
[I'm] more aware of other people's feelings. I'm [less] inclined to be dominating and
deceitful. I'm more aware of the other person. (Nick)
Many participants stated that they were now more prepared to manage the interactions
between themselves and other people. Interaction management included being more prepared
to actively listen to others, and to express themselves openly, rather than aggressively, to
further improve interpersonal relationships. An outcome of being more tolerant was that their
communication with other people improved. For example, Ned stated, Well, it's the skills to
listen to people and…to make people feel that their contribution is significant or of value…I
know how to listen to them.
A heightened tolerance of other people meant that participants reframed their
perceptions of those people, in some cases developing a new relationship. They revealed an
understanding of, and regard for, the views of other people because of their new way of
looking at, and understanding them. As a result, they found that they were more willing to
listen to others' opinions, and that they were less judgmental. They also developed an
understanding that other people had as much right as they did to express an opinion. For
example, Beryl said, I have the opportunity to look at [my uncle] in a different way and not
judge good or bad but just say he's a valuable person.
As a result, they had become more at ease with people and more confident about how
they communicated with others.

They had developed an expectation that they would

continue to be open to, and more tolerant of, the needs of others as a result of their learning
experience. For example, when Meg discussed her relationship with the girlfriend of her exhusband, she admitted to a change in the way she approached that person. She related a story
about joint custody of her children with her ex-husband, admitting that My initial reaction a
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couple of months ago would have been to drive around there, rip it up her and take my
children back. She felt that she had come to deal with incidents occurring in her life more
effectively, and was pleased with herself for using her new learning.
A heightened tolerance of others is consistent with a recurring theme in the group
facilitation literature. Coe and Morgan (1981) and Dick (1991), assert that an effective
facilitator needs to be tolerant and accepting of group members. Similarly, as suggested by
Narciso and Burkett (1986) and Rogers (1969) tolerance is a necessary prerequisite for good
interpersonal relationships.
Moreover, in discussing the concept of situational sensitivity within a framework of
"continuing professional moral education," Bagnall (1998: 326) highlights the importance of
tolerance of others in a postmodern society. In order to work as professionals, people placed
in those positions of responsibility need to demonstrate a tolerance of others. Such tolerance
embraces a recognition of the uniqueness of others, and respect for that uniqueness, even
when such uniqueness may challenge, or conflict with, a facilitator's own preferences.
Additionally, comments made by the participants about being less judgmental and about
actively listening to others support the view of Johnson (1994). She argues that a facilitator
needs to realise that information is not value free, and that a diversity of views needs to be
handled sensitively.
A Heightened Understanding of Themselves
As well as becoming more tolerant of others as they reconstructed their relationships, 15
participants developed a heightened understanding of themselves as a result of their
experience. A heightened understanding encompassed being open to the ideas, opinions and
feelings of other people, and recognising that they were now less critical of others. Such
understanding meant that they were more confident about themselves, which enabled them to
develop stronger relationships with other people. They took the time to critically reflect on,
and appraise, themselves, including their thoughts, feelings and actions. For example Norm
stated, I did a lot of deep thinking around that time, you know, about who I was, [which] I
found enlightening.
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As a result, they felt invigorated by their understanding of themselves and others and by
the reconstructed relationships that developed. As might be expected, the awareness varied
in terms of scope and intensity for each participant.
I'm more comfortable as time goes on with working with…other people.
understand others a lot better. (Fred)

I can

[I'm] listening to people and listening for what they're saying instead of listening to
answer. (Col)
They were now more attuned to the feelings of other people, more understanding of
people, and less critical and judgmental of people.

Jackson said, [I now have an]

understanding [of] people's feelings, probably to a higher level.
In turn, they were more confident about themselves.

Importantly, a heightened

understanding of themselves manifested in a heightened self-awareness, enlightenment, and
confidence that resulted in a cycle of self-growth and improved relationships.
But I try to correct that. I will stand back and have a think about what I've done [and
if] I've gone off the deep end [I try] to modify it. (George)
[I'm now] able to see the process and not jump to too many conclusions about the way
people are feeling, or why they are behaving in a certain way. (Beryl)
They reported reconstructed relationships with work colleagues, children, other learning
group members, and, for three participants, people in general.

Participants were more

accepting of others. The changed acceptance was important for strengthening personal
relationships at work, and in their private lives.
I listen to them [her children] a lot more now. (Meg)
I tended to feel as though my ideas were okay and someone else's ideas weren't okay
[but now] I try the best I can to appreciate those people's feelings. (Nick)
Some participants in the present study were able to appraise their reactions to events
during their learning program, in the workplace, or in their wider social milieu. Their
readiness and willingness to appraise themselves in an effort to heighten their understanding
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of interpersonal relationships contrasts with the findings of Greenwald (1980) and Greenwald
and Pratkanis (1984). These studies suggest that, in undertaking personal change, people
tend to resist self-appraisal.
It is further argued that the self-appraisal identified by the participants in the study
impacted upon their interactions with others. As a consequence, their reactions may in turn
have determined the actions of others in a cyclical process of action and reaction. This is
consistent with the process of reciprocal determinism as defined by Bandura (1977), in which
people’s behaviours, cognition and the environment constantly influence one another.
In contrast to the heightened understanding of themselves as reported by most
participants in relation to reconstructing relationships, Burns (1995) purports that selfappraisal can inhibit effective learning if the interpretation or appraisal provokes negative
feelings such as stress. Consequently, the learner may disengage from the learning activity to
attempt to resolve the negative feelings and decrease the feeling of discomfort.
Reconstructing Relationships
Returning to the title of this chapter, each of the five qualities identified issues that were
relevant for participants in reconstructing relationships.

The majority of participants

recognised the importance of change in interpersonal relationships. Overall, participants
were more aware of the needs of others, in particular work colleagues and close family and
friends, which resulted in improved relationships with those persons.
Although participants recognised the importance of change in their relationships,
difficulties were still experienced. The difficulty of reconstructing relationships for many
participants arose from judgements and perceptions held of others, and from judgements
made as a result of those perceptions. Similarly, the experience of unfulfilled expectations
created difficulties for some participants in relation to reconstructing relationships. Other
participants, however, were able to modify their expectations, and they were able to take
responsibility for initiating change, resulting in improved relationships.
In reconstructing relationships, participants expressed excitement at developing
satisfying relationships, and in so doing they recognised the importance of a heightened
tolerance of others. A heightened tolerance of others encompassed participants being more
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empathic, open-mined, less judgmental and more understanding, of others. Finally, as a
result of critically reflecting on, and appraising their thoughts, feelings and actions, most
participants reported a heightened understanding of themselves. Consequently, they became
more open to the ideas and opinions of others and were able to reconstruct relationships.
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CHAPTER 12 - CRITICALLY REFLECTING ON THE EXPERIENCE
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss participants' experience in terms of how they
critically reflected on their experience and how they regarded the experience.

Most

participants regarded the total experience as a life turning point, which is the first quality
discussed in this chapter. They were inspired to seek new directions in their lives and to
establish more fulfilling and meaningful work and personal relationships as a result. The way
they came to understand the outcome as a turning point highlights the importance of critical
reflection as a tool for understanding their experiences, and forms the second quality
examined. Critical reflection also helped them conceptualise their experience, which is
discussed in the third quality, the centrality of the conceptualisation of the learning
experience.
Furthermore, from the realisation of their learning and implementing experience as a
turning point in their lives, participants formed judgements made in light of the
conceptualised experience, which defines the fourth quality explored. Those judgements
informed a reconsideration and reformulation of future work intentions, and a
reconsideration and reformulation of future personal intentions, which are investigated in
the fifth and sixth qualities respectively.
The Total Experience as a Life Turning Point
As discussed in Chapters Eight through Eleven, the experience of learning and implementing
new ideas and processes had a significant impact on the participants, in terms of revelations
about themselves and others. Fifteen participants experienced a positive, illuminating, and
inspirational event, or series of events, during and after the learning program. Outcomes
from the learning and implementing process inspired them to seek new directions in their
lives. They re-assessed themselves and their relationships with others and developed a new
and more positive approach to life and people. There was a realisation that, individually, they
had grown and developed and their feelings of self-worth were enhanced. They considered
that their learning and implementing experiences were a major life change.
It's been a major experience because it's something that I've never had the confidence
to do before. [I broadened my] outlook on life. (Col)
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[The] facilitator's course changed my life. It's been a significant learning experience
for me. It did shape my life. I had a different view and a different outlook on life. I
feel more fulfilled [and] more confident. (Francis)
The total experience was defined as a turning point in the participants' lives. The event
or events that participants experienced had significance for them at the time of the
experience, and at the time they were interviewed. Six participants used the term turning
point to describe their experience, such as when Beryl said that [The learning program] was a
turning point…it just opened my eyes up to a whole different dimension of working.
Each of the 15 participants considered that their development included enhanced
understanding of communication processes, such as listening and interacting, so that they
better understood what people meant during exchanges. They were now more tolerant of
other people, and more considerate towards the feelings and opinions of others. Enhanced
feelings of self-worth, self-awareness, and self-confidence, and increased preparedness to
take calculated risks were also expressed. For example, Meg commented, It made me more
self-confident. It’s given me a sense of being worthy. They had a new found confidence in
relating with people and a deeper appreciation of life in what one termed an uplifting
experience, and another considered a spiritual experience. Jackson, for example, stated, I
think I've a lot more confidence…now, handling groups, handling management.
As explored in Chapters Eight through Eleven, once participants began to learn about
themselves, and to realise their potential, they wanted to learn more. For example, Reg
commented that, Once I started learning about myself, I just wanted more. It was like I was
hooked.
Additionally, three participants described themselves as undertaking a journey of
discovery, or voyage of change, as a result of being alerted to alternative possibilities in
intrapersonal and interpersonal actions. They recognised that they had undertaken a personal
change process, while at the same time they recognised that further changes were possible.
Typical comments included [I'm] searching to get rid of something within me. (Fred)
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[I] changed to the point where I'm not the same person I used to be. I think it's a bit
better. I'm sort of wondering where it turned and I think the program was a tool.
(George)
Elliot was less sure about his total experience in terms of a life experience. While he
felt that he was on a journey and that there must have been some impact, he was uncertain
about the nature or extent of that impact. He could see some benefit, however, and he stated,
The journey is continuing. Paradoxically, he was unsure of the impact that the learning
program, and attempts at utilising some of the learning, had had on his life. Despite what
appeared to have been a major learning experience for him, he was hesitant about its benefits,
saying, I'm not sure that it's had an enormous impact but there have been these times when,
yes, I can see where it has been beneficial.
All participants critically reflected on their experience and most identified the
experience as a turning point that had significance for them at the time of the event and at the
time of the interviews. Many of the words used by them to describe the turning point
indicated that some type of learning had occurred. Furthermore, some participants likened
their experience to a journey of discovery with an unknown destination. Most participants
indicated that they had developed some type of self-understanding and that they were
challenged to seek further opportunities to learn more about themselves.
The theme of learning as a journey, not a destination, is consistently identified in
organisational learning literature by authors such as Laird (1978) and Weinberger (1998).
The findings from the study reported here also align with Bagnall's (1995) argument. He
stated that an indication that some learning has occurred during an educative process is when
the learner indicates that he or she will do something differently from what he or she was able
to do, or likely to do, previously.
The Importance of Critical Reflection as a Tool for Understanding
Critical reflection emerged as a tool for understanding of the participants' ability to consider
events that occurred during their learning and implementing of group process facilitation.
Most of the participants used critical reflection as a tool to assist their learning, to understand
their experience, to challenge long held beliefs, and to make appropriate changes to achieve a
desired new state. For example, Nick explained, So I start to question where I’ve gone off the
rails or how things could happen any better. Participants found that critical reflection aided
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their learning outcomes, helped them make sense of their experience, and helped them
determine personal strategies for future action. The recognition of the importance of critical
reflection is illustrated, for example, when Col professed, Until you sit down and reflect on
what you've done, you really don't get any idea of just what you have learned.
As part of their critically reflective process, six participants used their feelings to
analyse events during the learning program. In dealing with group silence for example, many
participants experienced periods of frustration as they attempted to understand what to do
during those periods. For example, Meg commented that, I felt we were wasting an awful lot
of energy…not realising that [how to intervene during a period of silence] was part of what
we were learning.
Furthermore, eight participants used critically reflective moments after the learning
program to enhance their understanding of their learning experience. An understanding of
what they learned during the learning program only became clearer for them in the ensuing
months. For example, Matthew stated that, There was no massive thing that came out and hit
me in the forehead…I think it only came out in six or seven months down the track.
Participants built on their implementing experience by recalling similar events that occurred
during their learning program. By recalling previous experience they were able to make
sense of what they needed to do when working with groups. They critically reflected on
events, analysed the events and made a determined effort to develop a cognitive and affective
understanding of those events. Francis, for example, explained, I continually evaluate myself
on the experiences that I’ve had. Reflection is a tool that I bounce off in making a decision.
I’m only going to be a better person for it.
Generally there was no one indication of learning. Many events, and critical reflection
on events, combined to help participants create a more complete understanding of their
learning. Chris admitted, however, that he could have taken more opportunities during the
learning program to reflect on his learning, noting that, I probably didn't do [enough]
reflecting.
During the interview process conducted as part of the study, four participants critically
reflected on their learning because of questions that they were asked in their interviews,
suggesting that questioning helped them recall events that they had otherwise forgotten.
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Those questions also helped them to put some of the events into perspective. During the
second interview, Reg, for example, commented that he would critically reflect after the
interviews with a view to thinking about further self-improvement strategies.
I enjoyed it when you have come because it's actually stirred all the memories. I
learned a lot about myself from the last interview. I thought I did. I've done a bit of
thinking about it.
For some of the participants in the study, critical reflection aided their understanding of
prior learning and was a vital ingredient for them in rationalising their learning experience.
The importance of critical reflection as a tool of understanding is supported by a number of
advocacy positions articulated in Chapter Two, such as those by Brookfield (1995), Dewey
(1916), Honey and Mumford (1989, 1992), Kolb (1984), Mezirow (1991, 1994), and Revans
(1980). It is also consistent with the anecdotal argument of Daley (1997). She reported that
helping learners to develop a journal of their learning experiences helped them to reflect
critically on their learning.
Moreover, the participants used critical reflection as a tool to make sense of, and give
meaning to, their learning experience. New meaning aided understanding and appreciation of
the need to alter past habits and assumptions and to take action to form new understanding
and perspectives. This outcome is consistent with a study by Taylor, Stewart and King
(1995) who conducted a study with midwives as the participants.

Participants were

encouraged to critically reflect on their own practice through use of a journal, and by contact
with a facilitator in order to discuss and analyse their reflections. The objective of the study
was partly achieved in that most of the participants were able to critically reflect on their
experiences and to consider making changes for the better.
The Centrality of the Conceptualisation of the Learning Experience
Central to participants' understanding of their experience of learning and implementing group
process facilitation was their ability to conceptualise their experience. Conceptualisation
encompassed the ideational, metaphysical and surrealistic experience of how the participants
gave meaning to their individual subjective experience of learning and implementing group
process facilitation within and beyond the spatiotemporal borders of their learning program.
Moreover, conceptualisation of the total experience was used here in the broadest meaning of
the term conceptual. As such, conceptualisation varied in profundity, tempered by each
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participant's introspective ability to cognitively and affectively recall and discuss his or her
experience.
It was just checking on your intuition to see whether or not you guessed the right way.
(Steve)
I started to become aware that the sessions that we were having, that was part of
learning [and] a lot of it was feeling driven. (Norm)
Generally, participants used their own feelings, their perceptions of the feelings of
others, their value systems, spatio-temporal perceptions, intuitions, previous experiences,
professional standing, feedback, observations, and their learning journals to help them
understand their experience. Sometimes their feelings were manifested in physical symptoms
as noted by Reg - Well, it ranged from sweaty palms, to trembling, to can't concentrate on
what you were supposed to be doing.
Thus, conceptualising their learning experience was a subjective process that
encompassed participants' perception of, and critical reflection on, events that occurred in
their learning program and, on occasions, in either prior or later events. In light of the
conceptualised experience, participants then made judgements about what they could do
differently.
Some of the comments that I've probably made…I feel were taken wrongly…and you
feel like shrinking back into a corner and disappearing for a while and hoping that
when you come back it's all gone. (Richard)
I guess what I learned there is to think before you leap a bit more than perhaps I do.
(Elliot)
Two participants conceptualised their learning beyond the realm of the physical to an
advanced metaphysical state within which their understanding intensified. They considered
that they had experienced a synergistic and profound experience beyond the realm of
anything previously experienced. For example, Beryl asserted that, It was real synergy. It
was a profound experience. It’s the only time I’ve ever experienced it. They talked of
exploring a greater meaning as a result of their new development. For Francis, a greater
meaning involved his spirituality. He said, I've thought about, of where this all comes from,
why are we here? I've thought about spiritual issues.
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Conceptualisation of participants' experience followed from critical reflection, as
discussed in the previous quality. Conceptualisation gave many participants insight into
group dynamics, assisted their understanding of the role of a facilitator, helped them to
challenge their belief systems and assisted their individual change process. Conceptualisation
may, therefore, be seen as part of a critically reflective process as seems to be implied in the
work of Brookfield (1990a) and Mezirow (in Mezirow and Associates, 1990).
The ways in which participants conceptualised their learning experience also suggested
that most were aware of their own actions and that they were cognisant of the actions of other
group members. Furthermore, they conceptualised their learning experience both cognitively
and affectively. This finding is consistent with the view of Thayer (1990) in that a facilitator
needs to be able to recognise emotional and cognitive polarities. In addition, Casey, Roberts
and Salaman (1992), and Hunter, Bailey and Taylor (1994), considered that awareness of
one’s own actions, and the actions of others, was a vital insight for a facilitator.
Judgements Made in Light of the Conceptualised Experience
After critically reflecting on, and conceptualising their experience, all participants made
judgements about what they needed to do in light of their experience. For example, Elliot
commented, I’ve got to do things differently. The judgements made in light of participants'
conceptualisation of their learning experience suggested that an application of their learning
occurred for 14 participants. Most of the judgements made related to an assessment of their
own performance, a new appreciation of other people, and an understanding of what they
could do differently in implementing their learning. Meg, for example, was able to assess
other people’s feelings. She explained that, I'll look at her…and I'll think, 'She's still not
happy with this. She's still really upset', where once before I probably wouldn't have even
noticed.
Such judgements were important for their development of future work and personal
intentions and, therefore, provided an important link between analysis and action. Based on
participants’ conceptualisation of their learning experience, they made judgements about how
they could work with groups.

By concentrating on aspects of group development and

individual behaviour, they made sense of how some people acted in some groups. They
utilised their learning to enhance group process by observing and intervening in the process.
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Because I tend to sort of know when we're straying from the topic, whereas in the past
I might have known it but just ignored it. I'll bring it to the attention that we're not
really on track any more. (Norm)
The outcome from utilising their learning manifested in positive group responses for
many participants. They used this knowledge to help them make meaning of what was
happening in groups they worked with in the workplace, clearly suggesting application from
the learning program to the workplace. For example, Fred said, So I watch group energy
quite closely. I'd seen it in the group that we were with and then when I saw it happening
with this group, I intervened.
Enhanced observation, listening, intervention, and conflict resolution capabilities were
evidenced. Participants indicated that conflictual issues needed to be dealt with in a timely
fashion to minimise conflict and that they had a responsibility to raise such issues. Matthew,
for example, stated, I think it’s more time oriented/time-related [and therefore] issues [need
to be dealt with] as they arise. Acceptance of responsibility helped participants become more
self-aware, and they were able to apply their self-awareness in the workplace.

Taking

responsibility for managing the process in a group situation is evidenced in Jackson’s
comment.
There was too much talking or disruptive talking within the [work] group and before I
might have let that go. Now, that would probably not be the way I'd do
it…whereas…prior to [completing the learning program]…I would have got upset
and [there] might have been a bit of a fracas.
One of the judgements that some participants made related to awareness that they
needed some type of refresher program as a way of further consolidating their learning. For
example, Chris said, Maybe if I went back and revisited [some aspects of the learning
program] it might help a hell of a lot more. Because I feel [I] need something a little bit
more.
Most participants in the study had become aware of the way their actions at the time
served as constraints to more fulfilling relationships. They had reformulated the assumptions
behind such actions and determined strategies to enhance their new understanding. The
judgements made mirror Mezirow's (1991) argument that how people interpret and explain
their experience determines their actions and well-being.
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Participants' reports about the judgements that they made in the light of their experience
also pointed to the application of learning in the workplace. Most participants saw the
relevance of their new learning, and they developed strategies for coping with new realities
and situations. Advocates such as Arnold, Cooper and Robertson (1998), and Smith (1995),
considered that the application of learning, which occurs when actions or activities
experienced in learning situations are utilised in another situation, is vital for successful
learning outcomes. The findings from the study reported here are also similar to Howell’s
(1994) study, where judgements made by managers helped them operationalise and apply
their learning to the workplace.
A Reconsideration and Reformulation of Future Work Intentions
The process of personal change undertaken by the participants encouraged them to reconsider
and reformulate their future work intentions. Most participants were determined to change
how they approached their job, with the intention of improved performance, turning around a
previous philosophy of looking more for what the organisation might do for them, rather than
what they might do for the organisation. For example, Beryl commented, What I’d like to do
is just get a whole sense of how I want the experience to be [and] to somehow adapt that
philosophy into what I do at work as well. Participants developed further insights into their
job and they became more motivated and determined to implement their new learning in the
workplace.
Twelve participants mentioned that they intended to refocus their work intentions in
some way. They were supported in their determination about future work intentions by a
variety of reasons. One reason was a desire to do things differently in the workplace.
[I] improved my work commitments, [including] not to slack off when I have a bad
day. I made a commitment to use the skills that I had learned at work whenever
possible. (George)
Nick was grateful for the opportunity provided by his manager, and he was keen to
repay his manager's faith in his ability to complete the learning program. He said, If that
person [his manager] was prepared to put input into having me exposed to [the] facilitators'
courses…then I was going to do my best to try to give something back to the system.
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Five participants reassessed their goals in life, including their ambitions in the
organisation. They contemplated on what they wanted to achieve in the organisation and
made a deliberate and considered choice to take responsibility for being more committed
members of the organisation.

As a result, they sought a different career path in the

organisation, sometimes moving to a different geographical location. Successful in obtaining
new roles in the organisation, they linked their career moves with concurrent personal
change. For example, Jackson stated, To cut a long story short, I said, 'Well you can sit here
for another 10-15 years and retire and not worry about it, or do you want to do something
about it?'...I suppose the career move sort of helped in regards to my personal change.
Generally, participants believed that the changes they made and the learning they
achieved were beneficial for the organisation and for their workgroup. They were left with a
sense of achievement and personal satisfaction. For example, Meg declared, So I feel like
we've really achieved something for the organisation and for [the workgroup] in particular.
George resolved to put a strategy in place for further workplace development. He
intended to create a small network with other facilitators in his workplace who had also
completed the learning program. His intention was to meet occasionally for a short period of
time, to reflect on problems they encountered where they may be unsure how best to proceed,
and to support each other with problem solving. He professed that, I've got a few ideas
though. I'm going to talk to the other facilitators in our area - there's three of us - to have
little get-togethers.
The various ways in which most participants reconnected to their workplace as an
outcome of reconsidering and reformulating their future work intentions accord with the work
of theorists such as Maciuika, Basseches and Lipson (1994), Maslow (1968), and Rogers
(1969). They have argued that the most important learning is intrinsic, and that such learning
is enhanced when learners can recontextualise their experience.
Most participants in the study intended to change how they approached their jobs and to
improve their performance in the workplace by applying their new learning. Although a
number of studies have focussed on the transfer of learning into the workplace, there seems to
be a paucity of studies addressing the judgements that participants make about their future
work intentions. While there are calls from Martocchio (1994) and Rouiller and Goldstein
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(1993) for studies to be undertaken to further explore transferability of learning to the
workplace, the issue is extensively covered in the literature. For example, Gardner and
Gundersen (1995) argue that learning transfer occurs when learners have the opportunity to
utilise their new learning. Ford, Quinones, Sego, and Sorra, (1992) argue that learning is not
applied in the workplace because the opportunity to do so is limited. Burns (1995) suggests
that workgroup norms may preclude the transfer of learning.
A Reconsideration and Reformulation of Future Personal Intentions
Paralleling the previous quality, the process of personal change undertaken by the
participants enabled them to reconsider and reformulate their future personal intentions,
including their life goals. There was a determination to engage in further self-improvement.
Nick, for example, commented, I went away from that course with the intention of
improvement and I feel that I’ve tried to make that change and I’m happy with the way things
are going.
Twelve participants mentioned that they had refocussed their personal life in some way,
with most determined to improve themselves by utilising their new learning.

Those

participants developed further self-insight and they became more motivated to become less
self-centred and to improve family relationships. For example, Col stated that the learning
program Helped me to really find out what [other family members] were feeling. Participants
attributed the reasons for seeking further learning to the things they learnt about themselves
during the learning program, and to a desire for wanting to further develop that learning.
They also recognised that their learning might fade over time. For example, Matthew
commented, I do believe I may lose a few of the techniques as the months gradually go by.
Rather than simply allowing their learning to fade, however, they were determined to address
the problem through further self-development and self-improvement.
For example, two participants sought further self-development by enrolling in tertiary
study, and four sought self-development programs. In undertaking the tertiary study both
participants indicated that they were not doing so in order to benefit the organisation - it was
simply for reasons of self-improvement.
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I want to go and do a social side - an interpersonal side - once again about group
theory…I think it's just the learning, where I want to go with it. (Fred)
I've looked back and tried to figure out why the Uni. It wasn't done to try and
improve myself in the organisation. If I got more pay or moved up in the
organisation, fair enough. (Reg)
The quality identified here is consistent with the findings of Blaxter, Hughes and Tight
(1997), that participants in their study viewed learning as having a core role in their lives.
Similar to the previous quality, however, there seems to be a paucity of studies addressing the
judgements that participants make about their future personal intentions as a result of their
learning experience from programs such as those attended by the study participants.
Critically Reflecting on the Experience
Returning to the title of this chapter, each of the six qualities identified some of the
contributing factors involved in enhancing participants’ learning and implementation of that
learning.

Overall, most participants reported a positive and inspirational change as an

outcome of the learning program. These changes were reported to occur during and/or after
the completion of the learning program, resulting in the total experience as a life turning
point. The experience resulted in many participants reassessing themselves, which in turn,
resulted in an increase in understanding of communication processes, an increase in selfawareness and self-confidence, and the desire to learn more. Approximately half of the
participants reported these experiences as turning points in their lives.
The importance of critical reflection as a tool for understanding was recognised by
most participants. Most participants were able to reflect critically on their experience both
during the learning program, and during the implementation of their learning in the
workplace. Being able to engage in critical reflection assisted many participants in learning
about group process facilitation, and in coming to understand their experience. In addition to
the critical reflection that occurred, some participants were able to use their feelings to make
sense of events. As a result of reflecting critically, participants’ conceptualisation of their
experience further enhanced their understanding.
The centrality of the conceptualisation of the learning experience was an important
contributing factor in increasing participants’ understanding of group process facilitation.
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They used several introspective techniques to assist with the conceptualisation of events, such
as using their own feelings, their perception of self and others, their value system and their
previous experience. Once they had analysed and made sense of their experience, they made
judgements in relation to possible courses of action. Judgements made in light of the
conceptualised experience resulted in an application of learning for the majority of
participants.
Critical reflection, conceptualisation, and judgements made were important for the
development of future work and future personal intentions. Most participants intended to
refocus their work intentions in relation to their performance in the workplace. This involved
a reconsideration of how they approached their jobs in order to increase work performance.
Most participants believed that a reconsideration and reformulation of future work
intentions benefited themselves and the organisation. In addition, a reconsideration and
reformulation of future personal intentions resulted in participants reassessing their life
goals in order to improve themselves and their relationships with others.
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SECTION 3 - TAKING STOCK
This section contains Chapter Thirteen, the reference list and appendices. Conclusions and
implications from the analysis are drawn in Chapter Thirteen.

Essential themes and

structures identified in Chapters Eight through Twelve, and embodied in personal experience
and self-stories, are interpreted and relocated back in the natural day-to-day world of the
lived experience of the participants. Contrasting stories highlighting variations are presented
as an indication of how participants' lived experiences shaped and moulded essential features
of the learning and implementing process, and are seen to represent the contextualization
phase of interpretive interaction, following Denzin (1989a), Rail (1990) and Williams (1994).
Emergent models are inductively developed and discussed with the intention of drawing
together the research findings, and their implications for practice, for individuals and
organisations during organisational change and during learning. The models represent my
interpretation of the experiences of the participants and serve to synthesise what I have
learned in undertaking this study. The models also helped me to clarify my own thinking
processes about organisational change, adult learning and individual experiences of learning
and implementing group process facilitation, and may assist me with the presentation of my
findings to the organisation in which the study was undertaken.
Implications for the participants and for organisations are suggested. Recommendations
for further research conclude the chapter and the main part of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 13 - CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
"Cognosco ergo sum" (I experience, therefore I am) (Marton and Booth, 1997)
Introduction
As the above quotation suggests, our life experiences, and how we critically reflect on those
experiences, are important considerations for our personal growth and development and for
an understanding of self. The critically reflective process emerged as being an important part
of the learning process for the participants in this study. To better understand that process,
the purpose of this chapter is to draw together the findings of the study in relation to the
research question, How do individuals experience the learning and implementing of group
process facilitation? To do so, the remainder of the chapter is structured in the following
way. The next sections, entitled Substantive Findings of the Study, and Methodological
Issues from the Study, discuss the substantive findings of the study in relation to the purpose
of the study, and methodological issues seen to emerge from the study. Then follows the
section, Emergent Models, in which I present two models that I developed during the
research process and which I consider to be useful for individual and organisational learning.
In the section, Implications for Practice, I describe the implications of the findings for
individuals and organisations. I make Recommendations for Further Research in relation to
the substantive findings of the study, and in relation to methodological issues, in the final
section.
Substantive Findings of the Study
The study sought to move beyond a reliance on theories formulated by positivistic processes,
and into the realm of interpretivism in order to explore the individual experiences of people
learning and implementing group process facilitation. In this way, the intention was to
explore those experiences in a more holistic and transformational way than is permitted by
positivistic approaches. The approach utilised for the study was deemed to be appropriate for
exploring the meaning of the experiences from the point of view of each individual, and
within the context of his or her own life experience.
The literature reviewed in the study indicated that there seemed to be little public
knowledge of the implications of learning programs on the individual, from the unique
perspective of the individual, particularly as it relates to learning and implementing group
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process facilitation. That is to say, it did not consider the actual, lived, experience of persons
in such a situation. The review of literature suggested the need for research to address the
issue by examining how the participants made sense of, and gave meaning to, their learning
experiences. It further suggested the potential value of research into how individuals learning
and implementing group process facilitation adapted to their new role, and how they coped
with the challenges in their lives as a result of their learning and implementing experiences.
Also indicated was the need for research that was framed within the context of environmental
instability and uncertainty.

The study addressed these issues by examining how the

participants made sense of, and gave meaning to, their learning and implementing
experiences in an organisation undergoing change. It explored how they adapted to the new
role, and how they coped with the challenges in their lives as a result of their learning and
implementing experiences.
The literature reviewed also suggested that for workplace learning to occur in
organisations, adult learners needed a range of abilities, skills, and knowledge to become both
learners and facilitators of learning within their workplaces.

The concepts and notions

discussed, however, tended to focus on the benefits and implications of change within
organisations from the perspective of the organisation. Yet, it was argued that most (if not
all) of the suggested changes have implications for individuals. In the study, therefore,
learning was contextualised as occurring within processes of planned change by way of an
organisational change program and within the lived experience of participants as they
endeavoured to learn and implement their new learning.
A review of the literature related to group process facilitation indicated that many of the
major concepts and assumptions in relation to the study had not been tested, and were thus
open to exploration. The literature focussed on two primary areas: defining or designating
the role of a facilitator, and the skills required of a facilitator. Within these areas, various
views and approaches were offered in terms of the roles, skills, style, characteristics, training,
guidelines, and dimensions of a facilitator. Thus, there were a number of gaps identifiable in
relation to understanding and knowledge of group process facilitation. One of the gaps
identified was How do individuals make sense of, and give meaning to, their experiences of
learning and implementing group process facilitation? The study was partly informed by
that understanding of the literature, and set out to explore the aforementioned gap. In so
doing, the following substantive findings emerged.
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Most participants identified the experience of learning and implementing group process
facilitation as a turning point in their lives and as one that helped them to construct new
realities of themselves as part of their lived experience. Through critical reflection, most
participants were better able to understand those experiences and they were better able to
conceptualise them. In light of that conceptualisation, they then made determinations about
future work and personal goals. Many participants recognised that their experiences helped
them to develop improved interpersonal relationships and greater tolerance. At times they
found it difficult to improve those relationships, or to remain tolerant, because their
expectations of others were sometimes unfilled. This understanding helped them to come to
a deeper understanding of themselves.
Thus, personal change was an important outcome of their experience. They were more
self-aware and more open to learning, although such a process of change involved risk taking.
Risk taking sometimes meant that they were fearful or anxious about personal change and
were inhibited by self-doubt. Once they worked through their fears, they felt excited about
the personal change, and challenged to further their personal learning journey.
Most participants were also challenged by their experiences of implementing their
learning in the workplace. They were able to recognise the significance of the social milieu
of the workplace, including the expectations of support about the implementing of their
learning from management and peers. They recognised that the social milieu of the learning
environment also impacted on their total learning experience. That milieu was governed by
the novelty of the learning environment, the flexible approach to learning, and the way they,
and others, were chosen to attend the learning program. The learning experience helped them
to value difference and to recognise the importance of becoming more self-aware, as part of
their change process. At times, such a process was painful and pleasurable, pointing to the
paradoxical nature of the learning experience. To undertake the construction of new realities,
trust also was recognised as an important issue.
Methodological Issues from the Study
A view often expressed about qualitative data is that it is difficult and time consuming to
analyse. This view is supported by confusion surrounding the appropriate way to gather the
data, the inductive processes required to analyse such data, and the lack of explicit
information about how data are analysed. The role of existing literature, the relevance of the
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use of case studies, and the appropriateness of building theories from case study research,
have also been mentioned in the literature. In this study, the intention was to use a grounded
approach that gave adequate recognition to participants' stories of learning and implementing
group process facilitation, and to the meanings attributed by them to their experiences. The
study sought to use an interventionist case study approach to draw those stories together, so
that the commonalities and interrelationships between and among them could be drawn out in
a reformulated statement of their experiences. Thus, a methodology that was interpretive was
deemed most appropriate, and Denzin's (1989a) 'interpretive interactionism' was selected.
As I worked through the analytical phase of the study, I discovered that the chosen
methodology did not always provide me with a clear guideline as to how I might follow a
logical and coherent process to achieve my intentions. I found that I needed to extend and
deepen Denzin's (1989a) model, particularly in the analysis of the data collected. The model
(developed and described in Chapter 6) may prove to be useful to other researchers working
within a qualitative paradigm. Two other models also emerged.
Emergent Models
The models described below have been inductively developed in the course of this study.
They have been developed to help address the question so what? - a question which was
posed, in one way or another, during the research process. I asked it of myself. My research
supervisors, and students in lectures where I presented material from the study, repeatedly
asked me the question. Staff and students who attended seminars I gave about the research at
Griffith University and Dublin City University also did so. I thank those people for their
questioning insight and critical thinking. As with most creative activity, each model has been
through a number of developmental processes. After initial development of each model, I
presented it at one or more of the aforementioned forums. Feedback at that stage informed
further development of the models.
There were additional goals in my development of the models. The first was to draw
together the research findings, and their implications for practice, for individuals and
organisations during organisational change and during learning. The second was to clarify
my own thinking processes about organisational change, adult learning and individual
experiences of learning and implementing group process facilitation.

The third was to

develop a model or series of models useful for presentation to the organisation in which the
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study was undertaken. It was envisaged that presentation of the findings from the study
might be enhanced by use of the models. The model in Figure 13.1 is adapted from Cajete
(1994), and contains elements of ideas gleaned from Kao (1996).
Cajete (1994), in focussing on education for indigenous North Americans, presents an
argument about the negative impact of the positivistic world view on their education, the
world ecology and the collective soul of humanity.

He proposes ways that traditional

indigenous thought might be used to benefit humanity because indigenous people's
philosophy is closely tied to nature and has the capacity to rejuvenate and restore the natural
order. He presents a model for enhancing the education process and it is this model that
informs the design of the model shown in Figure 13.1.
By contrast, Kao (1996) explores ways for managers to stimulate creativity in their
workforce and to develop an environment in which creativity will flourish. To do so, he
draws upon his experience as a jazz musician and uses an analogy of musicians in a jam
session grasping hold of an idea from another player in the session, and challenging each
other's imagination and playing to produce an entirely new set of possibilities. In this way,
new ideas are formulated, tested, and explored. I have drawn on his call for creativity in
developing the model shown in Figure 13.1.
1. Platforms of Understanding
In the model developed here, and presented in Figure 13.1, the epiphany or turning point
serves as a platform underpinning most participants' learning and implementing experiences.
Each epiphany may be seen as necessarily unique, complex, and exquisite, as it developed
within the context of each participant's dynamic and creative social milieu. It may be
envisaged as the primary platform through which all learning occurred. Two learning triads
support the process. The spatial, temporal and action platforms form a triad that interacts
with the ideological, affective and social milieu platforms. Together these two triads are
integrated with each other and with the seventh platform of the epiphany, as indicated by the
arrows. Each experience within each platform is unique to the individual and may change at
any time as further learning, implementing, and life experiences occur. In the learning
program, epiphanies of one sort or another occurred for most, if not all, of the participants.
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Figure 13.1: Platforms of Understanding
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The Spatial platform is that place in which creative activity occurred for each participant.
This place may be seen as the learning program environment, the work environment or any
other place of significance in which the participant had cause to implement some aspect of
his or her learning, and the opportunity to reflect critically on that learning. The participants
may have construed those places as somewhat safe so that they were able to learn and
implement their new learning. In these places their guiding thoughts, ideas, orientations,
expectations, explanations, hopes and dreams may have been formulated and implemented.
The spatial platform may be seen as representing the new perspective which participants held
of themselves and of others as a result of their learning and implementing experiences. It was
their learning zone, and it happened within their own time.
The Temporal platform is that time in which learning, implementing, critically
reflecting, adapting, and experimenting combined to construct a new reality for each
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participant. It was seen to be that time in which the participants were able to contextualise
their experiences, to critically reflect on and integrate those experiences into a new way of
thinking and feeling about themselves and significant others, and to create new
understandings.

These new understandings may have been integrated with the theory

imparted during the learning program, or with later reading, or programs of study undertaken
by the participants at another stage. New understanding enabled them to connect to a new
space, and to undertake new actions.
The Action platform contains the skills and abilities through which the participants
implemented their new learning and understanding, either during the learning program, in the
workplace, or in their wider social milieu. Such expression further enabled the construction
of new realities for most participants. Action helped those participants to transform their
learning and implementing experiences to create new realities for themselves. The actions
that they undertook allowed them to combine knowledge, understanding and feelings in a
symbolic and symbiotic process that enabled them to surpass previous spatial and temporal
forms. Action formed a primary part of the learning process because it enabled the internal
processes of learning to be externalised.
The Ideological platform is that domain where most participants cultivated a belief in
themselves and others. This platform is shaped by each participant's psychological (and for
some, spiritual) experiences that resulted in, or resulted from, their learning and
implementing experiences. The historical, political, and socio-cultural environment in which
those experiences occurred further moulds it.

It is informed by the support and

encouragement received from managers, supervisors, colleagues, and significant others, just
as it is informed by the perceived lack of support, or even hostility, from some of those
organisational members or significant others. It contains a cultural significance and context
unique to the organisation in which learning and implementing occurred. The experiences of
learning and implementing within that cultural context enabled most of the participants to
learn about themselves and others, heightening their inner psychological understanding. In
turn, it may be surmised that such understanding will act upon the culture of the organisation
as participants endeavour to implement their learning. It may also be surmised that an
affective process shapes understanding.
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The Affective platform of participants' learning and implementing experience was
formed by their emotional responses to those experiences. Such responses helped many of
them to develop a deeper understanding of themselves, their relationships with significant
others, and their relationship to the organisation. It is the platform that helped most of the
participants come to an understanding of what they were learning and why they were
learning. It was an inner sanctum that many chose to keep private. They only revealed their
emotions when they perceived that the level of trust with other learning group members,
significant others, or the researcher, was at a sufficient level to declare themselves openly and
forthrightly to the other person or persons.

Such revelation often enabled a deeper

understanding of the meaning of their learning and helped to develop more meaningful
relationships. It also helped those participants to become more motivated, and to reconsider
and reformulate future personal and work goals, denoting an acceptance of responsibility that
some had previously chosen to forgo.

It was seen as acting as a bridge between the

ideological and the social milieu in which their learning and implementing experiences
occurred.
The Social Milieu platform contained the external responses and experiences that most
of the participants perceived as a result of their learning and implementing experiences. It
revealed a wider social context than that of the learning program, the workplace, or other
social environments. It was a holistic platform in which their learning was further developed
and in which they were able to transform their experiences and their lives. It was a platform
on which they were able to critically reflect on their experiences, and their new realities, and
to link such experiences and realities to the historical, political and cultural activities with
which they were familiar, in further informing their understanding of their experiences. With
that understanding they were able to link their learning and implementing experiences to
previous similar experiences and to draw conclusions about those experiences that enhanced
their learning process. Thus, it could be argued that the social milieu platform ensured that
learning was occurring continuously as part of their lived experience of what it is to be
human.
In summary, the primary philosophy of the learning program was that each individual
carried responsibility for their learning. That learning was linked to previous life experiences
and to the wider social milieu of their learning and implementing experiences.

How

individuals made sense of, and gave meaning to, those experiences may be located within the
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wider context of their lived experience. What has been achieved through the study of that
program is an understanding of those experiences, and their articulation in narrative format,
bringing to life the unique stories of the participants as they grappled with their learning and
implementing experiences. In this way those experiences may be understood within the
context of the reader's own experiences, and, just as most participants have done, may
encourage the reader to critically reflect on, and identify, their own potential.

Most

participants have recognised their potential to lead a fuller and more complete life. They
have learned to reflect critically on their own processes, and to trust and develop their
potential for further learning, by learning to believe in themselves. They have learned to
recognise the inner teacher.
2. Model for Managing Learning in an Organisational Context
Overview of the Model
The learning program that participants attended, and their experiences of learning, and
implementing that learning, moved the participants beyond the traditional or 'banking model'
(Freire, 1970) of adult learning.

Based on the concept that adults bring their own

experiences, thoughts, values and insights to a learning opportunity (Mezirow, 1991), the
experiences reported by the participants have contributed to a transformational learning
process for them (building on Mezirow, 1991, 1994, and 1996a). Further, the experiences
have resulted in a new conceptualisation of self and significant others and a new construction
of realities for each. Clearly, such realities are subjective, but are contextualised here in the
learning process utilised during the learning program, and in participants' learning and
implementing experiences.
All participants had used reflection and critical reflection to question their experiences.
While one participant seemed to be unsure of his learning outcomes, the other 15 reported
that they used their questioning insight to conceive new ways in which they could examine
their own actions and feelings at work, and in their wider social milieu. Such a process
helped them to develop insight about their learnings, and helped them to take action based on
that new insight. By this process, those participants' learning outcomes closely imitated the
learning style models of Kolb (1984) and Honey and Mumford (1992), and yet they moved
beyond those models. Learning is not only about style, it is also about substance, and the
critically reflective process seems to have been the catalyst for that substance for fifteen of
the participants.
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Explanation of the Model
Like the theoretical model of individual learning, the practical model developed here, and
presented in Figure 13.2, has at its core the epiphany or turning point from participants'
learning and implementing experiences. At the next level are individual and organisational
learning outcomes that are shaped by a constructivist stage as demonstrated in the hexagonal
shape.

The learning process emphasises six phases as shown (and shortly explained).

Furthermore, the outcomes are determined by the nature and extent of the learning program
(in this study - group process facilitation) shown in the inner rectangle, and the organisational
and social milieu in which learning and implementing occurs, as demonstrated by the outer
rectangle.
In developing the model, a series of discrete, but overlapping, activities are here drawn
out for description and explanation of a number of phases followed during the learning
process. The phases are described here in the text in linear sequence approximating the
primary order undertaken. The phases should be understood as a dynamic, cyclical process.
While the phases of the model are numbered sequentially to ease writing about them, the
numbering is not used to denote a linear process.
It should also be noted that the model is not meant to be a generic model of learning.
Rather, it is a model designed to reflect the learning experience of participants in the study.
In seeking to answer the research question, I was not searching for either negative or positive
responses as such, but rather the experience of the learning and implementation process, and
the learning outcomes for the participants during those experiences.

While the words

negative and positive are, at times, difficult to avoid, I have mostly endeavoured to do so. I
envisaged the participants' experiences as a learning experience, with learning outcomes that
can be expected to vary for each participant. In that learning process, some, if not all, of the
participants will have experiences that they deem as painful or hurtful, or the inducement of
feelings we sometimes label "negative". Similarly, some, if not all, of the participants will
have experiences that they deem as enlightening, joyous or happy or the inducement of
feelings we sometimes label "positive". Whatever the type of label applied, it was the total
experience of the participants that I sought to explore.

I, therefore, did not see it as

appropriate or relevant to create a model of the "negative" outcomes people sometimes
experience in a learning program of the type described, nor to incorporate the "negative"
directions that they may take into the learning cycle.
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Figure 13.2: Model for Managing Learning in an Organisational Context

Organisational and Social Milieu

Group Process Facilitation

Stabilisation
Transformation

Reflection

Individual and Organisational
Learning Outcomes

Construction
of new
realities

Epiphanies
Adaptation

Experimentation
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Phase 1: Reflection
Fifteen participants utilised a learning journal during the learning program.

Some

participants returned to the thoughts and feelings that they had entered in that journal as they
implemented their new learning. Some used the journal to help them recall incidents that
occurred and the strategies that were used during the learning program to deal with those or
similar incidents. For some study participants, the reflective process was assisted by the
interactions with the researcher during the interview process.

Questions asked of the

participants often generated thought processes and insight about particular events that they
had not previously considered. Thus the 'truth' arrived at by participants was not informed by
notions of objective reality, with the researcher as an independent observer or interventionist.
Rather, participants constructed their new realities as a process of consensual development
between themselves, the learning group in which they participated, their workgroup, the
researcher, and significant others in their wider social milieu. Such development occurred at
the best informed and most sophisticated level possible at the time. The process of sharing
their experiences with the researcher and recognising the consensual construction of their
new realities may be likened to Dick's (1990) concept of 'publishing' learning whereby people
share their experiences, reflections, theories, and action plans. The reflective process forms
the first part of a six-phase process of change for most of the participants.
Phase 2: Adaptation of New Learning
Participants' decisions about whether to implement their new learning depended, in many
cases, on their perceptions about the potential consequences or repercussions of their actions.
These perceptions often hindered them in taking action. They feared that if they acted in a
particular way, some negative reaction would occur. Such a perception is understandable.
What participants do not appear to realise is that all parties to the interaction are equally
involved and accountable, although not necessarily to the same extent. In terms of group
process facilitation, it seems reasonable to expect that the person charged with the facilitator
role accept final responsibility.
The inducement to act was driven by a process of internalisation and externalisation.
Internally, participants recalled their previous experiences, their learning experiences, and
their experiences with either work colleagues or significant others.

Based on those

recollections, some participants then decided either to proceed or to give up. Externally, that
decision was driven by their analysis of the environment such as a perception of support from
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colleagues, managers, or both. The internalisation and externalisation processes helped them
to gather the information necessary for them to act.
Within a value framework there cannot be 'objective' assessment of information. The
meanings participants attributed to the 'facts' imparted during the learning program, their own
actions, and the actions of others, only had meaning within a value and constructivist
framework (following Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Based on this framework, participants then
made a decision to proceed with attempts to adapt and implement their new learning. Some
participants made such a determination during the learning program.

For others, the

determination occurred in the workplace or in their wider social milieu.

Adaptation,

determination, and implementation occurred when participants felt most able to take action.
Phase 3: Experimentation with New Learning
Having been induced to act during the adaptation stage, the next stage is experimentation. In
this stage, the participants attempted to use their new learning in a situation of their choosing.
Participants arrived at an understanding of the situation within the context of the membership
of the group with whom they shared the experiment - be they other learning group members,
work colleagues, family or friends. The phenomena emanating from the experimental stage
emerged from a dialectical and cyclical process in which the participants discussed the
outcomes of their experiences (as suggested by Kolb, 1984, and Honey and Mumford, 1992).
Such discussion may have occurred during the learning program for some of the participants.
It may have occurred for others within the perceived safety of their domestic environment,
where they discussed their interpersonal and intrapersonal capabilities with their partner.
For those participants who experimented with their new learning, their reporting of their
experiences suggests that the outcomes of the process cannot be generalised from one group
to another. That is to say, the phenomena experienced during the experimentation phase
cannot be predicted or controlled. Nor can an 'expert' facilitator impose such phenomena.
Rather, the experimentation stage suggests that phenomena identified during the learning and
implementing processes were conceptually framed as joint constructions between each
participant and the people involved with that participant during the experimentation stage.
On each occasion, the participant concerned had to adjust his or her perceptions and
judgements of experience. They also had to adjust their actions and activities to ensure that
they achieved what they perceived to be successful outcomes.
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There was also recognition by the participants that information exchanged between
themselves and significant others did not occur in isolation.

Rather, the process of

exchanging information occurred within the wider social milieu of the participants, including
the presence of others, such as work colleagues or family members. At times, participants
may have been in a situation of conflict with one or more of those other people - a situation
that may have resulted in the participants feeling inadequate for the role of a facilitator at that
point in time. The ability to experiment with their new learning may have been adversely
impacted upon, on such occasions.
Phase 4: Construction of New Realities
The experiences reported by the participants suggest that change cannot be engineered.
While the construction of new realities might be intended, and planned for, by the learning
facilitator, they cannot be programmed as such, let alone 'engineered'. All the learning
facilitator can do is to provide an environment in which learning events might occur that are
likely to lead to the construction of new realities for participants. The organisation can
provide appropriate resources to help create such an environment. Change, therefore, is seen
as a cyclical process involving the introduction of new information and insight at each new
occasion. Further, such insight and information becomes increasingly sophisticated in its use
by each participant as new realities are constructed. New realities were constructed by the
consolidation of prior experience, critical reflection on current experience, the adaptation of
new learning, the willingness to experiment, and a determination to try a new action at the
next opportunity.
Phase 5: Transformation
The learning and implementing of group process facilitation was not a value free experience
for the participants. The values underpinning their experiences were evident in any number
of comments identified in the analytical chapters. The reality for each participant was that
their values and their interpretations of 'facts' were interlinked. Their values formed an
integral part of group process, whether they acted in the role of a group participant or as a
group process facilitator. In this way they were able to attribute meaning to their experience.
The clearest evidence of the values underpinning their experience emerges from the reported
outcome of the experience as a turning point in fifteen participants' lives.
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The notion of a turning point suggests that there was a moment in the greater majority
of participants' lives when suddenly the meaning and sense of what they were learning and
implementing became clear.

They experienced an insight that enabled them to see

themselves and their actions in a new and profound way. It was a way that they had not
previously thought possible.
Such an outcome for the participants may be interpreted in at least two different ways.
The first is that by naming their experience as a turning point in their lives, they accorded
special status or legitimation to the outcome. The second interpretation is that the concept of
a turning point simply represented another construction in the context of new realities and, in
particular, their knowledge about group process facilitation. Their new knowledge is a literal
creation of group process, their critical reflections of that process, and their determination to
adapt to, and to experiment with, their understanding of their learning.
In the context of this study, the concept of a turning point is interpreted as representing
the construction of a new reality. Fifteen participants clearly identified the experience as a
turning point in their lives - it is a spatio-temporal identification. That is to say, it was a
significant experience to them at that place and time. Other events may have occurred since,
such that those events are now seen as more significant turning points.
Phase 6: Stabilisation of the Experience
Reports by some participants suggest that in terms of the total learning and implementing
experience, including the interactions between themselves and the researcher, no party to the
event was the sole provider of data. Rather, the researcher, learning group members, work
colleagues and significant others were subjective partners in the creation of a new selfunderstanding, and new realities for those participants. Those new realities often resulted in
more fulfilling and rewarding relationships with significant others in their lives than had been
the case prior to their learning experience.
Further, those relationships were not established by coercion or manipulation by any
party involved in the interaction. Instead, they were developed collaboratively by negotiation
between all parties. Where there was an opportunity to contribute, and an opportunity for the
participants to use their new learning, a period of stabilisation occurred. Those participants
developed a heightened awareness of, and sensitivity to, other people. In turn, they were
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further able to reflect on the outcomes, thus returning to the reflective stage of the model and
beginning a learning journey that is both cyclical and iterative, should they choose.
Implications for Practice
In this section, the implications for practice are drawn out from the research findings. These
are related here to Figures 13.1 and 13.2.

First, the implications of the findings for

individuals are suggested within a framework of constructivism. Second, the implications of
the findings for organisations are stated within a framework of environmental uncertainty and
continuous learning.
1. Implications of the Findings for Individuals
The purpose of the study was to understand the experience of individuals learning and
implementing group process facilitation. The intention was to focus on a neglected area of
research relating to learning and development strategies used during organisational change.
While the impact of such change processes on the organisation are important, there was
identified a need for a focus on individuals and the impact of organisational change processes
on them from their perspective. In that context, there were seen to be implications for both
individuals and organisations. This section addresses the implications that were seen to
emerge from the study for the ways in which individuals may optimise their learning within
an organisational context.
From the spatial platform identified in Figure 13.1, it may be seen that the learning
environment played a key part in the participants' learning and development. Thus, the use of
appropriate learning environments is an important consideration for where learning and
development programs ought to be conducted. Individuals need to be confident that those
environments provide the security and comfort necessary for enabling them to take risks, and
for extending their personal boundaries in an endeavour to have a meaningful learning
experience. The potential benefit is a meaningful and critically reflective learning experience
for the individual.
The temporal platform in Figure 13.1 indicates that learning did not end after the eight
days of the learning program in which the focus was on the participants' learning about group
process development. Nor did the learning only embrace topics or experiences covered
during that time. Rather, a critically reflective process aided learning, and that process
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continued for some period of time after the completion of the learning program. To continue
such learning processes, consideration should be given to the development of appropriate
learning development strategies and programs that embrace critical reflection as part of the
learning and development process. The implications for individuals are that learning and
development programs, of a type attended by the participants in this study, ought to occur in
small blocks of time, on a number of occasions, and over a longer period of time.
Consideration also needs to be given to the development of a follow-up program for
interested participants. The follow-up program should have with a similar structure to the
original program, albeit condensed.
Action was also a key part of the learning process, as indicated in the action platform of
Figure 13.1. Clearly, therefore, programs of the type attended by the participants need to
include a range of specific activities whereby the opportunity to practice their new learnings
is incorporated into the learning program. But such learning does not end at the exit door of
the learning zone. Rather, further development needs to be embraced. Such learning should
occur by way of an advanced learning program, by attending other learning programs of a
similar nature, by supervisors and managers mentoring learning participants, or by regular
and constructive feedback about the use of their learning from managers and peers.
The ideological platform in Figure 13.1 suggests that the participants developed a belief
in themselves that may not previously have existed. The strength of that belief may be
directly related to their learning experience. A learning program of the type attended by the
participants seems to be an appropriate vehicle for this type of learning to occur. Thus,
programs of a similar type would appear to be appropriate for on-going development
opportunities for them, or for the development of others. Such a program would need the
support of participants' managers and peers, and ought to be introduced within a framework
that is culturally significant to the organisation from which participants are drawn.
Alternatively, if participants come from a number of different organisations, provision ought
to be made for how the program should be placed within a cultural context that would be
significant for all participants, for example, the uncertainty of organisational change, or,
organisational change and individual consequences.
A consideration of the importance of emotion in learning and development, as
suggested by the affective platform in Figure 13.1, should also be recognised.

It is
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acknowledged and accepted that there is a developmental progression in ways of dealing with
the role of emotion in learning and understanding the impact of learning. A program of the
type offered here would seem to be a way of helping individuals better learn to cope with this
aspect of learning and development. Within such a program, however, careful attention
needs to be paid to the development of a learning environment in which the participants feel
that they are able to trust each other and the learning facilitator. Appropriate mechanisms for
doing so ought to be structured into the learning program.
The social milieu platform of Figure 13.1 indicates the importance of that milieu to
learning outcomes. Individuals need to be aware of its impact, and they need to be prepared
to deal with the response that they might experience from their mangers, supervisors,
colleagues, family and friends when they implement their new learning. Those responses
will not always be favourable and participants need strategies for dealing with such situations
and their own reactions to those situations. Equally, the social milieu enabled many of the
the participants to reflect critically on their experiences and to enhance their learning process.
Thus, again, critical reflection is a key component of the learning process.

On-going

opportunities therefore need to embrace periods for critical reflection and discussion of those
reflections with others.
Finally, each of the six platforms discussed related to a transformational learning
experience for the participants, here termed epiphany. That epiphany was envisaged in
Figure 13.1 as the primary platform through which all learning occurred. An implication for
individuals is how they might further understand their learning experience as an epiphany.
Another implication is how participants may further utilise the concept of epiphany in future
learning and development opportunities. Thus, participants should seek out programs of a
similar type, or they should ensure that they critically reflect on their learning experiences to
understand them in different and more enlightened ways.
2. Implications of the Findings for Organisations
While the purpose of the study was to understand the experience of individuals learning and
implementing group process facilitation as part of an organisational change program, it was
also recognised that an understanding of the impact of such change processes on the
organisation are important. This section addresses the implications that were seen to emerge
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from the study for the ways in which organisations may work to enhance the quality of
learning for individuals in an organisational change process.
Based on the model developed in Figure 13.2, there is a need for organisations to attend
to learning how to learn. There also appears to be a need for the development of key aspects
of organisational functioning to support continual learning. These factors may be drawn from
the outer rectangle of the figure in which the organisational and social milieu was seen to
embrace the learning experience of the participants. Equally, the model presents group
process facilitation as one strategy for organisational change, and within that change process,
the steps undertaken by the individuals during their learning and implementing experiences.
The following suggestions of the implications for organisations embrace all these aspects of
the model.
The ability to learn and continuously improve at the organisational level depends on a
number of factors. In addition to the technical skills that many organisations focus on
developing, attention needs to turn to the further development of thinking processes.
Thinking processes involve people in becoming more attuned to critical questioning by
considering balanced and liberal arguments for new ways of working.

They mean

challenging assumptions and conventional approaches to the way work is performed, and
being able to suggest new ways of working. They constitute a process that ought to be
further inculcated until, as with safety in many organisations, all organisational members
accept responsibility for continuous improvement.
An understanding of the social context in which learning occurs is also important to the
learning process in organisations. The social context includes modeling and mentoring by
managers and supervisors, and the opportunity for learning and development program
participants to implement new learning. From a progressive-humanist perspective, a positive
and supportive work climate aids the application of learning in the workplace. People who
are given work roles or tasks relevant to their new learning are more likely to apply those
learnings in the workplace. Key stakeholders within organisations should be selected as role
models and encouraged to further develop their own abilities as a way of modeling preferred
organisational behaviours, activities and actions.
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It has been argued that contemporary organisations exist within an uncertain and
ambiguous environment, an 'age of discontinuity'. Within that environment, therefore, it is
important that organisational members, particularly managers and supervisors, are not
perceived as maintaining existing attitudes hidden behind a veil of commonly used words
such as 'benchmarking', 'world’s best practice', 'empowerment', and 'commitment'. Such a
perception from some participants in this study may suggest that 'real' learning is obstructed
when such a position is perceived. Participants infer that meaningful change is being avoided
and that the status quo is being maintained. Thus, change is viewed as rhetorical, rather than
real, and it is seen as manipulative.
The perceived lack of trust identified by some participants needs to be addressed at an
organisational level by working actively to identify and resolve individual, group and
organisational conflict. The ability to resolve conflict relies on people being able to develop
a common set of values and beliefs, and to understand that values and beliefs are developed
throughout life from life experiences, and are often based on our perceptions and expectations
of others. Specific learning and development programs should be designed and developed to
meet this need.
Some participants appeared to be fearful of the reactions of managers and colleagues to
their attempts to implement their new learning. Such fears need to be overcome at an
organisational level by enabling people to apply their learning and by providing meaningful
and informative feedback to them to help them learn. Learners should also be given selfmanagement strategies to help prevent them from lapsing into previously learned, and often
less effective, actions, rather than applying their new learnings. Self-management strategies
enable people to discuss lapses openly, and to explore ways to overcome those lapses.
Discussion is seen to provide data useful for embracing further development and selfimprovement, and to enable the development of abilities or actions to overcome perceived
obstacles to the application of learning in the workplace.
More specifically, encouragement should be given to developing management and
workgroup sensitivity to a range of issues. Managers and supervisors need to be advised of
the importance of the critically reflective process that continues after the formal learning
program has been completed. They need to be briefed on the importance of their role in
supporting their staff in the development of their new learning; an expectation that needs to
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be made explicit in their own performance criteria. They also need to be advised that they
can expect a range of application strategies from their staff as they endeavour to implement
their new learning. Strategies may range from doing nothing to being fully motivated to
implement all that they have learned, and may require managers and supervisors to address
those implementation strategies with their staff as part of the latters' on-going development.
Clearly, therefore, managers and supervisors need a range of intrapersonal and interpersonal
skills to enable them to perform this part of their role appropriately.
Moreover, consideration should be given to the creation and maintenance of a
facilitator's support network within organisations. The network should embrace not only the
participants who have attended a learning program, but should also include other interested
parties such as managers, and work colleagues. Such networks should also include people
with appropriate knowledge and expertise outside the organisation.
Some participants mentioned that they were disillusioned with the organisational
change processes that were occurring and that those processes had diminished their morale.
By contrast, others had developed a new sensitivity towards the organisation and their work.
A new sensitivity meant that they were now more aware of their obligations to the
organisation and were revitalised in terms of their commitment to the organisation. Thus, a
learning program of the type reported in this study might help organisations cope with some
of the change processes with which they are faced, and in particular, it may enhance those
processes.
Participants reported the development of new coping strategies that have implications
for organisations. Many participants reported that they were now more assertive and less
aggressive with other people. The change in intrapersonal understanding and interpersonal
style related not only to work colleagues but also to family members. Such a style has
positive implications for reducing workplace conflict, for the establishment and maintenance
of more appropriate relationships with customers and suppliers, and for the enhancement of
personal relationships.
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Recommendations for Further Research
A number of recommendations for further research may be drawn from this study. These are
categorised and framed within the substantive findings of the study, and within the chosen
methodology.

More specifically, the recommendations are related here to the models

developed and presented in Figures 13.1 and 13.2.
Returning firstly to Figures 13.1 and 13.2, the epiphany is seen as providing a pivotal
point for understanding the participants' learning and implementing experiences in both
figures. The actions and events that occurred for them during those experiences may be
understood as precursors to transformational change. That change has been identified as an
epiphany or turning point in their lives, in which they came to greater self-understanding.
What remains to be addressed is how important that turning point may have been for them in
the light of the passage of time. Further research should be undertaken with the participants
to establish that importance. Individuals in other organisations who have been involved in a
learning and development program, of the type that participants in this study attended, should
be a part of similar research. These research studies should be used to determine how the
concept of epiphany might be used to enhance the learning and development experience.
Research is also needed to explore the relationships between the two models developed.
Epiphany is identified in Figure 13.1 as the primary platform through which all learning
occurred for the participants. It is also identified at the core of the model developed in Figure
13.2. This study, however, has not sought to identify relationships between the two models.
Further research, therefore, should be undertaken into the interrelationships between the two
models; the meanings for individuals and organisations of those interrelationships; and how
such relationships might be used for the enhancement of learning and development strategies
in organisations.
Returning to Figure 13.1 and the six platforms identified and presented in the lower half
of the figure, the following recommendations for further research are offered. There appear
to be a number of studies presented in the literature, and discussed in Chapter Three, that
address the issues identified in the spatial, temporal and action platforms on the lower left
hand side of the figure. Less clear, however, are the issues identified in the ideological,
affective and social milieu platforms in the lower right hand side of the figure. Thus, further
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research should be conducted in each of these platforms, and in the links between and among
them.
Specifically, research focussing on the importance of the historical, political and sociocultural environment in which learning and implementing occurs needs to be addressed. For
example, the significance of the culture of the organisation on individual emotional health
and well being needs to be addressed within the context of the historical, political and cultural
realities of organisational change. The research should be extended to the wider social milieu
for the identification and understanding of the significance of the links between these three
platforms.
From Figure 13.2, further research needs to be undertaken into the role played by the
organisational and social milieu in which learning and development occurs. Those milieus
indicate a wider social context than the one embraced by this study. Further research needs
to be extended from the workplace into other social environments, further drawing out the
implications of a learning and development program, of a type undertaken by participants in
this study, for the importance of reconstructing relationships. A follow-up study should be
extended to addressing the implications that reconstruction may have on people's work
capabilities, actions and intentions.
While there are a number of studies relating to the importance of management and peer
support for the transfer of learning in the workplace, research into the cultural significance of
such support should be undertaken within the context unique to the organisation in which
learning and implementing occurred. Further research should extend to identifying and
recognising the impact that such an understanding may have for the culture of the
organisation. That is, a follow-up study should address the significance of the impact of
learning and development on an organisation's culture.
Learning and implementing group process facilitation is not necessarily a 'behavioural'
experience. Rather, it is also an affective and cognitive experience, as this research has
highlighted. Clearly, the part played by emotion in a learning and development program, and
later in the organisational context, remains to be addressed. Understanding emotion and
emotional responses to organisational change programs, of the type undertaken by
participants in the study, should provide significant learning for individuals and organisations
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as they attempt to cope with organisational change. It is surmised that such understanding
may enlighten an understanding of individual health and well-being during times of
organisational change. It may also broaden an understanding of: the meaning of learning; the
role such meaning plays in self-development; the role it plays in the development of more
fulfilling work and personal relationships; and the role it plays in the re-assessment of future
work and personal intentions.
Further research needs to examine programs associated with group process facilitation,
as part of a strategy for organisational change, in other organisations. Those approaches need
to be studied to identify, recognise, and articulate participants' learning in those learning and
development programs. Program outcomes could be analysed in terms of how individuals
and organisations construct new realities.
Central to the current issues in group process facilitation research are those which
revolve around methodology. As our perspective widens, so does our perception of what
might need to be studied, and, therefore, the potential range of methodologies from which to
choose also warrants careful consideration. This study was seen as being best informed by a
constructivist epistemology.

That epistemology unambiguously indicated an interpretive

approach to research, in which interpretation of individuals' experiences of learning and
implementing group process facilitation was seen as important to understanding those
experiences from the unique perspective of each individual.

Within that framework,

interpretive interactionism was selected as providing the general framework for data
collection and analysis. A refinement to that approach was introduced by way of an extended
model in the data analysis (see Figure 6.1), and an interventionist case study was utilised.
Most importantly, what this study suggested is that group process facilitation is a social
and interactive process that calls for post-positivist research. The study has exposed the
richness that may be gained from a constructivist, interpretivist, and progressive-humanist
approach. In addition, the study has demonstrated that the identification and recognition of
how individuals make sense of, and give meaning to, their learning and implementing
experiences, may be seen to have positive individual and organisational benefits. Ideally,
further research would focus on group process facilitation as the core concept, and be
conducted within a constructivist epistemology that replicates progressive-humanistic
approaches.
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Appendix A: Lesson plan template
The Organisation, Facilitation Skills Training
Block 5, Module 1
Identified learning needs
Continuation of theory and practice, including metaprocess model
Recap theory
Conflict resolution
Review expectations/concerns
Review groundrules (Quickly)
Group dynamics
Assertion
Communication skills, including self-awareness tools and skills; and listening skills
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Suggested program for weeks 2,3,4 to meet identified needs
Week 2
Day 1
Warm up (voluntary)
Further skills development for self awareness and understanding
Johari window
Transactional analysis
Theory input
Reflection and discussion (to develop process observation and intervention skills)
After dinner exercise
Day 2
Warm up (voluntary)
Reflection and discussion
Metaprocess intervention model (theory and application)
Common group problems (theory linked to group experiences)
Reflection and discussion
Application of skills through role play
Identification of needs for weeks 3 & 4
Week 3
Day 1
Warm up
Recap the theory from weeks 1 & 2
Reflection and discussion
Conflict resolution (Theory and practice)
After dinner exercise
Day 2
Reflection
Process observation and intervention (further skills development)
Conflict resolution (continued, if necessary)
Reflection
Assertion skills
Identification of needs for week 4
Week 4
Day 1
Warm up
Recap the theory from weeks 1, 2 & 3
Reflection and discussion
Assertion skills (Theory and practice)
After dinner exercise
Day 2
Reflection
Process observation and intervention
Assertion skills (continued, if necessary)
Reflection and discussion
Identification of future needs
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Appendix B: List of Presentations and Published Articles from the Study
Refereed Journal Articles
Sheehan, M. (1996) “Learning and Implementing Facilitation Skills: Setting Directions”,
Accountability & Performance, 2 (1), pp.73-93.
Sheehan, M. and Kearns, D. (1995) “Using Kolb: implementation and evaluation of
facilitation skills”, Industrial and Commercial Training, 27 (6), pp. 8-14.
Refereed Conference Papers
Sheehan, M (1994), "Accounting for ourselves in organisational change", in Laidlaw, M.,
Lomax, P. and Whitehead, J. (Eds), Accounting for Ourselves, Congress Papers, World
Congress 3, ALARPM, University of Bath, 6-9 July, pp. 208-11.
Sheehan, M. (1999), "Understanding Individual Experience: Choosing a Methodology",
Paper presented at the Organisations Looking Ahead: Challenges and Directions Conference,
Griffith University, Logan, 22-23/11/99.
Presentations
Seminar Presentation
Business School, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland, Individual Experiences of Learning
Group Process Facilitation Skills, 29/11/96.
Seminar Series
School of Organisational Behaviour and Human Resource Management, Faculty of
Commerce and Administration, Griffith University, 15 November, 1995, Learning and
implementing group process facilitation skills: individual experiences, Presentation of PhD
proposal.
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CHANGE: IN PERSONAL
RELATIONSHIPS

A RECONSIDERATIION AND
REFORMULATION OF FUTURE WORK
INTENTIONS

PARADOXICAL NATURE OF LEARNING

Beryl

"Okay, so being able to see the process and
not jumping to too many conclusions about
the way people are feeling, the way they are
behaving in a certain way. It's given me an
appreciation of diversity and uncerttainty and
that different people have different truths and
different wyas of looking at the world, and
that asking questions is another important
tool.

"My role in my family, it's helped me a lot
there, in better understanding my parents
and valuing them more for what they have
done." 1/10/15-16 and 18-19 & "My uncle is
someone who has been sort of looked down
on all my life…I have the opportunity to look
at him in a different way and not judge good
or bad but just say he's a valuable person
and I actually enjoy spending time with him."
1/10/22-26

I think something that I want to work on next
is not setting goals for things,…what I'd like
to do is just get a whole sense of how I want
the experience to be and just let myself
evolve to whatever point I need to be at…to
somehow adopt that philosophy into what I
do at work as well.

Yes. I mean, there's pain associated with it,
too…where I feel almost paralysed,…it's just
that it feels like that universe is big and
empty and there's nothing there and I'm out
there in the middle of it…things like that are
painful but, I don't know, I always seem to
come through the other side having learned
something.

Chris

"Not any more because I think I'm
responsible too…" & "…I wouldn't have done
it the same way I've done it…I probably
would have said …'You fuck off!' and by
doing that I would have destroyed the whole
system" (21/23-26)

Col

"I think I've learned to be a little less
judgemental. I've learned to sit back and
listen to other people. I've learned just how
much you get done by being positive and
hopefully, I've learned to communicate with
other people in a far better way than what I
have in the past. & "Hopefully I've grown as
a person."

a question I ask myself now, is where do I go "I didn't understand what the bloody hell we
from here? "Is there some sort of refresher were doing."
course or is there a follow-up course with this
or do you just throw yourself back into
humanity…" "Because I feel we need
something a little bit more. I do feel I need
more time to work with our work groups…"
"Oh, yes it has…you sense that things go a
"I found the real life data that was created by
lot more smoothly when you can express
the exercises that went on, quite rewarding
yourself like that…it's just something that I've
and I did learn quite a deal from them." "Yes.
sensed. But it's been there and it's positive.."
I got heaps of feedback. Not always good.
1/13/4-9
Well, no, not always positive, but always
good." There's always a certain amount of
both (pleasure and pain).

Elliiott

…whereas I think now I would ask questions
for more detail and more clarification than
what I would have been & "…I guess the
journey is continuing…I've got to do things
differently."

Francis

"The pleasure that I'm getting out of the skills
and knowledge in terms of group facilitation
is that I feel more fulfilled…and…"…it was
the catalyst to…opening the mind up...and
accepting people for who they are."

I have taken up extra reading

"…I guess what I learned there is to think
before you leap a bit more than perhaps I
do." & "Uncomfortable…" "The thing that
really frustrates me…is that I still seem to
miss…the in-between-lines issues…" "I think
what…I had difficulty with, is
understanding…what group process is.
I would continue…to do more work in that
"…a very significant learning curve…"
area… "…I actually went along to ( a selfand…"…I shouldn't continually challenge
development program)…" "I want to find out their feelings and their views…I've learned
more about that when I get an opportunity." that as well" and..."...but really the problem
was mine. That was a really good learning
situation for me."

Appendix C: Matrix - Conceptualising the Narrative Extracts
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CHANGE: PERSONAL

Appendix D: Theming the Analysis of the Interview Data
1.

Assertion

2.

Awareness of others

3.

Behaviour: examination of own

4.

Change: confronting

5.

Change: dilemmas of the change agent

6.

Change: inability to cope with changing nature of the workplace

7.

Change: in communication style

8.

Change: cultural

9.

Change: personal

10. Change: in personal relationships
11. Change: of intervention strategy
12. Change: reluctance to
13. Conflict: avoidance
14. Conflict: dealing with
15. Conflict: frustration with
16. Conflict: inability to resolve
17. Confusion
18. Constructionism
19. Construction of a new reality
20. Content and process: difficulty in separating
21. Content and process: frustration with focus on process rather than content
22. Content and process: separating
23. Content and process: focus on process
24. Content and process: using both
25. Control: need for
26. Course/program expectations
27. Dealing with diversity and uncertainty
28. Defensiveness
29. Determination to succeed
30. Digression
31. Disillusionment with previous organisational courses
32. Education: need for others in the organisation to learn the skills
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33.

Expectation of others

34.

Experience of the learning program

35.

Fear of the unknown

36.

Feedback

37.

Feelings

38.

Flexibility

39.

Further learning

40.

Future intentions

41.

Gender issues

42.

Goal setting

43.

Group development

44.

Group dynamics: assumptions about

45.

Group dynamics: awareness of

46.

Group formation: stages of

47.

Group progress: frustration with the lack of

48.

Implementation in the workplace

49.

Inability to deal with the situation

50.

Insecurity

51.

Interpretation and assumption

52.

Intervention

53.

Involving people

54.

Irony

55.

Journey of discovery

56.

Learning

57.

Learning environment

58.

Making meaning

59.

Observations

60.

Organisational commitment and loyalty

61.

Organisational contextual issues

62.

Organisational outcomes

63.

Organisational support

64.

Outcomes

65.

Paradox

66.

Paradigm shift
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67.

Perception of manipulation

68.

Perception of others in a group

69.

Preparation

70.

Positive outcomes

71.

Pushing boundaries

72.

Real data versus role play

73.

Reassessment of life

74.

Reflection

75.

Responsibility: unwillingness to accept

76.

Revelation of experiences of working in groups

77.

Rights of others: awarene4ss of the

78.

Risk taking

79.

Role modelling

80.

Seeking feedback

81.

Selection issue

82.

Self assessment

83.

Self awareness

84.

Self confidence

85.

Self control

86.

Self doubt

87.

Self esteem

88.

Self expectations

89.

Self growth

90.

Self perception

91.

Self responsibility

92.

Self understanding

93.

Sense making

94.

Shared leadership

95.

Skills: communication

96.

Skills: how others may react to the course

97.

Skills: feeling of inadequacy in learning new

98.

Skills: listening

99.

Skills: observation

100. Skills: utilisation in the workplace
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101. Skills: utilisation outside the workplace
102. Skills: frustration with implementation in the workplace
103. Skills: regression
104. Skills: being vigilant
105. Small group discussion
106. Social milieu
107. Stress: dealing with it
108. Support for others
109. Synergistic experience
110. Transference
111. Trust: developing
112. Turning point
113. Uncomfortableness
114. Unplanned and unintended consequences
115. Values
116. Withdrawal
117. Workplace outcomes
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